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About this catalog
This catalog provides an illustration and a brief description of more than 500 lecture dem-
onstrations available to instructors in the Physics Department at U.C. Berkeley.  They can 
be viewed on-line at our website at http://www.mip.berkeley.edu/physics/. The website is 
frequently updated and will have our most current catalog. The demonstrations are orga-
nized by topic.  A popularity rating (0 to 5 diamonds) indicates which demonstrations have 
been requested most frequently by instructors.

How to request demonstrations for class
• Send an e-mail to demos@physics.berkeley.edu, or
• Come by room 72 LeConte 
• Call 642-3267 and speak to Cindy or Roberto or leave a message. You may
      sometimes locate us at Pimentel: 642-4822

For best results
 • Request demos at least 24 hours ahead.  We do our best to 
  accommodate late requests, but give our highest priority to timely ones.
 • Check with the demonstration staff before your lecture for operating tips.
 • Arrange to try out the more challenging demonstrations well before your
   lecture begins.

What you can expect
 • Your requested demonstrations should be set up at least 10 minutes 
  before your lecture (earlier upon request).
 • A staff member will be available to show you how to operate the apparatus 
  10 minutes before lecture (earlier upon request).
 • Occasionally, demonstrations will not be available because of a conflict with   

      another instructor’s request, or setup will be delayed because a 
            demonstration is used in the preceding class period.  You will be notified
            if time allows.

                       Improved and New Demonstrations
 • Since the 2007 edition, many demonstrations have been rebuilt or improved   

 and several new ones have been developed.  The new demonstrations
  include:

      A+5+10    Equal path lengths Ball Race      
      C+30+17  Archimedes' Principle
      C+55+35  Diffusion of Ammonia and HCl
      C+65+2    Light the Match
      C+90+25  Prince Rupert's Drops
      D+5+1      LCR Paradox
      D+15+1    Oscillating magnets in coupled coils      
      E+60+45  Optical Illusion using indices of refraction
      

 • Many of our demonstrations have been updated to use the Lab Pro interface with        
      a laptop that is then projected in the lecture hall. Furthermore, we have a variety             
     of sensors and detectors that can be employed to make just about any of our demos  
      quantitative.

 •     We are still in the process of replacing of our aging film loops with Java applets. In 
addition to being newer, these applets have the added advantage that one can adjust 
the parameters of a given applet to demonstrate different principles. We are still keep-
ing many of the films but will not be using the older format. We have VHS, laserdisc       
and DVD copies available.
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 Book A:     Mechanics
Acceleration Popularity Index
A+0+0 "Coin and Feather" fall in an evacuated rotatable tube.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+0+5 Timed free fall: Ball drops 2 meters through electronic timing gate. ◆◆◆◆

A+0+10 Atwood machine: Unbalanced weights on a pulley accelerate slowly.  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+0+15 A falling weight accelerates a car horizontally. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .◆◆

A+0+20 Acceleration of a steel ball down an inclined plane with metronome.  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+0+22 Inclined airtrack with gliders and timing gates. ◆◆◆

A+0+23 Inclined airtrack, cart and ball accelerate in unison .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .     ◆  

A+0+25 Cork float accelerometer: Cork and water in sealed flask.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+0+30 A chain dropped onto a force plate. ◆◆

A+0+35 A ball swung on a string held by a sleeve.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+0+40 Conical pendulum:  Similar to A+0+35 with standard weights. ◆◆◆◆

A+0+45 Loop the loop: Sphere, hoop, disk rolled down a looped track.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+0+47 Swing water in a bucket. ◆◆◆

A+0+50 Candles rotating about an axis.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+0+55 Mercury and colored water in a rotating glass vessel. ◆◆

A+0+56 Flattening of the earth: Rotating brass hoops.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+0+57 Rotating loop of chain rolls across bench. ◆◆◆

A+0+58 Mechanical governor device.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+0+59 Chain lariat with hand drill. ◆◆

A+0+60 Film: "Zero G", sound, 14 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+0+65 Film: "Conservation laws in zero G", sound, 14 min. ◆◆

A+0+70 Film loop: "Inertial forces: Centripetal acceleration", (LD#B28), 3:15 min.  . ◆◆

A+0+75 Film loop: "Inertial forces:Translational acceleration", (LD#A76), 2:05 min ◆

A+0+80 Applet: The_Ramp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆

Conservation of Energy
A+5+0 Ball on string mounts on blackboard and pivots on lower rod.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+5+10 Equal path lengths ball race. NEW
A+5+15 Brachistochrone: Three balls falling along different trajectories.  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆◆

A+5+20 Bowling ball pendulum swings back to nose. ◆◆◆◆

A+5+25 Film loop: "Conservation of energy: Pole vault", (LD#E13), 3:55 min.  .  .  . ◆◆

Frames of Reference
A+10+0 Film: "Frames of reference", sound, (LD), 28 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+10+40 Film loop: "Galilean relativity I",
 Ball dropped from ship mast,(LD#A48), 2:55 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+10+45 Film loop: "Galilean relativity II",
 Object dropped from aircraft,(LD#B16), 3:40 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

A+10+50 Film loop: "Galilean relativity III",
 Projectile fired vertically, (LD#B17), 3:00 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

A+10+55 Film loop: "A matter of relative motion", (LD#A17), 3:40 min. ◆

Friction
A+12+0 Blocks, with various surfaces slide on an inclined plane.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+12+1 Film: "A million to one", flea and dry ice puck, sound, 5 min. ◆◆

A+12+5 Weighted wood block dragged horizontally by force sensor.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+12+10 Plank oscillates on oppositely rotating bicycle wheels. ◆



Forces Popularity Index
A+14+0    Weight on a vertical spring with markers on stand.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+14+1 Block pulled horizontally by a spring. ◆◆◆

A+14+5 Force table: Forces on a car on a horizontal table.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+14+10 Force table: Forces on a car on an adjustable inclined plane. ◆◆

A+14+15 Precision lever: Balance beam on stand plus weight set.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+14+16 A meterstick lever on a free-standing fulcrum with weights. ◆◆

A+14+17 Standard pan balance with assorted weights.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Gravitation 
A+15+0 The Cavendish experiment: Model and actual apparatus to show.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+15+1 Film loop: "The Cavendish experiment", (LD#B47), 4:25 min. ◆◆

A+15+10 Applet: Orbiting Bodies  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+15+30 Film: "The law of gravitation "(Feynman), sound, 56 min. ◆◆

Linear Inertia
A+20+0 Card snapped from under a weight by a leaf spring.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+20+5 Tablecloth yanked out from under dishes. ◆◆◆

A+20+10 Breaking thread above and below weight.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+20+20 Sledge hammer hits large mass resting on person.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Rotational Inertia
A+25+0 Two disks, one weighted in center and other on rim, roll down ramp.  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+25+5 Moment of inertia: Hoop or disk rotated by falling weight.                                ◆◆◆

A+25+10 Loop the Loop.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Angular Momentum
A+30+0 Minor's apparatus: Movable discs rotated by falling weight.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+30+5 Maxwell's wheel: Flywheel with axle, supported on strings or stand. ◆◆◆

A+30+10 Rotational inertia device: Sliding weights on rotating rod.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+30+15 Rotating chair with dumbbells or weighted bicycle wheel. ◆◆◆◆◆

A+30+20 Maxwell's top, has adjustable center of gravity.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+30+25 Large conical aluminum top. ◆◆

A+30+30 Gyroscopes; various.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+30+35 Sire's Polytrope. ◆◆

A+30+40 Film: "Conservation laws in zero G", sound, 14 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+30+45 Large gyroscope in a suitcase. ◆

Linear Momentum
A+35+0 Balls of equal and unequal mass on strings, separated by a leaf spring.  . ◆◆◆◆

A+35+2 Two people in rolling chairs pushing and pulling new
A+35+5 Elastic collisions: Seven steel balls roll on a wooden track. ◆◆

A+35+10 Elastic collisions: Five hanging balls & two unequal hanging balls.  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+35+16 .22 rifle fires vertically, bullet lifts small wood cylinder. ◆◆◆

A+35+17 Ballistic pendulum: Suspended .22 rifle fires into suspended block.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+35+18 Another ballistic pendulum:  Inelastic collisions.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .      ◆



Linear Momentum (continued) Popularity Index
A+35+20  Three meter airtrack with gliders that rebound elastically, or stick. ◆◆◆◆◆

A+35+25 Plastic pucks on air table.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+35+28 Executive-size Pool Table. ◆

A+35+30 Mechanical model of a gas: Vibrating balls strike piston on OHP. ◆◆◆

A+35+35 Airtrack: Long track with two gliders coupled by a spring hoop.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

A+35+40 Train on circular track moves one way and track moves the other. ◆◆

A+35+45 Film loop: "Colliding freight cars", (LD#E65), 2:45 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
A+35+50 Film loop: "Dynamics of a billiard ball", (LD#E63), 4:00 min. ◆◆

Motion in One Dimension
A+37+5 Airtrack: Glider passes "start" and "stop" gates on digital timer.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+37+10 Electric winch tows car at constant speed. ◆

A+37+11 Electric winch tows car at constant speed, then constant acceleration.  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Physical Measurements 
A+45+0 3"x 4" slides of standards and units and cassette tape of WWV.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

A+45+10 Film: "Powers of Ten", sound, 10 min. ◆◆

A+45+15 Solids to show; cone, pyramid, icosahedron, etc.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
A+45+20 Wall chart of metric system. ◆◆

Projectiles
A+50+0 Dropped and shot balls hit bench simultaneously.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+50+5 Water projector: Adjustable angle water jet in front of grid. ◆◆◆

A+50+10 Monkey and the hunter.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

A+50+15 Reaction jet: "L" tube rotates as water flows through it. ◆◆

A+50+20 Rocket is filled with water and compressed air and launched vertically.  .  . ◆◆◆

A+50+25 Carbon dioxide propelled rocket flies across room on wire. ◆◆◆

A+50+26 Carbon dioxide propelled rotational device.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+50+35 Ballistics car: Ball ejected from rolling car drops back in. ◆◆◆◆

Rotational Dynamics
A+55+0 "Sweet Spot": Meterstick pivot point changes with point struck.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+55+5 Rolling spool: String on spool is pulled at various angles. ◆◆◆

A+55+10 Cycloid disk draws path on chalkboard.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Statics and Mechanical Equilibrium
A+60+0 Meterstick suspended in mid-air by horizontal strings and weights.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+60+5 Force on hinged beam measured with force transducer. ◆◆

A+60+10 Forces on crane boom measured with force transducer  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  . ◆◆

A+60+15 Two force transducers measure forces from centered hanging mass. ◆◆

A+60+16 Same as A+60+15, but mass in different position.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

A+60+20 Car hangs balanced by forces in mid-air over removable inclined plane. ◆◆

A+60+25 Disk (weighted off-center) rolls up inclined plane.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+60+30 Irregular shapes to determine center of mass using plumb bob. ◆◆◆◆

A+60+32 Center of gravity (toy) objects.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+60+35 Static equilibrium for a rope on a spool. Same as A+55+5. ◆◆

A+60+37 Rotation about the center of mass: Object to throw.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

A+60+40 Anatomical models: Skull, Arm, Leg. ◆◆



Torque Popularity Index
A+65+0 Twisting a rod with one end fixed and the other hung with weights.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆
A+65+10 Torque wrench to demonstrate. ◆◆◆

Vectors
A+70+0 X,Y,Z-coordinate system with vector arrows.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆
A+70+5 Vector arrows of various sizes and colors fit in wooden bases. ◆◆◆
A+70+10 Relative velocity: Three electric cars on tracks make chalk line.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆
A+70+20 Rope with slug(unit of mass) in center is lifted from ends. ◆◆
A+70+25 Film loop: "Vector addition: Velocity of a boat", (LD#A54), 3:35 min.  .  .  .  . ◆

Mechanical Advantage
A+80+10 Pulley sets.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆
A+80+20 Chain hoist. ◆
A+80+30 Block and tackle.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆
A+80+40 Block and tackle: Bosun’s chair. ◆◆◆



A+0+0ACCELERATION.
Coin and Feather apparatus:  Free-falling bodies in air and vacuum.

A 1 meter long glass cylinder is pumped down in class with a vacuum pump. 
When the vacuum is complete ( 30 sec.), the valve is closed, and the hose

Vacuum
Pump

is disconnected.The handles are used to invert the cylinder to allow the coin 
and feather (or paper) to drop. Note:  there is also a portable tube which can
be carried with vacuum to class. 

remove hose before
opening valve

A+0+5ACCELERATION.
Timed Free-fall of a ball.

SAMPLING RATE

EXT.SIGNAL

AIR TRACKTIMER

DIGITAL COUNTER

EXT.SAMPLING RATE

EXTSIGNALINPUT
STOP

START
RESET

ON

OFF

Free-fall

Electromagnet
with Steel Ball

Photogate #1

Photogate #2

Digital Timer Box

Large 3-Digit Display

110 V AC

Hole to retrieve
fallen ball.

With the Digital Timer on, power is 
delivered to the electromagnet,
holding the steel ball.

1.)  If the 'start' button is pushed,
the ball is dropped and the #2 
photogate measures the time it 
takes for the ball to fall to gate #2.
(Gate #1 is not used.)

2.)  If the black 'magnet off' button is 
pushed, Photogate #1 is activated when 
the ball passes gate #1.  Photogate #2 
measures the time it takes for the ball
to go between photogates #1 and #2.

h = .5 at      
h = 1 meter     t = .452 sec
h = 2 meter     t = .639 sec

2



A+0+10ACCELERATION.
The Simple Atwood Machine.

Light-weight 
Aluminum

Pulley on Rod.

Weight Hanger
plus 

Slotted Weight.

Set of
Slotted Weights

Electric
Metronome

Connects
to room
amp and
speakers

M   1

M   2

Note: can also be done with digital timing gates.

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

A light-weight pulley is arranged 
with string and weight-hangers of 
equal mass.  A slotted weight is 
added to one of the hangers, 
and  the system is put in motion. 
The distance is measured that 
the mass M2 moves in 1,2,3 and 
4 seconds.Knowing the values of 
mass, distance, and time, the 
acceleration can be calculated.

A+0+15ACCELERATION.
Distance travelled during Uniform Acceleration.

1000 gms.

Pulley

Weight Set
Distance
Marker

Car with
Steel-rimmed

Wheels
(Car = 1000 gms.)

Glass-topped Track (2M.)

ABCDM

Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

Car rolls with a minimum amount of friction on the glass surface. Mass M  
provides the uniform acceleration.  The car starts at rest at point A and  
accelerates toward B. The times and distances are measured for each point, 
and distance is derived as a function of time.



A+0+20ACCELERATION.
Acceleration down an inclined plane.

0 20 80 cm.
180 cm.

320

1 sec 2 sec
3 sec

4 sec

6 volt
Battery

Key
Switch

Electro-
magnet

Note: in order to have the ball pass the marks at the same time as the 'ticks':
1)  Vary the time interval of the metronome. (However, 1 second is best.) 

Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

When the key switch is held down, 6 V is put across the electromagnet, holding 
the steel ball at the top.  Releasing the switch allows the ball to roll down the 
inclined plane.  As the ball moves down with ever-increasing speed, its position is 
noted at each tick of the metronome. The angle of the plane has been adjusted so 
that the distance travelled in the first second is 20 cm; 2 seconds is 80 cm; 3 
seconds is 180cm,etc...

A+0+22ACCELERATION.
Inclined Air Track with Timer.

Airtrack Hoses: connect the 
airtrack to compressed air line.

AirTrack

Glider

Start Gate

Stop Gate 3/4" Block 
to tilt the
air track.

SAMPLING RATE

EXT.SIGNAL

AIR TRACKTIMER

DIGITAL COUNTER

EXT.SAMPLING RATE

EXTSIGNALINPUT
STOP

START
RESET

ON

OFF

Free-fall

Digital Timer Box

Large 3-Digit 
Display

110 V AC

Air Track is tilted a set amount by placing a 3/4" thick  
block of wood under one end of the air track. Glider is 
released by hand, trips the first photogate, starting the 
Digital Timer, then trips the 2nd photogate, stopping the 
Digital Timer.  Class can see time on the large 3-Digit 
Display. Note: Timing gates clamp onto air track.



A+0+25ACCELERATION.
The Cork Float Accelerometer.

A light cork floats in water
contained in a glass flask.
A string connects the cork
to the rubber stopper at
the bottom.  As the beaker
is pushed forward or back-
ward, the cork surges forward
or backward.

Rubber Stopper

Cork

Erlenmeyer Flask
filled with water.

Cork moves 
in the same
direction as
the motion
of the flask.

A+0+23ACCELERATION.
Cart and ball accelerate in unison.

Airtrack Hoses: connect the 
airtrack to compressed air line.

AirTrack

Support
Rod

Lab
Jack

Figure 1.

Mass on
a String

Air Cart
Glider

�

�

�'
An air cart with two perpendicular support rods is placed at 
the top of an inclined airtrack at angle �.  A ball hangs by a 
string centered between the support rods.  The ball and cart 
are released simultaneously.  The accelerations of the cart 
and ball respectively will depend on  �' , the initial angle of 
the string with respect to the vertical. (See Fig. 1)  In 
particular, if the string is parallel with the support rods, �' = �, 
and the cart and ball will accelerate as one: the ball remains 
fixed relative to the cart.

Comment : For other values of �', the ball will act like a 
pendulum with an equilibrium position parallel with the 
support rods. For example, if  �' < �  , the cart will initially 
have greater acceleration down the incline and overtake the 
ball (relative to the support rods).If �' > ��, the ball will initially 
have greater acceleration down the incline and overtake the 
cart (relative to the support rods).



�800/+3500 N �200/+350 N
RANGE

Force Plate Vernier

A+0+30ACCELERATION.
The Falling Chain Problem.

Box on force plate to
catch the chain when it
is released from the 
electromagnet.

4 pound chain.  Chain should
just touch the bottom of the
box sitting on the scale.

Electro-
magnet

The 4 pound chain is held vertically 
by an electromagnet.  When the 
circuit is broken, the chain falls, 
plunging into the box on top of the 
force plate.  The force plate is 
connected to a laptop that is 
recording the data. Refer to 
operating instruction sheet 

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

Welch A.C./D.C.
Power Supply

set to
15 V.D.C.

Lab Pro

Vernier

A+0+35ACCELERATION.
Fictitious Forces:  Centrifugal and centripetal acceleration.

Ball

Sleeve,-hold in hand.

Ring

A qualitative demonstration of the relationship of m, v ,  and r.
The sleeve is held in the hand, and the ball is swung in a circular motion.
Pulling on the ring shortens the radius of the balls path and increases
the velocity.

�



A+0+45ACCELERATION.
Loop the Loop: Centrifugal and Centripetal Acceleration.

Sphere Hoop Disk
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A+0+40ACCELERATION.
Fictitious Forces: Centrifugal and Centripetal Acceleration.
The Conical Pendulum.

The Pivot Point
is a Special Pulley,
free to spin.

Steel
Ball

Mass
(75-150 gms.)

Ring

The ball is set to swinging, and a small mass is hooked 
to the ring,exerting a downward force on the string.The 
radius of the string from the pivot point to the ball shrinks,
and the ballʼs velocity increases.

Pivot Point

Conical Pendulum
can be mounted
on tall lab stand
with brackets...



A+0+47ACCELERATION.
Centrifugal and Centripetal Acceleration.

Swing water in a bucket.  The
water does not spill out, if you 
swing the bucket fast enough.

A+0+50ACCELERATION.
Centrifugal and Centripetal Acceleration.
Lighted Candles Rotated about an Axis.
(The Aberrant Candle Flame.)

Leybold 
Rotator

Motor Speed
Controller to

control Leybold
Rotator.

Candles inside glass shield. 
Rotate about 1 rev. per sec.

The candle flames 
are observed to point
inward, toward the axis of rotation.
Inside the glass shield, centripetal 
acceleration pushes the air outwards; 
the less dense flame points inwards.
(It is best observed in a dark 
room. Focus on one spot as the
candles move by.)

120
V A.C.

0-120
V A.C.



A+0+55ACCELERATION.
Circular Motion.

Glass Globe for 
Mercury and Water.

Hand-operated Turntable
for rotating the Glass Globe.

 Mercury and
Water.

Colored water and Mercury are poured into the Glass Globe.  As the handle
on the turntable is turned, the mercury rises up along the sides of the globe.

C-Clamp

A+0+56ACCELERATION.
Circular Motion: Flattening of the Earth Device.

Hand-operated Turntable
for rotating the device.

'Flattening-of-the Earth' Device.

During Rotation.

Before Rotation.

C-Clamp
Flexible brass hoops are freely mounted on the axle and 
are able to slide. As the device is rotated, the brass hoops 
flatten out into elipses.



A+0+57ACCELERATION.
Circular Motion: Travelling Chain Hoop.

A flexible Chain Hoop is mounted
on a disk attached to a motor.  As
the motor is brought up to speed,
the chain can be pried off of the 
disk with a stick.  The chain hoop
will be seen to race down the table
as though it were a solid hoop.

Stick to pry off
Chain Hoop from
the spinning disk.

Speed Control

Chain Hoop

C-Clamp

A+0+58ACCELERATION.
Circular Motion:  The Governor Apparatus.

A

C

DB B

C-Clamp

In the Governor Apparatus shown, point A is not free to move up and down. The collar at 
C is free to move up and down, and the steel spheres at B can swing up and out.  As the 
handle is rotated, the Governor  rotates; the spheres at B rise up and out; the collar at C 
rises up, and the handle at D lowers and can be used to regulate other devices. 



A+0+60ACCELERATION

Film: ZERO-G, (HQ 260-A),  a NASA film, from Ames Research Center.

Film Title:  Zero G    1975
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Color and Sound.
Description: The film shows numerous demonstrations of weightlessness and 
crew activities in Skylab.  The universality of gravitation is illustrated by scenes
from the Moon including the simultaneous dropping of feather and hammer on 
Apollo 15.  The question "Why do we feel weightless in Skylab ?" is asked.
The satellite is only 435 kilometers from earth and is not beyond the earth's 
gravitational field.  A review of the basic principles of orbit is given, in order
to explain that Skylab is accelerated equally by gravity so that it has no
relative acceleration.  The sensation of weight depends on the presence of
support forces.  In orbit there are none; a satellite is in steady free fall.
The film states Newton's three laws of motion.  Striking illustrations of these
laws in the zero-g environment of Skylab are shown.
     The film conveys an understanding of the phenomenon of weightlessness 
or zero-g in a freely falling spacecraft.  The film shows and discusses some 
remarkable phenomena in zero-g to promote student understanding of
Newton's laws of motion and gravitation. The film is suitable for general audiences
and for classroom use from junior high school to beginning undergraduate levels.  

Length(min.): 14

A+0+59ACCELERATION.
Circular Motion Demo:  The Chain Lariat.

Flexible
Chain

The flexible chain is rotated with a 
hand-operated drill.The loop of 
chain, suspended at the end of a 
wire, assumes a circular shape.

Note: Start turning slowly, speed 
up gradually and evenly.



A+0+65ACCELERATION

Film: CONSERVATION LAWS IN ZERO-G, (HQ 260-B),  a NASA film, 
from Ames Research Center.

Film Title:  Conservation Laws in Zero-G       1974
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Color and Sound.
Description: There are 3 classes of demonstrations in the film:
1.  Bodies are set spinning, rotating, or tumbling.  Thereafter they either spin 
steadily or change their angular velocity by modifying their moment of  
inertia.  The angular momentum is not zero.
2. Astronauts (and a cat) are initially at rest but manage to change their 
orientation by muscular gyration.  The net angular momentum is 0 & stays 0. 
3. Objects are initially spinning steadily but begin to tumble because
they are not completely rigid.  Angular momentum is conserved, but  rotational
kinetic energy is converted into heat.  This results in a gradual change from pure 
spinning to a much slower tumbling.
     The basic concepts are those of rotational inertia (or moment of inertia) and
angular momentum.  A rotating wheel with moveable masses is used to  
illustrate moment of inertia.  Also, spinning astronauts change the 
extension of their arms and legs.  In the Explorer 1 satellite, a partly filled drink
bottle is set spinning about the axis of minimum moment of inertia, and ends up
tumbling about an axis of maximum moment of inertia.
     The film helps students grasp the idea of angular momentum conserv-
ation.  It shows a large number of examples from the zero-g environment of the 
orbitting Skylab space station.  The film shows how the spinning motion of a 
satellite changes to tumbling by dissipation of rotational energy while
angular momentum is conserved. 

Length(min.): 14

ACCELERATION                                                                                      A+0+70
Film Loop: Inertial Forces- Centripetal  Acceleration                 Length(min.):3:15
Color: No     Sound: No

   This film loop was made at the Rotor  Ride at Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio.  The cylindrical rotating device 
has inside diameter  14 ft. and attains a maximum angular speed of 27 rev/min.  From these data, the cen-
tripetal acceleration is 56 ft/sec squared, about 1.8 g.  After full speed is reached, the floor drops down and 
the passengers remain affixed to the wall. 
     There are two equivalent ways of analyzing the situation.  To an outside observer, the rotation is known to 
exist (relative to a inertial frame).  The wall supplies an inward and upward force P; the resultant of this force 
and the weight mg  is horizontal and is the centripetal force which causes the centripetal acceleration.  The 
rider's outward force on the wall is the reaction to the force of the wall on the rider, and this force is not shown 
in the diagram because it acts on the wall, not the rider.  An upward component of the force of the wall on the 
rider (friction) arises because of the normal component of the force between the rider and the wall. 
     From an insider's point of view, an outward inertial force has come into existence because of the accelera-
tion of his frame of reference.  This outward force can properly be called "centrifugal force" by an observer 
who is in the accelerated frame of reference.  This force is identical in its effect to an outward gravitational 
force; it is "artificial gravity " of magnitude 1.8g.  The rider considers himself to be in equilibrium under the 
action of three forces; P, mg, and the inertial force- ma. .
    In the film, the camera views the action from both frames of reference.  (The cameraman hand-holds the 
camera while enjoying the ride.  No special support is used.)  Viewed from inside the Rotor the resultant gravity 
is downward and outward, as shown by the beach ball which no longer hangs vertically.
     The interior wall of the Rotor is of heavy padded fabric rough enough to supply the necessary friction.  The 
coefficient of friction between this fabric and ordinary clothing  is evidently somewhat greater than 0.55.



ACCELERATION                                                                                     A+0+80

Applet: The Ramp
http://phet.colorado.edu/new/simulations/sims.php?sim=The_Ramp

ACCELERATION                                                                                      A+0+75
Film Loop: Inertial Forces- Translational Acceleration               Length(min.):2:05
Color: No     Sound: No

     A 156-lb student riding in an elevator experiences an increase in weight when the elevator starts up and 
a decrease when it accelerates downward.  When moving at constant speed (between floors) his weight is 
normal.  
    The elevator in the Buckeye Federal Savings and Loan building in Columbus, Ohio, was selected for its 
large acceleration and relatively smooth stop.  The safety  interlock is disabled so that the elevator can be 
operated with its doors open.  In this way the direction of motion can be seen as the floors go by.  The indica-
tor of the spring scale overshoots the mark;  the actual increase and decrease of weight is somewhat less 
than the maximum readings of the indicator.
    There are two equivalent ways of analyzing the forces.   To an outside observer the acceleration is known 
to exist  (relative to an inertial frame).  The push of the floor on the student is P.  The resultant force is P-mg, 
and Newton's 2nd law says P-mg=ma , whence P = m (g+a) .  For an upward acceleration a>0, P>mg, and 
the floor pushes upward with a force greater than the student's normal weight.  According to Newton's 3rd law, 
the student pushes downward on the floor with  a force of magnitude P, and therefore the scale registers the 
force P  which is greater than mg.  Similarly when a  is negative, the apparent weight is less than mg.
    If the student does not know the elevator is accelerating, he considers himself to be in equilibrium under 
the action of two forces:  the push of the scale platform P, and a "gravitational" force -m (g+a).  The inertial 
force -ma  which has arisen because of the (unknown to him) acceleration of his frame of reference is in every 
respect equivalent to a gravitational force.  He is at liberty to say either "someone accelerated the elevator 
upward" or "someone turned on an extra downward gravitational force."     

phet.colorado.edu/new/simulations/sims.php?sim=The_Ramp


A+5+0CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
The Simple Pendulum.

A

B

Magnetic Clamp
with Rod

Blackboard with 
steel backing.

The 'bob' (ball) of the simple 
pendulum is released at 'A', 
and a rod catches the string  
at 'B'.  It is observed that  
regardless of the position of  
'B', the bob always rises to  
the level of 'A'.

Note: The chalkboards are 
magnetic. The switch on the 
clamp rotates an inner 
magnet, bringing the 
magnet closer to or 
farther away from the 
mounting surface ... 
attaching or 
releasing the 
clamp.

A+5+10CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
Equal Path Lengths Ball Race.
Track 1 and Track 2 are the same shaped curve, but Track 2 is rotated by 180 degrees. A U shaped 
pin inserted from the back at point ‘A’ holds two steel balls in place, one on each track. The 
apparatus is then turned upside down. The pin is pulled to release the two balls at the same time, 
and they travel down their tracks. (To repeat, insert pin at point ‘B’ and turn track upside down.)

Both balls undergo the same change in height and same change in potential energy.  By 
conservation of energy, both balls will be travelling with the same speed at the bottom of the tracks 
(Assuming rolling without slipping and negligible losses to friction).  BUT the kinematics are different 
for the two tracks.  Ball 1 takes longer to travel the long flatter portion of Track 1 at slow initial 
speeds, then accelerates to the final speed over the short steep portion. Ball 2 accelerates to nearer 
the final speed over the steep portion of Track 2, then travels the long flatter portion, but does so at 
higher speeds and thus in a shorter time. NOTE: The flatter portions are intentionally much longer to 
make the times spent in the steep portions a small fraction of the total travel time, thus simplifying 
the above kinematics based comparison. A more complicated problem about the shape of the 
quickest path between the two points can be seen in A+5+15 - Brachistochrone.

Question: Which ball wins the race?

A

B

Track 1

Pin

Track 2

Pin



A+5+20CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
Bowling Ball and Nose.

Note:  Cable is in each lecture room, 
already mounted to the ceiling.

Forehead
Support Bar

Bowling ball on cable is brought up 
to the nose, and then let go. On  
the return swing, the ball will come  
up almost to the nose (Unless , of   
course, the person has leaned  
forward...)
  To prevent the person from 
leaning forward, an optional 
forehead support can be 
requested.

A+5+15CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
Brachistochrone: Balls travelling on various curves.

Which ball wins the race?Mechanism that releases 
the balls at the same time.

Parabola

Cycloid

Straight Line

A

B

In 1696 Jean Bernoulli sent out a challenge to mathematicians in Europe to solve this 
problem within 6 months:  ‘Along what path should a body move from point A to a lower point 
B in the least possible time’. Within a few months, Bernouilli, Leibnitz and L’Hôpital arrived at 
the answer. When Newton got a copy of the problem, he sent in the solution the next day.

The cycloid is the curve giving the shortest time. (Note: The velocity of arrival at point B is the 
same for all paths.)



CONSERVATION OF ENERGY                                                                A+5+25          
Film Loop: Conservation of Energy: The Pole Vault                   Length(min.):3:55
Color: No     Sound: No

    This quantitative film was designed for students to study conservation of energy.  A pole vaulter (mass 68 kg., 
height 6 ft.) is shown first at  normal speed and then in slow-motion as he clears a bar at 11.5 feet.  Measure 
the total energy of the system at two times just before the jumper starts to rise, and part way up when the 
pole has a distorted shape.   The total energy of the system is constant, although it is divided up differently at 
different times.  Since it takes work to bend the pole, the pole has elastic potential energy when bent.  This 
plastic energy comes from some of the kinetic energy the vaulter has as he runs horizontally before inserting 
the pole into the socket.  Later, the elastic potential energy of the bent pole is transformed into some of the 
jumper's gravitational potential energy when he is at the top of the jump.
POSITION 1:The energy is entirely kinetic energy, 1/2 mv squared.  To aid in measuring the runner's speed, 
successive frames are held as the runner moves past two markers 1 meter apart.  Each "freeze frame" rep-
resents a time interval of 1/250 sec since the film runs through at this number of frames per second.  Find 
the runner's average speed over this meter, and then find the kinetic energy.  If m is in kg and v is in m/sec, 
E will be in joules.
POSITION 2: The jumper's center of gravity is about 1.02 meters above the soles of his feet.  Three types 
of energy are involved at the intermediate position.  Use the stop-frame sequence to obtain the speed of the 
jumper.  (The seat of his pants can be used as a reference. )  Calculate the kinetic energy and gravitational 
potential energy as already described.  
    The work done in deforming the pole is stored as elastic potential energy.  In the final scene, a chain windlass 
bends the pole to a shape similar to that which it assumes during the jump in position 2.  When the chain is 
shortened, work is done on the pole: work =  (average force )  X (displacement) .  During the cranking sequence 
the force varied.  The average force can be approximated by adding the initial and final values, found from 
the scale, and then dividing by two.  Convert this force to newtons.  The displacement can be estimated from 
the number of times the crank handle is pulled.  A close-up shows how far the chain moves during a single 
stroke.  Calculate the work done to crank the pole into its distorted shape.
    You can now add and find the total energy.  How does this compare with the original kinetic energy?

A+10+0FRAMES OF REFERENCE.
Film: FRAMES OF REFERENCE. (A PSSC film.)

Although the observed paths are different, the acceleration of the body is the same 
in both observations.  It is inferred that all reference frames moving with constant

Color: No       Sound: Yes 
Length(min.): 27.5

velocity relative to one another are equivalent: i.e., if Newton's law of motion is valid  
in any one of them, it is valid in all of them.  Another demonstration illustrates the 
addition of velocities. 
     Motions in a reference frame accelerating in a straight line relative to an earth frame  
and in a rotating reference frame are demonstrated.  It is shown that Newton's law of
motion does not hold in such accelerated frames.  To use Newton's  law in such non- 

     The motion of a freely falling body is observed from 2 frames of reference,- one  
fixed to the earth and the other moving relative to the first with constant velocity.

relative to inertial and accelerated frames of reference serve to introduce the idea of 
'fictitious' forces.

     This film displays experimentally the changes in the appearance of motion as viewed 
from frames of reference moving relative to one another.  Demonstrations of motions

inertial frames one mlust introduce 'fictitious' forces which compensate for the effect
of the acceleration of the frame of reference.  The idea of centrifugal force is then intro-
duced as the fictitious force acting on a body at rest in a rotating frame of reference.
Examples of 'coriolis' force are given.
     It is pointed out that an earth-fixed frame of reference, which is a non-inertial frame
because of the rotation of the earth about its axis and about the sun, serves very nearly as
an inertial frame because the accelerations involved are relatively small.
     Reference is made to the Foucault pendulum as experimental evidence of the
earth's rotation about its axis.



FRAMES OF REFERENCE                                                                    A+10+40          
Film Loop: Galilean Relativity:Ball Dropped from mast of ship. Length(min.):2:55
Color: No     Sound: No

    This film is a partial realization of an experiment described by Sagredo in Galileo's Two New Sciences:
     If it be true that the impetus with which the ship moves remains indelibly impressed in the stone after it is 
let fall from the mast; and if it be further true that this motion brings to impediment or retardment to the mo-
tion directly downwards natural to the stone,then there ought to ensue an effect of a very wondrous nature.
Suppose a ship stands still, and the time of the falling of a stone from the mast's round top to the deck is two 
beats of the    pulse.Then afterwards have the ship under sail and let the same stone depart from the same 
place. According to what has been premised, it shall take the time of two pulses in its fall, in which time the 
ship will have gone, say, twenty yards. The true motion of the stone will then be a transverse line (i.e., a 
curved line in the vertical  plane), considerably longer than the first straight and perpendicular line, the height 
of the mast, and yet nevertheless the stone will have passed it in the same time. Increase the ship's velocity 
as much as you will, the falling stone shall describe its transverse lines still longer and longer and yet shall 
pass them all in those selfsame two pulses.
     In the film a ball is dropped three times; the slow-motion factor is 7. Scene 1: The ball is dropped by a sailor 
from the mast. As in Galileo's discussion, the ball continues to move horizontally with the boat's velocity, and 
it falls vertically. Scene 2: The ball is tipped off a stationary support as the boat goes by. It has no forward 
velocity. Scene 3: The sailor picks up the ball and holds it briefly before releasing it. The ship and earth are 
frames of reference in constant relative motion. Each of the three events can be described as viewed in 
either frame of reference. The laws of motion apply for all six descriptions. The fact that the laws of motion 
work for both frames of reference,one moving at constant velocity with respect to the other, is what is meant 
by Galilean relativity.
      Scene 1 in the boat frame can be described as follows: "A ball, initially at rest, is released. It accelerates 
downward at 9.8 m/sec2 and strikes a point directly beneath the starting point." Scene 1 in the earth frame 
is described differently: "A ball is projected horizontally toward the left; its path is a parabola and it strikes a 
point below and to the left of the starting point."
    Describe the following: Scene 2 in boat frame; Scene 2 in earth frame;Scene 3 in boat frame; Scene 3 in 
earth frame.

FRAMES OF REFERENCE                                                                     A+10+45
Film Loop: Galilean Relativity II: Object dropped from aircraft.  Length(min.):3:40
Color: No     Sound: No

    A Cessna 150 aircraft 23 feet long is moving at about 100 ft/sec at an altitude of about 200 feet. A flare is 
dropped from the aircraft; the action is filmed from the ground. Scene 1 shows part of the flare's motion; Scene 
2, shot from a greater distance, shows several flares dropping into a lake; Scene 3 shows the vertical motion 
viewed head-on. Certain frames of the film are "frozen" to allow measurements. The time interval between 
freeze frames is always the same.
    In the earth frame, the motion is that of a projectile whose original velocity is the plane's velocity. The motion 
should be a parabola in this frame of reference, assuming that gravity is the only force acting on it. (Can you 
check this?) Relative to the plane, the motion is that of a body falling freely from rest. In the frame of reference 
of the airplane, is the motion vertically downward?
    The plane is flying approximately at uniform speed in a straight line,but its path is not necessarily a horizontal 
line. The flare starts with the plane's velocity in magnitude and direction. We expect the downward
displacement to be d=1/2 at2 . But we cannot be sure that the first freeze frame is at the instant the flare is 
dropped. The time, t, is conveniently measured from the first freeze frame. If a time B has elapsed between
the release of the flare and the first freeze frame, we have, d=1/2 a(t+B)2  So if we plot d1/2 against t, we expect 
a straight line. Why? If B=0, this straight line will pass through the origin.
    Project Scene 1 on paper. At each freeze frame, when the motion on the screen is stopped briefly, mark the 
positions of the flare and the aircraft cockpit. Measure the displacement d of the flare below the plane.
Use any convenient unit. The times can be taken as integers, t=0, 1, 2, . . .designating successive freeze frames. 
Plot d versus t. Is the graph a straight line? What would be the effect of air resistance, and how would
this show up in your graph? Can you detect any signs of this? Does the graph pass through the origin?
    Analyze Scene 2 in the same way. Make two graphs from Scene 2,  plotting time intervals horizontally and 
displacements vertically. Use one color for horizontal displacement as a function of time, and another
color for vertical displacement versus time.
    From our equation d1/2 = (1/2 a)1/2 (t+B), the acceleration is twice the square of the slope. To convert into 
ft/sec2 or m/sec2 use the length of the plane and the slow-motion factor.



FRAMES OF REFERENCE                                                                    A+10+50
Film Loop: Galilean Relativity III: Projectile fired vertically.        Length(min.):3:00
Color: No     Sound: No

     A rocket tube is mounted on gymbal bearings making it free to turn in any direction. When the gun is hauled 
along the snow-covered surface of a frozen lake by a "ski-doo", the gymbals allow the tube to remain
verticaly pointing upward in spite of some roughness of path. Equally--spaced lamps along the path allow 
one to judge whether the ski-doo has constant velocity or whether it is accelerating. A preliminary run shows 
the entire scene; the setting is in the Laurentian mountains in Quebec at dusk.
    Four scenes are photographed. In each case the flare is fired vertically upward. With care you can deter-
mine the paths experimentally. Scene 1: The ski-doo is stationary relative to the earth. How does the flare 
move? Scene 2: The ski-doo moves at uniform velocity relative to the earth. Describe the motion of the flare 
relative to the earth; describe the motion of the flare relative to the ski-doo. Scenes 3 and 4: The ski-doo's 
speed changes after the shot is fired. In each case describe the motion of the ski-doo and describe the flare's 
motion relative to the earth and relative to the ski-doo. In which cases are motions a parabola?
    How do the events shown in this film illustrate the principle of Galilean relativity? In which of the frames 
of reference shown here does the rocket behave the way you would expect it to behave, knowing that the 
force is constant, and assuming Newton's laws of motion?In which systems do Newton's laws fail to predict 
the correct motion?

FRAMES OF REFERENCE                                                                     A+10+55
Film Loop: A matter of relative motion.                                       Length(min.):3:40
Color: No     Sound: No

    In this film, two carts of equal mass collide. Three sequences labeled Event A, Event B, and Event C, are 
shown. Describe these space-time events in words.
    The three events are photographed by a camera on a cart which is on a second ramp parallel to the one on 
which the colliding carts move. The camera is our frame of reference, our coordinate system. This  frame of 
reference may or may not be in motion with respect to the ramp.  As photographed, the three events appear 
to be quite different. Do such concepts as position and velocity have a meaning independent of a frame of 
reference, or do they take on a precise meaning only when a frame of reference is specified? Are these three 
events really similar events, viewed from different frames of reference?
    Even though Events A, B and C are visibly different to the observer,in each the carts interact similarly. The 
laws of motion apply for each case. Thus, these events could be the same event observed from different ref-
erence frames. After viewing the initial sequences of the film, it is evident that they are closely similar events 
photographed from different frames of reference.
    You might think that the question of which cart is in motion is  resolved by sequences at the end of the film 
in which an experimenter, Franklin Miller of Kenyon College, stands near the ramp to provide a  reference 
object. Other visual clues may have already provided this information. The events may appear different when 
this reference object is present. But is this fixed frame of reference any more fundamental than one of the 
moving frames of reference? Fixed relative to what? Or is there a "completely" fixed frame of reference?
    If you have studied the concept of momentum, you can also consider  each of these three events from the 
standpoint of momentum  conservation. Does the total momentum depend on the frame of  reference? Does 
it seem reasonable to assume that the carts would have the same mass in all the frames of reference used 
in the film?



A+12+0FRICTION.
Blocks on an Inclined Plane.

Wood BlockRod
and

Clamp

Demonstration
Protractor

screws onto rod

A Block is placed at the top of the plane, and the plane is tilted until the block
just starts to slip.

90
60

30
60

30

Plane: Either wood, or a variable-angle
           glass inclined plane.

Smooth soft rubber padding
Hard rubber padding 
Sandpaper.

Polished bare wood,
Ribbed (lateral) rubber padding
Ribbed (longitudinal) rubber padding

All Blocks are 500 grams. Blocks are available with the following surfaces :

A+12+1FRICTION
Film: A MILLION TO ONE.

     A flea pulls a massive dry ice puck in an entertaining demonstration of 
the very small force needed to accelerate and keep a nearly frictionless body  
moving.

Color: No      Sound: Yes 
Length(min.): 5



A+12+5FRICTION.
Static versus Kinetic Friction.

Wood Block

Nature of Experiment:  A block of wood attached to a force sensor is dragged across 
the lecture table. Measured force is recorded on the laptop and projected. As weights 
are piled on the block, the relationship between static and kinetic friction changes.  Up 
to 4.5 Kg can be piled on and the block still dragged. Typical results, with 4 Kg heaped 
on the block:  Static friction, 22N required  to move block;  kinetic friction, 10N required 
to keep block moving at constant velocity. 

Weights

Lab Pro

Vernier

A+12+10FRICTION.
Kinetic Friction: Plank oscillates on oppositely rotating wheels.

A heavy, uniform, horizontal plank of mass M rests on top of two identical bicycle wheels which 
are continuously turned rapidly in opposite directions, as shown. (The plank edge just fits within 
the curve of the rim of each wheel). 
     The centers of the wheels are a distance 2L apart. The coefficient of sliding friction between 
the bar and the wheel surfaces is � (mu), a constant independent of the relative speed of the 
two surfaces.
     Initially the plank is held at rest with its center at distance x   from the midpoint of the wheels. 
At time t = 0 the plank is released. Because of friction, the plank oscillates back and forth, with 

Plank,
mass = M

Inverted
Bicycle

Driver
Motor

Speed
Controller

0

2L

x 0

x = x  cos           t0
�g
L

Note: If wheels spin the other way, away
from the center, the plank will be thrown off.



A+14+0FORCES.
Forces on a Spring: Static System.(Hooke's Law)

Spring Adjustable
Meter Scale
with Pointers

Note: The spring is 
'mass-compensated'. It is 
more tightly wound at the 
top than at the bottom, to 
compensate for the weight 
of the hanging spring. 
When hanging, the smaller 
diameter end is at the top, 
and the larger diameter 
end is at the bottom. Do 
not overload the spring!

Weights.

A+14+1FORCES.
Block (or Car) and Spring

1000 gms.

Car with wheels
can be used.

Wood Block with 
smooth sidesSpring

1) Spring not yet stretched.

A block or car will be hooked to a spring and displaced such that the spring is stretched.
It is shown that the object is pulled toward the spring until the spring is again normal  (and/or
until friction prevents further travel).

2) Spring is stretched.

3) Spring returns to normal length.
     when hand stops pulling.



A+14+5FORCES.
The Force Table.

1000 gms.

Car with wheels

Wood Block with 
smooth sides

Pulley

Weight 

Weight Set

Force Table

If weights at both ends are equal, the car stays in place.  If weights are unequal, a force
acts on the cart, and the cart accelerates in one direction.

A+14+10FORCES.
Variable Angle Force Table.

0

45
90

180

135

Demonstration Protractor

Metal Cart

Pulley (mounted
on the plane).

Weight



A+14+15FORCES.
Fulcrums.

Precision Lever: Weights can be hung 
from any of the hooks. 

Weights

A+14+16FORCES.
Meter Stick used as a lever.

Free standing Fulcrum.

Meter Stick used as a lever.

Weights.

Lab
Jack



A+14+17FORCES.
Standard Pan Balance.

Standard Pan Balance.

Weights.

A+15+0GRAVITATION.
Cavendish Experiment: The measurement of 'G'.

2 Large Lead Balls; 
each is placed in a
holding ring.

Actual Leybold Gravitation
Torsion Apparatus, designed
by Schurholz.  35 cm. high.

(Leybold #332-10)

2 small lead balls,
suspended on fine 
wire, with mirror.

5mW
He-Ne LaserMirror

Screen

HUGHES

Mechanical Mock-up: Large masses are 9 
cm in diameter. Small masses are 3 cm.  
They are  suspended on wire 85 cm. 
long, along with a mirror. 

note: please allow several minutes 
           for an effect to be observed



GRAVITATION                                                                                          A+15+1
Film Loop: Measurement of 'G': the Cavendish experiment      Length(min.):4:25
Color: No     Sound: No

    Newton's law of universal gravitation is F=Gm1m2/r 2  where F   is the force between two point masses 
m1  and m2  which are separated by a  distance r. The object of the experiment is to determine G.     Small 
lead balls, each of mass m, are supported on a T-shaped frame which is suspended by a fine wire to form 
a torsion pendulum. Large lead spheres each of mass M  are placed as shown, exerting a torque on the 
moving system. The system is allowed to come to rest, and the equilibrium position is shown by a light beam 
reflected to a scale.
    The large lead balls are then shifted to give an equal and oppositely directed torque, and the system comes 
to a new equilibrium position. The approach to equilibrium is a damped SHM and requires over 1 1/2 hours. 
The motion of the scale indicator is shown in time lapse in the final segment of the film. The final measured 
position is just under 58.0 cm, and the deflection is 57.95 cm- 51.8 cm = 6.15 cm on a scale 154 cm from the 
mirror of the moving system.
    In the static method of analysis, the deflection S  caused by shifting the large balls is measured between 
the two equilibrium positions. If the scale is distant L  from the mirror, then S/L  is twice the angle q  through 
which the system has turned. To convert this angle into torque, the torsion constant to (defined as torque per 
unit angular deflection)  of the suspension wire is found indirectly from the suspended system's moment of 
inertia I   and its period T   when oscillating as a torsion  pendulum. Change in torque due to gravitation = 
change in torque of suspension.
      The major systematic error is introduced by the attraction of the  opposite balls. For the measured values 
this correction  gives G = 6.75 x 10-11 nt.m2 kg-2 ± 2%. This is in satisfactory agreement with the accepted 

GRAVITATION                                                                                                     A+15+1
Film Loop: Measurement of ‘G’: the Cavendish experiment      Length(min.):4:25
Color: No     Sound: No

    Newton’s law of universal gravitation is F=Gm1m2/r 2  where F   is the force between two point masses m1  
and m2  which are separated by a  distance r. The object of the experiment is to determine G.     Small lead 
balls, each of mass m, are supported on a T-shaped frame which is suspended by a fine wire to form a tor-
sion pendulum. Large lead spheres each of mass M  are placed as shown, exerting a torque on the moving 
system. The system is allowed to come to rest, and the equilibrium position is shown by a light beam reflected 
to a scale.
    The large lead balls are then shifted to give an equal and oppositely directed torque, and the system comes 
to a new equilibrium position. The approach to equilibrium is a damped SHM and requires over 1 1/2 hours. 
The motion of the scale indicator is shown in time lapse in the final segment of the film. The final measured 
position is just under 58.0 cm, and the deflection is 57.95 cm- 51.8 cm = 6.15 cm on a scale 154 cm from the 
mirror of the moving system.
    In the static method of analysis, the deflection S  caused by shifting the large balls is measured between 
the two equilibrium positions. If the scale is distant L  from the mirror, then S/L  is twice the angle q  through 
which the system has turned. To convert this angle into torque, the torsion constant to (defined as torque per 
unit angular deflection)  of the suspension wire is found indirectly from the suspended system’s moment of 
inertia I   and its period T   when oscillating as a torsion  pendulum. Change in torque due to gravitation = 
change in torque of suspension.
      The major systematic error is introduced by the attraction of the  opposite balls. For the measured values 
this correction  gives G = 6.75 x 10-11 nt.m2 kg-2 ± 2%. This is in satisfactory agreement with the accepted 
value. Several other small systematic errors happen to cancel out.

GRAVITATION                                                                                        A+15+15
Film Loop: Moving system of orbiting bodies.                            Length(min.):2:20
Color: No     Sound: No

      Using computer generated animation this demonstration shows the behavior of two bodies attracted to 
each other by a force varying inversely as the square of the separation of the bodies (gravitational force field). 
The bodies are given arbitrary initial velocities and the path of each body is quite complicated (see Figure). 
The center of mass of the system is seen to move in a straight line. Then the two-body system is viewed 
from a frame of reference moving with the center of mass. From the point of view of the center of mass the 
motion of the bodies are simple closed elliptical orbits.
     NOTES: The conventions used in the film are all shown in the figure (deleted from this card): the size of 
the circle shows the mass (2:1 ratio), the center of mass of the two-body system  is marked by a cross, and 
a line traces the path of each body (In the 2nd sequence the line traces the path of the center of mass); the 
forces are not indicated. The description of the two bodies (whether kinematic or dynamic) is completely valid 
in either of the reference frames shown: the center of mass was not accelerating in either frame (inertial 
frames). However, both the motions and the description of the energy of the bodies are simpler in the center 
of mass frame of reference. These ideas are valid for the analysis or description of any system of interacting 

GRAVITATION                                 A+15+10

Applet: My Solar System
http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/my-solar-system/my-solar-system.swf

phet.colorado.edu/sims/my-solar-system/my-solar-system.swf


A+15+30GRAVITATION.
Film: THE LAW OF GRAVITATION,AN EXAMPLE OF 
PHYSICAL LAW.

     This is one of 7 lectures given at Cornell Un. in 1964 by Prof. Feynman, physicist, 
Cal Tech., a Nobel laureate noted for his ability to present his highly technical subject

Color: No      Sound: Yes 

Length(min.): 56

to nonphysicists in a lively and easily understandable way.  His lectures-intended
to penetrate the forbidding barriers of scientific discourse and describe the fundamental
laws of physics in terms laymen can comprehend- are diresct and straightforward,
filled with clear,often humorous analogies.  They appeal to anyone, regardless of 
his or her scientific background, who is interested in nature.  BBC production.
     Feynman discusses athe law of gravitation as an example of a physical law. 
Beginning with the work of Kepler, Galileo, and Newton, Feynman relates the history 
of the law of gravity.  He talks about the manner in which gravity holds an expanding 
universe together, and he discusses its range of application and its limitations.

A+20+0NEWTON'S FIRST LAW.
Linear Inertia.  Card snapped from under weight.

Leaf Spring is 
drawn back.

Spring is released and card
is snapped away.  Weight 
stays on the stand.

Weight rests on card
which rests on a stand.  
Card just touches leaf 
spring.6"



A+20+5NEWTON'S FIRST LAW.
Linear Inertia.  Tablecloth and dishes.

Tablecloth is jerked quickly off the lecture table.
China dishes remain in place (we hope!).

A+20+10NEWTON'S FIRST LAW.
Linear Inertia: Breaking thread above or below a weight.

Heavy Weight with hooks
on top and bottom.

Upper thread.

Lower thread.

Rubber pad on
lecture table.

Collar with hook.

Table stand.

A quick jerk on the aluminum rod breaks the lower thread. 
A steady push on the rod breaks the upper thread.

Alum. rod & collar with hook.



A+20+20LINEAR INERTIA.
Sledge Hammer and Large Mass.

A large Mass (18.95 Kg) is placed on the supine Professor's abdomen.  A student
strikes the mass with a sledge hammer.    Because the mass has a lot of inertia, 
and the force is distributed over a large area,-the professor sustains little damage.
Note: At one time, this experiment was performed with the professor lying
on a bed of nails.

A+25+0ROTATIONAL INERTIA.
2 cylinders, same dimension, roll at different speeds.

2 cylinders with 
identical dimensions.
(Diam.=11cm.,
width=4.5cm)

Foam

Board

Weighed on the scale,
the cylinders are shown
to have equal mass.

The cylinder with 
the weighted 
center quickly 
takes the  lead 
over the cylinder 
with the weighted 
rim rolling down 
the  incline.

They are released 
simultaneously on 
an inclined plane 



A+25+5ROTATIONAL INERTIA.
Moment of Inertia Apparatus. 

Steel disk,25cm. diam.,
1.2 cm thick,4380 gm.

Steel hoop,25cm. diam.,
5.7 cm thick,4404 gm.

Moment of Inertia
Apparatus.

Wood
Markers

Pulley

Weight

piece of
paper

Table
Stand

Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

Marker
to stop
rotation

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

The apparatus consists of a light weight aluminum cross rotating in a  
horizontal plane about a vertical axis.  The cross serves as a carrier for 
a pair of objects whose moment of inertia is to be determined. The axle 
of the apparatus is driven by means of a string drawn from  a drum 
passing over a pulley and loaded with a weight.
     Set up so that when string is completely extended, weight does not 
touch the floor. Starting position has weight near top pulley.

A+25+10ROTATIONAL INERTIA.
Loop the Loop: Moment of Inertia.

Sphere Hoop Disk
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Pulley

Weight
(100 gms)

Table
Stand

Lab Stand
to stop
rotation

Maximum separation of discs = 55 cm.
Minimum separation of discs = 4 cm.

(Diam. of drum=5cm.)

Wood
Markers

Piece of
Paper

Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

A+30+0ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS
Conservaton of Angular Momentum: Minor's Apparatus

The apparatus consists of a horizontal bar, free to rotate, mounted on an 
axle provided with ball bearings and supported by a heavy  base.  Sliding 
discs fitted with set-screws are positioned on the horizontal rod with 
adjustable spacing.  The rotating system  is put into motion by means of a 
cord drawn from the drum mounted on the axle just below the horizontal 
rod. In addition, a bar of square cross-section, 55 cm.long, 2980 gms, 
may be added to the system. 

A+30+5ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS.
Maxwell's wheel ,and Yo-Yo.

Note:  If the Yo-Yo does not 
hang horizontally, it will precess
and snarl the strings.

Yo-Yo.

front side

Maxwell's wheel.



A+30+10CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Rotational Inertia Device.

Two equal masses slide on a horizontal bar 
which can rotate freely on its vertical axis.
A swivelled knob is attached to the 2 masses
via a cord which passes over 2 pulleys in the
axis of rotation.  By pulling upward on the 
knob, one can vary the distance of the masses
from the axis of rotation, thereby changing 
the moment of inertia of the system.  As the 
masses are pulled inward, the angular velocity
increases greatly.  When the masses  slide
outward, the angular velocity suddenly drops.

The masses are 150 gm. each.
The horizontal bar has a total
length of 45 cm.  

Swivel knob has ball bearings
to reduce friction.

A+30+15CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
The three dumbbells.

A sturdy chair with arm rests is mounted 
on a ball-bearing axle.  A person seated 
in the chair holds a heavy 'dumb-bell'
weight in each hand, with arms extended.
The chair is rotated and the seated person 
draws the weights in to the body to in-
crease the speed of rotation.  The chair
may be slowed by extending the weights.
Note: a bicycle wheel with weighted rim
and long handle, and bicycle wheel with
2 handles are available as gyros on 
request.



A+30+20ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Gyroscopic Procession: Maxwell's Top.

Maxwell's Top illustrates conditions for gyroscopic precession.  The top is 19 cm. in diameter, 
and 3.8cm. thick, with a threaded axle that can be adjusted so that the center of gravity of 
the top is raised or lowered with respect to the pivot point.
     Spin the top by hand.  When the axle is adjusted so that the pivot is above the center  of 
gravity, the top will precess in one direction.When the pivot is below the center of gravity, the 
top will precess in the opposite direction. If the pivot is set so that it is coincident with the 
center of gravity, the top will not precess; it will move along any object held against the top of 
the axle, as well.

A+30+25ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Spinning Top.

Large Aluminum Top, 12.5 cm. diam.,
14.5 cm. high.  Top is driven with a
motorized 'Spinner' with Speed Cont-
roller.

Handle for starting Top.

Concave
Dish

Note:  Handle with care.  This Top is 
1.73 kg. and can cause damage if it 
jumps off the lecture table.

Motorized 'Spinner'
to spin the Top.

Speed Controller.
Must be used with
the  top spinner.



A+30+30ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Various Gyroscopes.

Large Gyro in a 
pair of gimbals.

Gyro-stabilized 'boat' mounted on rockers.
When the curved bar is attached to the gyro,
the boat rocks.  When the bar is loosed from
the gyro, the gyro slows the boatʼs rocking.

J.J.Thomson's gyro 
to show precession.

Motorized 'Spinner'
to spin the gyros.

Speed Controller.
Must be used with
the  gyro-spinner.

Adjustable Counter-Weight

A+30+35ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Sire’s Polytrope.

10

20

30

40

60

708090

10

20

30

40

50

60708090

0

50

Motorized 'Spinner'
to spin the gyro.

Speed Controller.
Must be used with
the gyro-spinner.

A gyroscope is mounted in a gimbal,and the 
gimbal is attached to an arm that can be 
swung up or down by the desired number of 
degrees.  The gyro is spun with the motorized 
spinner, and the apparatus is rotated about the 
vertical axis: approximating what effect the earth’s 
rotation would have on a gyro at a particular latitude.



A+30+40ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Film: CONSERVATION LAWS IN ZERO-G, (HQ 260-B),  a NASA film, 
from Ames Research Center.

Film Title:  Conservation Laws in Zero-G    1974
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  14 minutes.  Color and Sound.
Description: There are 3 classes of demonstrations in the film:
1.  Bodies are set spinning, rotating, or tumbling.  Thereafter they either spin 
steadily or change their angular velocity by modifying their moment of  
inertia.  The angular momentum is not zero.
2. Astronauts (and a cat) are initially at rest but manage to change their 
orientation by muscular gyration.  The net angular momentum is 0 & stays 0. 
3. Objects are initially spinning steadily but begin to tumble because
they are not completely rigid.  Angular momentum is conserved, but  rotational
kinetic energy is converted into heat.  This results in a gradual change from pure 
spinning to a much slower tumbling.
     The basic concepts are those of rotational inertia (or moment of inertia) and
angular momentum.  A rotating wheel with moveable masses is used to  
illustrate moment of inertia.  Also, spinning astronauts change the 
extension of their arms and legs.  In the Explorer 1 satellite, a partly filled drink
bottle is set spinning about the axis of minimum moment of inertia, and ends up
tumbling about an axis of maximum moment of inertia.
     The film helps students grasp the idea of angular momentum conserv-
ation.  It shows a large number of examples from the zero-g environment of the 
orbitting Skylab space station.  The film shows how the spinning motion of a 
satellite changes to tumbling by dissipation of rotational energy while
angular momentum is conserved. 

���

A+30+45ANGULAR MOMENTUM.
Suitcase Gyroscope.

Motorized
'Spinner'
to spin

the gyro

Speed Controller.

A gyro is mounted in a suitcase. The gyro is a large aluminum 
disk mounted on ball bearings. The gyro is spun up using a 
motorized ʻspinnerʼ, and the suitcase is then closed. When a 
person holds the suitcase in their right hand (with the mounting 
bolts towards their right leg), then turning clockwise causes the 
suitcase to rise up and away from them. Turning 
counter-clockwise causes the suitcase to rise up towards them, 
running into the right leg. 

person
turns

clockwise

person
turns

counter-
clockwise



A+35+0LINEAR MOMENTUM
Spring with Reaction Weights.

Large Iron Ball and
small Ivory Ball on
strings, with compressed 
spring between them.

Ivory Balls of equal mass 
suspended on strings with
compressed spring between
them.

Springs between the 
suspended balls are
held compressed by 
loops of thread.  To
release the spring, a 
match is used to burn
the thread.

Adjust String
at top

A+35+2LINEAR MOMENTUM

Chair with
low-friction

wheels

Two people push off each other and will roll in opposite directions. Using a 
rope, both people will be pulled towards each other. Also available is a 
heavy medicine ball to toss between the two.



A+35+5LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Elastic Collisions: Balls in a track.

Board with groove, and 
set of 7 Steel Balls.

A+35+10LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Elastic Collisions: Collision Balls

Frame with five balls of equal
mass suspended on strings.

Frame with two balls of unequal 
mass suspended on strings. The 
big ball is 3 times the mass of the 
smaller ball.

Note: balls can be lifted up to 
leave 2 or 3 hanging



A+35+16LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Inelastic Collisions: The Ballistic Pendulum.

Lecture Table

160

150

1.6 Meter Scale
with large 

letters & numbers

Wooden Block
with Brass Rings
(keeps wood from

splintering...)

Platform to hold
blocks on the rifle.

.22 Rifle & Bullets

Steel Pipe
(1" Diam.)

Table Clamp

Test Tube Clamp

3 Finger Clamp

Triple Beam
Balance
to weigh

block

Mass of wood block is about 200 gm.
Mass of bullet is about 2 gm.
Muzzle Velocity is about 1200 ft/sec
     or 36576 cm/sec.

Place weighted wood block on the 
platform,remove rifle safety and fire.  Let the 
class estimate the height reached by the 
block. Weigh the block a second time and 
calculate the mass of the slug.

Notes to Set-up Person:  It is easy to fire the 
rifle.  If you place the bullet in the rifle before 
class, stick around to maintain security. 
Always use the safety, and make sure the 
lecturer understands its operation.  Always 
leave the block on the platform when the rifle 
is loaded. 

A+35+17LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Inelastic collisions: The Ballistic Pendulum.

.22 Rifle Wood Block 
(4x4")

Welded Aluminum Frame.
Table Clamps

with
3/4" Rods

The Rifle is fired by burning a thread 
which limits a spring-operated trigger. 
There is no provision for quantitative 
measurement of the swing of the rifle.  
It will suffice to have several students 
estimate the swing.

Instructions to Set-up Person: The 
rifle and wood block should hang 
reasonably level, and swing in the 
same plane.  If you load the rifle 
before class, stick around and make 
sure that no one messes with the 
set-up.  Check rifle aim before 
firing.

Mass of rifle is about 2437 gm.
Mass of the bullet is about 2 gm.
Mass of the wood block is 1210gm. 

Thread and
ChainLoop and

Trigger

Spring

Firing Mechanism

Match burns through thread,
and spring pulls loop and fires gun.



A+35+18LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Inelastic collisions: Another ballistic pendulum.

Ballistic
Pendulum
Apparatus

Ball
Cup

Height
Scale

Pawl
and

Ratchet

Firing
Mechanism

Using the Ballistic Pendulum Apparatus:

1] The metal rod of the spring loaded firing mechanism 
is cocked. The metal ball (with hole) is mounted on the 
end of the cocked rod. Squeezing the trigger launches 
the ball into the Cup.

2] The ball, cup and rod swing up and latch at the 
highest part (h) of the swing (a pawl catches in a 
ratchet).

3] Initial Velocity of the ball can be calculated using 
conservation of angular momentum and conservation 
of energy.
If the mass of the rod is negligible:
Mass M  of ball: 69.2 gm
Mass M   of cup: 244.3 gm
(The mass of the rod, 41.5 gm, causes initial velocities 
calculated  from this formula to be about 5.9 % low.)

1
2

v = M  +M  2gh1 2
M1

i

A+35+20LINEAR MOMENTUM.
AirTrack: Collisions in One Dimension.

Elastic Collision:  2 air track gliders fitted with
clockspring bumpers rebound when they collide.

Inelastic Collision:  2 air track gliders fitted with
velcro or magnets stick together when they collide.

Airtrack Hoses: connect the 
airtrack to compressed air line.

AirTrack



A+35+25LINEAR MOMENTUM.
AirTable: Collisions in Two Dimensions.

Air Hoses:  2 Required to connect
the AirTable to compressed air line.

Air Table Apparatus with plastic
pucks of different sizes and 
weights.  Working surface of the 
table is about 1x1 meters.

Leveling Screws

Pucks bounce off 
of this Spring Wire.

A

A

B
B

A+35+28LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Executive-size Pool Table: Collisions in Two Dimensions.

Also normal-sized cue ball and billiard ball



A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

A+35+30LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Mechanical Model of a Gas:  
Collisions in 2 and 3 Dimensions.

Overhead Projector

The Apparatus is a simple mechanical
model to represent gas molecules in 
a cylinder colliding with a moveable
piston with increasing energy as the
gas is heated.

Projected Image

Model of a Gas:
Electric Motor vibrates
the steel balls.  Piston
changes the volume.

Note: On request
         this can be 
         done with 
         different
         sized balls. 
         Same set-up 
          as C+10+5
          &  C+55+10

Welch A.C./D.C.
Power Supply

set to
0-22 V.D.C.

A+35+35LINEAR MOMENTUM.
AirTrack: Masses coupled with circular Spring.

Airtrack Hoses: connect the 
airtrack to compressed air line.

AirTrack

Two Air Track gliders are coupled with  a weak
spring consisting of a hoop of clockspring. Gliders
are drawn apart so that the clockspring hoop is
extended to about 45 cm.  Gliders are then released.
The sum of their momenta remains zero.

Clockspring Hoop

Glider

30 cm.

45 cm.



A+35+40LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Train on Circular Track.

Santa Fe

Large Circular Track mounted on spoked wheel. The Track is free to rotate in 
a horizontal plane. When power is applied to the rails, the train will move in 
one direction and the track will rotate in the other.
     To start the train, give a quick pulse on the variac, and then turn it up 
again. To change direction, give another quick pulse, then turn it up again.

C-Clamps

Trans-
former
0-20 V

for train.

Variac
0-120 V A.C.

Locomotives are weighted with 
lead to provide extra mass

LINEAR  MOMENTUM                                                                            A+35+45
Film Loop: Colliding Freight Cars                                               Length(min.):2:45
Color: No     Sound: No

    This film shows a test of freight-car coupling. The collisions, in some cases, were violent enough to break 
the couplings. The "hammer car" coasts down a ramp, moving about 6 miles per hour. The momentary force 
between the cars is about 1,000,000 pounds. The slow-motion sequence allows measurements to be taken 
of the speeds before and after impact, and thus tests conservation of momentum. The collisions are partially 
elastic, as the cars separate to some extent after collision.
     The masses of the cars are:       hammer car:    m1 = 95,000 kg ;   target car:   m2 = 120,000  kg
To find velocities, measure the film time for the car to move through a given distance. (It may be necessary 
to run the film several times.) Use any convenient unit for velocities.
      Simple timing will give v1 and v2. The film was made on a cold winter day and friction was appreciable 
for the hammer car after collision. One way to allow for friction is to make a velocity-time graph, assume a 
uniform negative acceleration, and extrapolate to the instant after impact.
      An example might help. Suppose the hammer car coasts 3 squares on graph  paper in 5 seconds after 
collision, and it coasts 6 squares in 12 seconds after collision. The average velocity during the first 5 seconds 
was   v1 = (3 squares)/ (5 sec) = 0.60 squares/sec. The average velocity during any short, interval approxi-
mately equals the instantaneous velocity at the mid-time of that interval, so the car's velocity was about v1 = 
0.60 squares/sec at t = 2.5 sec. For the interval 0-12 seconds, the velocity was v1 = 0.50 squares/sec at  t = 
6.0 sec. Now plot a graph: The graph shows that v1 = 0.67 squares/sec at t = 0, just after the collision.
      Compare the total momentum of the system before collision with the total momentum after collision. 
Calculate the kinetic energy of the freight cars before and after collision. What fraction of the hammer car's 
original kinetic energy has been "lost?" Can you account for this loss?



LINEAR MOMENTUM                                                                             A+35+50
Film Loop: Dynamics of a Billiard Ball                                        Length(min.):3:30
Color: No     Sound: No

      The event pictured in this film is one which you have probably seen many  times - the striking of a ball, in 
this case a billiard ball, by a second ball. The  camera is used to "slow down" time so that the details in this 
event will be more evident. The ability of the camera to alter space and time is important in both science and 
art. The slow-motion scenes were shot at 3,000 frames per second.
      The "world" of your physics course often simplifies what is actually observed. Thus, in your textbook, 
much of the discussion of the mechanics of bodies assumes that the objects are point objects with no size. 
But clearly these massive billiard balls have size, as do all the things you encounter. For a point particle we 
can speak in a simple, meaningful way of its position and velocity. But the particles photographed here are 
billiard balls and not points. What information might be needed to describe their positions and velocities?
      Looking at the film may suggest possibilities for describing the motion of such objects. What motions can 
you see beside the linear forward motion? Watch each ball carefully, just before and just after the collision, 
watching not only the overall motion of the ball, but also the "internal" motions. Can any of these motions be 
appropriately described by the word "spin"? Can you distinguish the cases where the ball is rolling along the 
table, so that there is no slippage between the ball and the table, from the situations where the ball is skid-
ding along the table without rolling? Does the first ball move immediately after the collision? Even this simple 
phenomenon is a good bit more complex than you might have expected.
      Can you write a careful verbal description of the event? How might you go about giving a more careful 
mathematical description?
      Using the slow-motion sequence, make a partial momentum analysis of this collision. Measure the velocity 
of the cue ball before impact, and the velocity of both balls after impact. Remember that there is friction between 
the ball and the table, so velocity is not constant. The balls have the same mass, so conservation of momentum 
predicts that Velocity of cue ball before collision =  sum of velocities of the ball just after collision.
       How closely do the results of your measurements agree with this principle? What reasons, considering 
the complexity of the phenomenon, might account for any disagrement? What motions are you neglecting 
in your analysis?

A+37+5MOTION IN ONE DIMENSION.
Air Track with Timer.

Airtrack Hoses: connect the 
airtrack to compressed air line.

AirTrack

Glider

Start Gate

Stop Gate
Spring to
launch cars

Glider is launched with spring, trips the first photogate-
starting the Digital Timer, then trips the 2nd photogate,
stopping the Digital Timer.  Class can see time on the 
large 3-Digit Display.

SAMPLING RATE

EXT.SIGNAL

AIR TRACKTIMER

DIGITAL COUNTER

EXT.SAMPLING RATE

EXTSIGNALINPUT
STOP

START
RESET

ON

OFF

Free-fall

Digital Timer Box

Large 3-Digit 
Display

110 V AC



A+37+10MOTION IN ONE DIMENSION.
Constant Velocity:  Winch with cylinder.

Distance Markers
Wood block

Winch with cylinder.
String winds on cylinder,
pulling cart at constant
velocity.

Electric 
Motor.

Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

A+37+11MOTION IN ONE DIMENSION.

Distance Markers
Aluminum
   'Cart'

Winch with cone and cylinder.
String winds first on cylinder,
then on cone, pulling
the cart.

Electric
Motor

Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

Winch with Cylinder and Cone : pulls 
with constant velocity on the cylinder, 
then constant acceleration on the cone.



A+45+0PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS.
Standards and Units.

   Beckman

WWV Receiver

Power

Band Switch RF Gain Osc Tuning
Audio Gain

Limiter
Audio Filter

Also:  Live Time Signals from WWV-if you are in a room that has radio reception.
2.5,10,15,20, and 25 Meg. ( at 5 minute intervals).  Also a 440 and 600 hz tone.

TIME:
A Cassette Tape Recording of the WWV Broadcast is available.

LENGTH:
Slide of National Bureau of Standards
            Standard Meter Bar

MASS:
Slide of National Bureau of Standards
Standard Kilogram

A+45+10PHYSICAL MEASUREMENT.
Film: POWERS OF TEN.

     This is an animated trip through the universe at a speed that changes the visual 
scale by a power of ten every ten seconds.  It begins with a man lying on a Miami

Color: Yes      Sound: Yes 
Length(min.): 9

beach, seen from a distance of one meter.  After ten seconds he is ten meters away.  
In ten more seconds we see the city, then most of the state, and onward away from 
the earth to intergalactic space.  Then, in reverse, we return to the man and go within 
him to the cell and on to the nucleus of an atom.  A running meter shows how rapidly 
time and space are being covered.  
     



A+45+15PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS.
Various Solids to Show.

Pyramid

Cube

Cone

Icosahedron

A+45+20PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS.
Wall Chart of the Metric System.

THE 
MODERNIZED

METRIC 
SYSTEM

MASS

KILOGRAM

LENGTH

METER

TIME

SECOND

ELECTRIC
CURRENT

AMPERE

TEMPER-
ATURE

KELVIN
AMOUNT 

OF
SUBSTANCE

MOLE

COMMON
CONVER-

SIONS

MULTIPLES
AND

PREFIXES

 LUMINOUS
 INTENSITY

 CANDELA

PLANE
ANGLES
RADIAN
SOLID

ANGLES:
STERAD.



A+50+0PROJECTILE MOTION.
Horizontal Projection:  Dropped and Shot Balls.

Spring Gun Apparatus

Shot
Ball

Retaining
Frame

Masonite
Shield

Dropped
Ball

Pull on the ring
to trigger the 
spring gun.

Support
Rod

Rod used to cock 
the spring gun.

This device projects a ball horizonally from the same height as a second ball released  
simultaneously and allowed to fall vertically.  Both balls are observed to strike the lecture 
table at the same time.

A+50+5PROJECTILE MOTION.
The Water Projector.

90

75

60

45

30
15

0

Water Projection Apparatus

Water In

Water Out

Water Jet

 Angle of
Water Jet

The apparatus consists of a large board ruled with a grid.   
Water jet projection can be varied and the angle read by  the 
class. The device can be folded flat onto the bench.



A+50+10PROJECTILE MOTION.
The Monkey and Hunter Demonstration.

Compressed
Air

Regulator
Cannon

Delrin Ball

Electromagnet

Monkey

6 V
Battery

to Electromagnet

Wires must be in contact
before firing the gun,

to complete the electro-
magnet circuit.

The apparatus consists of a cannon arranged to fire a delrin ball propelled by a blast of 
compressed air.  The cannon is aimed at a stuffed toy monkey supported by an electromagnet 
at the opposite side of the lecture room.  The electromagnet circuit is completed by a pair of 
wires arranged in front of the cannon muzzle.  As the projectile leaves the cannon the monkey 
is released.

A+50+15PROJECTILES: LINEAR MOMENTUM.
The Reaction Jet:  Newton's Third Law.

Glass Tube is free to Rotate.
Tube is 70 cm. in length.

Tube moves up when
water is turned 
on.

Water Jet

R
ub

be
r H

os
e

When the water is turned on, water is jetted out of the nozzle of the glass tube, 
and the whole tube swings up.

Nozzle



A+50+20LINEAR MOMENTUM.
Projectiles: Newton's Third Law (Demonstration Rockets.)
Water Rocket:  The Apparatus consists of a hollow plastic rocket.  Water is poured into
the rocket (using the funnel) and a small hand air pump is attached at the bottom with 
a sliding lock. 
When sufficient air has been compressed in the rocket, the pump is detached-
water is ejected at the stern and the rocket shoots to the ceiling. Launch rocket over sink.

Funnel

Hand Air Pump

Compressed
Air

Water

Rocket

A+50+25PROJECTILES.  LINEAR MOMENTUM.
CO2 Rocket on a Wire:  Newton's 3rd Law.

Carbon Dioxide cartridge is placed in the rear of the rocket.  The cartridge is punctured
with a firing device (gun), and the rocket shoots along the string stretched the length 
of the room.

Rocket

CO2 
CartridgeFoam

Block

Wall
Spring  Loaded
Gun to puncture
CO2 Cartridge

String



A+50+26PROJECTILES.  LINEAR MOMENTUM.
CO2 Rocket on a Rotating Stand:  Newton's 3rd Law.

Carbon Dioxide cartridge is placed in barrel of the Rotating Stand.  The cartridge is punctured
with a firing device (gun), and the arm assembly rotates about the axis.

CO2 
Cartridge

Spring  Loaded
Gun to puncture
CO2 Cartridge

CounterWeight
Barrel

A+50+35PROJECTILES
Ballistic Car

Set the Ballistic Car switch to 'On'. Insert and depress the ball into the barrel of the 
Ballistic Car until it cocks. Give the car a smooth push. The Photogate Trip 
(mounted on the track) causes the ball to be launched. The ball will follow a 
parabolic trajectory and fall back into the cup on top of the Ballistic Car. Note: 'Aim 
Adjust Screws' may have to be adjusted to have the ball land properly in the cup.

Ballistic Car

Ball

Photogate
Trip

Track

BA
LL

 L
AU

N
C

H
ER

PH
O

TO
G

AT
E 

TR
IP

BR
AC

KE
T

CAUTION
DO NOT LOOK
DOWN BARREL

ON WHEN
FLASHING

BALL LAUNCHER
PHOTOGATE

ME-9486
BALLISTIC CART

ACCESSORY
PASCO

CAUTION
DO NOT LOOK
DOWN BARREL

ON WHEN
FLASHING

BALL LAUNCHER
PHOTOGATE

ME-9486
BALLISTIC CART

ACCESSORY
PASCO



A+55+0ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS.
Rigid Body: The Sweet Spot.

If the meter stick were a baseball bat,and the P.I. was the ball hitting the Sweet spot,
then there would be minimum movement at the batter's wrist to jar the batter's hands
and arms...

Meter Stick
(or baseball bat)

A Meter Stick (or Baseball Bat) is placed on the lecture Table, and a 'cue' stick 
(another meter stick or pointer)  hits the Meter Stick at the Point of Impact (P.I.).
At the Sweet Spot, the Meter Stick rotates around one of its ends.

P.I.

P.I.

P.I.

P.I.

P.I. above 
center of mass

P.I. at 
center of mass

P.I. below 
center of mass

P.I. at the
Sweet Spot

'Cue' Stick (meter 
stick or pointer)

A+55+5ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS.
The Rolling Spool.

Case 1:  As string is pulled
up, the spool rolls to the 
left.

Case 2:  At a certain angle,
as the string is pulled,
the spool rolls in place.

Case 3:  As the string is pulled
to the right, the spool rolls to 
the right.

Spool with string
wrapped around 
inner cylinder.

String pulled at
different angles.

�nner diameter = 94mm

Outer diameter = 203mm



A+55+10ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS.
The Cycloid Disk: Draws Cycloid Path on Chalkboard.

Chalk fits in the notch.

Disk with handle.

Chalk fits in the notch on the outer rim of the disk.  As the disk rolls to the right, the 
chalk traces out a cycloid path.

Blackboard

A+60+0STATICS OF RIGID BODIES.
Static Equilibrium:  Meter Stick in Equilibrium.

Example A Example B

75 cm.

65 cm.

45 cm.

3 Kg.

2 Kg.

1 Kg.

Meter Stick
with hangers

Pulley
Unit

75 cm.

45 cm.

95 cm.

5 cm.

1 Kg.

2 Kg.

1 Kg.

2 Kg.



A+60+5STATICS OF RIGID BODIES.
Static Equilibrium: The Hinged Beam.

109.5
cm.

Beam with Hinge
(115 cm.,1.60 Kg.)

Rod at 90 degrees on
which beam pivots.

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

2 Kg.

3.96 Kg.

45 deg.

Chain

CH1
CH2

CH3
CH4

0-99V.D.C.

Note: Zero the
sensor box.

A+60+10STATICS OF RIGID BODIES.
Static Equilibrium: The Crane Boom.

3 Kg.

3.25 Kg.

4.69
Kg.

45 deg.

Long chain

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

68.5 cm.

Sensor
Box

Large 3-digit
7-segment Display

CH1
CH2

CH3
CH4

0-99V.D.C.

Short
chain

Rod with
0-11 Kg.

Force
Transducer

Note: Zero the
sensor box.



A+60+15STATICS OF RIGID BODIES.
Forces in Equilibrium:  Equal Forces.

Protractor

1 M x 3/4" cross bar

Angle 'A' = Angle 'B'
Note: If 'A' = 45 de-
grees, then reading
on scale = 3.54 Kg. 

CH1
CH2

CH3
CH4

0-99V.D.C.

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

Sensor
Box

Large 3-digit
7-segment Display

5 Kg.

A B

3.54 Kg.3.54 Kg.

Chain

Note: Zero the
sensor box.

A+60+16STATICS OF RIGID BODIES.
Forces in Equilibrium:  Unequal Forces.

Protractor

1 M x 3/4" cross bar

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

CH1
CH2

CH3
CH4

0-99V.D.C.

Sensor
Box

Large 3-digit
7-segment Display

3.70 Kg.4.50 Kg.

5 Kg.

30 
degree45 

degree

Chain

Note: Zero the
sensor box.



A+60+20STATICS AND MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
Balanced and Unbalanced Forces.

Cart
600 gm.

pulley
Table 
Stand

300 gm.500 gm.
This pulley 
not used.

Variable Angle Table

W = 600 gm.
N =  500 gm.
F =  500 gm.= WxCos(30)
F =   300 gm.= WxSin(30) 2

30 
deg.N

WReference 

Plane

F  1 F  2

The cart rests about half way up the ramp.  Both pulleys are independent of the ramp. The 
instructor carefully  removes the ramp from beneath the truck, and surprise!  The truck 
remains suspended in mid-air.  The forces on the truck were balanced independent of the 
ramp. (The truck is barely in contact with the ramp.)   To bring the truck precisely into the 
reference plane, bend the hook on the top of the cart back and forth across the centroid. 
Note:  if you use the adjustable-angle glass plane, you will have to remove (or at least not 
use) the attached pulley assembly.

�

A+60+25MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
The Weighted Disk (also called Feeble-Minded Disk.)
Stable, Unstable, and Neutral Equilibrium.

The wood disk  has a lead weight placed off-center, near the rim. (The weight is painted
black on one side of the disk, but is not shown on the other side of the disk).  The 
instructor positions the disk at the bottom of the ramp, with the weight at the top and
hidden from view.  The disk is then allowed to roll up the plane, and the students are 
asked how this can happen.

Wood Plank
Weighted Disk

Lead
Weight

Wood Block



A+60+30MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
Center of Mass for various shapes.

Various objects can be suspended :  a handle has a 
thin metal rod that inserts in holes provided on the
objects.  A plumb bob on a string is hung from the
suspension point, and a line is traced.  Where all 
the lines from the different holes intersect is the 
center of mass.

Plumb Bob

Handle

Object

Weighted Disk

Lead Weight

A+60+32STATICS AND MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
Moments, and Center of Gravity for Various Objects. 

Leaning Tower 
of Pisa:  Add the

top story and 
the tower falls

over

Glass Flask

Lead
Weight

Tilt flask any
direction and

flask goes back
to vertical.

Horse rocks
to and fro

but does not
fall off stand.



A+60+35MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
Static Equilibrium of a Spool.

R  1
R  2

T

mg

F

Spool with string
wrapped around
inner cylinder.

pulley

weight

Tension = T = mg
If T is not too large, the spool will roll without slipping.  It will reach equilibrium at
angle      given by: R  1 R  2sin       =      /
If T is increased, the spool will start to slip, but the angle        will stay the same.  
Derivation:  Equilibrium:  F = T sin
                    Rotation:      F    = TR  1 R  1
Divide one equation by the other:  1/     = sin      /R  2 R  1

Table 
Stand

R1=  94mm
R2= 203mm

A+60+37STATICS AND MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
Rotation about the Center of Mass:  Object to throw.

Center of Mass

Heavier Ball
(5 x mass
of small ball)

Toss dumbell and see that the Center of Mass is not at the middle of the rod.  
In a dark room, turn on the LED light, and toss the twirling dumbell forward 
and up. The students will see the light at the center of mass perform a 
smooth parabolic trajectory.



A+60+40STATICS AND MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
Mechanical Models of Anatomy.

0

5

10 lb.

Zygoma

Condyle

Masseter Muscle

Mandible

0 lb.

20 lb.

5

10

15

Ulna

Radius

Humerus

Scapula

Olecranon

Hand

20 15 10 5 0 lb.

Femur

Tibia
Fibula

Foot

Skull Arm

Leg
(about 2 feet)

(life-sized)

(life-sized)

A+65+0ROTATIONAL DYAMICS.
Moment of a Force:  Torque illustrated by twisting a brass rod.

C-Clamp

Brass Rod, 1 cm. 
diameter,85 cm. long

This end fixed 
rigidly with a pin.

The crank end is free to rotate in the support when torque is applied to the crank.
The crank is marked at intervals: 0,5,10,15, and 20 cm.  The weight is placed at these
intervals , and the deflection of the marker is noted.

Marker

Crank

1 Kg. ,
or more.

Rod Support Brass Rod twists.



A+65+10TORQUE.
Torque Wrench to Show.

Vise is clamped
onto table.

Hexagonal
RodC-Clamp

Vise

Torque Wrench fits onto
Hexagonal Rod

Pointer

As a downward force is exerted on 
the Torque Wrench, the pointer
registers amount of Torque on the 
scale...

Scale

Force

A+70+0VECTORS
Vectors and their representation.

Coordinate Frame made
of three meter sticks
joined on a bracket.

Set of 
Dalvenʼs
Arrows

Base with Holes
for Arrows



A+70+5VECTORS
Vectors and their representation.

Set of Dalvenʼs Arrows: A dozen or so, of various
colors and sizes,-may be fitted on a cubical or
hemispherical wood base.

Round Base with 
Holes for Arrows.Square Base with 

Holes for Arrows.

A+70+10VECTORS
Relative Velocity:  Motorized Cars and Track Board.

Car B

Car A
Car C Variable

Speed 
Control

Chalk draws
a straight line.

On/Off 
Switch 110 

V AC

Apparatus consists of a large board (4'x6') fitted with parallel tracks.  Electric cars 'A' and 'B' 
run on these parallel tracks.  These two cars are arranged to support a bridge between them, 
and this moving bridge carries a third electric car 'C'.  The angle and speed of the car 'C' may 
be varied so that the chalk trace it makes on the large board changes with the different 
conditions.
Set up notes: Place cars in their starting positions. Line up the pin on car A with the line on 
the bridge track. Lock down the knobs holding the bridge track to car B.



A+70+20VECTORS.
Rope and Slug.

Slug is hard
to lift...

Slug is easy
to lift 

vertically

Student pulls
on this end
of the rope.

Student pulls
on this end
of the rope.

VECTORS                                                                                               A+70+25
Film Loop: Vector Addition: Velocity of a Boat                           Length(min.):3:35
Color: No     Sound: No
      In this film, a motorboat was photographed from a bridge. The operator of the boat tried to keep the throttle 
at a fixed setting to maintain a steady speed relative to the water. The boat heads upstream, downstream, 
directly across stream, and at an angle somewhat upstream so as to move straight across.
      Project the film on graph paper and mark the lines along which the boat moves. It might be advisable 
to use the reference crosses on the markers. Then measure speeds by timing the motion through some 
predetermined number of squares. Repeat each measurement several times, and use the average times to 
calculate speeds. Express all speeds in the same unit. Why is there no need to convert the speeds to meters 
per second? Why is it a good idea to use a large distance between the timing marks on the graph paper?
      The head-to-tail method of adding vectors is illustrated in physics texts. Since velocity is a vector with 
both magnitude and direction, we can study vector addition by using velocity vectors. An easy way of keeping 
track of the velocity vectors is by using subscripts:
                         vBE   velocity of boat relative to earth
                         vBW  velocity of boat relative to water
                         vWE  velocity of water relative to earth
then                 vBE = vBW + vWE
For each heading of the boat, a vector diagram can be drawn by laying off the  velocities to scale.
SCENE 1: Two pieces of cardboard are dropped overboard. Time the blocks.  Find the speed of the river, 
the magnitude of vWE.
SCENE 2: The boat heads upstream. Measure vBE, then find vBW using a vector diagram.
SCENE 3: The boat heads downstream. Measure vBE, then find vBW using a vector diagram.
SCENE 4: The boat heads across stream and drifts downward. Measure the speed of the boat and the direc-
tion of its path to determine vBE. Also measure the direction of vBW, the direction the boat points. One way 
to record data is to use a set of axes with the 0o - 180o axis passing through the markers anchored in the 
river.
SCENE 5: The boat heads upstream at an angle, but moves across stream.
CHECKING YOUR WORK: a.) How well do the four values of the magnitude of vBW agree with each other? 
Can you suggest reasons for any discrepancies? b.) In part 4, you can find a calculated heading of the boat. 
How well does this  angle agree with the observed boat heading? c.) In part 5, determine a direction for vBW. 
Does this angle agree with the observed boat heading?



A+80+10MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.
Pulley Sets.

W   1

W   2

In this pulley system, the 
Mechanical Advantage is 2,
thus W2 = 2W1 for there to
be equilibrium.  If W1 is > 
than .5W2, then W1 goes 
down and W2 is lifted up. 

Weight Set

A+80+20MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.
Chain Hoist.

Chain Hoist

Weight Set



A+80+30MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.
Block and Tackle.

Block and Tackle:  the
Mechanical Advantage
is 4, thus W2=4W1 for
there to be equilibrium.
If W1 > .25W2, then W1
goes down and W2 is 
lifted up.

W   1

W   2

A+80+40

Block
and

Tackle

Rope
to

pull
on

Bosun's
Chair

(canvas) Professor
(or victim)

MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE.
Block and Tackle: Professor in bosun's chair pulls himself up.

The top part of a block and tackle (three pulleys each on 
both upper and lower parts) is attached near the ceiling of 
the classroom; the bottom part is attached to a canvas 
bosun’s chair which hangs a few feet above the ground. 
[Sailors use bosun’s chairs to hoist themselves to the tops of 
masts.] The professor (or selected victim) sits and straps 
himself (or herself)  in the bosun’s chair, grabs the dangling 
rope, and pulls himself (or herself) up easily. The force 
required to pull a person up is 1/7 of their weight if the 
person is sitting in the chair and pulling himself up. However 
the force is 1/6 of the seated person’s weight if a different 
person standing on the ground is pulling the rope. (For a 
proof of this, consult with Dr. Richard Packard 
(packard@socrates.berkeley.edu).

NOTE: One must take care to NOT let go of the rope, 
especially when the person is hoisted high up in the air. Also, 
it is a good idea to NOT swing. Gloves (leather or cotton) 
should be worn to keep from getting blisters and abraded 
skin while handling the rope



Notebook 'B':
Physics Waves

Lecture Demonstrations

Set of 
Organ Pipes.

C
D E F G A B C

Chladni's 
DiskTorsional

Wave Model

Xylophone

Wilberforce
Pendulum

Driven Clock-Spring Oscillator
Tuning
Fork

Electric Bell 
in evacuated

Bell Jar 

Sonometer





 Book B:     Waves

Chaotic Oscillations Popularity Rating
B+5+0 Chaotic pendulum.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Simple Harmonic Motion
B+10+0 Mass on a spring.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

B+10+1 Simple pendulum: Ball on a string. ◆◆◆◆◆

B+10+2 Torsion pendulum with removable weights.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

B+10+3 Compound pendulum: Meterstick with movable brass weight. ◆◆

B+10+5 Large torsion pendulum with different diameter rods.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+10+10 Physical pendulum: Steel bar with two pivot points. ◆◆◆

B+10+15 Ball rolling in a spherical dish on OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+10+20 Large damped oscillator (mass on spring) with various damping disks. ◆◆◆

B+10+25 Clock spring oscillator: Electrically driven and damped.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+10+30 Damped oscillations: Flat steel spring with removable weights. ◆◆

B+10+35 Lissajous figures with laser and two signal generators.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+10+40 Transparencies: Lissajous figures for OHP. ◆

B+10+45 Applet: Simple Harmonic and Uniform Circular Motion .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
B+10+50 Ball on turntable rotates beneath synchronized pendulum. ◆◆◆

B+10+55 Applet: Acceleration and Velocity Vectors  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .◆ 
B+10+60 Tuning forks, various. ◆◆

B+10+65 Pocket watch with mirror and laser twitches with balance wheel motion.  .  . ◆

B+10+70 Four pendulums on rod: Same mass, different lengths. ◆◆

B+10+75 Inverted pendulum.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Coupled Harmonic Oscillators
B+15+0 Two large pendulums coupled with spring.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

B+15+1 Three large pendulums coupled with two springs. ◆◆

B+15+5 Wilberforce pendulum: Oscillates between rotation and up-down.  .  .  .  ◆◆◆◆

B+15+10 Two pendulums on a frame of flexible steel. ◆◆

B+15+15 Two balls hung on the same string, one in middle, one at the end.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Forced Oscillations/Resonance
B+20+0 Driven harmonic oscillator: Motor driven mass on spring.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

B+20+5 Clock spring oscillator: Electrically driven and damped. ◆◆

B+20+10 Damped oscillations in a resonant LCR circuit on an oscilloscope.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
B+20+15 One tuning fork with tuned cavity, drives another. ◆◆◆

B+20+20 Film: "Tacoma Narrows bridge collapse",  4 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

B+20+25 Set of three coupled inverted pendulums on wood base. ◆◆

B+20+30 Beaker is broken by sound from speaker.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆◆◆

B+20+35 Driven oscillations in a multiple spring-mass system. ◆

Travelling Waves
B+25+0 Transverse traveling wave model, hand-cranked.  .  ..  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

B+25+1 Transverse circular wave model, hand-cranked. ◆◆

B+25+5 Longitudinal traveling wave model, hand-cranked.  .  .  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

B+25+10 Rubber rope stretched across front of room. ◆◆◆◆◆

B+25+15 Brass spring on white plastic sheet.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆



Travelling Waves (continued) Popularity Rating
B+25+20 Suspended slinky on threads for compression wave.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+25+25 Mechanical water wave model, hand-cranked. ◆◆

B+25+30 Torsional wave model.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Superposition: Fourier Principles/Complex Waves
B+30+0    Fourier series: Pasco harmonic synthesizer on an oscilloscope.  .  .  .  .  .   .  . ◆◆

B+30+1    Transparencies: Fourier superpositions. ◆◆

Interference 
B+35+0    Large wood model of a double slit with hinged waves.  .  .  .  .  .  .    .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+35+5    Acoustic interference with Quincke (trombone) tube and sonalert. ◆◆◆

B+35+10    Interference of sound waves from two speakers, same generator.  .  .  .  .. ◆◆◆◆

B+35+12    Interference between two ultrasound sources (40 kHz). ◆

B+35+15    Interference in a ripple tank uses arc lamp or incandescent light.  .  .  ..  . ◆◆◆◆

B+35+20    Beats with tuning forks on tuned cavities. ◆◆◆◆◆

B+35+25    Beats with two beer bottles blown manually.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+35+30    Beats from two speakers observed on an oscilloscope. ◆◆

Sound Spectrum/Sources
B+45+0    Steel spring pendulum, inverted, vibrates at 10 Hz.  .  .  .  .  .    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
B+45+5    Giant tuning fork, barely audible, displayed with stroboscope. ◆◆

B+45+10    Ultrasound transducers (40 kHz) as both sources and receivers.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
B+45+15    Bell ringing in a jar evacuated with pump. ◆◆

B+45+20    Savart's wheel: Toothed wheel and cardboard or air jet.  .  .  .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
B+45+25    Siren: large, electric motor driven. ◆

B+45+30    Compressed air jet blows through spinning disk with holes.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+45+32    Twirling Tube ◆◆

B+45+35    Sprockets on shaft rotate against a card to make sound.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
B+45+40    Caruga horn: Varigated tube to blow through ◆

B+45+42    Hoot Tube.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆

B+45+45    Galton's whistle: Compressed air whistle. ◆

B+45+50     Helmholtz resonators drive radiometer vanes, using tuning forks.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+45+55    Casio electronic synthesizer with amp and speaker. ◆

Standing Waves/Resonance
B+50+0 Applet: Superposition of waves .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆
B+50+5 Model of longitudinal standing wave, hand-cranked. ◆◆

B+50+10 Rope and strobe: Transverse standing waves, motor driven.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

B+50+15 Reuben's tube: Standing sound waves in flames along a large pipe. ◆◆◆

B+50+20 Set of eight organ pipes to make a major scale.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+50+25 Tunable organ pipe. ◆◆◆

B+50+30  Set of ten suspended metal rods struck with a wooden mallet.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+50+35 Xylophone. ◆◆

B+50+45 Unbalanced spinning wheel vibrates spring steel reeds.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

B+50+50 Sonometer: Resonant chamber with bowed strings (2). ◆◆◆

B+50+55 Torsion wave model.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆



Vibrational Modes Popularity Rating
B+55+0 Film: "Vibrations of a metal plate", 3:45 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

B+55+1 Film: "Vibrations of a drum", 3:25 min. ◆◆

B+55+5 Chladni's disc: Bowed disk forms patterns in sprinkled salt.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

B+55+10 Large glass bowl with ping pong balls and violin bow. ◆◆

B+55+15 Young's modulus rod: Hammer and rod with nodes marked.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+55+20 Longitudinal wave apparatus: Ball bounces off end of stroked rod. ◆

B+55+25 Kundt's tube: Powder in tube shows standing waves.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Speed of Sound
B+60+0 Speed of sound in air: Speaker resonates air column over water.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

B+60+5 Measurement of speed of sound with microphone, speaker, oscilloscope. ◆◆

Doppler Shift
B+65+0 Sonalert swung on the end of a string.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

B+65+5 Film: "Formation of shock waves", (LD#C28), 3:45 min. ◆◆

B+65+10 Film: "Doppler effect", 3:45 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Music and the Ear
B+70+0 Ear models.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

B+70+5 Film: "The Piano", sound, 27 min. ◆





B+5+0CHAOTIC OSCILLATIONS.
Chaotic pendulum.

The apparatus consists of a double upper arm 
connected to a bearing mounted support with 360 of 
freedom and a shorter lower pendulum mounted 
between the upper pendulum arms which also has 360 
of freedom.  The apparatus is released at the top of it's 
arc of motion with the pendulums together and results 
in a different pattern of motion each time it is released.

Chaotic
Pendulum

�

�

B+10+0SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Mass on a Spring.

Spring

Set
of

Weights.Mass

Note: The spring is 
'mass-compensated.' It is 
more tightly wound at the 
top than at the bottom to 
compensate for the weight 
of the hanging spring. 
When hanging, the 
smaller diameter end is at 
the top, and the larger 
diameter end is at the 
bottom. Do not overload 
the spring!



B+10+1SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Simple Pendulum,-Mass on a String.

Mass

NOTE:  Instead of a small pendulum, a
           bowling ball can be suspended
           from the ceiling on a wire...
           (see A+5+20)

Wooden sleeve can
be moved up and 
down to change the
length of the 
pendulum.

B+10+2SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Torsionsal Pendulum,-Mass on a Wire.

200 
gm. 
Mass

400 
gm. 
Mass

800 
gm. 
Mass

200 
gm. 
Mass

A 200 gm. disk is
suspended on a wire.
A twist to the disk sets
the disk to oscillating.
Different Masses are 
added, and the change 
in the periods of the 
oscillations are noted.
Note:  For a larger torsion
pendulum supported on 
rods of different diameters,-
see B+10+5



B+10+3SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Compound Pendulum,-Mass on a Stick.

20

10

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Cylindrical Masses
are attached at one
place. The fulcrum rod
can be inserted in any 
of the holes 10 cm.
apart.

Cylindrical Masses

Fulcrum Rod

B+10+5SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Large Torsion Pendulum on a Rod.

Steel hoop, 25cm. diam.,
5.7 cm thick, 4404 gm.
Hoop can be put on top
of disk to increase mass.

Table 
Stand

Lab
Jack

90 deg. 
clamp

Rods: 2.5 mm steel,
5 mm steel, 5 mm brass

Note: Over 
t ighten ing 
the screw 
deforms the 
brass rod 
end and 
jams it.

Steel disk, 25cm. diam.,
1.2 cm thick, 4380 gm.
Disk is twisted, and the
period is noted.

Note:  All rods
can be mount-
ed at once, as
shown,-or just
one rod can be
chosen.  
A Lab Jack is
useful in raising
and lowering
the heavy disk
and ring.



B+10+15SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Ball rolling in a Spherical Dish.

R

L/2L/2

D

R-D
2r

This dish is 
transparent.

Steel Ball Diameters: 3/8,1/2,5/8,3/4,7/8,1"

Model Size
Diameter
of Dish L

Radius of
Curvature R

15x15"

9x9"(Trans.)

8x8"

13"

9"

6"

32"

17"

4"

There are 3 models.  Two are gray
plastic, and one is transparent.

There are many similarities between a pendulum
undergoing simple harmonic motion by oscillating
back and forth, and a ball undergoing simple har-
monic motion by rolling back and forth without
sliding in a concave spherical bowl.  See the Welch
Instruction Sheets (Room 72 LeConte)for an
analysis of this... Use Digital Timer or Stopwatch
to measure the period of the oscillation.

Overhead Projector

B+10+10SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: The Physical Pendulum.

Table 
Stand

Knife Blade

Knife Blade

Pivot Support
for Knife Blade

24 "

2 "

7 "
Electric Metronome
connects to room

amp and speakers

TEMPUS Quartz Metronome

The Heavy Steel Bar can 
be suspended on either 
one of the Knife Blades. 
The Knife Blades rest on 
a solid Pivot Support. The 
period will be the  same in 
both cases. (Bar is 
1"x1"x24" .)



B+10+25SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Resonance and Damped Harmonic Motion of a 
Driven Fly-Wheel.

Note: There are two versions of this demo.  The one at Pimentel is half the size of the one in Le Conte.  The one 
in Pimentel uses external D.C. Power supplies; Coarse and Fine Voltage controls are used to find resonance 
(1 sec. period ).
The Le Conte Version has built-in power supplies for driving and damping. (2 sec. period).
 

Damping is caused 
when eddy currents
are formed in the 
copper ring when the
damping-electro-
magnet is turned on.

Pimentel Version

0-22 V.D.C(resonance at 22v, .5A)

Coarse V. Adjust

Fine V. Adjust

Coiled Clock Spring

Copper Fly-Wheel
Stationary Angle Scale

Electromagnet
voltage 0-10 V.D.C.,
(1A ) 

D.C. Drive Motor (Shaft mounted off-
center)

Drive Motor pushes the shaft, driving the pointer back and forth and pushing the clock spring which connects to the
Copper Fly-Wheel. The amplitude of the swing of the fly-wheel depends on the frequency of the motor.

Shaft

Electromagnet Damper
Pointer

Same apparatus 
as in B+20+5.

B+10+20SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Oscillations: Damped Harmonic Oscillations-
Spring and Dashpot Assembly

Lecture Table

Black Steel Rod
(1" Diam.)

Table
Clamp

Support
Rod

Dashpot
Rod

Damping
Vane

Wing nut

Casserole Clamp
15 cm. in Diam.
holds water-filled
Dashpot Assembly
securely

Stand with heavy base
to support Dashpot filled
with water.

11 cm. Diam.
Vane

12 cm. Diam.
Vane

7 cm. Diam.
Vane

No Vane
on Rod

Over-Damped

Critically-Damped
System no longer oscillates.

Returns to equilibrium with no overshooting.

Under-Damped
(sub-critical damping)

Undamped
(natural frequency)

Four Different Size Damping Vanes
12 cm. Diam.

11 cm. Diam.

9  cm. Diam.

7  cm. Diam.

Giant Spring,
96 cm. Unloaded

2 Kg Mass is
fitted with a
dashpot rod.

Water-filled
dashpot with
damping vane.

Note: The vertical rod will 
need several braces to keep
from bending during the 
oscillations of the spring...



B+10+30SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Damped Oscillations: Spring Steel Band with weights. 

A flat clock spring 40 cm. long is
clamped to the lecture table.
100 gm. slotted weights can be
clipped to the spring to vary the
loading (and the period).

More Mass clipped to Spring. Less Mass clipped to Spring.

t t

Same apparatus 
as in B+45+0.

B+10+35SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Lissajous Figures with a Laser Beam.

Vertical
Control

Horizontal
Control

Lissajous FigureScreen

Vert.
Horiz.

Mirrors on
Speakers

Laser
Beam

Overhead
View

Diode
Laser

Batteries

Lissajous Box: consists of two 
speakers; with a mirror mounted on 
each speaker so that one mirror 
swings horizontally, and the other 
swings vertically. Light from a diode 
laser bounces from one mirror to the 
other and then out of the box.

Lissajous
Box

ON
FREQUENCY

DIGITAL FUNCTION
GENERATOR-AMPLIFIER

RANGE

RANGE

OFF

1.001
10-100 KHz
0.1-10 KHz

1-100 Hz
.1-10 Hz

LO � GND TRIGHI �

PASCO scientificPS

High Power
Signal Generator

ON
FREQUENCY

DIGITAL FUNCTION
GENERATOR-AMPLIFIER

RANGE

RANGE

OFF

1.001
10-100 KHz
0.1-10 KHz

1-100 Hz
.1-10 Hz

LO � GND TRIGHI �

PASCO scientificPS



B+10+40SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Lissajous Figures: Combination of Harmonic Motion.

Various different Lissajous figures on Overhead Transparencies
taken from Mechanics, by Wm. F. Osgood, the MacMillian Co.,
N.Y. 1937, pg. 190-191

B+10+45SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Simple Harmonic Motion & Uniform Circular Motion.

Applet: http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/index.php?topic=148.0

http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/index.php?topic=148.0


B+10+50SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Simple Harmonic Motion & Uniform Circular Motion:
Simple Pendulum, and Ball on Record Player.

Shadow Projection
of both balls on Screen.

Point-Source Light
(and Power Supply)
for Shadow Projection.

Ball mounted on
Record Player

Simple
Pendulum

NOTE:  The point source light is actually mounted on a  large floor stand
about 5' in front of the lab bench, to get the source farther from the demo.

72cm

When the Length of the Pendulum 
and the Speed of the Record Player 
are set correctly, the Periods of both  
are the same, and the shadows 
match up on the screen. (The 
turntable has a variable speed 
control to fin-tune the period.)

B+10+55SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
 A-Vector & V-Vector Arrows.

Applet:

http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/index.php?topic=141.0

http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/index.php?topic=141.0


B+10+60SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Tuning Forks.

Rubber Mallet for
striking tuning fork.

Tuning Fork mounted
on sounding box.

Various other 
tuning forks.

B+10+65SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Laser Beam bouncing off Pocket Watch with mirror.

Screen

The Pocket Watch twitches
with the motion of the 
Balance Wheel.  The Laser
Beam hits the mirror  on
the watch and is deflected.

Mirror

Pocket 
Watch

1.2 mW
He-Ne Laser

HUGHES



B+10+70SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Four Pendulums: Same Mass, different Lengths.

Four pendulums of
different lengths are
mounted on the same
rod. Lengths of pend-
ulums: 25,50,75,100 cm.

B+10+75DRIVEN HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS.
Inverted (Kapitsa) Pendulum.

  A usual pendulum has two equilibrium points, 
one stable, and the other -- unstable (pointing 
up). However, if a fast periodic vertical force is 
applied to the oscillating weight, when the force 
is sufficiently strong, the normally unstable 
equilibrium point also becomes stable, and 
oscillation about this point can be observed.
  This demonstration shows this effect in action 
(and is quite impressive for those who have not 
seen it before). The stabilization effect 
illustrated by this demonstration is well-known 
not only in mechanics, but is also in the heart of 
quadrupole mass-spectrometers and the 
so-called Paul traps for charged particles. It is 
also widely used in particle accelerators, for 
focusing and stabilizing charged particle orbits.

Inverted
(Kapitsa)
Pendulum

120 V.A.C.

C-Clamp



B+10+72SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION.
Four Pendulums: Same Lengths, different Masses.

4 pendula of equal lengths 
(approximately 50 cm) are suspended 
from a rod. The balls are made of 
different materials -- wood, steel, 
brass and lead -- and their masses are 
37g, 130g, 230g and 320g 
respectively. Due to the mass 
independence of the period, the 
pendula should all swing in unison.

wood leadsteel brass



B+15+0COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR.
Iron Spheres coupled with weak Spring.

Iron Spheres:
8 cm. Diam.
2 Kg. Mass

Weak Spring (20 gr.)

The behavior of two coupled harmonic oscillators may be shown with a pair of heavy iron spheres coupled with a
 weak spring.  With the two suspensions tuned to the same frequency, couple the spheres with the spring to demon-
strate the two normal modes:  One in which they oscillate in phase, and one in which they oscillate 180 degrees out 
of phase.

Alternate:

small 2 pendula 
on rods device

B+15+1COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR.
Three Pendulums coupled with weak Spring.

This is a large version of B+15+0, with a third pendulum.

Pendulums are
Steel disks 
on steel rods.
They are con-
nected with
weak springs.

Weak
Spring

Steel
Disk



B+15+10COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR.
Two Pendulums on a flexible frame.

Two heavy steel balls hang on strings
from a steel frame.  (The frame is 
made of thin strips of cold-rolled
steel.)  As the balls move, the frame
flexes, transferring energy.  

B+15+5COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR.
Wilberforce Pendulum.

The central cylindrical 
mass has four arms, 
with a small identical 
mass on each arm.

This apparatus is designed so that the period of the up-and-down oscillation is nearly 
equal to the period of the torsional oscillation.  Slowly, the apparatus switches between 
pure up-and-down mode to pure torsional mode. 



B+15+15COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR.
Two Pendulums hung on the same string.

Mass

Mass

B+20+0DRIVEN HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS.
Motor driven spring with mass.

Motor 
Speed

Controller

Spring

Rotating disk 
with bar
attached off-
center.

Motor

Mass

Table
Clamp

Stop

Stop

Rubber Bumper

Rubber Bumper
Metal Collar

Mass

Metal Connector
Spring

Vary the motor speed with 
the speed controller. At 
resonance, the metal collar 
vigorously hits the stops.



B+20+5DRIVEN HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS.
Resonance and Damped Harmonic Motion of a
driven Fly-Wheel.

Note: There are two versions of this demo.  The one at Pimentel is half the size of the one in Le Conte.  The one 
in Pimentel uses external D.C. Power supplies; Coarse and Fine Voltage controls are used to find resonance 
(1 sec. period ).
The Le Conte Version has built-in power supplies for driving and damping. (2 sec. period).

Damping is caused 
when eddy currents
are formed in the 
copper ring when the
damping-electro-
magnet is turned on.

Pimentel Version

0-22 V.D.C(resonance at 22 v, .5A)

Coarse V. Adjust

Fine V. Adjust

Coiled Clock Spring

Copper Fly-Wheel
Stationary Angle Scale

Electromagnet
voltage 0-10 V.D.C.,
(1A ) 

D.C. Drive Motor (Shaft mounted off-
center)

Drive Motor pushes Shaft, driving the Pointer back and forth,-pushing the Clock Spring which connects to the
Copper Fly-Wheel. The amplitude of the swing of the fly-wheel depends on the frequency of the motor.

Shaft

Electromagnet Damper
Pointer

Same apparatus
as in B+10+25.

B+20+10DRIVEN HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS.
Damped Oscillations in a Resonant LCR circuit.

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC

Wavetek
Signal Generator

.01 mf or .047 mf
Capacitor 

37 mH Inductor 

LCR 
Display 
Board

0-100 K Ohm
variable Resistor

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

Input Square Wave Under-damped Critically-damped Over-damped

200 hz

CH 1

OFF DELAY SET TO
50%

FORCE
TRIG

WAVEFORM
INTENSITY

TRIG

CH 2

CH 3

CH 4

MATH

REF

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4

AUTOSET

SINGLE
SEQ

RUN/
STOP

POSITION POSITION LEVEL

SCALE SCALE

SELECT

COARSE

MEASURE

CURSOR

SAVE/RECALL

DISPLAY

QUICKMENU

M TDS 3FFT
FFT

TDS 3TRG
ADV.TRG

UTILITY

ACQUIRETRIGGERHORIZONTALVERTICAL

MENU
OFF

Tektronix TDS 3014 DPO

! !

100 MHz
1.25 GS/s

FOUR CHANNEL COLOR
DIGITAL PHOSPHOR OSCILLOSCOPE

MENU MENU MENU

Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall



DRIVEN HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS.                                                  B+20+20     
Film Loop: Tacoma Narrows Bridge Collapse                            Length(min.):4:40
Color: Yes     Sound: Yes     
.
      The main span of the bridge near Tacoma, Washington was 2800 ft long, 39 ft wide, and the steel stiffen-
ing girders (shown during construction) were 8 ft tall. The bridge was opened for traffic on July 1, 1940. In 
the four months of active life of the bridge before failure, many transverse (vertical) modes of vibration were 
observed before November 7, 1940. The main towers were nodes, of course, and between them there were 
from 0 to 8 additional nodes. Maximum double amplitude (crest to trough) was about 5 ft in a mode with 2 
nodes between the towers; the frequency of vibration at that time was 12 vib/min.
     Measurements made before failure indicated that higher wind velocities favored modes with higher frequency. 
This correlation may be explained by the fact that turbulent velocity fluctuations of winds can be considered 
as composed of a  superposition of many periodic fluctuations, and the fluctuations of higher frequency are 
preponderant at higher wind velocities. There was no correlation between wind velocity and amplitude of 
vibration. Early on the morning of November 7 the wind velocity was 40 to 45 mi/hr, perhaps larger than any 
previously encountered by the bridge. Traffic was shut down. By 9:30 a.m. the span was vibrating in 8 or 9 
segments with frequency 36 vib/min and double amplitude about 3 ft. While measurements were under way, 
at about 10:00 a.m., the main span abruptly began to vibrate torsionally in 2 segments with frequency 14 
vib/min. The amplitude of torsional vibration quickly built up to about 35o each direction from horizontal. The 
main span broke up shortly after 11:00 a.m. During most of the catastrophic torsional vibration there was a  
transverse nodal line at mid-span, and a longitudinal nodal line down the center of the roadway (the yellow 
center stripe!). Note that Prof. Farquharson sensibly strides (?) down the nodal line as he leaves the bridge 
after making observations.
     The crucial event at 10 a.m. which directly led to the catastrophic torsional vibration was apparently the 
loosening in its collar of the north cable by which the roadway was suspended. The center of the cable was 
moving back and forth relative to the center of the suspended span. This allowed the structure to twist. The 
wind velocity was close enough to the critical velocity for the torsional mode observed, and the vibration built 
up by resonance and was maintained until  collapse inevitably took place.
     The bridge was rebuilt using the original anchorages and tower foundations. Studies at the University of 
Washington Engineering Experiment Station resulted in a design for the new bridge which used deep stiffen-
ing trusses instead of girders. The new bridge is entirely successful. 

B+20+15RESONANCE.
Tuning Forks.

Rubber Mallet for
striking tuning fork.

This Tuning Fork 
is struck.

This Tuning Fork resonates
at the frequency of the
tuning fork that was struck.

Both Tuning Forks
(mounted on 
sounding boxes)
are rated at the 
same frequency.

Strike one tuning fork so that it rings loudly. 
Grab it to stop it. The second tuning fork is 
heard to be ringing.



B+20+30DRIVEN HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS.
Glass broken by sound at resonant frequency.

An audio oscillator and power amplifier are 
used to drive a heavy-duty speaker. The 
glassware is positioned on a rotating 
pedestal in front of the speaker.

Resonance is found using a microphone and 
oscilloscope and is typically around 850Hz. If 
using a beaker, maximum resonance is 
found with the spout at ���������������������� 
This display can also be projected  for the 
class to see if desired.

After the resonant frequency is found the 
amplitude can be turned up, causing the 
oscillation of the glass to exceed its elastic 

limit and thus to shatter. The motion of the 
glass can be nicely seen using a 

stroboscope, and may be displayed 
for a large group using the TV 
camera mounted directly above the 
glass.WAVEFORMRANGE
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B+20+25RESONANCE.
One oscillating mass on rod sets another mass on rod oscillating in resonance.

1a 1b

2a 2b

3a 3b

Horizontal
connecting

bar

Mounting
Screw

C-Clamp

The apparatus consists 
of two sets of masses 
on light springy vertical 
rods.  In a set, masses 
are all the same,  but 
the rods differ in length.  
The two sets are 
weakly coupled by a 
horizontal bar.  When 
mass 1a oscillates, 
mass 1b starts to 
oscillate in resonance 
(but 2a, 2b, 3a & 3b do 
not oscillate).  When 
mass 2a oscillates, 
mass 2b oscillates in 
resonance, etc.

Note: Mounting screw 
must be slightly loose 
for the demo to work.

Mass on light 
springy rod. Pull 
and let go.



B+25+0TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Machine Model for Transverse Waves.

Cranking the handle clockwise
causes a transverse wave to
travel to the right.

B+20+35NORMAL MODE OSCILLATIONS
Driven oscillations in a multiple spring-mass system.

4 Ballistic Cars
linked with springs

Track

Spring Spring Spring Spring Spring
Driver
Motor

1 2 3 4
Speed

Controller

Four ballistic carts are linked with identical springs and driven by a variable speed motor.  
The system exhibits four normal modes.  With k=m=1, the modes and frequencies are 
approximately:

1) f=0.62                          (symmetric mode)  
2) f=1.18
3) f=1.62
4) f=1.90                          (anti-symmetric mode)

Note: k = spring constant, m = mass, f = frequency
short arrow indicates a smaller movement of a car
longer arrow is a movement about twice as large

car1 car2 car3 car4



B+25+5TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Machine Model for Longitudinal Travelling Waves.

Cranking the handle clockwise
causes a longitudinal travelling 
wave to travel to the right.

B+25+1TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Adjustable Machine Model for Transverse Circular Waves.

End view of model shows
helical nature of wave.

This frame slides up and
down to vary the helical
behavior.

Cranking the handle clockwise
causes a circular wave to spiral
to the right.



B+25+10TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
The Rubber Rope: Transverse Travelling Waves, (and Standing Waves).

Attach one end of the rubber rope to the hook on the wall and stretch the rope across
the front of the room.  Quickly move the hand up or down once so as to give a pulse to the
rope.  (The rope should be fairly taut.)  The pulse travels to the end and back again,
being reflected from the stationary end without disturbing the wave motion.
You may also use this rope to illustrate standing waves.  Move the end periodically 
up and down with a slow motion; changing this period until the rope shows just
two loops with a node in the center.  Increase the up and down period to get
three loops and two nodes, etc.

Inverted Reflected Wave

Single Pulse

B+25+15TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Long Flexible Spring: Transverse Travelling waves,Superposition,&Standing Waves.
Spring end is fixed.

Incoming Pulse

Inverted Reflected Wave.

Marlite Sheet.

Spring end is  tied to a string (acting as if the spring end is not fixed).

Incoming Pulse

Non-Inverted Reflected Wave.

Reinforcement

Extinction Incoming Pulse

Fixed end.

Incoming Pulse

string

Reflection

Superposition.

Non-Fixed end.

Set-up is 2'x8'.

Note: Waves on the spring are slower than on the rubber rope in B+25+10...

Rod with
2 collars



B+25+25TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Mechanical Model of Water Waves:  Circulatory Waves.

Direction of Propagation.

Clockwise circulatory
motion of particles.

The handle for 
operating the 
apparatus is on
the back.

B+25+20TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Longitudinal Waves in a Suspended Slinky.

Striking one end of the spring with a palm sends a travelling longitudinal wave down the spring.

Slinky (9 cm. Diam.)

Slinky suspended on strings
from a wooden frame.
Stretched Slinky is 1 m. long.



B+25+30TRAVELLING WAVES IN ELASTIC MEDIA.
Kelvin Torsional Transverse Wave Model. Same apparatus

as in B+50+55

Dashpot,
for damping.Electric Motor

Connector:
joins 2
models

Clamp to tie down 
the last rod of the 
model.

Light-weight rods are mounted, in a parallel fashion, on a long piece of spring-steel wire. An 
electric motor can be used to introduce a periodic oscillation to one rod, and a transverse 
wave travels down the length of the apparatus. The opposite end can be free or tied down, or
connected to a dash-pot assembly for damping, or connected to another model of same or 
different dimensions.

B+30+0SUPERPOSITION OF WAVES.
Fourier Series: The Pasco Fourier Synthesizer.

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

HARMONIC
FOURIER SYNTHESIZER

Controls

0 to 90 Deg.

0 to 180 Deg.

Variable Phase

Amplitude

10K Output

Summing
Amplifier

8 Ohm Output

Gain

10K Out.Trigger

Power

Pasco Fourier
Synthesizer

Sin[x]+
(1/3)Sin[3x]

Sin[x] +
(1/3)Sin[3x] +
(1/5)Sin[5x]

Sin[x]+
(1/3)Sin[3x] +
(1/5)Sin[5x] +
(1/7)Sin[7x]

Sin[x]

Example: Square Wave Synthesis

The Fundamental and harmonics can be added with appropriate phases and amplitudes
to approximate Square Waves, Triangle Waves, Sawtooth waves, Pulses, etc.
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Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall



B+35+0INTERFERENCE.
Sound Waves: 2 source interference,- a wooden mechanical model.

The model is made of plywood.  The two 'waves' are hinged and suspended so that
they can be moved independently.

B+30+1SUPERPOSITION OF WAVES.
Fourier Superposition of Sine Waves to create waveforms. (OHP transparency)

Sin[x] +
(1/2)Sin[-2x]

1

Sin[x] +
(1/2)Sin[-2x] +
(1/3)Sin[3x]

Sin[x] +
(1/2)Sin[-2x] +
(1/3)Sin[3x] +
(1/4)Sin[-4x]

Sawtooth Wave

Sin[x] +
(1/9)Sin[-3x]

Sin[x] +
(1/9)Sin[-3x] +
(1/25)Sin[5x]

Sin[x] +
(1/9)Sin[-3x] +
(1/25)Sin[5x] +
(1/49)Sin[-7x]

Sin[x] 

Sin[x] +
(1/9)Sin[-3x]

Sin[x] +
(1/9)Sin[-3x] +
(1/25)Sin[5x]

Sin[x] +
(1/9)Sin[-3x] +
(1/25)Sin[5x] +
(1/49)Sin[-7x]

Sin[x] 

Triangle Wave

Sin[x]+
(1/3)Sin[3x]

Sin[x] +
(1/3)Sin[3x] +
(1/5)Sin[5x]

Sin[x]+
(1/3)Sin[3x] +
(1/5)Sin[5x] +
(1/7)Sin[7x]

Sin[x]

Square Wave

Sin[x] 



B+35+5INTERFERENCE.
Acoustic Interferometer: Interference with the Quincke Tube.

This section can 
slide in or out to
adjust for positive
or negative inter-
ference.

Horn

Fixed-frequency
whistle. 2900 Hz.

6 V
Battery

Caution: After 3 maxima and minima,
the device pulls apart. Avoid this.

B+35+10INTERFERENCE.
Interference of Sound Waves from 2 Sources.

Scope display
at a Maximum.
Scope display
at a Minimum.

Speaker Speaker

Knife Switches
(One for each 

speaker.)

High Power
Signal Generator

(1KHz)

NOTE:  If you want the Oscilloscope 
display,please request it specifically...

The speaker assembly is swung left or right (or, the mic is moved left or right), and the 
changing amplitude of the sound is heard (and may be displayed on the scope.)  Switches 
on the base of the speaker unit allow either speaker to be turned on or off, or the phase to 
be reversed with respect to each other. Distance between speakers and mic is about 1 M.
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B+35+12INTERFERENCE.
Interference between 2 Ultrasonic sources (40 KHz).

ULTRASONIC DETECTOR

VARIABLE PHASE ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT 'A' PHASE

0 180

OUTPUT 'B' 
NORMAL

180

OUT 'A'

OUT 'B'

DETECTOR

120 
V.A.C.

V. OUT
TO

METER 

Transmitters mounted on bar.
(These can slide.)

Receiver

Oscillator/
Phase Shift Box

Projection
Voltmeter

ScreenAs the Receiver is moved, 
(or Transmitters are slid
left or right on the bar...)
the Maxima and Minima are
displayed on the screen by
the projection meter.

Sensitivity
Adjust

100 mfd.
capacitor

15vDC

B+35+15INTERFERENCE.
Waves in a water Ripple Tank.

Plane Waves

Wave Generator

Circular Wave
Point Sources

Wax Block

Mirror

Carbon 
Arc 500 Watt

Light Bulb
OR

Overhead View
(projected on screen)

Cheese-Cloth
to damp reflect-
ed waves.

DiffractionReflection

Circular
Waves

Block

About 1/4" of Water Plane
Wave
Generator

Plane
Waves

Circular 
Wave
Generator
(Point 
Sources)

Note: Put mask in
front of door to block
light leakage...

Interference

Speed
Controller

Door

Power 
Switch

Note: use lead
blocks to tilt light-source



B+35+25INTERFERENCE.
Beats using two glass bottles.

Night
Train

Fortified

Tree
Frog
Beer

XXXX

XXXX

This demonstration requires two long-winded volunteers.  The volunteers must  achieve 
both a loud and sustained volume.  

NOTE:  It is also possible to arrange a compressed-air nozzle at a suitable angle over the
top of each bottle in order to produce the beats.

B+35+20INTERFERENCE.
Beats with Tuning Forks.

Rubber Mallet for
striking tuning fork.

Heavy Rubber 
Band (or metal
clip) to de-tune
tuning fork.

NOTE:  If you  want the Oscilloscope 
display,please request it specifically...

Both Tuning Forks (mounted on sounding boxes) are rated at the same frequency. One fork 
is slightly de-tuned with a rubber band or metal clip. Both forks are struck, and beats result. 
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B+35+30INTERFERENCE.
Acoustical Beats from two Speakers,-observed on Oscilloscope.

High Power
Signal Generator

High Power
Signal Generator
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B+45+0SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
InfraSound: not audible.

A flat clock spring 40 cm. long is
clamped to the lecture table.
100 gm. slotted weights can be
clipped to the spring to vary the
loading (and the period).

More Mass clipped to Spring. Less Mass clipped to Spring.

t t

The spring steel pendulum vibrates
under 10 Hz,-thus is not audible, but
compresses the air and produces 
pressure waves.

Same apparatus
as B+10+30



B+45+5SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
InfraSound: Giant Tuning Fork,-barely in audible range.

STROBO-
TACH

Hand-held
Strobe

Giant
Tuning
Fork

The sound generated by this giant tuning
fork is barely in the audible range.  The
motion of the tines of the fork can be
shown with a stroboscope.

Inward 
position
of the tines.

Outward 
position
of the tines.

Rubber Mallet for
striking tuning fork.

Clamped
to table.

B+45+10SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Ultrasound: Pair of transducers.

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC

Wavetek
Signal Generator

Quartz Piezoelectric
Ultrasonic Transducer

(40 KHz)Tektronix
Oscilloscope

Front
View

RCA
Phono
Jack

BNC
Connector

Quartz 
element

The transducers are piezo devices for burglar detection  
systems.  A transducer can operate as both a sound source 
and sound pick-up.  The sensitivity of the transducer falls off
sharply for frequencies + or - 40 KHz.  This can be seen by  
trying to talk into the pickup (lower than 40 KHz).  Jingling keys 
have harmonics which extend as high as 40 KHz. 
Note:  Do not treat the transducers roughly.  They are fragile.  
Use low settings for oscillator output, and high scope sensitivity.
The transducer will be ruined if input power is > than 100 mw.
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B+45+15SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Bell ringing in a slowly evacuated (or aerated) chamber.

Small Bell 
suspended
in Vacuum
Flask 

Vacuum
Pump

The vacuum flask apparatus has a valve to either pump air out or let air in.
The sound diminishes fairly rapidly as air is pumped out of the chamber.

Electric bell
 in bell jar

B+45+20SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Savart's Wheel: Air or a card running over a Toothed Wheel generates sound.

Side
View

Card

Compressed-Air 
Hose and Nozzle

Savart's wheel is much like a gyro with teeth around the rim.  It can be set to spinning
with a string,- and the card is pressed against the metal teeth to make a sound of a 
certain frequency.  OR,- an air hose can spin the wheel by blowing against the teeth, 
generating a sound whose frequency depends on the force of the air.



B+45+25SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Siren.

Siren is powered by 12 V.D.C. 
car battery.  It is very loud!

12 V.D.C.

B+45+30SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Air through holes on rotating disk generates sound.

Leybold 
Rotator

Motor Speed
Controller to

control Leybold
Rotator.

120
V A.C.

Compressed-Air 
Hose and Nozzle

Disk with 8 rings
composed of holes.

Top View

48,54,60,64,
72,80,90,96

holes per ring

Note: This apparatus can be mounted
horizontally, as shown, or vertically,-
with the disk facing the class.

Compressed air is blown through the
holes in a ring as it rotates, making a
sound.  The frequency of the sound is
higher toward the outer ring, and de-
pends on the speed of rotation.



B+45+32Sound Spectrum/Sources.
Twirling tube produces distinct tones.

In this demo, a .75 meter corrugated tube is twirled. The pitch of the twirling tube increases in discrete 
jumps as the speed of the twirling is increased. Note: Instead of twirling the tube, compressed air (at 
lower flow rates) can be aimed down the tube, creating the same pitches.
     A tube open at both ends resonates at certain frequencies. These frequencies are the ones where 
an integer number of half-wavelengths fit inside the tube. At the fundamental frequency, one half of 
the wavelength fits in the tube. 
     A tube with length L = .75 meter has a 1.5 m wavelength at resonance (2L). F = V/2L, where F is 
the fundamental frequency of the tube in Hz (Hz= Hertz = cycles/second),  and V = velocity of sound 
in air in m/sec. If the air temperature is 20 degrees Centigrade, V = about 343 m/sec. Thus, the calcu-
lated fundamental frequency of this tube is about 229 Hz. However, the actual measured fundamental 
is about 209 Hz. This tube resonates to integer multiples of 207 Hz. See the graph.
     Note that the fundamental frequency is not heard (explained below). The first three notes on the 
graph are easily obtainable; the last two require faster swinging. 
     The frequency of the twirling tube is proportional to the speed of the air flowing through the tube, 
which is proportional to the speed of the rotating end. The air flowing over the corrugations causes 
vortices which cause oscillating pressures in the air, heard as a whistle. When the frequency of the 
vortex matches one of the natural frequencies of the tube, the volume of the sound is greatly ampli-
fied. At slow speeds, the air flow through the tube is a smooth flow causing no vortices, and thus the 
fundamental does not sound.

Ab

Pitch
(Hz)

Harmonics

Ab

Ab

Eb

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200

C

Eb

1 2 3 4 5 6
(missing)

Corrugated Tube

B+45+35SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Card pushed against rotating toothed wheels makes sounds.

Paper 
Card

MotorToothed Wheels
24,27,30,33,36,

39,42,45,48 teeth

A paper card is pressed against one of the toothed wheels, generating a sound. 
The frequency of the sound increases with the number of teeth on a wheel, 
and  the motor speed.



B+45+40SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Caruga Horn:  Blowing corrugated pipe emits various frequencies.

L = Length of tube open at both ends.

Caruga Horn unwrapped. (Corrugations not shown.)

Corrugated Metal Tube

For a tube open at both ends,  L = n    /2, where  n = 1,2,3..., and      is the wavelength.
The tube frequency f = V /     , where V = velocity of sound in air (about 331 M/sec).
Thus, f = nV/2L = n(V/2L) = nf   , where  f   is the fundamental or first harmonic.
The first harmonic is  f  , the second harmonic is  2f  ,the third harmonic is  3f  ,etc.  
The tube will resonate at any of the harmonics when excited with a harmonic frequency.
Air passing at a speed S over the corrugated bumps produces a sound of frequency 
f = Bumps/Sec = (Bumps/M)(M/Sec) = (Bumps/M)S .   S is determined by how hard you 
blow through the tube.  If you blow at a speed that produces a non-harmonic frequency,
then no sound will be heard.  If you blow at a speed that produces a harmonic frequency,
then the tube will resonate loudly at some multiple of the fundamental frequency.

1 1

1 1 1

Caruga Horn 

B+45+42SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Hoot Tube (Rijke Tube) resonates at its fundamental frequency.

Lab
Jack

Bunsen
Burner

Wire
Screen
inside

Lab
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Hoot
Tube

Lighter
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B+45+45SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Galton's Whistle:  from audible to ultrasonic frequencies.

Compressed air
hose and coupling.

Galton's Whistle

Compressed air

Micrometer
Adjust

Micrometer
Adjust

The compressed-air hose is 
coupled to the whistle, and the 
micrometers are adjusted to 
give the desired frequency,-from
very high pitched to ultrasonic.

B+45+50SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Helmholtz Resonators drive vanes.

Helmholtz
Resonator

Plexiglas
Box Radiometer

Vane on a 
needle pivot

A speaker driven by a signal generator sends a sound of a certain frequency  into 
a Helmholtz Resonator.  The resonator is  basically a hollow metal sphere with a 
wide opening at one end, and a narrow opening at the other end.  Pressure 
waves from the speaker are focused onto the vanes mounted on a needle 
pivot,-causing the vanes to rotate.  Note1: There are a number of different size 
resonators, each tuned to a different frequency. Note2:  If you are in a hurry, a 
tuning fork can be used instead of the speaker and signal generator, however the 
results are not as pronounced.

Speaker

Signal
Generator

Lab Jack

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC



B+45+55SOUND SPECTRUM/SOURCES.
Casio CTK-471 Digital Synthesizer.

Microphone

8 Watt Audio Amp

Line

Barkhausen

Level

Output

8 Ohm

Line

Inputs

Amplifier

Speaker

Casio CTK-471
Digital Synthesizer

OPTIONAL:  An Oscilloscope to project video images of the synthesizer waveforms.                 
                

This Synthesizer has many preset instruments. 
The instrument that is the closest 
approximation to a sine wave is the 'Whistle'.

CTK-471
CASIO

B+50+0STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Superposition.

Applets:

Group Velocity:
Observe how the superposition of waves with different frequencies leads to
 different forms of dispersion.
http://webphysics.davidson.edu/Applets/Superposition/GroupVelocity.html

Build a waveform by combining a variety of different frequencies. 
The simulation also allows the user to hear what the waveform sounds like.
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/~teb/java/ntnujava/sound/sound.html

Superposition principle :
http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/index.php?topic=19.0

http://webphysics.davidson.edu/Applets/Superposition/GroupVelocity.html
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/~teb/java/ntnujava/sound/sound.html
http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/index.php?topic=19.0l


B+50+5STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Machine Model for Longitudinal Standing Waves.

Cranking the handle creates a longitudinal standing wave.  N marks each node.  
Each node is stationary.  Consecutive nodes are, alternately, at regions of 
compression or rarifaction. As the handle turns, a compressed region becomes
rarified, and vice versus.

NNNNN

B+50+10STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Standing Waves on  a  driven Rope.

STROBOSCOPE
CONTROL UNIT

IN 2
A

B

IN 1

IN 2

ON

OFF

Brite

Norm.

First Mode
(Fundamental)

Second Mode

Third Mode

Rope
Motor-driven

Vibrator

Strobe Strobe

Hand-operated
Windlass

Rope-Motor
& Strobe

Control Unit

Strobe
Power
Supply

The rope tension is adjusted by hand, using the windlass crank.  Motor speed 
and strobe rate are adjusted to freeze the rope in the first mode, second mode, 
third mode, etc.

Set up Note: Left strobe illuminates left part of rope; right strobe illuminates right part of rope. 



B+50+15STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Standing Longitudinal Waves in a gas: Reuben's Tube.

Loud-speaker.
(Rubber membrane

keeps propane
from escaping.)

Gas Jet

First Mode (about 60-100 Hz)

Second Mode (about 165 Hz) 

Third Mode (about 210 Hz)

Fourth Mode (about 280 Hz)

Fifth Mode (about 350 Hz)

Propane

Plunger. 
Push
in to 

'black-
mark'.

High Power
Signal Generator

ON
FREQUENCY

DIGITAL FUNCTION
GENERATOR-AMPLIFIER

RANGE

RANGE

OFF

1.001
10-100 KHz
0.1-10 KHz

1-100 Hz
.1-10 Hz

LO � GND TRIGHI �

PASCO scientificPS

NOTE:  the Reuben's tube in 72 
LeC. resonates at multiples of 
about 70. The one at Pimentel is 
at multiples of about 80 Hz.

A 12' steel tube has holes along the top.  A speaker is at one end, and a 'tuning' plunger is at 
the other.  The plunger is pushed in to the black mark, tuning the tube to multiples of about 
70 Hz. Propane is introduced at full force into the tube, and the gas is lit above the 
holes. A signal generator causes standing waves in the gas, causing the flames 
to be high in the areas of compression and low in the areas of rarifaction.  
To find a standing  wave, start with low volume, and vary the 
frequency across some multiple of 70 Hz. Slowly bring up the 
volume and fine adjust the  frequency until the wave front 
is displayed on the flames.
This demo can also be performed with a 
keyboard to show different notes or 
melodies affecting the flame.
    

B+50+20STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Vibrating Air Columns:  Organ Pipes.

C
D E F G A B C

Compressed Air
Regulator

Hose To 
Compressed

Air Outlet

Compressed Air
Organ Base

Set of Mahogany
Organ Pipes.

Air
Inlet

Keys to play
organ pipes

These organ pipes can be played individually.  They reproduce one octave of the Major
scale.  The relative lengths of the pipes are in exact proportion to the frequency ratios
of the notes.  



B+50+25STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Vibrating Air Columns:  A tuneable Organ Pipe.

Air from
Compressed 
Air Regulator

(See B+50+20)

Compressed Air
Organ Base

Air
Inlet

Key to play
organ pipe

Tuneable
Organ Pipe

Lid may be
opened and
closed to 

show change
in resonant
frequency.

Piston may
be inserted
to alter the
size of the
resonant
cavity.

A Piston may be inserted in an organ pipe to alter the size of the resonant cavity. 
Or, the lid may be closed to show the change in the resonant frequency. This 
tuneable pipe may be included on the compressed-air organ base along with  the 
other organ pipes, or it can be operated individually. (See B+50+20)

B+50+30STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Metal cylinders struck with a wooden hammer.

Wooden hammer
to strike bars

This is a set of 10 solid metal cylinders suspended on strings to resonate from 4084 Hz
to 32,768 Hz.  A small wooden hammer is used to strike the bars.
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B+50+35STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Xylophone:  flat metal bars of different length struck with a hammer.

B D E G A B D E G A

A B C D E F G A B C D E F G A

Wooden Hammer
for striking Xylophone. 

Xylophone 

B+50+45STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Steel Reed Resonator.

Motorized 'Spinner' to 
spin the metal wheel.

Speed Controller.
Must be used with
the Spinner.Heavy metal 

wheel on pivots.
(Holes drilled in
one side unbalance
the wheel slightly.)

5 Spring Metal 
Strips (Reeds)

of different lengths.

A heavy, metal,slightly unbalanced wheel (gyro) in the Resonator Assembly is set to spinning. 
As the wheel slows down, each spring steel reed will start to vibrate when the wheel hits the 
resonant frequency of the reed.  The smallest reed vibrates when the wheel is at high speeds.
The longest reed vibrates when the wheel has slowed down considerably.

Table Clamp

Side-
View

Reed
Resonator
Assembly



B+50+50STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Sonometer:  Stretched piano wires on a sounding board.

Two piano wire strings are stretched on a long sounding box.  There is a tension-adjuster
for each wire.  A wood block (a bridge) with a sharp edge may be moved left or right to
change the length of the wires. The  wires can be plucked on either side of the bridge
 to show the relationship between the frequency of the sound, the tension, and the length.

Tension 
adjusters

Wood
Bridge

Sonometer

Wires

B+50+55STANDING WAVES/RESONANCE.
Torsional Wave Model. Same apparatus 

as  B+25+30

Dashpot,
for damping.Electric Motor

Connector:
joins 2
models

Clamp to tie down 
the last rod of the 
model.

Light-weight rods are mounted, in a parallel fashion, on a long piece of spring-steel wire. An 
electric motor can be used to introduce a periodic oscillation to one rod, and a transverse 
wave travels down the length of the apparatus.  The opposite end can be free or tied down,-or
connected to a dash-pot assembly for damping,-or connected to another model of same or 
different dimensions.



VIBRATIONAL MODES.                                                                           B+55+0
 Film Loop: Vibrations of a Metal Plate                                      Length (min.):3:45  
Color: No     Sound: No
       
 In many finite physical systems, we can generate a phenomenon known as standing waves. A wave in a 
medium is usually reflected at the boundaries. Characteristic patterns will sometimes be formed, depending 
on the shape of the medium, the frequency of the wave, and the material. At certain points or lines in these 
patterns there are no vibrations, because all the partial waves passing through these points just manage to 
cancel each other out through superposition.
     Standing wave patterns only occur for certain frequencies. The physical process selects a spectrum of 
frequencies from all the possible ones. Often there are an infinite number of such discrete frequencies. Some-
times there are simple mathematical relationships between the selected frequencies, but for other bodies the 
relationships are more complex. Several films in this series show vibrating systems with such patterns.
     The physical system in this film is a square metal plate. The various vibrational modes are produced by 
a loudspeaker, as with the vibrating membrane in  "Vibrations of a Drum". The metal plate is clamped at the 
center, so that point is always a node for each of the standing wave patterns. Because this is a metal plate,  
the vibrations are too slight in amplitude to be directly seen. The trick used to make the patterns visible is to 
sprinkle sand on the plate. This sand is jiggled away from the parts of the plates in rapid motion and tends 
to fall along the nodal lines. The beautiful patterns of sand are known as Chaladni figures which have often 
been admired by artists. Similar patterns are formed when a metal plate is excited by means of a violin bow, 
as seen at the end of the film.
     Not all frequencies lead to stable patterns. As in the case of the drum, the harmonic frequencies for the 
metal plate obey complex mathematical relationships, rather than the simple arithmetic progression seen in a 
one-dimensional string. But as we scan the frequency spectrum, only certain sharp, well-defined frequencies 
produce these elegant patterns.

VIBRATIONAL MODES.                                                                           B+55+1
Film Loop: Vibrations of a Drum                                                Length (min.):3:25  
Color: No     Sound: No

      In many finite physical systems, we can generate a phenomenon known as standing waves. A wave in a 
medium is reflected at the boundaries. Characteristic patterns will sometimes be formed, depending on the 
shape of the medium, the frequency of the wave and the material. At certain points or lines in these patterns 
there are no vibrations, because all the partial waves passing through these points just manage to cancel 
each other out, through superposition. 
     Standing wave patterns only occur for certain frequencies. The physical process selects a spectrum  of 
frequencies from all the possible ones. Often there are an infinite number of such discrete frequencies. Some-
times there are simple mathematical relationships between the selected frequencies, but for other bodies the 
relationships are more complex. Several films in this series show vibrating systems with such patterns.
     The standing wave patterns in this film are in a stretched, circular, rubber membrane driven by a loud-
speaker. The loudspeaker is fed about 30 watts of power. The sound frequency can be changed electronically. 
The lines drawn on the membrane make it easier to see the patterns.
     The rim of the drum can not move, so it must be in all cases a nodal circle, a circle which does not move 
as the waves bounce back and forth on the drum. By operating the camera at a frequency only slightly dif-
ferent from the resonant frequency, we get a stroboscopic effect enabling us to see the rapid vibrations as if 
they were in slow-motion.
     In the first part of the film, the loudspeaker is directly under the membrane, and the vibratory patterns are 
symmetrical. In the fundamental harmonic, the membrane rises and falls as a whole. At a higher frequency a 
second circular node shows up between the center and the rim.
     In the second part of the film, the speaker is placed to one side, so that a different set of modes, asym-
metrical modes, are generated in the membrane. There will be an anti-symmetrical mode where there is a 
node along the diameter, with a hill on one side and a valley on the other.
     Various symmetric and anti-symmetric vibration modes are shown. Describe each mode, identifying the 
nodal lines and circles. 
     In contrast to the one-dimensional hose in "Vibrations of a Rubber Hose" there is no simple  relationship 
between resonant frequencies for this system. The frequencies are not integral multiples of any basic frequency. 
The relationship between values in the frequency spectrum is more complex than the values for the hose.



B+55+10VIBRATIONAL MODES.
Vibrational modes of a thin glass bowl.
The apparatus consists of a large glass bowl 12" in diameter, surrounded by a ring of balls 
near the lip.  The edge of the bowl is caused to vibrate in standing wave patterns, by use
of a violin or cello  bow.  The harmonic can be selected by defining nodes on the lip with 
mild pressure from a finger on the hand not using the bow.  Balls residing over nodes will not
move while the bowl is being stimulated;  balls located over antinodes will vibrate and 
bounce noticeably.

Violin or
Cello bow

Glass 
Bowl

Balls 
on 

Strings

Different Vibrational Modes...

B+55+5VIBRATIONAL MODES.
Chladni's Figures : Vibrational modes of a metal plate.

Salt or sand to 
sprinkle on
metal plate

lumps of Resin
to rub on bow.

Violin or 
Cello bow

Large Plate
clamped at
 the center

Salt or sand 
sprinkled on
metal plate

Various patterns can 
be produced: with 4,

6,8,10,12 or 14 rays...

For best results, pinch one part of the rim
of the plate, then 'saw' the bow with an 
even vertical motion on another part of 
the rim.



B+55+15VIBRATIONAL MODES.
Young's Modulus:  Aluminum rod, held at a node and struck on the end, rings.

The aluminum rod is held vertically at one of the 
nodal points (marked in black), and the end of the 
rod is struck by the hammer.  The rod will loudly 
resonate at one of the harmonic frequencies for 
a long time.

Aluminum
Rod,

152 cm.
in length

19 cm.

38 cm.

1.67 KHz,
1st Harmonic

3.33 KHz,
2nd Harmonic

5 KHz,
3rd Harmonic

6.66 KHz,
4th Harmonic

Note:  There are two rods of different lengths. 
The rod of 152 cm. in length has a first harmonic 
of 1.67 KHz.  The second rod of 121 cm. in length 
has a first harmonic of 2 KHz.

Itʼs also possible to pinch the rod at a node and 
bounce it on the floor.

50.7 cm. 

76 cm.

B+55+20VIBRATIONAL MODES.
Longitudinal Waves in a Rod: ball bounces off end of stroked rod.

Side View

Ball bounces 
off end of rod 
and swings up.

Table

C Clamp

Longitudinal Wave
Apparatus

This part of the rod is stroked 
with a cloth impregnated with 
resin. Put cloth over rod, pinch 
hard and pull. The rod vibrates 
at the first harmonic.



B+55+25VIBRATIONAL MODES.
Kundt's Tube:  resonant frequency of a stroked rod causes nodal patterns 
in dust in a tube.

The apparatus is clamped to a table.  Plunger A is adjusted. The rod of Plunger B is stroked 
with a cloth impregnated with resin, causing the rod to resonate loudly (at first harmonic = 
2,470 Hz).  This excites powder in the glass tube to form patterns in the nodal regions.
The frequency f of the resonating rod B can be determined,knowing the distance between

  

Plunger B:
Rod is clamped 

at midpoint.

Plunger A:
Rod is slid into 
tube, with black
mark positioned

under metal holder.
Glass Tube with Lycopodium

Powder sprinkled inside.

= 14 cm.
7 cm.

the nodes. [f = (speed of sound divided by     ) =  (344m/sec)/.14m = 2457 Hz.]

B+60+0SPEED OF SOUND.
Speed of sound calculated from resonances in a tube closed at one end.

Water 
Out

Water 
In

Glass 
Tube

Speaker
Assembly

5  /4

3  /4

1  /4
Water is slowly released from the tall
glass column.  A Speaker at the top 
produces a frequency controlled by the
Signal Generator.  Points are marked 
on the glass where the sound reaches
maximum intensity.  First resonance

N

N

N

occurs near the top when the water
level has only fallen a short distance.
Other resonances are noted, and the
wavelength is established.  The freq-
uency of the speaker is known; the 
wavelength is measured, and the 

Water 
with

Fluorescein

speed of sound is calculated. (Speed
of sound = wavelength x frequency.)

Marker

High Power
Signal Generator

(500Hz)

ON
FREQUENCY

DIGITAL FUNCTION
GENERATOR-AMPLIFIER

RANGE

RANGE

OFF

500
10-100 KHz
0.1-10 KHz

1-100 Hz
.1-10 Hz

LO � GND TRIGHI �

PASCO scientificPS



B+60+5SPEED OF SOUND.
Measurement of speed of sound with mic, speaker & oscilloscope.

Pre-Amp

Speaker

Mic

On/Off
Microphone Pre-Amp

SPEED OF SOUND

DISCHARGE 
CAPACITOR

Ch.1 Ch.2

Ch.1

Ch.2

Capacitor
Box

6 volt
Batterys

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

CH 1

OFF DELAY SET TO
50%

FORCE
TRIG

WAVEFORM
INTENSITY

TRIG

CH 2

CH 3

CH 4

MATH

REF

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4

AUTOSET

SINGLE
SEQ

RUN/
STOP

POSITION POSITION LEVEL

SCALE SCALE

SELECT

COARSE

MEASURE

CURSOR

SAVE/RECALL

DISPLAY

QUICKMENU

M TDS 3FFT
FFT

TDS 3TRG
ADV.TRG

UTILITY

ACQUIRETRIGGERHORIZONTALVERTICAL

MENU
OFF

Tektronix TDS 3014 DPO

! !

100 MHz
1.25 GS/s

FOUR CHANNEL COLOR
DIGITAL PHOSPHOR OSCILLOSCOPE

MENU MENU MENU

Pressing the switch on the capacitor box discharges the capacitor through the 
speaker,-producing an audible click. The discharge also triggers a single sweep 
of the oscilloscope, and the capacitor discharge is displayed on channel 1. At 
some later time t the click reaches the mic and is displayed on channel 2. The 
mic can be placed at different distances from the speaker, and the 
corresponding click waveforms can all be shown, using the storage function of 
the scope.  The speed of sound is the distance between 2 mic positions divided 
by the difference between corresponding mic click-waveform times.Note: If you 
want measurements for more than one distance, you must push the 
single-sequence button in the 'acquire' section to reset the scope.

Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall

B+65+0DOPPLER EFFECT.
Sound source is swung on a string,-causing audible Doppler effect.

Sonalert:
2900 Hz

Piezoelectric
Speaker

Switch

9 Volt 
Battery

String

As the Sonalert swings toward you, the pitch increases slightly.  As it swings away 
from you, the pitch decreases slightly.  If swung at a high speed, the net effect is a 
sort of warble.



SHOCK WAVES                                                                                       B+65+5
Film Loop: Formation of Shock Waves                                     Length (min.):3:45  
Color: No     Sound: No  

      A pulsed air jet producing a periodic circular wave first moves over the water surface at about 1/3 (and 
then 2/3) of the wave velocity; the wave fronts ahead of the source get closer together. When the source 
velocity exceeds the wave velocity (by about 5%) a shock wave builds up and moves along with the source. 
When the ratio of source to wave velocity is about 1.6 the cone of the shock wave is quite sharp. At one point 
the motion is frozen and animation is superposed to show the relationship of the shock wave angle to the 
wave and source velocities.
APPARATUS. Same as for Film-Loop 80-237.
NOTES. It took only 2.5 sec for the source to move across the tank at 1.6 times the wave velocity. In order 
to prevent stoboscopic  effects and to be able to observe the effect for a reasonable time the sequence was 
photographed with a high speed camera. The film is designed to be screened at 16 frames per second (silent 
speed); the projected phenomena are slowed down by about a factor of 6. The ratio of source to wave velocity 
is usually called the Mach number. For Mach numbers  greater than 1 the reciprocal of that number is equal 
to the sine of the half angle for the shock cone.
DATA AND DISCUSSION. In the sequence where we first see the shock wave (about Mach 1.05), the mea-
sured half angle of the shock cone is 73o. In the second sequence (about Mach 1.6) the measured half angle 
is about 40o; see Fig. 1. At Mach 1.6 we can see a circular concave wave to the rear of the source and moving 
in the same direction; this is the first circular wave formed as the source originally starts to move across one 
edge of the tank. What would you observe from the  following vantage points: (a) outside the Mach cone, (b) 
inside the cone, (c) anywhere in the cone-shaped shock itself?

DOPPLER EFFECT.                                                                                B+65+10
Film Loop: The Doppler Effect                                                  Length (min.):3:45  
Color: No     Sound: No  
 
     A pulsed air jet producing a periodic circular wave first moves over the water surface at about 1/3  of the 
wave velocity. The Doppler effect is clearly seen .  At one point the motion is frozen on the screen to permit 
close examination of the wavelength differences.  The source is also shown moving at twice the previous 
velocity.
APPARATUS. The water depth was not critical.  The wave generator was a small drum hit by a vibrating 
clapper mounted on a cart which moved uniformly along the edge of the tank.  A narrow tube from the drum 
protruded out over the tank and directed puffs of air onto the water surface.
NOTES. It took only 10 sec for the source to move across the tank at 1/3 times the wave velocity. In order 
to prevent stoboscopic  effects and to be able to observe the effect for a reasonable time the sequence was 
photographed with a high speed camera. The film is designed to be screened at 16 frames per second (silent 
speed); the projected phenomena are slowed down by about a factor of 6. The magnitude of the Doppler 
effect shown here, with a ratio of source to wave velocity of about 1/3 to 2/3, is large compared  to what we 
normally hear or record.  The ratio is then usually 1/10 or 1/20; e.g. when we hear the change of pitch of a 
car horn or a train whistle as it moves past us at 30 to 60 mph.  When the ratio of source to wave velocity is 
greater than 1, a shock wave occurs.  (see Film 80-238)  In Fig. 1 (not included here) a stationary observer in 
front of the source (on the right) sees the source approaching and measures a higher than normal frequency 
(pitch);  an observer behind the source (on the left) sees the source receding and measures a lower than 
normal frequency.



B+70+5MUSIC AND THE EAR.
Film: The Piano.

Film Title:  The Piano.
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  27 minutes.  Color and Sound.
Description: Everything you ever wanted to know about pianos.  It shows how 
they are constructed; the physics of the struck piano wires; the acoustical 
properties, etc.

B+70+0MUSIC AND THE EAR.
Ear Models:  Anatomical Plaster Model, and Mechanical Poster Board Model.

Plaster
Anatomical

Model 
of the Ear

Mechanical Model of the Ear
(Pushing on the eardrum
causes the small bones to 
move, stimulating the Cochlea.
Made of Poster Board.)



Notebook 'C':
Properties of Heat and Matter

Lecture Demonstrations
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Barometer
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Steam Engine
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 Book C:     Properties of Heat and Matter

Weather and the Atmosphere Popularity Index
C+0+0 Humidity: Hygrometers to show.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Calorimetry
C+5+0 Computer demo: Nesting can calorimeter, runs 3 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Carnot Cycle
C+10+0 Carnot cycle models: Piston/cylinder, PVT surface.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+10+5 Mechanical model of a gas: Vibrating balls strike piston on OHP. ◆◆

C+10+10 Film loop: "Properties of a gas", 3:18 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Conduction
C+15+0 Copper/wood cylinder wrapped with paper over bunsen burner.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+15+1 Boiling water in paper cup; cup does not burn. ◆◆◆

C+15+2 Copper gauze over flame; gas burns only above gauze.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+15+3 Set of metal rods: Heat-sensitive paint changes color. ◆◆

C+15+4 Computer demo: Conductivity (see C+15+3), runs 5 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Convection
C+20+0 Heat water in "O" shaped tube adding a dye.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+20+5 Crooke's radiometer with flashlight, arc lamp or IR source. ◆◆

C+20+10 Cardboard strip drawn from glass tube extinguishes candle.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+20+15 Hot air balloon, dry cleaner bag over Bunsen burner rises to ceiling. ◆◆

Engines and Pumps
C+22+0 Engine models: Steam, 4-cycle Otto.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+22+5 Model of an air pump. ◆

C+22+10 Operating Sterling cycle engine, gas powered.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+22+15 Operating Sterling cycle engine, hot water or ice powered. ◆◆◆

Fluid Dynamics
C+25+0 Flettnor rotorcar with compressed air.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .◆◆

C+25+2 Smoke Ring Generator    ◆

C+25+4 Airzooka  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆
C+25+5 Bernoulli's principle: Ball suspended in air stream.   ◆◆◆

C+25+10 Glass standpipes: Water flows through tube, heights vary.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+25+11 Glass standpipes with a constriction. Similar to C+25+10.  ◆◆◆

C+25+15 Glass aspirator: Compressed air draws colored water up glass tube.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+25+16 Compressed air through funnel sucks in ball. ◆◆◆◆

C+25+17 Compressed air attracts card with pin to holder.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+25+20 Venturi meter: Manometer tubes on tapered wind tunnel tube.  ◆◆◆

C+25+25 Pitot tube inserted in wind stream with manometer indicator.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    ◆◆

C+25+30 Two roof models, hinged, placed in wind stream. ◆◆◆

C+25+35 Video camera shows fluid flow around various objects.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+25+40 Water in vertical standpipe with holes at different heights.   ◆◆◆

C+25+45 Hydraulic ram water pump, working model.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+25+50 A water vortex in two soda bottles joined vertically.   ◆◆

C+25+55 A vortex tube separates compressed air into jets of hot and cold air.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆



Surface Tension and Capillary Action Popularity Index
C+27+0 Set of capillary tubes and dye on video camera.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+27+5 Various bubble frames. ◆◆

C+27+10 Soap boat or camphor boats in one meter square pan of water.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+27+20 Wire sieve boat floats on water until alcohol is added. ◆◆

Fluid Statics
C+30+0 Revolving "drumhead" with manometer shows pressure in water tank.  .  . ◆◆◆

C+30+5 Magdeburg's hemispheres (cast iron) evacuated, can't be separated. ◆◆◆◆

C+30+10 Hydraulic jack with pressure gauge, breaks 2"x 2" piece of wood.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

C+30+15 Archimede's principle: Cup and plug on balance beam. ◆◆◆

C+30+17 Archimede's principle:weighing beakers in water.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . NEW
C+30+20 Archimede's principle: Fish submerged in water on balance beam.                  ◆◆

C+30+25 Archimede's principle: Aluminum and brass cylinders..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆

C+30+30 Film loop: "Archimede's principle", 3:40 min.        ◆ 

C+30+35 Cartesian divers: Pressure on cap sends divers sinking..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆

C+30+40 Torricelli Barometer: Column of mercury in bell jar. ◆◆◆

C+30+45 Large model of aneroid barometer..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆

C+30+50 Pascal's vases: Water in removable vases with pressure gauge. ◆◆

C+30+52 Interconnected set of glass vases of different shapes. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆

C+30+55 Working  model of the lung: Balloons in a bell jar over a diaphragm.              ◆◆

C+30+60 Suction cup holds large mass suspended from heavy glass plate. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆
C+30+65 Collapse 1 gallon metal can with vacuum pump.  ◆◆◆◆

C+30+68 Vacuum Cannon..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆◆

C+30+70 The Weight of Air. ◆◆

C+30+75 Vacuum hoist, working model.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+30+80 Blood Pressure Monitor                                                                                         ◆
 

Heat and Work
C+35+0 Mechanical equivalent of heat: Aluminum cylinder, crank, rope w/5kg 
 weight and large LED display.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Heat Capacity
C+40+0 Ball race: Five different balls heated and placed on paraffin sheet.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Heat of Fusion
C+45+0 Computer demo: Heat of fusion of tin .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Irreversibility and Fluctuations
C+50+0 Applet: Gas Mixing Simulation .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+50+5 Black balls and white balls in a box are shaken. ◆◆◆

C+50+10 Film loop: "Reversibility of time", 3:40 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+50+15 Film: "Symmetry in physical law" (Feynman), sound, 57 min. ◆

C+50+20 Film: "Distinction of past and future "(Feynman), sound, 46 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+50+25 Film: "Probability and uncertainty "(Feynman), sound, 56 min. ◆

C+50+30 Drum in glycerine rotates to smear line of dye into a plane and back.  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Kinetic Theory and Gas Models
C+55+0 Mechanical model of a gas: Vibrating balls on OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+55+5 Hexstat probability device. ◆◆



Kinetic Theory and Gas Models (continued) Popularity Index
C+55+10 Mechanical model of a gas: Vibrating balls strike piston on OHP.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+55+15 Brownian motion: Smoke particles viewed using TV camera.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+55+20 Brownian motion: Like C+55+0, with an aluminum disk added. ◆◆

C+55+25 Stoekle's apparatus: Heated tube with mercury and glass bits.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+55+30 Ruchardt's tube: Ball oscillates in a vertical glass tube on jug. ◆◆

C+55+35 Diffusion of Ammonia and HCl.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
C+55+40 Osmosis of helium through semi-porous cup. ◆◆

C+55+45 Viscosity of air: One rotating disk drives another.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+55+55 Breathe Helium, voice pitch raises, breathe SF6, voice pitch lowers. ◆

C+55+60 Equipartition of energy:  Different mass balls bounce out  at different times.  . . ◆
 
Liquification of a Gas
C+60+0 Hydraulic pump liquifies CO2 gas in glass column.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+60+5 LN2 demos: Lead bell and spring, color change tube, LN2 cannon. ◆◆

C+60+10 Film: "Unusual properties of liquid helium", sound, 16 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Molecular Models and Crystal Structure
C+62+0 Molecular models, ball and stick.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+62+5 Film: "Bubble model of a metal", silent, 11 min. ◆

C+62+10 Wave surfaces of crystals.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
C+62+15 Model of calcite crystal. ◆

C+62+20 Assorted crystals to show.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
C+62+25 Wall chart of periodic table ◆◆

Radiation
C+65+0 Concave mirrors focus candle flame on thermopile across bench.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+65+0 Light the Match with concave mirrors  NEW
C+65+5 Computer demo: Kirchhoff's radiation law, runs 15 min. ◆

C+65+10 Large transformer heats metal strip with paint marks on it.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+65+15 Crooke's radiometer with flashlight, arc lamp or IR source. ◆◆◆

C+65+20 Box with white interior appears black from hole in the side.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Temperature and Expansion
C+70+0 Galileo's air thermometer forces liquid down when heated.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+70+5 Heated iron wire stretches, rotates pointer. ◆

C+70+6 Heated horizontal nichrome wire stretches, weight sags.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+70+10 Heated steel rod expands, raises pointer,breaks pin on cooling. ◆◆

C+70+15 Ring and ball: Ball fits through ring only after ring is heated.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

C+70+20 Ice bomb: Iron sphere ruptured by freezing water. ◆◆

C+70+25 Cubic coefficient of expansion: Dissectable wooden cube.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+70+30 Steam gun: Friction heated water in tube shoots a cork. ◆◆

C+70+32 LN2 in a model cannon shoots a cork.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+70+35 Bimetallic strip: Brass/invar strip curves when heated. ◆◆◆◆

C+70+40 Bimetallic switch: Change in temperature lights cold/hot lamps.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
C+70+45 Franklin's pulse glass: Two glass bulbs and tube containing ether. ◆

C+70+47 Dippy bird: Large glass bird containing ether oscillates.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

C+70+50 Piston and cylinder compress/expand air measuring temp. and pressure. ◆◆

C+70+55 Fire syringe: Ether is ignited in a cylinder with a piston.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆



Temperature and Expansion (continued) Popularity Index
C+70+60 CO2 fire extinguisher: Expanding gas freezes into snow. ◆◆◆

C+70+65 Cooling by expansion: Jar with water compressed with air.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+70+70 Hot water geyser, cycles every  5-10 min. ◆

C+70+75 Boyle's Law:  At constant T, Pressure times Volume is a constant.  .  .  .  .  .   .   ◆  
C+70+80 Gay-Lussac's Law:  At constant V, Pressure is proportional to Temperature.  .    ◆  
C+70+85 Charles' Law:  At constant P, Volume is proportional to Temperature  .  .  .  .  .  .◆

Thermometry 
C+75+0 Measurement of temperature: Various types of thermometers.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+75+5 Transparency: Comparison of F°, C°, and K° temperature scales. ◆

C+75+10 Transparency: Chronological history of the concepts of heat.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+75+15 Galileo's air thermometer forces liquid down when heated. ◆◆

C+75+20 Liquid Crystals: sheet changes colors with body temperature.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Triple Point
C+80+0 Triple Point: Cooled water in sealed cell exhibits all three phases.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+80+2 Freezing Liquid Nitrogen ◆◆

C+80+5 Triple Point demo: Water boils under vacuum, making ice.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .      ◆◆

C+80+10 P.V.T. surface model for water.  ◆◆

C+80+15 P.V.T. surface model for carbon dioxide. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+80+20 Wall chart of isothermals. ◆

Mechanical Properties of Materials
C+90+0 Elasticity: Balls bouncing on steel or glass cylinder.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+90+5 Breaking point of a wire is measured on a spring scale. ◆◆

C+90+10 Young's modulus of elasticity: Weight stretches wire.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+90+15 Shear: Stack of masonite squares. ◆

C+90+16 Shear: Foam block.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

C+90+20 Viscosity set: Pistons in oil and water-filled glass tubes. ◆◆

C+90+25 Prince Rupert's Drops NEW

 Computer Demonstrations
Demo# Name Time To Run Rating
C+5+0 Nesting can calorimeter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   3 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

C+15+4 Conductivity 10 min ◆

C+45+0 Heat of fusion of tin 15 min ◆◆

C+65+5 Kirchhoff's radiation law .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆



C+0+0WEATHER AND THE ATMOSPHERE.
Humidity:  Hygrometers to show.
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For either device, water is put in the glass bulb. A wick extends from 
the water and covers the bulb of the 'wet' thermometer.  The wet 
thermometer is fanned and evaporation takes place, cooling it. 
The temperature difference between the wet and dry thermometers
determines the humidity of the air, using the supplied charts. 

C+5+0CALORIMETRY
Nesting Can Calorimeter Computer Demo.

500 ML

PYREX

Mass of Brass Slug = 1500 gms., Heat Capacity of Brass = .092 Cal/per Gram-Degree
Heat Capacity of Water = 1.0 Cal/per Gram-Degree, Mass of Inner Can = 179 gms.

A brass slug with a mass of 1500 gms. is brought to 100 °C by immersing it in a boiling water bath.
It is then placed in the inner chamber of a nesting can calorimeter that contains 200 ml of water at
room temperature.  A plot is done of the cooling of the brass slug and the warming of the water
in the calorimeter.  The plot takes three minutes.

Brass
Slug
in 

Water

Calorimeter

Graduated
Cylinder

Bunsen
Burner

Lab Pro

Vernier



C+10+0CARNOT CYCLE
Carnot Cycle Models: PVT Surface,  Piston/Cylinder.
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Reservoir
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V1
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V3 V3

V4 V4

V1

Reservoir
at T1

Non-Conducting
Base

Non-Conducting
Base

Simple piston and lucite cylinder to
use in connection with the 3-D Model.

Three dimensional model to Illustrate
the four steps of the Carnot Cycle.  The
cycle starts as 1 mole of an ideal gas 
at 546°K and 2 atm. pressure, expanding
isothermally to become 44.8 liters at 1
atm., then expanding adiabatically to 
273°K, then compressing isothermally, 
then adiabatically to the original volume. 

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI
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INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

C+10+5CARNOT CYCLE.
Mechanical Model of a Gas:  
in a cylinder fitted with a piston.

Overhead Projector

The Apparatus is a simple mechanical
model to represent gas molecules in 
a cylinder colliding with a moveable
piston. Variable power supply simulates
changing temperature in the cylinder.

Projected
Image

Model of a Gas:
Electric Motor vibrates
the steel balls.  Piston
changes the volume.

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

VB
VA

Adiabatic Compression of a Gas:
Piston is moved from A to B, decreasing
volume from V   to V  .  Power Supply 
setting remains constant, but activity 
of steel balls increases. Volume decreases,
pressure increases, temperature rises. 

A B

Adiabatic Expansion of a Gas:
Piston is moved from B to A, increasing
volume from V   to V  .  Power Supply 
setting remains constant; activity 
of steel balls decreases. Volume increases,
pressure decreases, temperature falls. 

B A

Heating a Gas at Constant Volume:
Piston is held at B; volume V   is constant.  
Power Supply setting is increased, and activity 
of steel balls increases. Volume is constant,
temperature rises,pressure increases. 

B

Heating a Gas at Constant Pressure:
Piston is moved from B to A; volume 
is increased from V   to V    .  Power Supply 
setting is increased to produce same
activity of the balls at the new position.
Volume increases,temperature increases,
pressure is constant. 

B A

Note: Same set-up 
          as A+35+30
          &  C+55+10

Welch A.C./D.C.
Power Supply

set to
0-22 VDC



CARNOT CYCLE                                                                                    C+10+10
Film Loop: Properties of Gas                                                     Length(min.):3:18
Color: No     Sound: No

      In the previous films of this series, we have studied the speeds, free paths,energies, and distributions of 
pucks on an air table in an attempt to understand the behavior of atoms and molecules in a gas. We have 
seen that, although this behavior varies randomly from moment to moment and particle to particle, it does 
follow a statistically predictable pattern.
      In this film, we are no longer interested in the behavior of atoms and molecules as individuals, but rather 
on the net effect of many particles. It is this group behavior which gives rise to those bulk properties of a gas 
which we can readily measure - such properties as pressure and temperature. Again, however, because we 
are actually dealing with a relatively small population of pucks on a two dimensional air table, we can only 
arrive at conclusions about the properties of real gases by extrapolation.
Pressure   When a puck rebounds from the walls, it obviously changes direction and, hence, velocity. 
Assuming it has mass m and is moving normal to a wall with velocity v, what is the magnitude of its change 
in momentum? If it hits the wall with a collision frequency f, what is the average force on the wall? If, instead 
of one puck, there are N pucks moving in all directions, what is the force on the wall? (Hint: On the average, 
as many pucks are moving up and down as sideways.) If the wall is of length L, what is the force per unit 
length?  This force per unit length in the two dimensional puck gas corresponds to the force per unit area or 
pressure in a three dimensional volume of real gas. 
Effect on Force per unit Length of changes in Number, Area and Vibration Rate  
Perhaps as you would intuitively expect,increasing the number of pucks, decreasing the area containing the 
pucks, and increasing the vibration rate of the walls all tend to increase the force per unit length. When we 
increase the vibration rate, more kinetic energy is imparted to the pucks. In the case of a gas, we call the 
measure of this energy the temperature. Continuing the analysis begun above, we could arrive at the universal 
gas law: PV = nRT where n is the number of units of gas and R is a constant relating the units of temperature 
to those of kinetic energy per unit of gas.
Isothermal and Adiabatic Compression and Expansion
In isothermal compression and expansion, as the name implies, the temperature remains constant.

C+15+0CONDUCTION.
Copper and wood cylinder wrapped with paper over bunsen burner.

Bunsen
BurnerCopper and 

wood cylinder.

Copper and 
wood cylinder,
wrapped with
white paper.

Copper

Wood

A copper and wood cylinder is wrapped tightly with white paper 
and  held over a lit bunsen burner.  The paper burns over the 
wood part, but not over the copper part. Note: Hold with tape 
seam up.



C+15+1CONDUCTION.
Boiling water in paper cup; cup does not burn.

The paper cup is filled 2/3 full with water, above the point where 
the metal ring holder touches the cup.  The cup fits tightly in the ring 
holder.  When a flame is applied to the bottom of the cup, the cup 

Bunsen
Burner

Cup  is 2/3 filled
with water

does not burn.  The cup burns above the water line.

Side
View

Flame

C+15+2CONDUCTION.
Copper gauze over flame; gas burns only above gauze.

A bunsen burner is placed under a piece of copper gauze and gas is  turned 
on.  The gas is lighted above the copper gauze.  The flame burns only above
the gauze and not below.

Bunsen
Burner

Flame
Above

Gas flowing
from unlighted
Bunsen Burner

Copper
Gauze



C+15+3CONDUCTION.
Set of various metal rods: Heat-sensitive paint changes color.

Steam is passed through a metal tube connected to 6 metal rods (Lead,Tin,
German Silver,Brass,Aluminum,Copper). Each rod conducts heat at a different

Bunsen
Burner

Note: German Silver = 46% Cu,34% Zn, and 20% Ni

Set of 6
Conductive
Metal Rods

Steam
Boiler

(Pyrex)
Lead
Tin
Silver
Brass
Aluminum
Copper
Nickel
Zinc

.083

.155

.974

.260

.504

.918

.142

.265

Conductivity
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rate.  A temperature sensitive paint on each rod changes color from yellow to red.
NOTE:  At Pimentel, a silver rod is used instead of the tin rod.

C+15+4CONDUCTION.
Computer Demo: Various metal rods are heated and temperatures are graphed.

Four metal rods of a set of 6 (Lead, Aluminum,Copper, Brass) are heated at the base with 
steam.  The program graphs the temperature of the tip of each rod on the monitor with a 
colored trace. Each rod conducts heat at a different rate.  The graph takes 5 minutes.
Note: German Silver = 46% Cu,34% Zn, and 20% Ni. At Pimentel, a silver rod is used 
instead of tin.
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monitoring 4
Conductive
Metal Rods

Steam
Boiler

(Pyrex)

Bunsen
Burner

Note: A temperature sensitive paint on each rod changes color from yellow to red with heat.

Lead
Tin
Silver
Brass
Aluminum
Copper
Nickel
Zinc

.083

.155

.974

.260

.504

.918

.142

.265

Conductivity

Lab Pro

Vernier



C+20+5CONVECTION.
Crooke's Radiometer with white light source or IR source.

Light from a flashlight,arc lamp, slide-projector,
laser pointer or infrared source illuminates the 
Radiometer. The vanes of the Radiometer turn.  
The device has a slight amount of gas inside.  
Each vane is black on one side and silvered on 
the other.The black side absorbs IR and heats 
up, heating the adjacent gas. The temperature
difference between the two vanes creates a
convection from the light side to the dark side,
and by Newtonʼs 3rd Law, the vanes move in the
opposite direction.

C+20+0CONVECTION.
Heat water in "O" shaped tube adding a dye.

Bunsen
Burner

'O' Tube

"O" tube is filled with 
clear water. Bunsen 
burner causes convection 
current. Food color is 
added at the top, and 
current is visible.



C+20+10CONVECTION.
Cardboard strip drawn from glass tube extinguishes candle.

A cardboard strip
in a glass column
is placed over a 
lighted candle.

The candle
continues
to burn...

When the cardboard
strip is withdrawn,

the candle goes out.

C+20+15CONVECTION.
Hot air balloon.

Bunsen
Burner

Hot Air Balloon
made from a
laundry bag.

Hot
Air

Balloon
Launcher

A clear laundry bag is placed over the 
Hot Air Balloon Launcher. A Bunsen 
Burner is ignited, filling the bag with 
hot air, and the balloon rises to the 
ceiling of the classroom.



C+22+5ENGINES AND PUMPS.
Model of an Air Pump.

Air Pump 
sliced open.

C+22+0ENGINES AND PUMPS.
Engine models: Steam;  4 Cycle Otto

Steam Engine.
Actually Works.

Electric heater boils
water, blows a whistle,

 drives a piston, turns a 
wheel, runs a generator 
and lights a bulb when 

the valve is opened.

Model of
Steam Engine

(Hand-cranked)

Model of 4 Cycle
Otto Combustion

Engine (Hand-cranked)

6V Battery powers
light bulb to show

when ignition occurs.



C+22+10ENGINES AND PUMPS.
Working model of a Sterling Engine.

Stirling
Engine

Bunsen
Burner

The Stirling engine is a heat engine, obtaining its heat from outside, rather than inside, 
the working cylinders.  Any source of heat will power a Stirling, as long as there is enough 
temperature difference between the top and bottom of the engine. The cylinder of the 
engine contains gas (air).  The gas is alternately heated then cooled. When the gas is 
heated, its pressure rises, and it moves a piston.  The gas is then cooled, its pressure 
drops, and the piston is sucked back to its starting position. The cycle then  repeats.  For 
a more detailed explanation, read THE STIRLING CYCLE ENGINE by Andy Ross, in 
room 72 LeConte.

C+22+15ENGINES AND PUMPS.
Model of a Stirling engine works with both ice and hot water.

VISIBLE STIRLING
ENGINE

PASCO

161820

FC 

Visible Stirling Engine

Piston

Liquid Crystal
ThermometerAir

Displacer

Propeller

Explanation:  In 1816, Reverend Robert Stirling invented ʻa new type of air engine with economizerʼ that was safer and 
more efficient than the steam engines of his day. A Stirling engine with a ʻregeneratorʼ (or ʻeconomizerʼ) has a cycle that 
matches the Carnot cycle. It has the same theoretical maximums and the same theoretical efficiencies.
     The word ʻregeneratorʼ means that some of the heat that is used to heat the air for one cycle is saved and used 
again in the next cycle. In this model, the regenerator is the yellow piece of foam inside that moves the air from the hot 
side to the cold side.
     When the yellow foam inside the engine is near the top of the cylinder (and the engine is running on a cup of hot 
water) most of the air is on the bottom side (the hot side) where it is heated. When the air gets hot it expands and 
pushes up on the piston. When the foam moves to the bottom of the engine it moves most of the air (it displaces the air) 
to the top of the engine. The top of the engine is cool, allowing the air inside the engine to cool off (reject heat to the 
environment), and the piston receives a downward push. This engine would run even if the ʻdisplacerʼ (yellow foam) 
was made of solid Styrofoam. It runs much better because it is made of a special air filter foam.
     When the air makes the return trip to the hot side of the engine it once again flows through and around the foam. 
This time the air heats up and the foam cools off. The heat that would have been wasted in an engine without 
regeneration is saved and a much more efficient is the result. 

Using Ice:  Pick up the engine and rub an ice cube 
on the bottom. Then place the engine on a bowl 
filled with ice. Start the propeller with a clockwise 
twist. When running the engine in a room that is 72 
to 75 F, the temperature of the top of the engine will 
drop to about 68 F. Warm fingertips can be placed 
over the LCD thermometer area, and within 20 
seconds one will see an increase in the operating 
speed of the engine.
Using Hot Water:  Water is a very good thermal 
transfer medium. Fill a beaker about 1/3 full of 
boiling water. Then set the Stirling Engine on top. If 
necessary, start the engine by giving the propeller a 
counter-clockwise twist. The engine should start 
immediately and run at a high speed.



C+25+0FLUID DYNAMICS.
Flettnor rotor car.

Flettnor
Rotor Car

with spinning
vertical cylindrical

rotor.

Pulling on
string sets

rotor to spinning

Wind

Cylinder of rotor car is set to spinning.  
Air hose nozzle produces wind at right 
angles to car. Car goes forward. Rotor
spun in the opposite direction will produce 
opposite motion.

Rotor

Direction of Wind

Direction
of Car

Low
Pressure

Area

High
Pressure

Area

photo of original 
rotorship is available

C+25+2FLUID DYNAMICS.
Smoke Ring Generator.

The Zero Blaster is a toy that produces 2” smoke 
rings that travel 5-10 feet and then dissipate after 
about 10 seconds. (ZeroToys.com). 

The smoke ring is a vortex of mist. Releasing the 
trigger causes the end of the smoke chamber to flex 
forward, forcing air to move through the center of the 
chamber and out. Friction at the edge of the front 
circular opening results in a vortex ring.  See 
diagram.

Instructions for use:
1] A chamber is filled with a special liquid: Super 
Zero Fog Fluid (a non-toxic mixture of USP propyl-
ene glycol, glycerine, and distilled water). Note: 
Propylene glycol is a food, drug and cosmetic 
additive that is generally considered safe, but may 
cause an asthmatic reaction in a very sensitive 
people.
2] Turn Switch to ON.
3] Push down on Button A for several seconds, 
causing a heating filament to vaporize the fluid into 
a fog or mist.
4] Pull Trigger B back, then let it snap forward, send-
ing forth a smoke ring.
.

Note: The smoke rings are best displayed against a 
dark background, brightly lit from the side. If the 
class is dark, a powerful flashlight or lamp can be 
used to illuminate the ring as it shoots forward.

SUPER

FLUID
Ze
ro

���
��

Zero
Launcher

A

B

Smoke Ring
LauncherSmoke

RingVortex



C+25+5FLUID DYNAMICS.
Bernouilli's Principle: Ball suspended in air stream.

Large
Styrofoam

Ball

Leybold
Wind

Tunnel

The styrofoam ball can be 
balanced on air from the 
wind tunnel.  Or, the ball
can be balanced on air 
from a  compressed air 
hose and nozzle. (Or, the
attachment in C+25+17
can be used...)
 

Compressed air
hose and nozzle.

Motor
Speed

Controller
120 V.A.C.

C+25+4FLUID DYNAMICS.
Airzooka

Grip the Airzooka handle with one hand, and pull back the elastic membrane with the 
other hand. Aim and release the membrane. The vortex created by the Airzooka is 
generally too fast moving to make a stable smoke ring. However, the blast can be felt 
up to 30 feet away. With enough practice and gentle touch, a ring can be produced.



C+25+11FLUID DYNAMICS.
Glass Standpipes with a constriction.  Similar to C+25+10.

Water
Inlet

Water
Overflow

Tube

Water
Outlet

This set of glass tubes has a constriction on
this part of the bottom pipe. The velocity 
of the water increases at the constriction.

Water velocity increases
at the constriction of the
bottom tube,causing a 
pressure drop and a drop 
in the height of water in 
the vertical tubes in that 
region. (See C+25+10) 

C+25+10FLUID DYNAMICS.
Glass Standpipes: Water flows through tubes, heights vary.

Water
Inlet

Water
Overflow

Tube

Water
Outlet

This set of glass tubes has a uniform
pipe at the bottom. The velocity of the
water remains constant.

Velocity remains the same
throughout the bottom tube.
But friction of the water in 
the tube causes some of the 
potential energy to be lost
as heat.  Thus the height of
water becomes less the
farther you get from the
reservoir.



C+25+15FLUID DYNAMICS.
Glass Aspirator: Compressed air draws colored water up glass tube.

Air In
(from 

compressed
air jet)

Air out

Aspirator

Beaker
with

colored
water

Colored water
is drawn up
vertical tube.

NOTE: (Spraying water out of the aspirator is not encouraged)

C+25+16FLUID DYNAMICS.
Compressed air through funnel sucks in ball.

Air In
(from

compressed
air jet)

The ping pong ball
is drawn up into
the funnel and stays
there.



C+25+20FLUID DYNAMICS.
Venturi meter: Manometer tubes on tapered wind tunnel tube.
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Overall Length of metal
tube is 65 cm.

The Venturi Meter is used with the Leybold Wind Tunnel fitted with the 100 mm. 
diameter nozzle.  The 100 mm. nozzle produces an air stream of approximately 19 
meters per sec.

Leybold
Wind

Tunnel

Cardboard
Reference

Screen

Each measuring point is provided with a glass 
manometer tube 230 mm. long to hold colored water. 
Note: fill each tube to the line on the reference screen.

Variac set to 
120 V.A.C.

Air out

C+25+17FLUID DYNAMICS.
Compressed air attracts card with pin to holder.

Compressed
Air In

Card
With Pin

Card is drawn up
and held on disc.

Air Out Air Out



C+25+25FLUID DYNAMICS.
Pitot tube inserted in wind stream with manometer indicator.

Pitot
Tube

(Prandtl's
Tube)

Manometer

m/sec

Air from
compressed

air jet 0

0 10

10
20

20

50
30

40100

150

200

mmWs

m/sec

mm of
Water
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rm

hose

hose

The Pitot tube is used for the measurement of the 
flow speeds of fluids, (such as the flow speed of air 
past the fuselage of an airplane).  it consists of a 
bent tube protruding into the airstream, and another 
opening flush to the airstream.

C+25+30FLUID DYNAMICS.
Two roof models, hinged, placed in wind stream.

Air from 
compressed

air jet

Peaked roof
barely rises.

Rounded roof
rises dramatically.

Lab Jack

Illustrating Bernoulli's Principle:  A hand-held compressed air jet sends a stream of air 
across two roof models.  On the rounded roof, the air streams faster over the top, 
creating a low pressure area, lifting the roof.  On the peaked roof, the air is turbulent 
and there is not much lift.  The roof barely rises... Note:  Use the hose at the same 
angle to show the difference between the lifts for the roof shapes.



C+25+40FLUID DYNAMICS.
Water in vertical standpipe with holes at different heights.

Water
Inlet

Water
Overflow

Tube

Tall Glass Cylinder
with holes

Catch pan

Wood Block
2x4x8"

to angle pan

Drain
Pipe

h

Water flows into a tall glass cylinder with holes at 
intervals along the side.  The speed of the 
emerging water at any height 'h' is exactly what it 
would be if the water were to fall freely from 
height h. The resulting trajectories reflect this.

C+25+35FLUID DYNAMICS.
TV monitor shows fluid flow around various objects. 

Liquid
Flow

Tunnel

Image on
Monitor

Objects to place
in fluid flow.

Masonite
Screen

Motor
Speed

Controller

TV
Camera

Lamp

JVC

Liquid flow is made visible 
by adding Rheoscopic fluid  
to the water in the 
apparatus. Water flows past 
the projection window at 
variable speed. The pump in 
the apparatus is controlled 
by a motor speed controller. 
A TV camera sends an 
image of the flow patterns to 
a monitor.



C+25+45FLUID DYNAMICS.
Hydraulic ram water pump.  Working Model.
The large upper funnel of the hydraulic ram is filled with water. First, valve 1 opens with
valve 2 closed, then valve 2 opens with valve 1 closed.  The resulting pumping action
sends water up the top pipe to a higher level.

Valve
2

Valve
1

C+25+50FLUID DYNAMICS.
Vortex is created in water draining from one bottle to another.

Two plastic bottles are
joined at the neck.  Co-
lored water almost fills
the bottom bottle.

1

Inverting the setup, and
giving the liquid a rotary
spin causes a vortex to
form, draining the water
quickly from the top to 
bottom bottle.  (Without
the rotary motion, the
water slowly percolates
down.)

2



C+27+0SURFACE TENSION AND CAPILLARY ACTION.
Set of capillary tubes and water with dye.

Dyed water is poured into a small metal dish.  6 capillary tubes of different diameter
are placed in the water.  The water rises higher as the diameter of a tube decreases.
Note:  Since this demo is small, a video camera can be used to project the image.

C+25+55FLUID DYNAMICS.
Hilsch Vortex Tube: Air vortex is separated into hot and cold jets.

Cold Air
Outlet

Hot Air
Outlet

Needle
Valve

High-pressure
Compressed air

Air
Filter

Sound
Muffler

High pressure air enters a stationary generator and is released with a vortex motion, spinning
along the tube's walls toward the hot air end at sonic speeds up to 1,000,000 rpm.  Air near
the surface of this spinning vortex becomes hot, and some of it exits through the needle valve
in the hot end.  The air that does not escape through the hot air needle valve is forced back 
through the center of the warm air vortex.  Because the air forced back moves at a slower
speed, a simple heat exchange takes place.  The inner,slower-moving column of air gives up
heat to the outer, faster-moving column.  When the slower, inner column of air exits through
the center of the stationary generator and out the cold exhaust, it has attained a low temp-
erature.

-30  F 162  F

Stationary
Generator

NOTE:
See Vortec Catalog
for greater detail.



C+27+5SURFACE TENSION AND CAPILLARY ACTION.
Soap bubble dippers of various shapes.

C+27+10SURFACE TENSION AND CAPILLARY ACTION.
Soap boat or camphor boat in large pan of water.

Pan filled with water.

A small boat with a chip of soap or camphor at the stern is placed upon water.
Relaxing of the surface tension at the rear of the boat helps propel the boat
forward.

Boat with soap at stern.



C+30+0FLUID STATICS.
Revolving 'drumhead' with manometer shows pressure in water tank.

U-Tube
manometer
filled with

colored water

Pressure 
chamber
with thin 
rubber
sides.

A pressure chamber with thin rubber sides is
immersed in water.  The chamber is rotated
from horizontal to vertical while submerged
at a constant depth.  The pressure, as shown
on the manometer, is equal in all directions. 

Hose

Knob

Turning knob at
top causes the

submerged
chamber to

rotate.

NOTE: Once the demo is performed, do not leave the pressure chamber submerged.

C+27+20SURFACE TENSION AND CAPILLARY ACTION.
Wire sieve boat floats on water until alcohol is added.

Wire Sieve Boat A LC OH OL

A light-weight wire screen boat floats when placed gently on 
the water.  The boat sinks when alcohol is added to the water. 
Set-Up Note: Dry the boat with compressed air or a hair dryer 
in between trials. It must be very dry or it won't float. Add 
methanol mixed with a squirt of liquid soap and some water.



C+30+5FLUID STATICS.
Magdeburg's hemispheres (cast iron) evacuated, can't be separated.

Vacuum
Pump

Magdeburg Hemispheres:
(radius approx. 5 cm.) When air 
is allowed into the cavity,the 
hemispheres can be separated 
easily.

When cavity is evacuated with 
vacuum pump, hemispheres 
cannot be separated...

C+30+10FLUID STATICS.
Hydraulic Jack with pressure gauge, breaks 2"x2" piece of wood.

The hydraulic jack is fitted with pressure gauge and frame.  A block of wood is inserted
in the jack. Pumping on the handle crushes the wood block. (Pascal's Principle.)

Wood
Block

Hydraulic Jack

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Wood
Snaps



C+30+15FLUID STATICS.
Archimede's principle:  Cup and plug on balance beam.

Equal-Arm Balance

Weight

Lab Jack

Beaker with water

Metal Cup

Cylindrical Plug1 2 3 4 water

Step 1:  Cylindrical cup containing a very close-fitting metal 
cylindrical plug is balanced on the equal-arm balance.
Step 2:  Metal plug is removed from cup and suspended from 
hook at bottom of cup.  No change in the balance. 
Step 3:  A beaker of water is raised to submerge the metal plug. 
System is unbalanced due to the bouyant force of the water.
Step 4:  Water is added to the cylindrical cup.  When cup is 
filled, the balance of the system is restored.

Lift beam off of knife edge
with knob while making
changes

Note:  
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C+30+17Fluid Statics
Archimedes’ principle: Weighing glassware and water

A beaker rests on a scale that has been tared. An empty 
glass vessel is held by a clamp and suspended inside the 
beaker, but does not touch it. Water is added to the beaker 
until it reaches the 500ml mark. What does the scale 
measure when the water has been added?



C+30+20FLUID STATICS.
Archimede's principle:  Fish submerged in water on balance beam.

Lab Jack to 
raise beaker
and submerge
the fish.

Platform Balance 'A'
supported above
lecture table.

Metal
(or Plexiglas)

fish

Weight 1
Weight 2

Platform
Balance 'B'

Both platform balances 'A' and 'B' are 
initially balanced.  Labjack  raises 'B' 
until fish is submerged in water.  
System 'A' is unbalanced by the same 
amount as System 'B'. Weight 1 from 
'A' is transfered to 'B', and both 
systems are again in balance.

Mass of fish = 50 gms
Fish submerged = 33 gms
Amount fish displaces = 17 gms
Weight 1 = 17 gms
Weight 2 = 33 gms
Mass of fish = Weight 1 + Weight 2

C+30+25FLUID STATICS.
Archimede's principle: Aluminum and brass cylinders of same mass.

Aluminum
(1.40 Kg.)

Brass
(1.40Kg.)

Both aluminum and brass
cylinders have the same
mass. But aluminum is less
dense and has a greater
volume.  When both cylin-
ders are suspended in 
water, the spring scale
holding the aluminum
has a smaller reading than
the spring scale holding
the brass.

Lab Jack to raise
beaker of water.

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

0-4.5 Kg.
Force

Transducer

CH1
CH2

CH3
CH4

0-99V.D.C.

Sensor
Box

Large 3-digit
7-segment Display

Note: Zero the
sensor box.



C+30+35FLUID STATICS.
Cartesian divers:  Pressure on rubber stopper sends divers sinking.

A B

Two hollow glass 'divers' are filled
with water and air and placed in a
tall, water-filled, stoppered hydrometer
jar.  One diver has slightly more air
than the other one.  In situation 'A',
both divers are at the top of the jar.
In situation 'B', pressure on the 
rubber stopper compresses the air
in each diver, sending them both down-
ward.  The diver with less air goes 
down further.  The level to which
a diver descends is sensitively
controlled by the pressure on the 
stopper.

Note: To balance a diver, hold in hot water for a short time, remove, and place in cold water.  Sufficient
water will be drawn into the diver to make it balance.  If too heavy, shake out excess water.  

FLUID STATICS                                                                                      C+30+30
Film Loop: Archimede's principle                                                Length(min.):3:40
Color: No     Sound: No

     It would be advisable for you to view the film once, from beginning to end, ignoring the letter Q which ap-
pears from time to time in the center of the picture. Then, view the film again, stopping the projector each time 
a Q appears. Each Q will refer you to a question which appears in these Film Notes.
     Archimedes, who lived over two thousand years ago, discovered the principle which you will learn about in 
this film. He was one of the first men to carry out experiments in order to test his ideas. Some of his experiments 
were the beginning of the science of hydrostatics : how liquid behaves when at rest. 
     BASIC IDEAS: An object immersed in water appears to lose weight. The volume of water displaced by an 
object is equal to the volume of the object immersed. The weight loss of an object immersed in water is equal 
to the weight of the water displaced.
Q1  Why does the water level rise as rocks are put into the container?
Q2  Compare the volume of the aluminum cube with the water it displaces.
Q3  What is the weight of the aluminum cube in air (read the black markings) in grams?
Q4  What is the weight of the cube in water? How much weight does the cube seem to lose?
Q5  What volume of water will the cube displace?
Q6  What is the combined weight of the cup and displaced water?
Q7  What is weight of the cup? What is the weight of the displaced water? Weight loss of the cube in water?
Q8  Compare the volume of the cylinder to the volume of the bucket.
Q9  Note the weight of the cylinder and bucket in air.
Q10  Note the weight loss when the cylinder is immersed in water.
Q11  What volume of water is added to the bucket?
Q12  What does this tell you about the amount of weight loss of the object in water?



C+30+40FLUID STATICS.
Torricelli Barometer: Column of mercury in bell jar.

Vacuum
Pump

Vacuum Plate

Glass
Barometer

Jar

Glass Tube
filled with
Mercury

Dish with
mercury

A long glass tube, sealed at one end, is filled with mercury.  
The open end sits in a dish of mercury.  The mercury drops until
the pressure due to its own weight inside the tube (at height h)
is equal to the atmospheric pressure outside. The height h 
measures directly the atmospheric pressure.  If a vacuum
pump is used, the mercury column drops until the level of
the mercury inside the tube is the same as the level of the
mercury in the dish. Note: let the air back into the vacuum
plate slowly.
 

h

C+30+45FLUID STATICS.
Large model of aneroid barometer.

ANEROID

A

A flat metal box, partially
evacuated and with flexible
sides, is attached at 'A' to a
lever.  As atmospheric pres-
sure increases, the box is 
compressed and the pointer 
goes to the left. As atmos-
pheric pressure decreases, 
the box expands and the 
pointer goes to the right. 

Aneroid Barometer



C+30+50FLUID STATICS.
Pascal's vases:  Water in removeable vases with pressure gauge.

Each of the four vases can be 
screwed into the top of the
pressure sensing diaphragm
located behind the pressure

Water
Reservoir

Pressure
Gauge

Screw-in Vases

Fluid
Level

Indicator gauge.  The height of the fluid
is adjusted by moving the 
reservoir up and down.  All
four vases will yield the same
pressure for a given fluid 
height.

C+30+52FLUID STATICS.
Interconnected set of glass vases of different shapes filled with water.

Colored water is poured into a set of interconnected glass vases
of different shapes.  The water seeks the same height  in each
vase, no matter the shape of the vase.

Large version
of interconnected

glass vases,
filled with

colored water.

Small version
of interconnected

glass vases,
filled with

colored water.



C+30+55FLUID STATICS.
Working model of the lungs:  Balloons in a bell jar over a diaphragm.

Diaphragm
with handle

Push on diaphragm
and 'lungs' deflate.

Pull on diaphragm
and 'lungs' inflate.

Model of the Lungs

C+30+60FLUID STATICS.
Suction cup holds large mass suspended from heavy glass plate.

Smooth
Glass
Plate

Rubber
Suction

Cup

2 to 11 Kg.
Weights

A rubber suction cup is wetted 
with water and pressed against
the bottom surface of a sus-
pended smooth, thick glass plate.
Weights are hung from the suc-
tion cup.  It takes a long time 
until the cup drops off the glass. 

Rubber Pad
(to cushion

falling weights)



C+30+65FLUID STATICS.
Collapse 1 gallon metal can with vacuum pump.

Collapsed
Can

I gallon metal can is attached to vacuum pump.  Turn on pump, the can crumples.

Vacuum
Pump

New
Can

Tube is 6ft long with caps being closed off on either end by clear packing tape. When the tube is 
evacuated, the tape is punctured and the incoming air propels the ping pong ball through the tape 
on the opposite end towards the aluminum can target. Speeds of up to 287m/s can be achieved. 
This gives a muzzle KE of the ping pong ball equivalent to or greater than a .22 caliber handgun.

C+30+68FLUID STATICS
Vacuum Cannon

PVC tube with valve for 
vacuum pump. Ends are 
sealed with packing tape after 
ball is inserted.

ping pong 
     ball

vacuum pump



C+30+70FLUID STATICS.
The Weight of Air.

A spherical container of air hangs balanced on a balance beam in a bell jar filled with air.
When the vacuum pump is used to remove the air from the bell jar, the buoyant force on
the sphere is removed and the sphere sinks.

Vacuum
Pump

Container of air
on balance in bell jar.

C+30+75FLUID STATICS.
Vacuum hoist, working model.

Vacuum
Pump

Vacuum Hoist

The vacuum hoist consists of a piston that rises up when the chamber is evacuated. 
Objects to be lifted can be attached to the ring at the base of the piston.

Piston

Weight

Air sucked
out here

Ring



C+30+80FLUID STATICS.
Blood pressure monitor.

Optimal <120

Systolic
(mmHg)

<130
130-139
140-159
160-179
>180

<80

Diastolic
(mmHg)

<85
85-89
90-99
100-109
>110

Normal
High-Normal
Stage 1 Hypertension (mild)
Stage 2 Hypertension (moderate)
Stage 3 Hypertension (severe)
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C+35+0HEAT AND WORK.
Mechanical equivalent of heat: Nylon rope,cranked cylinder.
A nylon rope is wrapped around an aluminum cylinder multiple times. The rope supports a 5 
Kg. mass. When the handle is turned repeatedly, the rope slips smoothly on the cylinder, 
heating the cylinder.  The temperature rise of the cylinder is sensed by a thermistor and 
shown on a large display.

CH1
CH2

CH3
CH4

0-99V.D.C.

Large 3-Digit 
Display

Sensor
Box

5 Kg.
Mass

counts # of
turns of handle

Rope

Aluminum
Cylinder

Handle



C+40+0HEAT CAPACITY.
Ball Race:  Five different balls heated and placed on paraffin sheet.

L G Z B I

L G Z B I

Lead
Glass
ZincBrass
Iron

Boiling
Water
Bath

Paraffin
Sheet

Holder
with balls,
placed in
boiling
water
bath.

Balls are released
onto paraffin sheet.

Bunsen Burner

1

2

3

A set of 5 balls (Lead, Glass, Zinc, Brass, Iron) are heated to 100° C in a boiling water bath,
then released onto a sheet of paraffin wax. Iron melts through the paraffin first. Then brass.
Zinc melts part way in. Lead and glass melt into the paraffin only a short distance.

Holder
with balls,
placed
above
paraffin
sheet.

Lead    Glass    Zinc    Brass    Iron
  45        10        24         30       28
 .031     .160     .092      .092    .105
 1.39     1.60     2.20      2.76    2.94

Mass in grams
Thermal cap. (cal/gm C°)
Heat to raise 1°C (cal)

C+45+0HEAT OF FUSION.
Computer Demo: Heat of fusion of tin.

Bunsen Burner

Tin in
crucible

with
thermo-
couple

A thermocouple sensor is imbedded in a crucible of solid tin. A bunsen burner
 melts the tin (melting point: 231.93° C) and heats it to 350° C. Then the tin is 
allowed to cool.  The computer plots the curve of temperature versus time.  
(Note the cooling plateau at 220°C.) 
The plot takes 10 minutes.

Lab Pro

Vernier



C+50+0IRREVERSIBILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.

Applet: Simulation of a mixing gas

http://www.ituniv.se/~joli/java/gas/mixing.php

C+50+5IRREVERSIBILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.
Black balls and white balls in a box are shaken.

An equal number of black and white balls are placed in a box, black balls on one side,
white balls on the other.  Energy is added to the system by shaking the box.  The original   
ordering of the balls disappears.  If shaking is hard enough, some balls may jump out of 
the box, introducing a second type of irreversible chage into the system.

Ordered black and 
white balls in a box.

Balls after box
has been shaken.

http://www.joakimlinde.se/java/gas/mixing.php


IRREVERSIBILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.                                           C+50+10
Film Loop: Reversibility of Time.                                                Length(min.):3:40
Color: No     Sound: No

      It may sound strange to speak of "reversing time". In the world of common experience we have no control over 
time direction, in contrast to the many aspects of the world that we can modify. Yet physicists have been very much 
concerned with the reversibility of time; perhaps no other issue so clearly illustrates the imaginative and speculative 
nature of modern physics.
      The camera gives us a way to manipulate time. By projecting the film backwards, the events pictured "happen" 
in reverse time order. This film has sequences in both directions, some shown in their "natural" time order and some 
in reverse order.
      The film concentrates on the motion of objects. Consider each scene from the standpoint of time direction: Is 
the scene being shown as it was taken, or is it being reversed and shown backwards? Many sequences are paired, 
the same film being used in both senses. Is it always clear which one is forward in time and which one is backward? 
With what types of events is this clear, and in what events is it difficult to tell the "natural" direction?
      The Newtonian laws of motion do not depend on time direction. Any filmed motion of particles following strict 
Newtonian laws should look completely "natural" whether seen forward or backwards. Since Newtonian laws are 
"invariant" under time reversal, by changing the direction of time, it would not be possible to determine whether 
the sequence is forward or backward. Any motion which could occur forward in time can also occur, under suitable 
conditions, with the events in the opposite order.
      With more complicated physical systems with extremely large number of particles, the situation changes. If ink 
were dropped into water, it would not be difficult to determine which sequence was photographed forward in time 
and which backward. Thus, certain physical phenomena at least appear to be irreversible, taking place in only one 
time-direction. Are these processes fundamentally irreversible, or is this only some limitation on human powers? This 
is not an easy question to answer. It could still be considered, in spite of a fifty year history, a frontier problem.
      Reversibility of time has been used in many ways in twentieth century physics. For example, an interesting way 
of viewing the two kinds of charge in the universe, positive and negative, is to think of some particles as "moving" 
backwards in time. Thus, if the electron is viewed as moving forward in time, the positron can be considered as 
exactly the same particle moving backwards in time. This "backwards" motion is equivalent to the forward moving 
particle having the opposite charge! This was one of the keys to the space-time view of quantum electrodynamics 
developed by R. P. Feynman, described in his Nobel Prize lecture (in Project Physics Reader 6).
      For a general introduction to time reversibility see the Martin Gardner article in the Scientific American of Janu-
ary, 1967. (in Project Physics Reader 6).

C+50+15IRREVERSIBILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.
Film: Symmetry in Physical Law. (Feynman)

Film Title:  Symmetry in Physical Law.
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  57 minutes.  Black and white, with sound.
Description: Explains that physical laws are symmetrical:  there are things we can do to
a physical law, but they leave the law unchanged in its effects.  The symmetries of
physical phenomena are discussed:  translations in space and time, rotations in space, 
the right- and left-handedness of fundamental interactions and of living things, the
consequence of relative motion, and the interconnections of space and time. 



C+50+20IRREVERSIBILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.
The Distinction of Past and Future. (Feynman)

Film Title:  The Distinction of Past and Future.
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  46 minutes.  Black and white, with sound.
Description: This lecture discusses the obvious irreversible phenomena of nature, but
points out that there is no reason why the physical laws should not be valid if the
process were reversed.  Numerous models are used to describe the processes of 
nature, and analogies of temperature and entropy are developed.  Professor Feynman
also describes the interconnections between various scientific and philosophic ideas. 

C+50+25IRREVERSIBILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.
Probability and Uncertainty. (Feynman)

Film Title:  Probability and Uncertainty.
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  56 minutes.  Black and white, with sound.
Description: This lecture discusses the quantum mechanical view of nature.
Professor Feynman discusses wave motion and gives demonstrations of double
-slit experiments.  Using a mixture of analogy and contrast, he describes the
behavior of electrons and protons in their typical quantum mechanical ways.



C+50+30IRREVERSIBLILITY AND FLUCTUATIONS.
Mechanical analogy of Nuclear-Spin Echo or Photon-Echo:  Dye injected in
glycerine smears when rotated; returns to a line when unrotated.

Glass tube-and-rod assembly
injects a line of dark ink into
the glycerine.

Outer
Plexi-Glass

Cylinder

Inner
Plexi-Glass

Cylinder

Handle

GlycerineInk

Turning the handle N turns counter
-clockwise smears the ink until it
appears entirely dispersed through-
out the glycerine...

Turning the handle N turns clock-
wise returns the ink to the initial
line position. (Note:  N cannot be
too large or ink becomes perma-
nently dispersed.)

Sometimes a system of particles that has decayed from a highly ordered state into a seemingly random
one, can be returned to the ordered state by reversing the motions of its constituent particles, as if it had
a kind of memory of its earlier condition.
Nuclear-spin Echo:  Some substances, when held in a constant magnetic field, and then exposed to two 
separate electromagnetic RF pulses, retain a memory of the pulse sequence, and emit an echo pulse, or 
'nuclear-spin echo'.  The first RF pulse causes the spinning,charged protons in the substance to spin-flip 
90 degrees into a dynamically ordered precessing state.  But the state soon decays into one of apparent 
chaos.  The second RF pulse spin-flips the protons again into an ordered but 'oppositely' precessing state.
After a certain time, an echo-pulse is emitted, showing that seemingly lost order has been recovered.
Photon-echo: This is similar in principle, except that the incident radiation is provided by a laser, and it 
resonates with oscillations of the electron cloud surrounding gaseous atoms to produce an echo pulse.

1 2 3

See Article: 'Atomic Memory', Scientific American, Dec.'84

C+55+0KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Mechanical Model of a Gas: Vibrating balls on overhead projector.

Projected
Image

Variac

Fixed Power
Supply

(48 VAC, 5 Amps)

This mechanical device simulates 
molecular motion.  It consists of 
steel balls that are 'kicked' by 
vibrating metal bars.  The device is 
designed to sit on an overhead 
projector and project an image of 
the moving balls on a screen. The 
intensity of the vibration of the balls 
is controlled by the power supply.

Note: A variable power supply 
(Variac) or a fixed power supply (48 
VAC, 5 Amps) are available.



C+55+5KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Hexstat probability device.

100
  90
  80
  70
  60
  50
  40
  30
  20
  10

Hexstat Probability
Demonstrator

Hold the board vertically, upside down,
until the 256 small steel balls fall into
the reservoir.  Turn the board over and
hold it vertically with the bottom edge
against the table until all the balls fall
into the nine columns at the bottom.
Numbers to the side of the columns in-
dicate how many balls have fallen in 
each column.  The heights of the balls
in the vertical columns at the bottom
form a bell-shaped curve, with the
greatest height in the center column,
and gradually decreasing heights in the
outer columns.  The probability curve
thus formed is similar to that represent-
ing the distribution of velocities in the
molecules of a gas.
NOTE:  This board is small, 6"x9", and
would be more easily viewable by the
class if a T.V. camera and monitor are
used.

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

C+55+10KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Mechanical Model of a Gas:  
Vibrating balls strike piston on OHP.

Overhead Projector

The Apparatus is a simple mechanical
model to represent gas molecules in 
a cylinder colliding with a moveable
piston with increasing energy as the
gas is heated.

Projected Image

Model of a Gas:
Electric Motor vibrates
the steel balls.  Piston
changes the volume.

Note: Same set-up 
          as A+35+30
           &  C+10+5

Welch A.C./D.C.
Power Supply

set to
0-22 V.D.C.



C+55+15KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Brownian motion:  Smoke particles, magnified on T.V. camera.

x10 Microscope
Objective Smoke

Laser
Beam

Squeeze
Bulb

Tube

Smoke
from

Match

7 mw. Laser on
Goniometer Mount

T.V.
Camera

T.V. Monitor

Optical
Bench

Smoke
Cell

Smoke is drawn into a small chamber with a squeeze bulb. 
A laser beam shines through a small window and illuminates
the smoke.  A x10 microscope objective focuses the smoke 
particles onto the CCD of the video camera, and the image 
is sent to the T.V. Monitor.  A goniometer is used to 
accurately target the smoke cell with the laser beam.  One 
way to get the smoke is to light a match, then blow it out...

Top
View Laser beam

close to 
Microscope
Objective

C+55+20KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Brownian motion:  Like C+55+0, with an aluminum disk added.

Projected Image
of steel ball

'molecules' and
'smoke particle'.
Smoke particle
is battered by
the steel balls.

This mechanical device simulates
molecular motion.  It consists of
steel balls that are 'kicked' by vib-
rating metal bars, and a larger
lightweight disk representing a
smoke particle. The device is
designed to sit on an overhead
projector and project an image of
the moving balls on a screen.
The intensity of the vibration of the
balls is controlled by the variac.

Variac



C+55+25KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Stoekle's apparatus:  Heated tube with mercury and glass bits.

Projected Image

Carbon
Arc Lens

Prism

Lab
Bench

Bunsen
Burner

Lens

Stoekle's
Apparatus

The apparatus gives a demonstration of the thermal agitations of gaseous 
molecules.  It is a Pyrex glass tube containing a small amount of mercury.
On the surface of the mercury there is a quantity of crushed glass.  The tube 
is evacuated and sealed.  On heating with the bunsen burner, the mercury
boils at a low temperature and the mercury vapor given off at high velocity 
carries with it particles of the glass which move about violently in the glass
tube in a manner similar to the motions of gas molecules.

C+55+30KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Ruchardt's tube:  Ball oscillates in a vertical glass tube in jug.

1 gallon
glass jug

Glass
Tube

Steel
Ball

p v
This apparatus is for determining the ratio 
C  /C   .  It consists of a 60 cm. precision 
bore glass tube attached vertically to a 1 
gallon glass jug.  A steel ball is allowed to  
fall in the tube.  The enclosed volume of air 
acts as a cushion, and the ball oscillates  
harmonically.  The oscillations are damped  
by friction inside of the tube.  The ratio can 
be derived using the period of oscillation, 
mass of ball, cross-sectional area of the 
tube, volume of the enclosed air, and 
pressure in the bottle.          



C+55+35KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Diffusion of Ammonia and HCl.
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C+55+40KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Osmosis of helium through semi-porous cup.

Helium
Gas 

Cylinder

Gas 
RegulatorBeaker

Semi-porous
Cup

Beaker
with

water
Air Bubbles
forced out

A semi-porous ceramic cup is suspended
inside an inverted beaker.  Helium gas is
sprayed into the beaker.  The helium ab-
sorbs through the cup by osmosis, forc-
ing the air down the glass tube
and out through the water.

Glass
Tube

HELIUM



C+55+45KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Viscosity of air:  One rotating disk drives another.

Leybold 
Rotator Motor

Speed
Controller

120 V A.C.

Disk driven by
Leybold rotator

Disk driven
by air drag

Thread
The bottom disk is driven by the 
Leybold Rotator.  The top disk sits
a small distance above the driven
disk.  Viscous air drag causes the
top disk to start rotating.

C+55+55KINETIC THEORY AND GAS MODELS.
Variation of sound speed with molecular mass

Helium
Gas 

Cylinder

Gas 
Regulator

HELIUM

Kinetic theory shows that the speed of sound in gases varies as 1/
where m is the mass of the molecules.  Since the normal mode 
frequencies of gas filled chambers scale proportionally to the speed 
of sound it follows that these normal mode frequencies scale as 1/     
The sound which is radiated when we speak is a superposition of the 
normal modes in our mouth cavity after excitation by the vocal cords.  
Thus if we only have a light mass gas in our lungs the sound of our 
voice will be higher (because all the normal modes are shifted 
higher) than if we have a heavy gas in our lungs.

In this demo the lecturer first breathes in the light gas Helium 
and then speaks or sings.  The voice is rather high pitched.  
Subsequently the lecturer breathes in Sulfur Hexafluoride 
which is heavier than air, and the personʼs voice is lowered.

Note that you should not inhale multiple breaths of either 
gas because you will pass out.  Also note that the Sulfur 
Hexafluoride, which is heavier than air, will leave your 
lungs best if you stand on your head and open your 
mouth.  The Helium will leave easily by simply 
talking.

m

m �



C+55+60EQUIPARTITION OF ENERGY.
Bowl is shaken. Different mass balls bounce out at different times.

Four sets of 30 mm diameter balls of 
different masses (ping pong, 
styrofoam, wood, super balls) are 
placed in a clear plastic bowl.  The 
bowl is shaken vigorously, giving all 
the balls the same approximate 
kinetic energy. As the shaking 
continues, the lighter balls  have 
greater velocities for the same 
average kinetic energy, and these 
hop out of the bowl first. Then the 
styrofoam, then the wood, then the 
super balls bounce out.4 ping pong balls,

4 styrofoam balls,
4 wood balls,
4 super balls

Clear Plastic Bowl

C+60+0LIQUIFACTION OF A GAS.
Hydraulic pump liquifies CO2 gas in glass column.

T.V.
Camera

T.V. Monitor

CO   gas2

Liquified
CO2

Mercury
Column

Pressure
Gauge

Hydraulic
Pump

CO  2
Liquifaction
Chamber in
water bath

at room
temperature

(22° C)

Handle

Water
Level

NOTE: For proper lighting for the T.V. camera, column is back-lit with a gooseneck lamp & paper screen.

Carbon dioxide gas in a glass 
tube is compressed by a 
mercury column that is forced 
up when the handle on the 
hydraulic pump is operated. 
The glass tube is suspended in 
a water bath maintained at 
room temperature. At sufficient 
pressure, a layer of liquid 
carbon dioxide can be viewed 
by a close-up T.V. camera.



C+60+5LIQUIFICATION OF A GAS.
Liquid Nitrogen Demos:Lead bell & spring, color change tube, liquid N2 cannon.

Liquid
Nitrogen
Dewar

Liquid
Nitrogen

Cup

Lead
Spring
(solder)

Lead
Bell

Pyrex Bowl with
Liquid Nitrogen

Balloon
Flowers

HgI
inside
sealed
glass
tube

2

The lead (solder) spring, after immersion in liquid nitrogen, is quite springy.  The cooled lead
bell rings when tapped.  The glass tube filled with  red mercury iodide turns bright yellow when 
cooled.  Cooled flowers become brittle, and break when dropped.  An air-filled balloon shrivels
to small size when cooled, and expands when warmed up.  Liquid nitrogen poured into the 
cannon evaporates and shoots the cork.

Liquid
Nitrogen
Cannon

Cork

Valve

Pewter cup

C+60+10LIQUIFICATION OF A GAS.
Film:  "The Unusual Properties of Liquid Helium".

Film Title:  "The Unusual Properties of Liquid Helium".
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  16 minutes.  Color, with sound.   1977.
Description: This UCLA film discusses the interesting properties of liquid helium cooled 
below the lambda point of 2.17° K where both regular and 'super' fluid exist together.
The super-fluid is a quantum fluid with zero viscosity and zero entropy.  It will flow
through a syphon packed with fine dense powder without resistance.  It will flow toward
areas of higher temperature, and uphill.  In the film, a set-up for experimenting with liquid
 helium is shown.  Air is poured into liquid helium and frozen.  A liquid helium fountain is
the final extravaganza.



C+62+0MOLECULAR MODELS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Molecular models to show.

Various different molecular models to show.  There are more than are shown in this picture.
NOTE:  There are also sticks and styrofoam balls available to produce simple models...

C+62+5MOLECULAR MODELS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Film:  Bubble model of a metal.

Film Title:  Bubble model of a metal.
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length:  11 minutes.  Black and White, no sound, with captions.
Description: This 1946 Cavendish Laboratory film illustrates the structure and mechanical 
properties of a metal.   The model is 2-dimensional.  The atoms are represented by bubbles
about 1 mm. in diameter floating on the surface of a soap solution.  The binding function 
of the free electrons of a metal is simulated by the capillary forces which hold the bubbles in
a tight cluster.  When blown under constant pressure from a fine nozzle about 1 cm. below
 the surface, the bubbles are very uniform in size.  A regular raft of bubbles can  be anchored
between 2 parallel horizontal springs on the liquid surface.  Slip takes place when one
spring is translated parallel to the other one.  The film discusses and show examples of
the concepts of dislocations, holes, grain boundaries, compression, shear, and 'cold work'.



C+62+10MOLECULAR MODELS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Wave surfaces of crystals.

Wave surface of
a bi-axial crystal

Wave surface of
a positive crystal

Other wave surfaces

Models of various wave surfaces of crystals to show.
NOTE:  Other models of wave surfaces are available, 
but are not shown here.

C+62+15MOLECULAR MODELS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Model of calcite crystal.

Posterboard model of a calcite crystal showing the angles of the various faces.
NOTE:  Other models showing the cleavage planes of a calcite crystal are avail-
able, but are not shown here.

78° 13'

102° 21'

Calcite
crystal
model



C+62+20MOLECULAR MODELS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Assorted crystals to show.

Large
quartz
crystal

Large
salt

crystal

Box of
sliced

mineral
specimens

Large
clear

calcite
crystal

Large
quartz
crystal

Very clear
birefringent

calcite crystal
on swivel mount

Very clear
birefringent

calcite crystal
on rotating mount

Clear
quartz
crystal

calcite
crystals

C+62+25MOLECULAR MODELS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Large wall chart, transparency or computer image of the periodic table.
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Chemical Elements



C+65+0RADIATION.
Concave mirrors focus candle flame on the thermopile across bench.

OP. AMP

GAINNULLHorn
Thermopile D.C.

Amplifier

.15 ma
Projection
Multimeter

Candle

Concave Mirror
60 cm. Diameter,

20 cm. f.l.

Concave Mirror
60 cm. Diameter,

20 cm. f.l.

Screen

Concave mirrors are positioned at opposite ends of the  
lecture table.  A candle is positioned at the focal length 
of one mirror.  A horn radiation thermopile is positioned  
at the focal length of the opposite mirror.  The candle 
flame is thus focused on the elements of the thermopile  
(which develops about 1 mv. per degree).  The signal is  
amplified and projected onto a screen.
Note: The multimeter produces heat and can skew 
results, so it should be placed outside the mirrors. 
Leave the amplifier on for the entire demo.

C+65+2MIRRORS.
Parabolic mirrors: Light bulb ignites a match.

Two metal parabolic mirrors are exactly aligned facing each other, about a meter apart. A 
500W bulb is set at the focus of one mirror and a match at the other. As the variac is turned up, 
the match will begin to smoke, and in about 30 seconds, burst into flames.

Lab
Jack Variac

Bulb

Match

Parabolic
Mirror

Parabolic
Mirror



C+65+10RADIATION.
Large transformer heats metal strip with paint marks on it.

Plug into
120 V.A.C.

Stainless
Steel strip
with paint 

marks

Transformer

Stainless Steel is a fairly good heat conductor and radiator in relation to chalk.  Thus, when 
the steel strip and paint marks are brought to a high temperature, the paint radiates much 
less intensely than the natural metal surface.  By turning out all the lights in the room, the 
contrast between bright metal and dark paint is clearly evident.  For comparison, a desk 
lamp can be flashed on and off to remind students that under reflected light, the paint 
appears lighter than the metal. NOTE: It takes more than 2 minutes for the steel to glow. 
200 amps flows through the steel, so limit use to 5 minutes.

C+65+5RADIATION.
Computer Demo: Kirchhoff's radiation law, runs 15 minutes.

In this experiment, three aluminum cans of the same mass but different outer surfaces
are each filled with 100 ml of water.  They are then put on a hot plate and the water is 
brought up to boiling.  The cans are removed from the heat, and the computer plots the 
cooling curves.  The plot takes 15 minutes.  Can #1 has a mirror surface and is red on
the graph.  Can #2 is flat black and is green on the graph.  Can #3 is wrapped with mylar
tape and is white on the graph.  Each can has a temperature sensor within.

The black can (#2) cools the fastest.
The mylar can (#3)cools the next fastest.
The silver can (#1) cools the slowest.

Can
#1

Can
#2

Can
#3

Hot Plate

Lab Pro

Vernier

2
3
1



C+65+15RADIATION.
Crooke's Radiometer with white light source or IR source.

Light from a flashlight,arc lamp, slide-projector,
laser pointer or infrared source illuminates the 
Radiometer. The vanes of the Radiometer turn.  
The device has a slight amount of gas inside.  
Each vane is black on one side and silvered on 
the other.The black side absorbs IR and heats 
up, heating the adjacent gas. The temperature
difference between the two vanes creates a
convection from the light side to the dark side,
and by Newtonʼs 3rd Law, the vanes move in the
opposite direction.

C+65+20RADIATION.
Box with white interior appears black from hole in the side.

Black body radiation:  No surface is ideally black.  The closest approach is shown by 
means of a small opening in the walls of a closed container.  The energy entering the
opening is absorbed by the interior walls.

With lid open, the 
interior appears bright.

With lid closed, the 
interior appears dark.



C+70+5TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Heated iron wire stretches, rotates pointer.

Ballast heater
coil to limit

current in wire.

Variac

Iron
wire

Weight

An iron wire is stretched over 3 pulleys and
is held taut by a weight. A variac varies the 
current passing through the wire,(and a ballast
heater coil limits how much current can flow).
The wire expands and lengthens as it heats
up, moving the central pulley and pointer
arrow. 

Pointer

120 V.A.C.

C+70+0TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Galileo's air thermometer forces liquid down when heated.

Heat the bulb with a hair dryer set on 'hot', or cool  the bulb with the hair
dryer set on 'cool' to show the change in the height of liquid in the column.
Alternatives: Use the heat of a hand, or a cloth dipped in ice water.

Galileo's
Air

Thermometer

Vessel of 
colored water

Bulb filled
with air

Hair dryer



C+70+6TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Heated horizontal nichrome wire stretches, weight sags.

Weight

Stretched Nichrome wire, at room temperature

Hot (glowing) wire
sags considerably

A weight hangs in the middle of a horizontally stretched  Nichrome 
wire. A transformer limits the amount of current that flows through the
wire.  The wire expands and lengthens as it heats up, and the weight
on the wire visibly lowers.  The wire is heated to glowing (48 volts A.C. 
at 5 Amps). This takes about 10 seconds.

C+70+10TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Heated steel rod expands, raises pointer, breaks pin on cooling.

As rod expands,
pointer raises up.

Pointer
Steel Rod

Flames

Pointer

Knob

Plexiglas
Shield is
lowered

(for breaking
Steel pin)

Steel Rod
heated by

flames
Gas
Inlet

Scale

1] A long steel rod  is heated by multiple flames for a few minutes. The rod expands and pushes up a 
pointer. When the pointer has risen above the top of the scale, the gas is turned off. A steel pin is inserted 
through a hole at the tip of the rod, and a knob is tightened firmly so that a lever holds the steel pin in 
place. Place Plexiglas shield over pin section.  

2] The steel rod cools and contracts, and in about 2 minutes the pin will break with a crack. The pieces 
can fly. 

Steel
pin

KnobLever

Contracts Expands

Steel Rod
When the steel rod is fully 
expanded, turn heat off. 
Insert the pin and tighten 
the knob firmly. Place the 
plexiglas shield. When the 
rod contracts, the pin 
breaks.



C+70+20TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Ice bomb:  An iron sphere is ruptured by freezing water.

Dry
Ice

Cast-Iron
Ice Bomb

Cover

Metal-lined
Bomb Box

Dry
Ice

Frozen water
breaks bomb.

Glove to
handle
dry ice

Broken 
bomb

to show

A cast-iron sphere is completely filled with  water (no 
air). An iron plug screws into the sphere to block the 
hole.  The sphere is placed in a metal-lined box and 
covered with dry ice.  After 3 or 4 minutes, the water 
inside the sphere will freeze and expand and break 
the metal ice bomb with a resounding bang.
NOTES:  1] Fill the bomb by submerging it in water. 
Tighten the plug under water so that no air can enter. 
2] Instead of dry ice, a mixture of regular  ice and salt 
can be used.  It will then take  about 20 minutes to 
break the bomb.

C+70+15TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Ring and Ball:  Ball fits through ring only after ring is heated.

When the brass ring and ball are at room
temperature, the ball will not pass through
the ring.

When the brass ring is heated (about 
10 seconds), the ring expands and the
 ball will easily pass through the ring.

Bunsen
burner

Ring and ball
apparatus



C+70+25TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Cubic coefficient of expansion:  Dissectable wood cube.

A wood cube, 12x12x12 cm., can be taken apart into various different sections to
illustrate surface and volume expansion.

Wood cube
assembled

(12x12x12 cm.)

Wood cube
disassembled

C+70+30TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Steam gun:  Friction heated water in a tube shoots a cork.

Electric 
Motor

120 V.A.C.

Steam
Gun

Barrel

Cork

Switch
Motor
Base

Friction
Clamp Cork

A small amount of
water is introduced
into the gun barrel.

A cork is pushed firmly
into the muzzle of the
gun.  A friction clamp is
attached.

The water in the gun
barrel is boiled by ap-
plying friction with the
hinged wooden clamp
held in hand. The cork 
is shot out.



C+70+35TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Bimetallic strip:  Brass/invar strip curves when heated.

Bunsen
burner

Brass/Invar bimetallic
strip at room temperature

Brass/Invar bimetallic
strip when heated

Invar side

Brass side

Invar is a steel-like alloy of nickel and iron containing 36% nickel.  It is employed in the 
manufacture of precision instruments because of its low coefficient of expansion.
The bimetallic strip is brass on one side, bonded to Invar on the other side.  The 
strip is straight at room temperature, and curves when heated.

C+70+32TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Liquid Nitrogen in a model cannon shoots a cork.

Liquid
Nitrogen
Dewar

Liquid
Nitrogen
Cannon

Cork

With the valve open, liquid nitrogen is poured into the cannon barrel.  The barrel is
then plugged with a cork, and the valve is closed.  In seconds, enough liquid nitrogen
has evaporated to blow the cork out of the cannon.

Valve



C+70+40TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Bimetallic switch:  Change in temperature lights 'cold' or 'hot' lamps.

Hair dryer

A bimetallic strip is a two-way switch 
in this demo.  At room temperature, 
the strip touches the contact that lights
the blue light.  When a hair dryer heats
the strip, the strip bends and touches
the contact that lights the red light.

Bimetallic
Strip

120 V.A.C.

Red light
(hot)

Blue light
(cold)

C+70+45TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Franklin's pulse glass:  Two glass bulbs and tube containing ether.

120 V.A.C.

The apparatus consists of two glass bulbs,
with a glass connecting tube, containing ether.
The glass vessel is supported on a pivot at the
 center of the connecting tube.  The lower bulb 
is thus positioned near a small electric heater.
The warmth from the heater causes rapid evap-
oration of the ether in the bulb close to it, and
this produces sufficient pressure to force liquid 
into the higher bulb on the opposite side.  The
heater at the opposite side now warms ether 
as the vessel tips to the opposite side.  The
motion continues to recycle. 

Heater

Heater1 2

Glass apparatus
filled with ether

Franklin's Pulse Glass



C+70+50TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Piston and cylinder compress/expand air measuring temperature and pressure.

OP. AMP

GAINNULL

D.C.
Amplifier

Screen
30

15
0

25 50

75

100

P RESS.
.CAV

Piston
and

Cylinder

Plunger
Handle

Compound
Gauge

(for both
pressure

and vacuum)

Air Pump and
Gauge Apparatus

Thermocouple
in the base

of the cylinder

Pushing down on the plunger handle forces the close-fitting piston into
the cylinder, causing a pressure and temperature rise in the cylinder air.
The compound gauge indicates the air pressure in lbs./sq.ft.  The rise in 
temperature heats a thermocouple in the base of the cylinder. The signal
from the thermocouple is magnified by the D.C. amplifier and shown on
the screen using the projection galvanometer.  Pulling up on the plunger
handle causes a temperature decrease...

75 (or 500)
Micro-amp
Projection

Galvanometer

C+70+47TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Dippy bird:  Large glass bird containing ether oscillates.

1 2

The glass 'Dippy bird' contains ether.  The head is covered with water-absorbent material.
First, the head of the bird is completely soaked with water.  Then the bird is positioned over
a beaker of water a little lower than leg height.  At first, the bird is upright, with the ether in the
bottom bulb.  Water evaporates from the dippy bird's head, cooling the ether vapor in the upper 
bulb which decreases the volume and sucks up the liquid ether from the bottom bulb.  The 
bird then tips, causing ether vapor to bubble to the top, and ether liquid drains back to the
bottom.  Meanwhile the head of the dippy bird is resoaked with water and the cycle continues.  



C+70+55TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Fire syringe:  Paper or Cotton is ignited in a cylinder with a piston.

ETHER

REDCR
OS

S
C0

TTON

Can of
EtherRubber

Pad

Box of
Cotton

Tiny piece
of cotton

Heavy-
walled
glass

cylinder
Close-
fitting
piston

The Fire
Syringe

The piston is driven down with a forceful push. 
High temperature is generated by compressing 
the air in the cylinder. Soaking the paper/cotton 
in ether results in a brighter and faster flame (but 
is optional) NOTE: Purge cylinder with 
compressed air between tries.

C+70+60TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.

Carbon Dioxide gas is allowed to expand
quickly from a fire extinguisher.  If the
gas is directed onto a piece of burlap or
black cloth, the 'snow' will last for several
minutes and be visible to the class.  Point
the extinguisher up in the air to simulate
a snow storm. CO

Fire Extinguisher
2

CO   fire extinguisher:  Expanding gas freezes into snow.2

CO
 'snow'

2



C+70+70TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Hot water geyser, cycles every 5-10 minutes.

This is a working model of a geyser.  The conical 
cavity is filled with water (1.6L) to about half way up   
the flared part.  Place lit bunsen burner 
under the geyser and allow heating for 10
 minutes.  The geyser will recycle again in about
5 to 10 minutes. 

Flared pan
catches the

geyser water

Bunsen
Burner

Geyser Model

C+70+65TEMPERATURE AND EXPANSION.
Cooling by expansion: Fog made in jar with water and released compressed air.

Bunsen
burner

About 1 inch of water is placed
in the bottom of the bottle, and
a gas flame is introduced into 
the neck to supply ions.

Compressed
air line

Rubber
Stopper

Large thick-
walled glass

bottle

1" water

A rubber stopper is placed firm-
ly onto the bottle. Compressed
air is introduced into the bottle. 

The stopper is quickly
removed.  The sudden
pressure drop causes
heavy fog to condense.

Ions from a bunsen burner are introduced into a large thick-walled glass bottle with an inch
of water at the bottom. Compressed air is forced into the bottle through a stopper fitted with
an air hose.  A quick release of pressure will cause a drop of temperature in the bottle. This
cooling causes fog drops to form around the ions and produce a dense cloud in the bottle.

1 2 3 Fog



C+70+75BOYLE'S LAW.
For a mass of gas, at constant T, Pressure times Volume is a constant. pV = K

Overhead
Projector

EME

BOYLE'S LAW

2.5

7.5

VOL

12.5

17.5

22.5

27.5

32.5

V P

PRESSURE

40

35

30
25 20

15

10

5

Boyle's law deals with the relationship 
between the pressure and the volume of a 
gas when the temperature is constant. 
That is, Pressure times Volume equals a 
constant: pV = K. Put another way, the 
pressure of a gas varies inversely with its 
volume, if the temperature is unchanged: 
P=K/V.
     The Boyle's Law apparatus is 
designed to fit on an overhead projector. It 
consists of a calibrated syringe hooked 
via a clear plastic tube to an 
'absolute-pressure gauge' (with a 
'quick-disconnect' fitting). The gauge 
readings are in absolute pressure, so that 
14.7 represents atmospheric pressure at 
sea level*. 
     Disconnect the syringe, set the plunger 
at 20 cc and reconnect. Push in plunger, 
stopping at 3 or 4 volume settings, and 
record the pressures at each setting. 
Graph pressure versus volume to give the 
resulting hyperbola.

*14.7 pounds per square 
inch = 1 kilogram per 
square centimeter.

     Note:  Volume is equal 
to the volume of the 
syringe plus the volume of 
the gauge, tubing and 
fittings...

Projected Image

Syringe

Pressure
Gauge
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C+70+80Gay-Lussac's Law.   Also: Finding Absolute Zero.
For a mass of gas, at constant V, Pressure is proportional to Temp.:  P = KT

1500 ml
Beaker

Bunsen Burner Lab Jacks

Stand
and

Clamp

Tubing

Projected
Image

(Overhead
Projector

not shown)

Pressure
Gauge

EME

PRESSURE

40

35

30
25 20

15

10

5

Metal
Sphere

Thermo-
meter

Water+Ice

Boiling
Water

Holder
for Metal
Sphere

-200-273 -100

5

0

10

15

20

25
P

T
100

C
0

P,T graph on
clear acetate,
projected

Gay-Lussac's law states that the pressure 
of a mass of gas varies linearly with the 
temperature, if the volume is unchanged: 
P=kT
     The demo uses a metal sphere which 
attaches via a plastic hose to the 
absolute-pressure gauge from the Boyle's 
Law apparatus (C+70+75), which is 
designed to fit on an overhead projector 
(not shown). The metal sphere starts at 
room temperature (20 C). Pressure and 
temperature are recorded. The sphere is 
then immersed in a 1500 ml beaker with 
water and ice (0 C). Data is taken. Finally, 
the sphere is immersed in boiling water 
(100 C). Data is taken again.  When the 
pressure and temperature data are 
graphed, absolute zero in degrees 
Celsius (-273 C) can be determined by 
extrapolation. More data points can be 
taken by pouring out hot water and adding 
cold.
     Note: Use stand and clamp to keep 
plastic hose away from the heat source.



C+75+0THERMOMETRY
Measurement of temperature:  Various types of thermometers.

8070
60

50
40
30
20

0
-10

90

110

100
CENTIGRADE

66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86

Giant gas
diaphragm 

dial thermometer

Mercury or
Alcohol

thermometer

Liquid Crystal
thermometer

Mercury/liquid
thermometer
that records
high and low

4020
0

20

40 60
80

100

Small gas
diaphragm 

dial thermometer

Bimetallic
Thermometer

Various assorted thermometers:  gas diaphragm,
alcohol, mercury, bimetallic etc.  NOTE:  There
are many more thermometers than are shown in
this picture...  Additional demonstrations applic-
able to temperature measurement will be found
in the section titled: Temperature and Expansion.
In the Lecture Demonstration Catalog entitled
"Electricity and Magnetism", applicable demos
will be found under the headings: Thermoelectri-
city and Resistance.

C+70+85CHARLES' LAW.
For a mass of gas, at constant P, Volume is proportional to Temp.:  V = cT

Ice to add
to hot water

Bunsen
Burner

Thermo-
meter

H
EAT EN

G
IN

E
G

AS LAW
 APPAR

ATU
S

PASC
O

1500 ml
Beaker

Air
Chamber

Gas Law
Apparatus

Note: On the unused port, be sure the shut-off valve is closed. See Pasco write-up.

In France, in the early 1800s, hot air ballooning was the rage. French scientist Jacque 
Charles, an ardent balloonist, made studies of how the volume of a gas varied with 
temperature. Charles found that when the pressure is not too high and is kept constant, the 
volume of a dry ideal gas increases with temperature (in degrees Kelvin) at a nearly 

constant rate, or:  V = cT

The gas-law apparatus in the picture is basically 
a calibrated piston attached via a clear plastic 
hose to an aluminum air chamber plugged with a 
rubber stopper. (Piston diameter = 32.5 mm. The 
volume of the tubing and chamber are 
approximately 100 cubic centimeters.) The 
apparatus is turned on its side; in this position, 
the force acting on the apparatus is the 
atmospheric pressure and is equal throughout 
the range of operation of the piston.

The chamber is placed in a beaker of hot water. 
After the chamber equilibrates to the water 
temperature, the height of the piston and the 
temperature are recorded. Ice is added to the 
beaker, and the temperature and piston height 
are again recorded. Gas volumes of the piston 
are calculated for various piston positions and 
can be plotted versus corresponding 
temperatures in degrees Kelvin.



C+75+5THERMOMETRY
Transparency:  Comparison of F°, C°, and K° temperature scales.

Overhead Projector
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A transparency comparing the Fahrenheit,
Celcius, and Kelvin temperature scales is
used on the overhead projector.

Transparency

C+75+10THERMOMETRY
Transparency:  Chronological history of the concepts of heat.

Overhead Projector

A transparency giving an overall chronological 
history of the concepts of heat is used on the 
overhead projector.

Transparency
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C+75+20THERMOMETRY
Liquid Crystals: sheet changes with body temperature.

 A set of 6 Encapsulated Liquid Crystal Sheets with various temperature ranges.
When the temperature range of a sheet is reached, the sheet changes from black
to various colors of the spectrum.

Handprint, made by holding
a hand on a sheet of Encap-

sulated Liquid Crystals,
(#500-220, Range 29-33 C°)

Range 29-33 C°

Range 33-37 C°

Range 45-49 C°

Range 30-36 C°

Range 25-31 C°

Range 19-25 C°

C+75+15THERMOMETRY
Galileo's air thermometer forces liquid down when heated.

Heat the bulb with a hair dryer set on 'hot', or cool  the bulb with the hair
dryer set on 'cool' to show the change in the height of liquid in the column.
Alternatives: Use the heat of a hand, or a cloth dipped in ice water.

Galileo's
Air

Thermometer

Vessel of 
colored water

Bulb filled
with air

Hair dryer

Same as C+70+0



C+80+0TRIPLE POINT
Triple Point: Cooled water in sealed cell exhibits all three phases.

Water,LIQUID
sealed in outer
chamber

Water,SOLID
(Ice)

Water,VAPORTriple
Point
Region

Air removed and
cell sealed here

Triple
Point
Cell Instructions:

1. Pound up dry ice.
2. Put the crushed dry ice into 
the tube, up to .5 inch below 
the surface of the water.
3. A slug of ice forms on the 
whole length of the tube.
4. Dump out the dry ice out.
5. insert a 3/8" aluminum rod 
into the tube to help melt the 
inner core of the ice slug. The 
ice slug will disengage from 
the tube.
6. Pour methanol into the tube 
and insert a thermometer. 
(The methanol is a heat 
conductor.)

Insulating Container
for Triple Point Cell

(keeps ice from
melting)

Distilled water and water vapor are sealed in the outer jacket of a 
glass assembly.  Powdered Dry Ice is poured down the center 
tube. Water freezes along the inner tube. Thus three phases, 
Solid, Liquid, and Gas exist at the same time.

NOTE: A TV camera can be used to 
display the triple point on a monitor.

C+80+2TRIPLE POINT
Solid Nitrogen: Liquid Nitrogen freezes under vacuum.

Vacuum
Pump

T.V. Monitor
shows Nitrogen freezing

Spacer

Nitrogen in 
shallow pyrex

dish

Black
Aluminum
Cylinder

Thick Opt-
ical Flat

To
Vacuum
Pump

T.V.
Camera

Metal Vacuum
Plate Assembled Setup

Liquid Nitrogen is placed in a shallow pyrex dish inside a heavy-walled 
black aluminum cylinder with a thick flat glass top. The vacuum pump 
lowers the pressure, causing the nitrogen to freeze in about 3 minutes.

Ceramic
Triangle



C+80+10TRIPLE POINT.
P.V.T. surface model for water.

PR
ES

SU
R

E LIQUID

CRITICAL

 POINT

LIQUID-
VAPORTRIPLE LINE

SOLID-VAPOR

GAS

VAPOR

Ice III

SOLID

Ice I

TEMPERATURE
VOLUME

P.V.T. surface model for water
made of plaster, colored,

 25x25x18 cm.

C+80+5TRIPLE POINT
Triple Point: Water boils under vacuum, making ice.

Vacuum
Pump

T.V. Monitor
shows water freezing

Water in
watch glass

Black
Aluminum
Cylinder

Thick Opt-
ical Flat

To
Vacuum
Pump

T.V.
Camera

Metal Vacuum
Plate Assembled Setup

Water is placed in a watch glass atop a beaker of sulphuric acid
inside a heavy-walled black aluminum cylinder with a thick flat
glass top.  The vacuum pump lowers the pressure, causing the
water to boil; the water then freezes very quickly.

Ceramic
Triangle



C+80+15TRIPLE POINT.
P.V.T. surface model for Carbon Dioxide.

P.V.T. surface model for Carbon
Dioxide, made of plaster, colored,

 25x23x19 cm.

TEMPERATURE
VOLUME
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LINE

SOLID-VAPOR
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D

GAS

VAPOR

C+80+20TRIPLE POINT
Wall chart of Isothermals of both an ideal gas and carbon dioxide.

Isothermals
Carbon Dioxide Ideal Gas

Permanent Gas

Saturated
Vapor

Unsaturated Vapor

Li
qu

id
 S

ta
te

Atm.

Volume, Cu. Cm. per Gm.
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
0 °

5 °

10 °

15 °

20 °

25 °

30 °
40 °
30 °
20 °
10 °
0 °

35 °

40 °

40 °
30 °
20 °
10 °

0 °

Wall chart of Isothermals
of both an ideal gas and
carbon dioxide.



C+90+5MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
The breaking point of a wire is measured on a spring scale.

Spring
Scale (Kg)

One end of wire attached
to end of spring scale

Other end of wire attached
to crank cylinder

Crank
Ratchet wheel

and pawl
Stretched Wire

Table
Clamp

Apparatus for measuring
breaking point of a wire

Table
Clamp

In this apparatus, a wire is attached at one end to a spring scale, and  at the other end to a 
cylinder that can be cranked.  The tension in the wire is maintained by a ratchet wheel and 
pawl mechanism.  The breaking point of the wire can be read in kilograms on the spring 
scale.

C+90+0MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Elasticity:  Balls bouncing on steel or glass cylinder.

Super Ball Steel Ball Glass Ball Lead Ball Ivory Ball

Thick
Glass
Plate

Heavy
Steel

Cylinder

Various balls can be dropped on either a thick glass plate, or on a flat-topped heavy
steel cylinder.  Balls with different coefficients of elasticity bounce to different heights.



C+90+10MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Young's modulus of elasticity:  Weight stretches wire.

Wire
Stretching
Apparatus

Screen

Weights

Wire

Laser
Beam

Mirror
Assembly

1.2 mW
He-Ne Laser

HUGHES

Weights are added to a vertical wire. The 
wire is attached to a mirror assembly. As 
the wire stretches, the angle of the mirror 
changes.  A laser beam is bounced off the 
mirror, and the stretching of the wire is 
shown by the movement of the laser beam 
on the screen.

C+90+15MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Shear:  Stack of masonite squares.

Stack of masonite squares can
be pushed to simulate shear of
a material.



C+90+20MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Viscosity set: Pistons in oil and water-filled glass tubes.

WATER OIL

WATER

OIL

Pistons before they
are placed in tubes

Pistons after they
are placed in tubes

sink at different rates

The apparatus consists of two vertical tubes, one
filled with water and one filled with oil.  Two metal 
plungers of identical mass and dimensions are
placed, one in each of the tubes.  The plunger in
water sinks about twice as fast as the one in oil.

Water Oil

Piston
placed
in water

Piston
placed
in oil

C+90+16MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Shear:  Foam block.

Soft foam block
with masonite
top and bottom
(before deform-
ation.)

Soft foam block
(after deform-
ation.)

Weights

Pulley

Lab
Stand

C-clamp

A soft foam block is sandwiched between two masonite boards.  The
device is clamped to the table. A string is attached to the top board.  The
string goes horizontally over a pulley and is attached to various weights.
The foam block shears horizontally.



C+90+25MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Internal Tension: Prince Rupert’s Drops

Prince Rupert’s Drops are made by heating annealed glass and dropping it into water to cool it 
rapidly. This results in an outer layer of tempered glass while the interior remains annealed 
giving great internal tension. The bulbous part can be hit with a hammer safely, but snapping 
the long thin tail releases that pressure as it chain reacts down the tail and explosively shatters 
the drop.

Prince
Rupert’s

Drop





Notebook 'D':
Electricity and Magnetism
Lecture Demonstrations
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INCREASE SPEED 
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ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR
WINSCO

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR
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MOD.
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Tesla Coil

220 VAC
20 Amp

Jacob's Ladder Levitator

Jumping Ring Wimshurst Machine

Microwaves Braun Tube

Van de Graaff





 Book D:     Electricity and Magnetism
Capacitance Popularity Rating
D+0+0 Attraction between horizontal plates of a charged capacitor.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+0+2 Various capacitors to show. ◆◆◆◆

D+0+4 Parallel plate capacitor with dielectric materials and electroscope.  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

D+0+6 Capacitor doorbell driven by Van de Graaff generator. ◆◆◆

D+0+8 Series capacitor array.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+0+10 Parallel capacitors array: A charged capacitor charges the others. ◆◆◆

D+0+12 Visual charge/discharge of a capacitor through a load.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+0+14 Computer demo: Charge/discharge of a capacitor, runs 3 min. ◆◆

D+0+16 Discharging a capacitor through a lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+0+18 Capacitors with a series neon bulb on A.C. and D.C. ◆

D+0+20 Capacitor in series in an audio circuit: high pass filter.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+0+22 Effects of changing a D.C. voltage in a series RC circuit. ◆

D+0+24 Capacitor in parallel in an audio circuit: Low pass filter.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+0+26 Capacitor in parallel in a D.C. circuit. ◆

D+0+28 Energy storage in a commercial capacitor. Loud bang!  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+0+30 Oscillator made with resistor, capacitor and neon lamp. ◆◆

D+0+32 Same as D+0+30 using speaker for audio tone generation.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+0+34 Same as D+0+30 using oscilloscope to display waveform. ◆◆

Electromagnetic Oscillations
D+5+0 Resonance in a series LCR circuit using 120 VAC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆◆

D+5+1 LCR paradox NEW
D+5+2 LCR series resonance curve of V vs. F (2 - 20kHz) on an oscilloscope  .  . ◆◆◆

D+5+4 High frequency filtering using a capacitor and inductor. ◆

D+5+6 Crystal radio circuit for AM reception.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+5+8 Damped oscillations in a resonant LCR circuit on an oscilloscope. ◆◆◆

D+5+10 85 MHz radio transmitter, with indicating lamp on dipole antenna.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+5+12 Seibt effect: Wire wound glass tube with D+5+10 transmitter. ◆◆

D+5+14 Standing waves on two parallel wires, with D+5+10 transmitter.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+5+16 Lodge's experiment: Spark gap radio transmitter and receiver. ◆◆

D+5+18 3 cm. microwave klystron oscillator with cavity and waveguides.  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆

D+5+20 3 cm. microwave transmitter and receiver. ◆◆

D+5+22 Magnetron assembly to show.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+5+24 Waveguide pieces to show. ◆◆

D+5+26 Standing waves (micro or sound) in an adjustable cavity.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+5+28 AM and FM Demonstration(minimum 24 hr notice required). ◆

D+5+30 Wall chart of electromagnetic spectrum.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+5+32 Plexiglas model of electromagnetic wave. ◆◆◆◆

D+5+34 LEDs oscillate in stored energy LC circuit.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  ◆

Electrostatics
D+10+0 Electric fields: Lines of force shown on an OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+10+2 Transparency: Mapping of an electric field. ◆◆◆

D+10+4 Pith balls on thread, with positive and negative charged rods.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+10+6 Attraction and repulsion of charged styrofoam balls. ◆◆◆◆◆

D+10+8 Braun and Leaf electroscopes.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+10+9 Discharging an electroscope through ionization.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  . ◆◆◆



Electrostatics (continued) Popularity Rating
D+10+10 Faraday's ice pail: Charge induced on the outside of a pail.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+10+12 Charge resides on the outside of a conductor. ◆◆◆

D+10+13 Faraday cage: blocks signal from portable radio.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+10+14 Charging an electroscope by induction. ◆◆

D+10+16 Separation of charge using electrical tape and an electroscope.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+10+18 Electrophorous: Cat fur on teflon, acetate on lucite. ◆◆◆

D+10+20 Van de Graaff generator.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+10+22 Wimshurst machine, large or small. ◆◆

D+10+24 Electrostatic pinwheel: Van de Graaff makes pinwheel spin.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+10+26 Various Leyden jars to show. ◆◆

D+10+28 Electrostatic doorbell: Ball bangs between charged plates.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆◆◆

D+10+30 Kelvin water drop electrostatic charge generator. ◆◆

Faraday's Law
D+15+0 Bar magnet induces current in a coil, shown on galvanometer.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

D+15+1 Oscillating magnets in coupled coils.                                                              NEW 
D+15+2 Elementary generator: Bar moved in magnetic field.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+15+4 Earth inductor: Coil spun in Earth's field makes voltage. ◆◆

D+15+6 Generator: Coil with DC commutator rotates between magnets.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+15+8 Alternator: Coil with AC commutator rotates between magnets. ◆◆◆◆

D+15+10 Hand-cranked AC alternator powers 12 volt lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆◆

D+15+11 Hand-cranked DC generator powers 120 volt lamp.                                             ◆
D+15+12 Back EMF in a series DC motor with large flywheel.    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+15+14 Eddy currents: Copper disk rotates over a spinning bar magnet. ◆◆

D+15+16 Damped pendulum: Swinging metal disks damped in magnetic field.   .  .  .  .  ◆◆

D+15+18   Faraday's Disk: Copper disk in Hg rotates in magnetic field.                               ◆
D+15+20 Jumping rings: High current AC coil causes rings to jump.  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆◆◆◆

D+15+22 Skin effect: Metal sheet shielding varies with frequency. ◆

D+15+24 Levitator: Aluminum dish floats four inches off platform.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆◆◆◆

D+15+26 Eddy currents:Small magnet slowly drops between aluminum rails.                ◆◆

D+15+28 Eddy currents: ring magnets drop down Cu, Al and plastic rods.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Inductance
D+20+0 Energy stored in large coil with soft iron core flashes bulb.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+20+2 LR time constant: Square wave drives series LR on oscilloscope. ◆◆◆

D+20+4 AC dimmer: Soft iron core in coil dims lamps.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

LCR Phase Relationships
D+25+0 Phases of V and I in series circuit as RL shifts to RC.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Magnetic Fields
D+30+0 Suspended magnetic lodestone on string.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+30+1 Large compass needle on stand. ◆◆◆

D+30+2 Dip needle compass.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+30+4 Earth model with internal magnet and pivoting probe magnet. ◆◆

D+30+6 Iron filings and permanent magnets to show field on an OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+30+8 Compass needle shows field around a high current wire on bench top. ◆◆◆◆

D+30+10 Iron filings around a high current vertical wire on OHP to show field.  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+30+12 Iron filings around a current carrying coil on OHP to show field. ◆◆◆

D+30+14 Magnetic field around a solenoid with pivoting probe magnet.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆



Magnetic Fields (continued) Popularity Rating 
D+30+16 Ampere's law: Currents in parallel wires attract or repel. ◆◆◆◆◆

D+30+18 Force on a current carrying wire in a magnetic field.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+30+20 Elementary motor: Bar on rails over solenoid with core. ◆◆

D+30+22 Torque on coil suspended between two magnets.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+30+24 Vacuum tube with screen shows cathode rays bent with a magnet. ◆◆◆◆

D+30+26 E/M tube: Circular bending of an electron beam in a magnetic field.  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+30+28 Hall effect: Magnetic field induces a voltage in a neon plasma. ◆◆◆

Magnetic Properties
D+35+0 Wobbly bar: Magnets in frame balanced by repulsive forces.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+35+2 Making a magnet by electromagnetic induction. ◆◆

D+35+4 Making small magnets by breaking up a larger magnet.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+35+6 Barkhausen effect: Magnet and coil with soft iron core. ◆◆

D+35+7 Barkhausen effect model: Many tiny magnets on pivots on OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+35+9 Para and diamagnetic materials in magnetic field with OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+35+10 Para and diamagnetic materials in magnetic field with arc lamp. ◆◆

D+35+12 Linear motor: An iron core jumps into a solenoid.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+35+14 YBaCuO pellet with magnet in liquid nitrogen on TV camera. ◆

Meters
D+40+0 Tangent galvanometer: Compass needle pivots in a coil.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+40+2 Elementary galvanometer: Coil on spring in magnetic field. ◆◆

D+40+4 Mavometer: Ammeter/voltmeter/galvanometer.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+40+6 Various meters for display. ◆◆

D+40+8 Ammeter shunt: Only a small current flows to the meter.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Motors
D+45+0 Rolling bar motor: Same as D+30+20.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+45+2 Elementary split-ring armature DC motor. D+15+6 as a motor. ◆◆◆

D+45+4 AC induction motor: Armature in a whirling field.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+45+6 Elementary motor: Electron beam revolves in magnetic field. ◆◆

Oscilloscopes
D+50+0 The Braun tube with magnetic and electrostatic deflection.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Resistance 
D+55+0 Resistance boards: Series, parallel, Wheatstone bridge.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

D+55+2 Watt's law: Variable resistor, glow coil, volt and amp meter. ◆◆

D+55+4 High current melts the fuse wire.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+55+6 Resistance thermometer: Iron coil in LN2 and flame varies current. ◆◆◆

D+55+8 Effect of temperature on current in carbon or tungsten filaments.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+55+10 Large tungsten filament lamp, as it heats, current drops. ◆◆

D+55+12 Oscillator with resistor, capacitor and neon lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+55+13 Same as D+55+12 using speaker for audio tone generation. ◆

D+55+14 Same as D+55+12 using oscilloscope to display waveform.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+55+16 Film: "Elementary electricity", sound; 8 min. ◆

D+55+18 Resistor analog: marbles cascading down pin board.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆



 Computer Demonstrations

Demo# Name Time To Run Rating
D+0+14 Visual charge/discharge of a capacitor through a load.  .  .  . 3 min.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Solid State and Semiconductors Popularity Rating
D+60+0 P-N Junction as a rectifier: Current flows one way.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+60+2 P-N Junction as a rectifier: Diode bridge rectifies AC voltage. ◆

D+60+4 Photoelectric effect: Light on P-N junction causes current flow.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+60+6 Several commercial solar cells. ◆

D+60+8 Commercial solar cell spins propeller using small arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

D+60+10 Impact on piezo-electric device flashes neon bulb. ◆

Thermionic Emission
D+65+0 Edison effect: Electrons are cast off from hot filament.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Thermoelectricity
D+70+0 Thermocouple and thermopile, both make electricity from heat.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+70+2 Thermocouple magnet: Flame with water cooling holds weight. ◆

D+70+4 Thermocouple magnet: Flame with ice bath, holds weight.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 0
D+70+6 Thermoelectric fan: Fan runs off of hot and cold water. ◆

D+70+8 Peltier junction: Foreward current freezes water drop, reverse boils.  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Transformers
D+75+0 Demountable transformer with many secondary coils from 10:1 to 1:46.  .  . ◆◆

D+75+1 Same as above: Secondary used for spot-welding. ◆◆

D+75+2 Same as above: Secondary used for induction melting.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

D+75+3 Same as above: Secondary used for small Jacob's ladder. ◆◆

D+75+4 Large Tesla coil. 15 inch discharge.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

D+75+6 Automobile coil makes a spark. ◆◆

D+75+8 Large Jacob's ladder.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Voltaic Cells
D+80+0 Copper nail and iron nail in a lemon using a multimeter.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆◆

D+80+4 Gotham cell: Assorted metal electrodes in sulfuric acid bath.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
D+80+6 Storage cell: Gotham cell is charged up and rings a bell. ◆

Electrolysis
D+85+0 Electrolysis of water produces hydrogen and oxygen.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .      ◆



D+0+2CAPACITANCE.
Various Capacitors to show.

2000 PICOFARADS 

NOTE: There are many other capacitors not shown here...

Electrolytic

Cut Open
Capacitor

Unrolled
Paper

Capacitor

Variable Air Capacitor
(Meshed plates rotate

in and out)

Leyden Jar

Ceramic Disk

Stack of alternating
Foil and Glass sheets

D+0+0CAPACITANCE.
Attraction between horizontal plates of a charged capacitor.

Very light
wire spring
supporting
upper plate

51 Meg �
Resistor

Plates
spaced
about
10 cm.

Insulating
Support

Rod

Charge
introduced

here

Plate
diameter
is 16 cm.

Note: Plates can also be charged with a 5000 Volt D.C. Power Supply,
          or with an Electrophorus,- but Van de Graaff is better...

A circular metal  plate is suspended 
on a flexible conductive wire spring. 
A second metal plate is about 10 
cm beneath the top plate. Negative 
charge from the Van de Graaff 
Generator is introduced to the top 
plate. The charge difference 
between top and bottom plates 
causes a force, drawing the top 
plate downward. The top plate hits 
the bottom plate and discharges. 
Then the cycle repeats.

Wire

Ground
WINSCO

INCREASE SPEED 

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR

MODEL N100-V

POWER

Van de Graaff
Generator



D+0+4CAPACITANCE.
Parallel plate capacitor with dielectric materials and electroscope.

Sheets of various
dielectric materials:
Glass, Lucite,etc.

Spacing of plates
may be varied

Sheet of 
dielectric
material

Braun
Electroscope

Large
moveable-plate

Capacitor

One of the plates of the parallel-plate capacitor is connected to a 
Braun electroscope.  The electroscope is charged with a relatively 
small charge (using an Electrophorous or 5000 V.D.C. power supply). 
As the plates are drawn further apart, the deflection of the 
electroscope needle increases. Sheets of various dielectric materials 
can be inserted between the plates. E.G.: Plexiglass has a higher 
dielectric constant than air.  Inserting the plexiglass causes a reduced 
deflection of the electroscope needle.
     For the  plate capacitor, Q = CV ;  V = Q/C.  Thus the potential 
across a capacitor with constant charge is inversely proportional to the 
capacitance .  Capacitance is proportional to  the dielectric constant, 
and inversely proportional to the distance between the plates.  Thus V 
(and the deflection of the electroscope needle) is proportional to the 
distance between the plates, and inversely proportional to the 
dielectric constant of the inserted material. 

D+0+6CAPACITANCE.
Capacitor doorbell driven by Van de Graaff generator.

Wire

Metal
Parallel-

Plate
Capacitor

Metal
Ball

Plexiglass
Rod

Negative charge from the Van de Graaff generator builds up on one plate.  The  metal ball, 
initially uncharged, becomes polarized. It becomes increasingly attracted to one of the 
plates (whichever is nearer typically). Eventually it hits the plate, gains a charge and 
becomes repelled and attracted to the opposite plate. The cycle then repeats.  The 
clanging of ball against plate is quite audible. NOTE: Shut off Van de Graaff when ringing 
begins.

WINSCO

INCREASE SPEED 

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR

MODEL N100-V

POWER

Van de Graaff
Generator

Top
View

Ball is
toward

the edges



D+0+8CAPACITANCE.
Series capacitor array.

4.7 UF4.7 UF 2.2 UF

4.7 2.2 4.7

6 Volt
Batterys

Series
Capacitor

Array

Key Switch Projection
Voltmeter

(High Impedance,
Unity Gain Preamp)

Screen

Short Lead to
individually discharge

the capacitors

Close the key switch briefly (about a second) to establish a charge.  Once 
charged, the voltages on each capacitor may be read using a high 
impedance (about 1 gigohms) voltmeter.
    This array is 4.7 - 2.2 - 4.7 microfarads. High-quality mylar capacitors 
are used.
NOTE: Short the capacitors before putting away.  

Leads

D+0+10CAPACITANCE.
Parallel capacitor array: A charged capacitor charges the others.

6 Volt
Batterys

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

Screen

Discharge
(wire short)

Charge
(12 V.D.C.)

+
-

+ -

Knife Switch
(DPDT)

Capacitor Bank
(6 - 12 �F caps.

in parallel)

Discharge the circuit by closing all capacitor switches and placing the 
knife switch in the discharge position.  Open all capacitor switches but 
one, then close the knife switch in the charge position.  Now open the 
knife switch and notice the voltage on the projection voltmeter.  At this 
point, throw the switches on the capacitor array, one at a time.  Notice 
that the voltage decreases as you add more capacitance.  The voltage 
should decrease fairly proportionally, because the capacitors have the 
same value. NOTE: Short the capacitors before putting away.

Projection
Voltmeter

(High Impedance,
Unity Gain Preamp)



D+0+12CAPACITANCE.
Visual charge/discharge of a capacitor through a load.

6 Volt
Batterys

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

Screen

Resistor
Decade Box
(Use 240K�)

Charge
(12 V.D.C.)

+
-

+ -

Capacitor Bank
(6 - 12 �F caps.

in parallel)

The capacitors in the capacitor bank are in parallel.  Closing or opening 
the capacitor switches selects a desired capacitance.  Throw the large 
knife switch to the 'charge' position to charge the capacitors.  Select a 
resistor value on the resistor  box, then throw the knife switch to the 
'discharge' position to discharge the capacitors through the resistance.  
The high impedance voltmeter shows both the exponential charging 
and discharging of the capacitors. NOTE: Short the capacitors before 
puttting away.

Discharge
(wire short)

Knife Switch(DPDT)

Projection
Voltmeter

(High Impedance,
Unity Gain Preamp)

D+0+14CAPACITANCE.
Computer Demo: Charge/discharge of a capacitor, runs 3 minutes.

120
V.A.C.

5 uf

10 uf

1 M� 2 M�

5 V.

Resistor-
Capacitor

Board

This program plots voltage versus time for the charging and discharging of a capacitor 
through a series resistor.  Two values of resistor (1 Meg � or 2 Meg �) and 2 values of 
capacitor (5 �f or 10 �f) can be chosen.  After the plot is finished (at least 1 min.) , follow the 
instruction sheet to locate time constant. 

Lab Pro

Vernier



12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

D+0+18CAPACITANCE.
Capacitors with a series neon bulb on A.C. and D.C..

Knife-
Switch A
(DPDT)

15 W.,
120 V.
Lamp

Lamp
Socket

Throw knife-switch A to the left to put 120 VDC. across the series capacitor and neon bulb 
circuit.  The breakdown voltage of the neon in the neon bulb is about 70 volts, but only 
one of the two semi-circular electrodes in the bulb glows briefly. Throw Switch A to the 
right to put 120 VAC. across the capacitor and neon bulb circuit.  Now both electrodes of 
the neon bulb glow. In both the DC and AC cases, the regular 15 watt tungsten filament 
lamp glows continuously.

Neon
Bulb

Lamp
Socket

120 V.A.C.
from

wall outlet
or variac

120 V.D.C.
from

D.C. Panel

+

-
+ -

Capacitor Bank
(6 - 12 �F caps.

in parallel)

short the capacitors before 
putting away

D+0+16CAPACITANCE.
Discharging a capacitor through a lamp.

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

Knife-
Switch A
(DPDT)

Capacitor Bank
(6 - 12 �F caps.

in parallel)

+
-

+ -
Knife-

Switch B
(DPST)

7W.,
120 V.
Lamp

Lamp
Socket

Throw knife-switch A to the left to charge the capacitor bank with 120 VDC. Throw Switch 
A to the right to discharge the capacitor bank through the lamp, causing a flash.  Close 
knife-switch B to put 120 VDC. across the lamp, causing it to glow continuously.

120 V.D.C.
(panel)

���������������������
�������������������



D+0+20CAPACITANCE.
Capacitor in series in an audio circuit: High pass filter.

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC

15 UF
10 UF

4 UF

2 UF

1 UF

Capacitor Bank
(1,2,4,10,15
�F caps.

in parallel)

Resistor
Decade Box

Key Switch

Wavetek
Signal

Generator

RC

SpeakerSwitchSignal
Generator

R

C
 or

am
pl

itu
de

frequency

R

C
 or

High Pass Filter
(Blocks Low Frequencies.)

A variable audio oscillator is hooked to a RC circuit.  The circuit passes high frequencies and blocks 
low frequencies, and can be observed with an oscilloscope or speaker.  Capacitance and resistance 
can be varied.  A good set of starting values is 1 �f capacitance, and 15 � resistance. Maximum signal 
is at 20 KHz; signal is attenuated by 50% at 760 Hz (6 db down); and by 90% at 260 Hz (20 db down). 
Closing or opening the key-switch allows one to check the frequency attenuation

To Oscilloscope/Amp
short the capacitors 
before putting away

speaker

D+0+22CAPACITANCE.
Effects of changing a D.C. voltage in a series RC circuit.

6 Volt Batteries

Projection
Voltmeter V2

(High Impedance)

ScreenOn the back of this RC board is a potentiometer that can vary the voltage V1 
across the series RC circuit quickly from 0 to 12 volts D.C.  Voltmeter V2 
swings to show voltage fluctuations across R when V1 is varied. 

A switch on the back will short the capacitor removing it from the circuit. This 
way you can make direct comparisons about the effect of the capacitor on a 
circuit. Without the capacitor, variations in V2 match variations in V1.  With the 
capacitor in the circuit, V2 follows V1 but will lag noticeably.

C
(375 �f)

Projection
Voltmeter V1

R
(10 KOhm)

A

B

V1

V2

V1

Coax Coax



D+0+26CAPACITANCE.
Capacitor in parallel in a D.C. circuit.

Projection
Voltmeter V1
(15 V.D.C.)

Projection
Voltmeter V2
(15 V.D.C.)

Screen

V1

V2

Rheostat
(360     )�

Resistor
Box

Key Switch
S2 Capacitor

(360 �f)
S1

V1 V2

10 k�

C
360 �f

12V

S1

S2

Rheostat
360 �

'A'

When switch S1 is closed, 12 V.D.C. is put 
across a 360 ohm slidewire rheostat.  Moving 
the slider on the rheostat varies the voltage at 
'A' from 0 to 12 V.  When capacitor C (360 �f) 
is not in the circuit (switch S2 open), rapidly 
moving the rheostat slider causes voltmeters 
1 and 2 to swing quickly and equally to read 
voltage changes.  When C is in the circuit (S2 
closed), voltmeter 1 swings quickly to read 
voltage changes, but voltmeter 2 responds 
slowly.  Thus, when C is in the circuit, time 
variations are smoothed out.

6 Volt
Batterys

D+0+24CAPACITANCE.
Capacitor in parallel in an audio circuit: Low pass filter.

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC

15 UF
10 UF

4 UF

2 UF

1 UF

Capacitor Bank
(1,2,4,10,15
�F caps.

in parallel)
Resistor

Decade Box

To Amp/ oscilloscope

Key Switch

Wavetek
Signal

Generator

frequency

R

C
 or

am
pl

itu
de

R

C
 or

Low Pass Filter
(Blocks High Frequencies.)

A variable audio oscillator is hooked to a RC circuit.  The circuit passes low frequencies and blocks 
high frequencies, as can be observed on the oscilloscope.  Capacitance and resistance can be varied.  
A good set of starting values is 15 �f capacitance, and 100 � resistance. Maximum signal is at 20 Hz; 
signal is attenuated by 50% at 1800 Hz (6 db down); and by 90% at 5400 Hz (20 db down). Closing or 
opening the key-switch allows one to check the frequency attenuation. Note: sweeping through 
frequencies will not produce an audible perceived decrease in amplitude due to our earʼs greater 
sensitivity to higher frequencies.

R

C
SpeakerSwitchSignal

Generator

speaker



D+0+30CAPACITANCE.
Oscillator made with resistor, capacitor and neon lamp.

2.0 uf

0-5.5 M�

90 Volts D.C. is put across a series RC circuit. A neon bulb is in parallel with the capacitor. 
When the capacitor charges up to 80 volts, the neon bulb flashes (breakdown voltage for 
this neon bulb is about 80 volts), draining the capacitor charge. The capacitor then begins 
to charge again, and the cycle repeats.  The period T of the flashes of the bulb is the 
product of the Resistance and Capacitance (RxC).  The resistance can be varied from 0 to 
5.5 M �, and three different capacitors can be plugged in:  2 �f, .47 �f, and .01 �f.  

Neon
Bulb

Resistor
0-5.5 M�

Capacitor
(2 �f, .47 �f,

or .01�f)

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

D.C./A.C. Power
Supply set at

90 V.D.C.

D+0+28CAPACITANCE.
Energy storage in a commercial capacitor. Loud bang!

32 f�
@

4500 V.D.C.

DANGER

HIGH VOLTAGE

DANGER

HIGH VOLTAGE

CENCO HIGH      POTENTIAL
DC POWER SUPPLY

+-

HIGH VOLTAGE
OUTPUT

VOLTAGE OUTPUT

1000

2000 3000

4000

50000

0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000D.C.
VOLTS

+-

D.C. Voltmeter
0-6000 Volts

D.C. Power Supply
0-5000 Volts

Capacitor
32 �f @

4500 V.D.C.

Brass Ball with
insulated handle to
discharge capacitor.

A high voltage D.C. power supply is used to charge a large 
commercial capacitor.  The power supply is set at about 2500 
volts, and the capacitor is allowed to charge for a minute or so.  
The power supply is then turned off, and the capacitor is 
discharged with a metal ball on an insulating rod.  The sound of 
the discharge is very loud! NOTE: Discharge capacitor before 
handling.

If charged to 1000 volts: E = ½QV = ½CV² = 16 Joules



D+0+32CAPACITANCE.
Same as D+0+30 using speaker for audio tone generation.

2.0 uf

0-5.5 M�

90 Volts D.C. is put across a series RC circuit. A neon bulb is in parallel with the capacitor. 
When the capacitor charges up to 80 volts, the neon bulb flashes (breakdown voltage for 
this neon bulb is about 80 volts), draining the capacitor charge. The capacitor then begins 
to charge again, and the cycle repeats.  The period T of the flashes of the bulb is the 
product of the Resistance and Capacitance (RxC).  The resistance can be varied from 0 to 
5.5 M �, and three different capacitors can be plugged in: 2 �f, .47 �f, and .01 �f.  
     The oscillating signal produced in this demo is amplified and made audible with a 
speaker.The signal frequency f = 1/T.

Neon
Bulb

Resistor
0-5.5 M�

Capacitor
(2 �f, .47 �f,

or .01 �f)

Microphone

8 Watt Audio Amp

Line

Barkhausen

Level

Output

8 Ohm

Line

Inputs

Amplifier Speaker

Connects to
back of board 

C
oa

x

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

D.C./A.C. Power
Supply set at

90 V.D.C.

D+0+34CAPACITANCE.
Same as D+0+30 using oscilloscope to display waveform.

2.0 uf

0-5.5 M�

90 Volts D.C. is put across a series RC circuit. A neon bulb is in parallel with the capacitor. 
When the capacitor charges up to 80 volts, the neon bulb flashes (breakdown voltage for 
this neon bulb is about 80 volts), draining the capacitor charge. The capacitor then begins 
to charge again, and the cycle repeats.  The period T of the flashes of the bulb is the 
product of the Resistance and Capacitance (RxC).  The resistance can be varied from 0 to 
5.5 M �, and three different capacitors can be plugged in:  2 �f, .47 �f, and .01 �f.  
     The oscillating signal produced in this demo is displayed on an oscilloscope. The signal 
frequency f = 1/T.  (A speaker can also be attached to make the signal audible, as in 
D+0+32.)

Neon
Bulb

Resistor
0-5.5 M� Capacitor

(2 �f, .47�f,
or .01 �f)

connects
 to back 
of board

Coax

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

D.C./A.C. Power
Supply set at

90 V.D.C. Tektronix
Oscilloscope

CH 1

OFF DELAY SET TO
50%

FORCE
TRIG

WAVEFORM
INTENSITY

TRIG

CH 2

CH 3

CH 4

MATH

REF

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4

AUTOSET

SINGLE
SEQ

RUN/
STOP

POSITION POSITION LEVEL

SCALE SCALE

SELECT

COARSE

MEASURE

CURSOR

SAVE/RECALL

DISPLAY

QUICKMENU

M TDS 3FFT
FFT

TDS 3TRG
ADV.TRG

UTILITY

ACQUIRETRIGGERHORIZONTALVERTICAL

MENU
OFF

Tektronix TDS 3014 DPO

! !

100 MHz
1.25 GS/s

FOUR CHANNEL COLOR
DIGITAL PHOSPHOR OSCILLOSCOPE

MENU MENU MENU

Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall



D+5+0ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Resonance in a series LCR circuit using 120 v.a.c. 

5, 100 Watt
120 V.A.C.

Bulbs
(in parallel)

Capacitor Bank
(1,2,4,10,15 �F caps. in parallel)

Screen

RC

L
Variac
(0-120
V.A.C.)

A
(Bulbs)

Large Coil
(1532 Turns)

Variac
(0-120 V.A.C.)

A.C.
Projection
Ammeter

(5 A.)

Laminated
Iron Core

This is a series LRC circuit.  0-120 V.A.C. is supplied with a Variac.  The light bulbs are 
the resistance; the large coil is the inductance, and the capacitance is a bank of 
capacitors in parallel. Resistance can be changed by removing or adding light bulbs.  
The inductance of the coil can be changed by moving a laminated iron core into or out 
of the center of the coil. Capacitance can be changed by throwing switches on the 
capacitor bank.
     A good set of values to start with is 25 �f capacitance, and four 100 watt bulbs.  
When the variac is turned to 120 volts a.c., the bulbs glows dimly.  When the laminated 
iron core is inserted half-way into the coil, the lamps glow brightly (LCR resonance).  
When the core is fully inserted, the lamps glows dimly again.

15 UF
10 UF

4 UF

2 UF

1 UF

(25µf)

D+5+1ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
RLC Paradox 

Capacitor Bank
(6 -12 �F caps. in parallel)

Small Coil
(507 Turns)

(36µf)
12 UF

12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

12 UF
12 UF

WAVEFORMRANGE

EXTERNAL

ADJUST

MIN MAX

TTL

GND

HI

INPUT GND

LO

FREQUENCY - HERTZ

DIGITAL FUNCTION
CENERATOR AMPLIFIER

AMPLITUDE

OUTPUT

PASCO

Microphone

8 Watt Audio Amp

Line

Barkhausen

Level

Output

8 Ohm

Line

Inputs

Signal
Generator

=
VIn

A signal generator drives a LC circuit at resonance. 3 
lightbulbs are placed to qualitatively demonstrate the 
amount of current through the capacitor, inductor and 
signal generator. Lamps 1 and 2 glow brightly, but lamp 
3 stays dark. Removing the lamps individually gives an 
idea to the current distribution. A current/voltage probe 
can also be provided for this demo.

1

3

2



CH 1

OFF DELAY SET TO
50%

FORCE
TRIG

WAVEFORM
INTENSITY

TRIG

CH 2

CH 3

CH 4

MATH

REF

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4

AUTOSET

SINGLE
SEQ

RUN/
STOP

POSITION POSITION LEVEL

SCALE SCALE

SELECT

COARSE

MEASURE

CURSOR

SAVE/RECALL

DISPLAY

QUICKMENU

M TDS 3FFT
FFT

TDS 3TRG
ADV.TRG

UTILITY

ACQUIRETRIGGERHORIZONTALVERTICAL

MENU
OFF

Tektronix TDS 3014 DPO

! !

100 MHz
1.25 GS/s

FOUR CHANNEL COLOR
DIGITAL PHOSPHOR OSCILLOSCOPE

MENU MENU MENU

D+5+2ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
LCR series resonance curve of V vs. F (2-20 kHz) on an oscilloscope.

Wavetek
Signal Generator

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC

LO
GCV
OUT

SWEEP WIDTH SWEEP RATE DC OFFSET

OFF OFFMAX MAX

.2

2.0

1.0

x 10K

Series LCR Board

In this series LCR circuit, a signal generator sweeps from 2 kHz to 20 kHz, and the amplitude of the circuit 
current (measured as voltage across the resistor) is displayed versus frequency on the oscilloscope 
screen. Using the variable inductor (16-36 mh) and the .0027-.068 �f capacitor, the peak resonance is from 
8-13 kHz, approximately in the center of the screen. Inductance, resistance and capacitance can all be 
varied.  To move the resonance peak left or right on the screen, vary either the inductance or capacitance.  
To change the 'Q' (or sharpness) of the resonance peak, change the resistance.

Set-up Notes: The signal generator drives the LCR circuit:  connect HI output of wavetek to "0-20kHz" input of board. The voltage across the 
resistor is the vertical input to the scope: connect "resistor" on board to channel 2 of the scope.  Channel 1 of the scope becomes the time 
base:  connect channel 1 GCV OUT of the wavetek.
������ 
Inductor Knob:  full clockwise   Capacitor switch:  middle position (.0076 microfarads)   Potentiometer:  full counter-clockwise to start
�������� 
.2 on frequency dial   10k on frequency multiplier   sweep width: max    sweep rate: max   DC offset: off   Sine wave   Amplitude: about 
halfway to full
���������������  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall.

R output
voltage

Signal Input

GCV ramp voltage ( proportional to f )

Coax
Coax

Coax

I max Vmax
R

� 0

� 0 1
L C

=

V
R2

=I
+(1/   C-   L)� � 2

max max

� 02

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

D+5+2  LCR Series Resonance Demo

D+5+4ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
High frequency filtering using a capacitor and inductor.

This demonstration shows how high frequency A.C. signals (2500 Hz) are affected by a 
series inductor or a capacitor in parallel. A variable audio oscillator is connected via coax 
cable to the back of the demo board.  The board is set up with switches on back so that an 
inductor can be placed in series with the speaker, or a capacitor can be placed in parallel 
with the speaker.  When no switch is pressed, neither the capacitor nor inductor is in the 
circuit.  When either the 1000 �f capacitor or 4mH inductor is in the circuit, the audio signal  
to the speaker is significantly reduced.

Coax Coax

Speaker

Switch
(Normally Open)

Switch
(Normally Closed)

High Power
Signal Generator

(2500Hz)

ON
FREQUENCY

DIGITAL FUNCTION
GENERATOR-AMPLIFIER

RANGE

RANGE

OFF

2.501
10-100 KHz
0.1-10 KHz

1-100 Hz
.1-10 Hz

LO � GND TRIGHI �

PASCO scientificPS

1000 uF

4 mH



D+5+8ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Damped Oscillations in a resonant LCR circuit on an oscilloscope.

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180

AMPLITUDE

x 1 x 1M
PWR
OFF

HI

DC

Wavetek
Signal Generator

.01 �f or .047 �f
Capacitor 

37 mH Inductor 

LCR 
Display 
Board

0-100 kOhm
variable Resistor

Input Square Wave Under-damped Critically-damped Over-damped

200 hz

The various different waveforms are created by adjusting the 100k potentiometer on
the LCR display board.

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

CH 1

OFF DELAY SET TO
50%

FORCE
TRIG

WAVEFORM
INTENSITY

TRIG

CH 2

CH 3

CH 4

MATH

REF

CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4

AUTOSET

SINGLE
SEQ

RUN/
STOP

POSITION POSITION LEVEL

SCALE SCALE

SELECT

COARSE

MEASURE

CURSOR

SAVE/RECALL

DISPLAY

QUICKMENU

M TDS 3FFT
FFT

TDS 3TRG
ADV.TRG

UTILITY

ACQUIRETRIGGERHORIZONTALVERTICAL

MENU
OFF

Tektronix TDS 3014 DPO

! !

100 MHz
1.25 GS/s

FOUR CHANNEL COLOR
DIGITAL PHOSPHOR OSCILLOSCOPE

MENU MENU MENU

Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall
Use external trigger

D+5+6ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Crystal radio circuit for AM reception.
This is a simple crystal-radio receiver circuit.  An antenna wire out the door of LeConte Hall 
connects to a coil wrapped on a ferrite slug which is in parallel with a variable capacitor (a 
'tank' circuit). The antenna receives e-m radiation of all frequencies, giving rise to currents 
in the coil. The variable capacitor 'tunes' the tank circuit to resonate with the carrier 
frequency of any AM radio station (45-160 KHz).  The signal is picked off the coil, rectified 
by the diode (made into an D.C. audio signal), amplified, then made audible with the 
speaker. To change the channel, just turn the tuning capacitor.
     The capacitor is in the 45 -157 pf range. The inductor should be in the low milli-henry 
range (.05 to 1.3 mH).  The high-frequency part of the detected audio signal (45-160 KHz = 
the carrier wave) is bled off by the capacitance of the coax cable before reaching the amp. 
Thus, the  20-20,000 Hz audio signal is all that is amplified. NOTE: Antenna goes out the 
front door of Le Conte Hall or is attached to handrail in Pimentel.  

Microphone

8 Watt Audio Amp

Line

Barkhausen

Level

Output

8 Ohm

Line

Inputs

Amplifier Speaker

Connects to
back of board 

C
oa

x

Antenna Wire

Diode
AM Stations
you can get:

KEAR 610
KNBR 680
KCBS 740

Coil on
Ferrite slug

Variable Capacitor

Barkhausen
      input



D+5+10ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
85 MHz radio transmitter, with indicating lamp on dipole antenna.
This is a simple radio transmitter and receiver demonstration apparatus. The transmitter is a high 
frequency vacuum tube oscillator with a fixed frequency of 85 MHz (3.5 M wavelength), powered by a 
transformer.  Mica capacitors are mounted within the bakelite case, and the simple  loop (7 cm. 
diameter) on top is the inductance.  Horizontal copper 'sending' antennas are plugged into the ends of 
the inductance loop.
     The first receiver is a simple linear oscillator which is a straight copper conductor connected at its 
middle through a small incandescent (or neon) lamp. Its length can be adjusted by means of copper 
rods telescoping into its ends. When the length is properly adjusted so that it oscillates at the frequency 
of the transmitter, the lamp glows brilliantly within a meter of the transmitter, and continues to glow at 
several meters.  The second type of receiver ('wavemeter')consists of  an inductance loop, and a 
variable capacitor.  The receiver can be tuned from 3 to 5 meters wavelength, lighting the pilot lamp.

Transformer

Transmitter
(85 MHz)

Receiver
(with #40 bulb)

'Wavemeter'
Receiver (with bulb):
Inductor loop with
variable capacitor

Tuneable 3
to 5 meters

Antenna Rod

Antenna Rod

Antenna Rod
(Adjustable)

Antenna Rod
(Adjustable)

D+5+12ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Seibt effect: Wire wound glass tube with D+5+10 transmitter. Standing waves.
The radio transmitter is a high frequency vacuum tube oscillator with a fixed frequency of 85 MHz (3.5 meter 
wavelength), powered by a transformer. (See D+5+10). The 'Seibt Tube' demonstrates standing radio waves, 
on what is effectively a transmission delay line (speed of propagation is less than C).  The tube consists of a 
glass tube wound with a fine, evenly spaced copper helix.  The helix is designed so that its natural frequency 
is in resonance with the loop of the transmitter. The tube is coupled with the transmitter when it is placed in 
close proximity with the transmitter loop.  Powerful resonant waves are set up on the standing wave tube. 
The waves consist of a series of voltage and current nodes and anti-nodes. (Current antinodes are 
approximately at voltage nodes, and vice versus).  The distance between a pair of anti-nodes (about 11 cm) 
is 1/2 the wavelength. The waves are exactly similar to the stationary waves in an open-ended organ pipe. 
Eight to ten stationary waves can be detected with a fluorescent (or neon) tube, or with an incandescent bulb. 
Moving the fluorescent tube along the length of the Seibt Tube will cause the fluorescent tube to glow at 
current nodes (current is minimum; voltage is maximum). Moving the incandescent bulb will cause the lamp 
to glow at voltage nodes (current is maximum; voltage is minimum). In this case, the person holding the bulb 
is grounded, and a significant high-frequency current passes through both the lamp and the person to 
ground.  (The fluorescent or neon tubes are more visible than the incancescent bulb). 

Transmitter
(85 MHz)

Transformer

Stand to
hold tube

Seibt
Tube

Fluorescent Tube
(or neon)Incandescent

Bulb

Loop



D+5+14ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Standing waves on two parallel wires, with D+5+10 transmitter.
This is the 'Lecher ' wire method of measuring wavelength.The radio transmitter is a high frequency 
vacuum tube oscillator with a fixed frequency of 85 MHz, powered by a transformer. (See 
D+5+10,D+5+12). The transmitter loop is placed close to a second loop of copper rod.  On either end 
of the second loop are attached two long (6M.) parallel wires which stretch out across the lecture table 
and are secured at the end by an insulating stand.  The transmitter loop couples with the second loop, 
inducing standing radio waves on the long wires.  The waves become very pronounced if the length of 
the wires bears a definite relation to the wavelength.  When the ends of the wires are 'open' (held by an 
insulator), a reversal in phase takes place on reflection, as in an open organ pipe; the open ends 
become points of maximum potential variation (and minimum current). If the ends are 'closed', or 
connected by a wire, the potential variation at the ends becomes zero; thus they are potential nodes 
(and current is maximum.).  A small incandescent bulb with wires attached is used to 'tune' the system 
to resonance.  The lamp glows brightly when at the potential antinodes (large potential difference; zero 
current), and dims  when at the potential nodes (regions of zero potential difference; large current). The 
other potential nodal points on the wires can be located by moving the lamp down the wires.  The 
distance between nodes is half the wavelength.  Note:  The distance between nodes, when last 
measured, was .93 M., which is half what it should be.  Thus it appears that the oscillator is operating 
at both 85 and 170 MHz (a harmonic).  C = wavelength x frequency.

Transformer
Transmitter
(85 MHz)

6 M.

Parallel Wires
Lamp

Insulating
Stand

Copper
Loop

D+5+16ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Lodge's experiment: Spark gap radio transmitter and receiver.

Van de Graaff
Generator

(or 5000 V.D.C.
Generator)

Receiver

Neon
Bulb

Leyden
Jar

Leyden
Jar

Adjustable
Loop

(Resonant
position)

TransmitterSpark
Gap

Loop

This is a primitive radio experiment, performed by Oliver Lodge in the 1890's. The 
transmitter consists of a Leyden Jar, a spark gap, and a tuneable loop of metal. 
The Van de Graaff generator (or high-voltage D.C. generator) charges up the 
Leyden Jar.  At some point the voltage is high enough so that a spark jumps the 
1/4" air gap.  The Leyden Jar is a capacitor, and the loop is an inductor,-so the 
basic circuit is a parallel LC tank circuit that oscillates at a certain frequency (in 

this case about 2.5 MHz). The 
receiver consists of a Leyden Jar, a 
loop, and a neon tube. The receiver 
is placed about a foot from the 
transmitter.  When the transmitter is 
regularly sparking, radio wave 
pulses are picked up by the receiver 
most strongly when the moveable 
vertical bar of metal on the 

transmitter loop is 
moved to the 'resonant' 
position.  At this point, 
the neon bulb on the 
receiver flashes with 
each spark of the 
transmitter.
     The capacitance of 
the Leyden Jar is about 
2.6 nf. The inductance 
of the loop is about 1.6 
�H. Each spark 
oscillates at about 2.5 
MHz and rapidly 
decays in about 6 
microseconds. The 
wavelength is about 
120 M.     

See: 'Modern Views of Electricity'
by Oliver J. Lodge, 2nd Edition,
1892, in Bechtel Library  QC 518.L6

Wire

Wire

6 cm.

WINSCO

INCREASE SPEED 

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR

MODEL N100-V

POWER



D+5+18ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
3 cm. microwave klystron oscillator with cavity and waveguides.

20
15

0

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN

3 cm.   -wave 
Standing wave

cavity

�

A B

C
Receiver Detector

(pick-off point)

Klystron
Power Supply

Detector
Milliameter

and Speaker

Klystron Detector
(pick-off point)

Attenuator Tuneable
Cavity

Detector
Tuneable

Cavity

Transmitter
3 cm.   -wave�

Receiver
3 cm.   -wave�

In the 'A' transmitter setup , a klystron produces 3 cm. microwaves.  There is a tuneable cavity which 
adjusts the position of  the potential nodes and antinodes in the waveguide.  A moveable detector  on 
the waveguide can detect the waveguide potential variations (using a milliameter, or the Speaker unit 
in set-up 'B').  Microwaves from 'A' radiate out and are detected by the receiver of set-up 'B'.  The 
waveguide has a plunger that can be moved forward and backward to tune the cavity.

In the 'C' setup, 3 cm. microwaves are funneled into the 
horn down into the cylindrical cavity, where standing 
waves are formed.  The receiver is moveable, 
producing different modes (E   and H  )and standing 
wave patterns. The detector is moveable and detects 
the potential variations in the waveguide.

01 11

D+5+20ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
3 cm. microwave transmitter and receiver.

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN

This is a simpler setup than in D+5+18.  In the transmitter, power is supplied to a klystron that 
produces 3 cm. microwaves (polarized) which are radiated out from the horn.  In the receiver, 
microwaves are funnelled into the horn and down the waveguide.  The microwaves are detected by a 
diode, and the signal amplitude can be displayed on the milliammeter, or can be heard as a tone 
emitted from the speaker. (Note: A newer version of transmitter and receiver can be substituted, 
however the receiver hooks to the amp and speaker in the room. See file cabinet folder for details.) 

Transmitter
3 cm.   -wave�

Receiver
3 cm.   -wave�

Klystron

Horn Horn

Detector
Milliameter

and Speaker

Klystron
Power
Supply

Diode
Detector



D+5+22ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Magnetron assembly to show.

Permanent
Magnet

Fins for
air cooling

Output
Waveguide

Heater-cathode
voltage terminals

Magnetron

A magnetron is a  'crossed-field' microwave 
electron tube capable of efficiently generating 
high-power microwaves (1-100 kW, up to 10 
MW for short pulses) in the frequency range of 
1-40 GHz. Magnetrons have been used since 
the 1940s as pulsed microwave radiation 
sources for radar tracking, for both ground radar 
stations and aircraft. More recently, they have 
been used for rapid microwave cooking.
     The central portion of the magnetron is 
cylindrical, with a hollow central cylindrical 
cathode, and a larger concentric anode. The 
anode consists of a series of quarter-wavelength 
cavity resonators placed symmetrically about 
the axis.  Fixed permanent magnets provide a 
magnetic field parallel to and coaxial with the 
cathode.  A radial DC electric field 
(perpendicular to the cathode) is applied 
between anode and cathode. When the cathode 
is heated, electrons are emitted. The 
combination of electric and magnetic fields 
('crossed-field') causes the electrons to orbit the 
cathode (moving in a direction perpendicular to 
both e and b fields).  The motion of the swarm of 
circulating electrons generates electrical noise 
currents in the surface of the anode, exciting the 
resonators in the anode so that microwave fields 
build up at the resonant frequency.  The 
parameters of the tube, especially the velocity of 
the electrons, have been chosen so that the 
microwave fields are maximized (by a process 
called 'electron-bunching'). Thus a relatively 
small tube can be very efficient. The microwaves 
exit the magnetron through the output 
waveguide.

Reference: Mac Graw Hill Encyclopedia of Science 
and Technology, Vol.10, p 340-343, Physics Library

D+5+24ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Waveguide pieces to show.

Various types of waveguides to show, most of 
them designed for 3 cm. wavelength 
microwaves (10 GHz).  Some are straight, 
some are twisted, some are curved, some are 
flexible, etc.

Waveguides



D+5+26ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Standing Waves (microwaves or sound waves) in an adjustable cavity.

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN

This is a comparison between standing microwaves and standing sound waves, using the same 
cavity. In setup 'A', a 3 cm. wavelength microwave transmitter sends 10 GHz microwaves to a 
'resonant cavity' brass tube that has a moveable plunger.  A 3 cm. loop antenna 'folded dipole', with a 
detector diode in the base of the handle, is placed near the mouth of the tube. This antenna detects 
the signal amplitude of the standing wave which can be displayed on the milliameter, or can be heard 
as a tone emitted from the speaker.  As the plunger is moved in and out of the tube, the antenna 
detects maximums and minimums of the standing microwave.
     In setup 'B', most of the equipment is removed. Only the 2900 Hz Sonalert sound source is held by 
hand in front of the brass tube.  The plunger is moved in and out of the tube, and nodes and 
antinodes can be clearly heard. The wavelength of the Sonalert is about 12 cm. (Note: A newer 
version of transmitter can be substituted. See file cabinet folder for details.) 

Transmitter
3 cm.   -wave�Klystron

Horn
Detector

Milliameter
and Speaker

Klystron
Power Supply

Coax

A

Sonalert: 2900 Hz
Piezoelectric SpeakerB

3 cm.
Loop Antenna
'Folded Dipole'

Detector

Brass Tube
'Resonant Cavity' Moveable Plunger

D+5+28ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
AM and FM Demonstration (minimum 24 hr notice required).

Wavetek
Signal Generator

 This setup allows one to modify an electronic signal with another. A signal generator feeds a 1 kHz signal 
into a piece of equipment called an AM/FM/Phase Lock Generator (KH Model 2400).  AM or FM 
modulation options are chosen, and the AM or FM signal is shown on the scope. 
     Amplitude Modulation (AM) occurs when a varying signal (say from a microphone or signal generator) 
is used to modulate the amplitude of a carrier wave.  The frequency of the carrier wave is much higher 
than the modulating signal. The amplitude of the carrier wave is made to vary in accordance with the 
signal wave amplitude, while the frequency of the carrier wave remains unchanged.
     Frequency Modulation (FM) occurs when a varying signal is used to modulate the frequency of a 
carrier wave. The frequency of the carrier wave is made to vary in accordance with the signal wave 
frequency, while the amplitude of the carrier wave remains unchanged.
     For Setup People: Use Wavetek signal generator 'HI' output, 1 kHz. On the scope, use .5 volts/div., 
and .1ms time sweep, with external trigger. On the left half of the KH 2400, push the1k multiplier button, 
choose10 on the dial, and press the sinusoidal waveform button. In the middle of the KH 2400, press the 
EXT,AM IN button. On the right half of the KH 2400 choose 3 on the dial, and press the 'CONT' button, the 
1 multiplier button, and the sinusoidal button. Then, to see AM, press the AM button. To see FM, take off 
Am and press the FM button.

Signal Input CoaxSignal Output

Amplitude-modulated wave

Frequency-modulated wave

Coax

Tektronix
Oscilloscope

WAVETEK
FREQ MULT (Hz)

SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR MODEL 180
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Note:  See set-up sheet in file
cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall



D+5+30ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Wall chart of the electromagnetic spectrum.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
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This is a large chart, about 2'x6'

D+5+32ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS.
Plexiglass model of electromagnetic wave.

This model shows electric and magnetic field strengths in an electromagnetic wave.  'E' and 
'B' are at right angles to each other. The entire pattern moves in a direction perpendicular to 
both E and B.

Electromagnet Wave Model (Plexiglass)

Direction
of Travel

E

E

B

B

B

E



1532 Turns, L =  390 mH (w/ core),
L=100 mH (no core), R = 2 � 

Iron Core
(solid or

laminated)

Large Coil

D+5+34LC(R) OSCILLATIONS
Stored energy in large coil oscillates; flashes LEDs.
The LC(R) Oscillations demonstration uses a 6VDC battery, a large inductor with an iron 
core (L=390mH) in parallel with a 1000uF capacitor, a 330 ohm resistor and 2 small 
opposing diodes (total circuit R is roughly 5 ohms).  With such small resistance, the 
oscillation is underdamped and it is possible to see a few flashes as peak currents oscillate 
through the diodes.

To operate:
Turn on the 6VDC battery;
On the back of the circuit display there is a black box with a momentary switch mounted on 
top.  The switch is wired normally open.  Push and hold the button to charge the circuit; 
one of the diodes will be lit.  Release the button; you should expect the diodes to flash, 
back and forth, for about 1-2 seconds;  plenty of flashes to show the effect.

6 Volt
Battery

LC(R) Oscillations
Board

LC(R) OSCILLATIONS

390 mH

6 VDC

330 �

1000 �F

D+10+0ELECTROSTATICS.
Electric fields: Lines of force shown on an OHP.

This setup enables one to see the lines of force in various 
electrostatic field configurations. The bottom part of the apparatus 
consists of a thin tank of silicon oil, glycerol, and wood chips. One of 
the plates with the desired electrode configuration is inserted over 
the tank.  A piezoelectric charging gun creates a temporary 
high-voltage electric field between the electrodes, causing the wood 
chips to line up with the electric field vectors.  (This is a visual 
representation of the Teledeltos experiment performed in the labs.)

Projected Image

Plexiglass plates with metal
electrodes in various configurations

Electrostatic shielding Points with same charge

Field around point charge Points of opposite charge Parallel Plates

Overhead
Projector

Electrostatic Field Apparatus

Piezoelectric
Charging

Gun



D+10+2ELECTROSTATICS.
Transparency: Mapping of an electric field.

dA

dA

Transparencies showing the mapping of the 
electric fields for four different situations:
 1. A single positive charge.
 2. A positive plate and a negative plate.
 3. A positive charge and a negative charge.
 4. Two positive charges.

Overhead Projector

Transparency

1

3 4

2

D+10+4ELECTROSTATICS.
Pith balls on thread, with positive and negative charged rods.

NOTE:  A T.V. camera and monitor can be used to show more clearly the separation of the pith balls.  Also, a 
point source light  can be used to cast an enlarged shadow of the pith balls on a screen.

Teflon Rod

Pith Balls
(metal-coated,
1 cm. diam.)

Silk
Threads

Saran Wrap

Cat Fur

Metal Plate and
non-conductive

handle

Teflon Plate

Plexiglass Plate Lucite Rod

In this setup, two metal-coated pith balls (1 cm. diam.) are suspended on non-conducting silk threads. The 
balls can be charged with positive or negative charge.  When both balls have the same charge, they repel 
each other. The balls can be charged up in several different ways:
1.) A large charge can be delivered to both balls using the 'electrophorous'. This consists of two parts: a 
piece of plastic that can be charged by friction; and a round metal plate with curved edges and a 
non-conductive handle. The metal plate is placed on the charged plastic surface, and the front and back 
metal surfaces are charged by induction. By touching the back surface 
of the metal, a net charge is left on the metal plate opposite in sign to 
that of the plastic. The metal plate is used to touch the balls, 
transferring the charge. We have two types of plastic plates: The teflon 
plate is rubbed with cat fur and is negatively charged. (The metal plate 
will be positive). The plexiglass plate is rubbed with Saran Wrap and is 
positively charged. (The metal plate will be negative).NOTE: don't use 
the cat fur on the plexiglass; don't use the Saran Wrap with the teflon.
2.) Rods can be used to transfer smaller amounts of charge directly 
from the cat fur or Saran Wrap.  Cat fur rubbed on teflon will transfer 
negative charge.  Saran Wrap rubbed on lucite will transfer positive 
charge.

Electrophorus Apparatus



D+10+6ELECTROSTATICS.
Attraction and repulsion of charged styrofoam balls.

Saran WrapCat Fur

+

+

+
+

++
+

+
+

+
+

-

-

-
----

--- -

Styrofoam Balls on needle-point support

Two Styrofoam balls are balanced on a needle-point support. Cat fur rubbed on one ball 
will impart a negative charge.  Saran Wrap rubbed on the other ball will impart a positive 
charge.  Two other Styrofoam balls on sticks can be charged positively or negatively.  A 
ball-on-stick charged negatively will repulse a negatively charged ball on the needle-point 
support, causing the support to rotate away.  A negative ball-on-stick will attract the 
positively charged ball on the needle-point support, rotating the assembly toward it.  

-

-

-
----

---
-

Negatively
Charged Ball

Positively
Charged Ball

Negatively
Charged Ball

Negatively
Charged Ball

-

-

-
- - - -

- - -
-

Repulsion Attraction

Colored tape on rods represents charge: black = negative, red = positive: Do not mix them up!

D+10+8ELECTROSTATICS.
Braun and Leaf electroscopes.

Saran WrapCat Fur

Metal Plate and
non-conductive handleTeflon or Plexiglass Plate

Electrophorus Apparatus

180
160

140

120

100

80

60

40

200

Leaf ElectroscopeBraun Electroscope

There are two types of electroscopes to show. The Braun electroscope has a light-weight 
metal pointer on a needle-point suspension. Touching the top metal disk with a charged 
object causes the pointer to move to a position proportional to the amount of charge 
applied.  The Leaf electroscope has a delicate metallic leaf on a hinge, enclosed in a 
glass-sided metal housing.  Touching the ball of the electroscope  with a charged object 
causes the leaf to rise.  The Braun electroscope is adequate for most situations, but is 
somewhat less sensitive than the leaf electroscope. Charged rods or the electrophorus 
apparatus can be used to charge either electroscope. See D+10+4 for more information. 

Teflon Rod Lucite Rod



D+10+9ELECTROSTATICS.
Discharging an electroscope through ionization.

Saran WrapCat Fur

Metal Plate and
non-conductive handleTeflon or Plexiglass Plate

Electrophorus Apparatus

Braun Electroscope

Both negative and positive ions are created by the candle
in roughly equal amounts. The static master holds a Po210 sample,
which is an alpha emitter, and leaves a trail of positive ions and
free electrons. Both ion sources will discharge  positively and negatively
charged electroscopes.

caution
Radiation

from polonium is danger-
ous if the solid material is
ingested or inhaled. Do not
touch strip under grid. Keep
away from children.  See
instructions.  Replace after:
June 2008
Model No:  1C200
NRD. LIC
GRAND ISLAND, NY 14072

candle

static maste�

D+10+10ELECTROSTATICS.
Faraday's ice pail: Charge induced on the outside of a pail.

Thick Glass
Plate on

Sealing Wax

Faraday's
Ice Pail

(Copper Cup)

The distribution of charge over a metal conductor can be demonstrated by Faraday's Ice Pail.  A 
metal sphere is electrostatically charged. (The Wimshurst machine gives a good charge. The 
electrophorous works less well. See D+10+18-22) Say the sphere is charged negatively. The metal 
sphere is then lowered into a metal cup, without actually touching the sides of the cup. Free 
electrons in the metal pail are repelled to the to the outer surface. The net charge on the outer 
surface is negative, and the electroscope leaf rises. The charge on the inner surface of the cup is 
positive. If the ball is now removed, the electroscope leaf falls, and the pail is uncharged.  If, 
however, the ball touches the pail, all negatives leave the ball and neutralize an equal number of pail 
positives.  The electroscope leaf remains fixed in its raised position, showing there is no 
redistribution of the negative charges on the outer pail surface; and also the number of induced 
positive charges within the pail equals the number of negative charges on the ball.

Reference: The below was paraphrased from 
MODERN COLLEGE PHYSICS, p.343
by Harvey E. White, 6th edition

Braun Electroscope

Side View
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D+10+12ELECTROSTATICS.
Charge resides on the outside of a conductor.

Braun ElectroscopeTop opening
3 cm. diam.

Charged
Hollow

Metal Sphere
10 cm. diam.

Insulating
Column

Teflon
Handle

Metal
'Proof' Sphere
2.25 cm. diam.

The large hollow metal sphere is electrostatically charged. (The 
Wimshurst machine gives a good charge. The electrophorous 
works less well. See D+10+18-22) 
1] Touch the inside of the hollow sphere with the 'proof' sphere 
mounted on the Teflon handle, then touch the electroscope with 
the 'proof' sphere. The metal pointer does not move, indicating that 
no charge resides on the inside of a conductor.
2] Touch the outer surface of the hollow sphere with the small 
'proof' sphere. Move the small sphere to touch the top metal plate 
of the Braun electroscope. The metal pointer will move, indicating 
that there is charge on the outside of the hollow sphere.

Metal
Pointer

D+10+13ELECTROSTATICS.
Faraday cage: blocking the radio’s signal

Faraday 
Cage

(Copper Wire
Screen)

The radio (battery powered) can clearly 
be heard until the faraday cage is placed over it. 



D+10+14ELECTROSTATICS.
Charging an electroscope by induction.

Metal Plate and
non-conductive

handle

Braun
Electroscope

Charging by Induction
(Temporary Charge)

Charging by Induction
(Permanent Charge)
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Left hand and
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removed
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A charged plate (see D+10+18) is brought close to, 
but not touching, the top plate of the electroscope.  
The metal pointer deflects.  Remove the plate, and 
the pointer returns to its discharged position. The 
charged plate displaces free electrons in the 
electroscope. If the plate is positive, electrons are 
temporarily drawn from the pointer into the top disk, 
and a positive charge temporarily results in the 
pointer, as long as the  charged plate is in position.

The top disk of the electroscope is touched by a finger. 
At the same time a charged plate is brought nearby (but 
not touching). The finger is withdrawn, then the charged 
plate is withdrawn.  The electroscope will be left with a 
charge whose sign is opposite that of the charged plate. 
If the plate is positive, positive charges are repelled into 
the hand touching the top disk, and negative charges are 
drawn into the pointer and top disk. Removing the hand 
leaves the pointer negatively charged. 

D+10+16ELECTROSTATICS.
Separation of charge in electrical tape.

Braun
Electroscope

Tape

Press a short piece of tape onto the top disk of the 
Braun Electroscope so that it is very well stuck.  
(Scotch double-stick foam tape with the wrapper 
left on one side, or Scotch Polyester tape [#1022 
in stockroom] both work well.)  Pull the tape 
smoothly up.  The metal pointer of the 
electroscope will deflect, indicating the presence of 
a charge.  The charge left on the electroscope is 
negative. The charge left on the tape is positive. 
(Supposedly the positive tape could be placed on 
a second electroscope, which would register the 
charge. But there is too much leakage, and the 
electroscope is not sensitive enough.)



D+10+18ELECTROSTATICS.
Electrophorous: Cat fur on teflon, Saran Wrap on lucite.

Saran Wrap

Cat Fur

Metal Plate and
non-conductive

handle

Teflon Plate

Lucite  Plate (Plexiglass)

The 'electrophorous' consists of two parts: a piece of non-conductive plastic that can be charged by friction; 
and a round metal plate with curved edges and a non-conductive handle. We have two types of plastic 
plates: The teflon plate is rubbed with cat fur and becomes negatively charged. The lucite plate (plexiglass) 
is rubbed with Saran Wrap and becomes positively charged. The metal plate is then placed on the charged 
plastic insulating surface, and the top and bottom metal surfaces are charged by induction. By touching the 
top surface of the metal, a net charge is left on the metal plate opposite in sign to that of the plastic. The 
metal plate can now be used to transfer charge. The charge can be discharged into an electroscope, or 
into a neon tube (causing a brief flash).  For example, when cat fur is rubbed on the teflon, the top surface 
of the teflon becomes negatively charged. Placing the metal plate on the charged teflon causes electrons 
in the metal to be repelled by induction to the top of the metal plate; and the bottom of the metal becomes 
positive. Touching the top surface of the metal plate drains off electrons, and the plate, when lifted, has a 
net positive charge.   NOTE: don't use the cat fur on the plexiglass; don't use the Saran Wrap with the 
teflon.

Electrophorus Apparatus
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D+10+20ELECTROSTATICS.
Van de Graaff generator.

Van de Graaff
Generator

INCREASE SPEED ON

OFF MODEL N100-V

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR
WINSCO

Spark
Metal Sphere

(25.4 cm. diam.)

Collector Points

Lucite
Insulating
Column

Collector
Points

Rubber
Belt

Electric
MotorFelt-covered

Roller

Lucite
Roller

Case is
grounded
through

cord.
     This Van de Graaff apparatus is an electrostatic generator capable of throwing sparks 25 to 38 cm. 
long from the primary electrode to a secondary discharge electrode (depending on humidity, motor 
speed,etc.) The apparatus is safe, delivering at most a 10 microamp current.
     A large hollow conducting aluminum sphere is supported on top of a tall insulating lucite column 
above a metal base. The sphere is charged to a high potential (250K-400K volts) by a moving 
nonconducting rubber belt.  In the base, the felt-covered roller, pressing against and separating from the 
rubber belt, causes negative charge to be left on the rubber belt as it travels upward. When the belt 
reaches the top and rolls over the lucite roller, the negative charge jumps to sharp collector points and is 
transferred immediately to the outer surface of the metal sphere. As more charge is brought upward, the 
sphere becomes more highly charged and reaches greater voltage. The process requires energy, since 
the upward moving charged belt is repelled by the charged sphere. The energy is supplied by the motor 
driving the belt.
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D+10+22ELECTROSTATICS.
Wimshurst machine, large or small.
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     The Wimshurst machine is an electrostatic generator capable of throwing long sparks (10-12 cm, at low 
humidities) between two discharge balls mounted on swivel arms, when both Leyden jars are connected in 
the circuit. This generator is different from the Van de Graaff demo in that the electrical charge is generated 
by induction rather than friction.
     The Wimshurst machine consists of two parallel nonconductive plates (lucite or glass), hand driven so 
that they rotate in opposite directions. Each plate has narrow metal strips arranged radially, equal distances 
apart around the rim. Two brushes connected to metal rods, one in front and one in back, transfer charge. 
Metal combs pick up charge and store it in Leyden jars (high-voltage,non-leaky capacitors).
     Suppose that metal strip 'A' on the front plate (FP) is negative and has moved clockwise to be opposite strip 'B' on the 
back plate (BP), at point '1'. 'A' is negative and induces a positive charge on the front side of strip 'B' and a negative charge 
on the back side of 'B'. The rear brush carries the negative charge from 'B' to strip 'C' on BP,leaving 'B' positive. As BP 
moves counter-clockwise to point '2', negative strip 'D' on BP induces a positive charge on the back of strip 'E' and a 
negative charge on the front of 'E' on FP.  The front brush carries negative charge from 'E' to 'F' on FP, leaving 'E' positive.  
Negative charge from both plates is picked up by the 'combs' on the right Leyden jar; positive charge goes to the left 
Leyden jar. The cycle is now complete. (Points labelled 'N' are non-charged.) When voltage is sufficiently high, sparks jump 
between the discharging balls.

D+10+24ELECTROSTATICS.
Electrostatic pinwheel: Van de Graaff makes pinwheel spin. Plus several others.

Van de Graaff
Generator

INCREASE SPEED ON

OFF MODEL N100-V

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR
WINSCO

     Pinwheel: In 'A', electric charge is transferred via wire from the top metal sphere of the Van de Graaff generator 
(which is at a high potential) to the metal needle-point stand. On top of the needle point is a three-pronged 
pinwheel. Charge flows from the stand, through the pinwheel, and is sprayed into the air near each pinwheel prong. 
The sprayed electrons form a cloud of ions in the air. Each negative pinwheel prong is repelled by its associated 
negative ion cloud, causing the pinwheel to rotate.
     Hair: In 'B', colored strips of paper are fastened to the top metal sphere. (In the old days hair was used). When 
the Van de Graaff is fully charged, each strip of paper gets negatively charged and repells each other strip. The 
'hair' stands up and spreads out.
     Puffed Rice: In 'C', puffed rice is put in a metal pie pan that connects to the top of the metal sphere. When the 
Van de Graaff charges up, the negatively charged puffed rice jumps out of the negatively charged pan.
      A candle is also available. The flame on the candle will be attracted to the VDG.
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D+10+26ELECTROSTATICS.
Various Leyden jars to show.

Wimshurst
Electrostatic Machine
to charge Leyden Jars

Braun Electroscope to
verify presence of charge

Discharge Probe to
cause bright spark

Old Glass
Leyden Jar

Lucite
Leyden Jar

Ball
Electrode

Insulated Cover
Glass or

Lucite Jar

Chain connects
inner foil and ball

electrode.

Foil coats the inside
and outside of the jar.

Leyden Jars
to show

D+10+28CAPACITANCE.
Capacitor doorbell driven by Van de Graaff generator.

Wire

Metal
Parallel-

Plate
Capacitor

Metal
Ball

Plexiglass
Rod

Negative charge from the Van de Graaff generator builds up on one plate.  The  metal ball, 
initially uncharged, becomes polarized. It becomes increasingly attracted to one of the 
plates (whichever is nearer typically). Eventually it hits the plate, gains a charge and 
becomes repelled and attracted to the opposite plate. The cycle then repeats.  The 
clanging of ball against plate is quite audible. NOTE: Shut off Van de Graaff when ringing 
begins.

WINSCO

INCREASE SPEED 

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR

MODEL N100-V

POWER

Van de Graaff
Generator

Top
View

Ball is
toward

the edges



D+10+30ELECTROSTATICS.
Kelvin water-drop generator:  Falling charged water drops light neon bulbs.

1

2

3 7

Water
ReservoirValve

Nozzle

Metal
Ring

Catch
Cup

Conductive Plate Plexi-glass

WireWire

Neon Bulbs

Spark-
Gap

Spark-
Gap

4 8

5

6

Water flows from a reservoir and drips through two 
nozzles at points 1 and 5. When the water valve is 
first opened, the water drop at 1, at the time when 
the drop separates from the nozzle, is either 
positive or negative. Say it is negative.  To make 
the system neutral, the drop at 5 is positive. The 
negative drop lands in the plastic catch cup at 3. 
The bottom of the cup is connected via metal 
screws to a conductive metal plate at 4, which 
is connected by wire to the metal ring at 6.  
Thus, the ring at 6 becomes more negative, 
causing the next drop at 5 once again to be 
positive, by induction.  The drops landing in 
catch cup 7 are positive, and make an 
electrical connection to the metal ring at 2, 
making the ring more positive.  This causes 
the next drop at 1 to be negative, by 
induction. The cycle repeats until a large 
amount of negative charge is in cup 3, and 
a lot of positive charge is in cup 7.  When 
enough charge is stored, sparks jump 
across the two spark gaps, and the bank 
of neon bulbs flash.  There are a lot of 
flashes before the water reservoir is 
drained. NOTE: Use water volume less 
than 2 of the catch cups, so it won't 
overflow. Adjust to fast drip, breaking 
from a stream to drips within the metal 
rings.

D+15+0FARADAY'S LAW.
Bar magnet induces current in a coil, shown on galvanometer.
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     A changing magnetic field cutting 
across a coil of wire induces an electric 
current.
     In 'A', a cylindrical bar magnet is thrust 
into a tall narrow coil which is hooked to a 
projection galvanometer. The induced 
current causes the  needle to swing  full 
scale in both directions.
     In 'B', the narrow coil is placed inside a 
coil of larger diameter. A 6 volt D.C. 
battery and key switch are hooked to the 
larger coil. When the switch is pressed, 
the surge of magnetic field from the larger 
coil cuts the narrow coil. A current surge is 
registered when the switch is pressed or 
released, smaller than in 'A'.
   In 'C', a soft iron cylindrical core is 
inserted into the narrow coil. When the 
switch is pressed or released, a much 
larger current swing is registered than in 
'B'. Other cores can be inserted: a bundle 
of iron wires, a brass rod, or a lucite rod. 

Projected
Image

Projection
Galvanometer

5 mA
Shunt

Cylindrical
Magnet

Narrow
Wire
Coil

6 Volt
Battery

Key Switch
Iron Core

Larger
Coil



D+15+1Faraday’s Law
Oscillating magnets in coupled coils

A cow magnet suspended by a spring is set to oscillate inside a 1000 turn coil. 
The coil is connected to an identical apparatus via a reversing switch. As the 
magnet goes in and out of Coil A, the resulting B-field in Coil B causes Magnet 
B to oscillate. By changing the reversing switch, the magnets now oscillate 180 
degrees out of phase.

Coil BCoil A

D+15+2FARADAY'S LAW.
Elementary generator: Bar moved in magnetic field.
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ImageProjection
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Coil (7 layer)
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To
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Knife
Switch

     This is a simple generator, illustrating the principle that a changing magnetic field cutting across a loop of wire 
induces an electric current. Five amps of current (D.C.) are sent through a  large coil of wire, with a soft iron core 
inserted within.  A stationary magnetic field is generated, enhanced by the presence of the iron core. A board with two 
brass rails sits on top of the coil, and another independent brass bar can be moved manually along the rails. The brass 
bar and rails constitute a conducting 'loop' that cuts across the magnetic field. Even though the magnetic field is 
stationary, the magnetic field strengths vary at different locations, so essentially a changing magnetic field cuts the 
loop when the bar is moved.  The current generated by moving the bar is amplified by a D.C. Amplifier (Op Amp) and 
the variations are shown with a projection galvanometer. Performing this demo with a fiberglass (or other 
nonconducting) bar will produce no results.
     The two rails and bar must be polished to insure good conduction. The op amp is set so that a brisk sliding of the 
bar gives a moderate meter fluctuation. NOTE:  whenever the knife switch is opened or closed, the meter will record a 
strong induced current spike from the building up or collapsing of the magnetic field. If the bar is at position 'A', more of 
the loop is cut by the flux than at 'B'. Thus a much larger spike (about10 times larger) is produced at 'A' than if the bar 
were at position 'B'.  In order to avoid pegging the galvanometer needle, either have the bar off the rails while opening 
or closing the switch, or have the bar at 'B'.
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D+15+4FARADAY'S LAW.
Earth inductor: Coil spun in Earth's field makes voltage.
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     The 'Earth Inductor' is a simple generator, illustrating the principle that a changing magnetic field 
cutting across a loop of wire induces an electric current.  In this case, the magnetic field is that of the 
earth. A coil of wire is rotated in the earth's magnetic field, generating an emf.
     A simple magnetized needle on a stand finds north. Both the dip-needle and inductor apparatus are 
aligned with north.  The dip-needle indicates the angle of the magnetic flux coming up through the earth. 
The inductor apparatus frame is tilted so that the coil-frame is perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic flux.    
(I.E.: The frame is rotated from the horizontal by an angle equal to the compliment of the dip-needle 
angle.) When the coil is rotated, maximum emf is generated at 'A' and min is at 'B' (in the side-view 
drawing).  The apparatus has commutators so that either an AC sinusoidal signal or DC rectified signal 
can be amplified and visually represented by the projection galvonometer.
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D+15+6FARADAY'S LAW.
Generator: Coil with DC commutator rotates between magnets.
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     This is a simple generator illustrating the principle that a changing magnetic field cutting across a loop 
of wire induces an electric current.  In this case, the magnetic field is produced by two strong permanent 
bar magnets mounted in line with each other, on opposite sides of the wire coil; close to the perimeter of 
the coil. The coil of wire is rotated in this magnetic field, generating an emf.  The crank-handle/pulley 
system is on the back of the apparatus, not visible in this drawing.
     The 'split' commutator causes the output of the generator to be rectified D.C. current in the milliamp 
range. For example, crank the handle clockwise, and the current will go from 0 to +.5 ma to 0.  Crank the 
handle counter-clockwise, and the current range will be 0 to -.5ma to 0. (Or vice versa)

Simple D.C. Generator
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D+15+8FARADAY'S LAW.
Alternator: Coil with AC commutator rotates between magnets.
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     This is a simple alternator illustrating the principle that a changing magnetic field cutting across a loop 
of wire induces an electric current.  In this case, the magnetic field is produced by two strong permanent 
bar magnets mounted in line with each other, on opposite sides of the wire coil; close to the perimeter of 
the coil. The coil of wire is rotated in this magnetic field, generating an emf.  The crank-handle/pulley 
system is on the back of the apparatus, not visible in this drawing.
     The 'slip-ring' commutator causes the output of the alternator to be A.C. current in the milliamp range. 
For example, crank the handle clockwise or counterclockwise, and the current will go from 0 to +.5 ma to 
0 to -.5 ma to 0, etc.
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D+15+10FARADAY'S LAW.
Hand-cranked alternator powers 120 volt lamp.

     This alternator consists of a cylindrical coil of wire that rotates within the stationary field 
of 5 permanent horse-shoe magnets.  A geared hand-driven crank causes the coil to 
rotate. The rotating coil cuts across the magnetic flux of the horse-shoe magnets, inducing 
an emf. Depending on the speed that the generator is cranked, the AC voltage may be as 
high as 120 volts.  The light bulb connected to the alternator glows brightly.
     NOTE: A larger, hand-cranked DC generator is also available (D+15+11). A projection 
voltmeter or ammeter may be introduced into the circuit if desired.

Alternator
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Light Bulb
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Crank



D+15+11FARADAY'S LAW.
Hand-cranked generator powers lamp.

     This hand-cranked DC generator is similar to the alternator in D+15+10, however the 
slip-rings are replaced by split-ring commutators, resulting in a sinusoidal DC output.  A 
geared hand-driven crank causes the coil to rotate. The rotating coil cuts across the 
magnetic flux of the surrounding permanent magnets, inducing an emf. Depending on the 
speed that the generator is cranked, the AC voltage may be as high as 75 volts.  When the 
key switch is pressed, the light bulb glows and the generator becomes very hard to crank.

Generator
(Hand-Cranked)

C-Clamp

Light Bulb
small, frosted

Crank

key switch

D+15+12FARADAY'S LAW.
Back EMF in a series DC motor with large flywheel.
     The DC motor is series-compound, with a special connection to the inner armature coil 
to demonstrate 'Back-EMF'. When power is first applied, the 300 watt bulb glows brightly at 
first, then dims as the motor achieves speed. The 15 watt bulb is off at first, then glows 
brightly as the motor speeds up, indicating the production of Back-EMF.  If a padded stick 
is pressed down on the spinning flywheel, the 300 watt bulb glows more brightly, and the 
15 watt bulb dims.  If power to the circuit is cut off, the 15 watt bulb continues to glow, 
becomming dimmer as motor speed drops, and the 300 watt bulb stays off.  
     Another way to demonstrate Back-EMF is to spin up the motor with a hand-held 
'spinner motor' pressed against the flywheel.  There is enough residual magnetism in the 
motor armature to generate a Back-EMF and light the 15 watt bulb.

C-Clamp

Light Bulb
15 Watt, 120V.

120 V.D.C

Knife
Switch

Light Bulb
300 W.,
120 V.

DC Motor
Padded

Stick

Back-EMF

Note: A projection ammeter
and voltmeter can be added
to the circuit, if desired.

Flywheel



D+15+14FARADAY'S LAW.
Eddy currents: Copper disk rotates over a spinning bar magnet.

Turning the handle of the 'rotator' 
causes the strong Alnico magnet to 
spin rapidly beneath the copper disk.  
The changing magnetic flux from the 
magnet causes eddy currents in the 
copper.  The eddy currents create 
magnetic fields that drag against the 
bar magnet.  The net effect is that the 
copper disk starts to rotate in whatever 
direction the bar magnet is rotating

Rotator, 
to spin the
bar magnet

Bar Magnet
(Alnico)

Clear Lucite Plate
(separates copper disk
from rotating-magnet

air currents)

Copper Disk,
13 cm. diameter

Silk
Thread

Belt

C-Clamp

D+15+16FARADAY'S LAW.
Damped pendulum: Swinging metal disks damped in magnetic field.

A strong, stationary magnetic field is created 
by putting 120 V.D.C across two multi-turn 
coils with iron cores.  A pendulum consisting 
of a disk at the end of a rod is allowed to 
swing through the magnetic field.  If the disk is 
solid metal, eddy currents are created in the 
surface of the disk.  The eddy currents create 
magnetic fields that drag against the field of 
the electromagnet, quickly slowing the disk. If 
a slotted disk (slots not reaching the rim) is 
used, eddy currents form in the bars, and the 
disk slows quickly.  If the slots are open at one 
end, each bar is an open  circuit, and the disk 
swings freely.
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Knife
Switch

Various different Disks
can be inserted:
 1. solid aluminum
 2. partly slotted alum.
 3. Alum. slotted to edge
 4. copper
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D+15+18FARADAY'S LAW.
Faraday's Disk: Copper disk in Hg rotates in magnetic field.

A strong, stationary magnetic field is created 
by putting 120 V.D.C across two multi-turn 
coils with iron cores. Mounted between the 
electromagnets is a copper disk, free to 
rotate.  120 VDC is also put across the disk, 
whose bottom edge sits in a pool of mercury.  
The current that flows from the center of the 
disk to its outer edge creates a magnetic field 
that opposes the field produced by the coils, 
causing the disk to rotate slowly.
     The field produced by the coils also causes 
small eddy currents in the disk when the disk 
is rotating. But the eddy currents do little to 
impede the rotation of the disk.  This is not an 
efficient motor; it just barely works.  
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Copper
Disk
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D+15+20FARADAY'S LAW.
Jumping Rings: High current AC coil causes rings to jump.

This is the Elihu Thompson 'Jumping Ring' experiment. 
The apparatus consists of a cylindrical coil of wire 
wound around a laminated iron core.  Place an 
aluminum ring over the coil.  Pressing the button 
activates a relay, temporarily placing a pulse of 120 
VAC across the coil.   The voltage pulse causes eddy 
currents in the aluminum ring.  By Lenz's law, the 
magnetic field produced by the eddy currents opposes 
the magnetic field of the coil.  The net effect is that the 
ring jumps several feet in the air.  Of the rings supplied, 
copper works best (jumps 6 feet), aluminum works next 
best (3 feet), the brass collar barely makes it over the 
top of the coil, the split aluminum ring and the lead ring 
do not jump.  Cooling the rings in liquid nitrogen greatly 
enhances the height of the ring jump.  CAUTION:  The 
cooled copper ring hits the ceiling with great force. Thus 
it is preferable to use a cooled aluminum ring.

Various Assorted Rings:

1. Soldered brass Collar
2. Aluminum ring (2)
3. Split aluminum ring
4. Copper ring
5. Lead Ring

120
V.A.C.

Liquid
Nitrogen
Dewar

Pyrex Bowl
with Liquid
Nitrogen

Plexiglass
Shield

Coil

Tongs



D+15+22FARADAY'S LAW.
Skin effect: Metal sheet shielding varies with frequency.
This apparatus demonstrates the 'Skin effect'.  The signal generator supplies a sinusoidal voltage to 
the first coil of wire, creating an sinusoidal magnetic field.  The magnetic field penetrates the 
aluminum sheet. In the aluminum, if the flux ��= ASin �t, then the induced voltage = d�/dt =A�Cos �t. 
Thus, as � gets larger, the induced voltage in the aluminum gets larger;  the resultant eddy currents 
get larger;  the repelling B-field from the eddy currents gets larger which helps to cancel out the 
B-field from the first coil.  The net effect is that the B-field in the aluminum dies away exponentially as 
it leaves the front surface.  This 'Skin effect' is minimal at low frequencies (10 Hz), and most of the 
B-field gets through the back surface to be picked up by the second coil.  At high frequencies (10KHz 
and higher) little of the B-field gets through and the aluminum acts as a shield.
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D+15+24FARADAY'S LAW.
Levitator: Aluminum dish floats four inches off platform.

   This apparatus is a magnetic levitator, 
illustrating Lenz's law.  The levitator can support 
an aluminum bowl about a foot in mid air in stable 
equilibrium.
     The levitator is an electromagnet of special 
design.  The top consists of concentric wire coils 
and an hexagonal array of iron cores.  220 V.A.C., 
at 60 Hertz, is applied to the coils, causing an 
intense alternating magnetic field.  When the 
aluminum pan is placed in the field, eddy currents 
form in the aluminum, causing magnetic fields in 
the direction opposite to the levitator fields.  The 
force on the bowl is upward, and sufficient to 
counteract the weight of the aluminum.
     Should the bowl move to one side, the eddy 
currents give rise to a greater repulsive force on 
that side, causing the bowl to move back to center 
position.  If the bowl tips, it experiences a force 
that restores it to horizontal equilibrium.
     If a wood stick is used to press down on the 
bowl, the eddy currents increase significantly, 
causing the bowl to heat up dramatically.
      Because the coil windings of the levitator have 
a large inductive reactance, a large capacitance is 
inserted in the ac circuit (in the bottom part of 
levitator cabinet) to raise the power factor close to 
unity. I.E.: The current in the levitator coils is kept 
at a maximum, and the current supplied by the 
source is at a minimum.

220 VAC
20 Amp

Aluminum
Bowl

Wood
Stick

Magnetic
Levitator

220 V.A.C.
60 Hz



D+15+26FARADAY'S LAW.
Magnet drops slowly between aluminum bars due to eddy current effect.

A small but powerful Neodymium
magnet is inserted between vert-
ical parallel aluminum bars.

The magnet falls slowly.  Eddy
currents are induced in the
aluminum, causing magnetic
fields that oppose that of the
falling magnet,-slowing its
descent.

Neodymium
Magnet

Parallel
Aluminum

Bars

D+15+28FARADAY'S LAW.
Ring Magnets drop at different speeds on rods due to eddy current effect.

Three strong Neodymium ring magnets (1” OD, .5” ID, .25” 
thick) can slide along three separate vertical rods (19.5” long x 
.5” diameter). One rod is aluminum; one is copper, and one is 
Plexiglas. The magnets induce eddy currents in the aluminum 
and copper rods, causing magnetic fields that oppose that of 
the the falling magnets, thus slowing their descent. The Plexi-
glas rod is non-metallic, so no eddy currents are induced, and 
that magnet falls as if dropped.

Operation:  
Initially all magnets are at rest at the base. The apparatus is 
turned over, and the magnets drop. 
It takes 4.9 seconds for the magnet to fall on the copper rod.
It takes 1.7 seconds for the magnet to fall on the aluminum rod.
It takes .3 seconds for the magnet to fall on the Plexiglas rod.

Aluminum
Rod

Plexiglas
Rod

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

Copper
Rod
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D+20+0INDUCTANCE.
Energy stored in large coil with soft iron core flashes bulb.

1532 Turns, L =  390 mH (w/ core),
L=100 mH (no core), R = 2 � 

Laminated
Iron Core

(soft iron wires)
Light Bulb

15 Watt, 120V.

A laminated iron core is inserted into a large coil of 1532 turns.  Two 6 V.D.C. batterys are 
hooked up to the coil via a knife switch, and a 15 watt, 120 Volt bulb is attached in parallel.  
When the switch is closed, the bulb glows dimly. Most of the energy goes into the coil 
magnetic field. However, when the switch is released, the bulb flashes brightly.  The energy 
from the collapsing magnetic field of the coil surges through the bulb, causing a brief flash.

Large Coil

6 Volt
BatterysKnife

Switch

Timer Box
(1:20 sec.)

D+20+2INDUCTANCE.
LR time constant:  Square wave drives series LR on oscilloscope.

507 Turns, L =  45 mH (w/ core),
L=8 mH (no core), R = .7 � 

Laminated
Iron Core

(soft iron wires)

A signal generator places a 2.2 kHz square wave across a coil of 507 turns and a series resistor       
(470 �).  A laminated core is slowly inserted into the coil. When the voltage in the square wave goes 
suddenly positive, a current starts to flow in the inductor.  This current is opposed by the induced emf 
in the inductor.  However, as the current starts flowing, there is also a voltage drop across the 
resistor. Thus the voltage drop across the inductance is reduced, and there is less impedance to the 
current flow from the inductance. The current through the LR circuit rises exponentially until it 
reaches the value V/R, with a characteristic time constant L/R.  When the square wave is suddenly 
zero, the current decays exponentially to 0, with the same time constant.  When the square wave 
goes negative, similar arguments apply.  When the core is fully inserted, L/R is large, and the scope 
signal is no longer a 'square' wave, but a series of scalloped rises and falls.

Coil

Resistance Box
(set at  470 �)
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D+20+4INDUCTANCE.
AC dimmer:  Soft iron core in coil dims lamps.
     This is a series LR circuit (as was D+20+2).  The lamps are the resistance R in this case.  Either 
120 VDC or 120 VAC can be applied by throwing the knife-switch, lighting the lamps.  When DC 
voltage is selected, inserting the laminated iron core will cause no variation in the brightness of the 
lamps.  However, if 60 Hz AC voltage is selected, inserting the core will cause the lamps to dim.   
Completely inserting the core will cause the lamps to completely turn off. 
     For the 120 VDC case, the resistance of the lamps (in parallel) is about 30 �, and the current 
flowing is about 4 amps; plenty of current to light the lamps.  There is no inductive impedance; no 
induced emf.  But in the 120 VAC case, there is an inductive impedance; and a rather large induced 
emf, especially when the core is inserted.  When the core is inserted, the impedance of the inductor 
XL= 2 ���f L = 2x3.14x(60 Hz)x(.390 H) = 147 �, which means the current flowing in the circuit will be 
at least 80% reduced, and not enough to light the lamps. 

Knife-Switch
(DPDT)

Bank
of

Lamps

120 VAC.
from

wall outlet
or variac

120 VDC
from

DC Panel

1532 Turns, L =  390 mH (w/ core),
L=100 mH (no core), R = 2 � 

Laminated
Iron Core

(soft iron wires)

Large Coil

D+25+0LCR PHASE RELATIONSHIPS.
Phases of V and I in series circuit as RL shifts to RC.

     This circuit is designed to show how the current shifts phase with-respect-to voltage, in an RC or RL 
circuit.  A voltage waveform is displayed on the scope, along with a 'current' waveform.  Turning a 
potentiometer clockwise (cw) or counterclockwise (ccw) on the back of the board, shifts the current 
waveform left or right with-respect-to (wrt) the voltage waveform. 
     However, you will notice that the circuit shown is actually an LCR 'tank' circuit, with the R being a 
variable potentiometer.  The values of L and C are chosen so that the resonant frequency is at 10.7 KHz, 
and the impedance of L and C at this frequency are both the same (674 �). At resonance, when the pot 
is set at midrange, there is no current phase shift wrt voltage.  However, as you turn the pot cw, more 
resistance moves into the inductor branch of the circuit, reducing the amount of current in the inductor 
branch; increasing the amount of current in the capacitor branch of the circuit.  When the pot is fully cw, 
you have virtually an RC circuit, with the current leading the voltage about 80 degrees.  By the same 
reasoning, moving the pot ccw causes the circuit to shift toward being an RL circuit.  When the pot is 
fully ccw, you have virtually an RL circuit with the current lagging behind the voltage by about 80 
degrees. Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall 
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D+30+0MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Suspended magnetic lodestone on string.

The magnetic 'lodestone' is a piece of iron ore that 
is partially magnetized.  When hung on a string, 
the lodestone oscillates until its north-south axis 
aligns with the magnetic field of the earth.  The 
ore is probably 'magnetite' (Fe3O4).

Magnetic
Lodestone

String

D+30+1MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Large compass needle on stand.

This demonstration compass is 
simply a  magnetized iron strip that 
sits on top of a needle-point stand.  It 
aligns with the earth's magnetic field. 

North

Compass
Needle

(about 6" high)



D+30+2MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Dip needle compass.

This 'Dip-Needle' apparatus can be used in two 
different ways:
1) It can be placed horizontally on the table, and 
the magnetic compass needle will indicate the 
direction of magnetic north.
2) Once magnetic north is determined, the 
apparatus is set up vertically and aligned with 
magnetic north.  Now, the dip needle indicates 
the angle of the magnetic flux coming up through 
the earth.

North
90

70

50

30

10

70
50

30

10

Dip Needle
and Compass

(about a 1' high)

D+30+4MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Earth model with internal magnet and pivoting probe magnet.

A large electromagnet inside this apparatus 
mimics the earth's magnetic field.  An 
exploring-magnet on a pivot investigates 
the direction of the field lines.  Note that the 
magnetic north pole does not coincide with 
the axis-of-rotation north pole.

Exploring
Magnet

on
Pivot

Magnetic
North

North
Pole

Magnetic Field Model
of the Earth
(2' diam.)

120 V.D.C

Knife
Switch

Timer Box
(2:40 min.)
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D+30+6MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Iron filings and permanent magnets to show field on an OHP.

Projected
Images

Various different magnets (bar, horseshoe, 2 bars 
etc.) are placed under a glass plate, on an 
overhead projector.  Iron filings are sprinkled on 
top of the plate.  The filings line up with the 
magnetic field lines , and are clearly visible when 
projected onto a screen.

Overhead Projector

Iron filings on glass plate
on top of magnets

D+30+8MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Oersted's Expt.: Compass needle shows field around a high current wire.

A large current (>100 amps) passes through a heavy, flexible 
copper cable, creating a circular magnetic field with the cable as 
its axis (determined by the right-hand rule).  The compass 
needle tries to align itself so it is tangent to a circle drawn 
around the wire.  Viewed from above, it appears that the needle 
swings so as to be perpendicular to the wire.  The reversing 
switch can be thrown so that the current goes in the opposite 
direction, and the needle will swing in the opposite direction.

North

Compass
Needle

(6" high)

No
rth

I

Top
View

-

+

Heavy, flexible
copper cable

Reversing
SwitchTimer Box
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D+30+10MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Iron filings around a high current vertical wire on OHP to show field.

Thick
Copper

Wire

Projected
Image

Reversing
SwitchTimer Box

(20 sec.)

To 12 V.D.C.
Storage Battery

Ballast
Resistor
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Clear
CompassIron

Filings

Overhead Projector

     Closing a reversing-switch sends 
a large current (on the order of 400 
amps) through a thick copper wire, 
creating a circular magnetic field 
with the wire as its axis (determined 
by the right-hand rule).  The wire 
runs through a glass plate.  
Medium-coarse iron filings are 
sprinkled onto the glass near the 
wire.  The filings form circular 
patterns which are visible when 
projected on a screen.
     NOTE:  It is important to leave 
the switch closed for no more than 
20 seconds, or the apparatus will 
melt.  10 seconds would be better.  
We have had fires.  (There is a 
timer box that buzzes to let you 
know time is up!)

D+30+12MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Iron filings around a current carrying coil on OHP to show field.

Projected
Image

Iron
Filings

Overhead Projector

Timer
Box

1:20 Min.

6V
Battery

     Closing a switch on the 6V battery sends 
a current (4 amps) through a coil  of copper 
wire (about 20 turns), creating a magnetic 
field that resembles that of a short bar 
magnet.  The coil runs through a glass plate.  

Medium-coarse iron filings 
are sprinkled onto the glass 
near the wire.  The filings 
form field line patterns 
which are visible when 
projected on a screen.
     NOTE:  The coil can 
burn up if the power is left 
on too long.  A Timer Box 
is attached to the battery 
to notify you to turn off 
the power.

Coil in
Glass Plate
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D+30+14MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Magnetic field around a solenoid with pivoting probe magnet.

Compass
Needle

(6" high)

Heavy
Copper

Wire Coil

Exploring
Magnet

on
Pivot

Reversing
Switch

Heavy Wires Used
(for high current)

   A large D.C. current (about 100 Amps), is sent through a simple 
solenoid coil made of heavy copper wire.  The magnetic field 
produced is explored  by a hand-held 'exploring magnet', or with 
a compass needle on a stand. 
   NOTE:  The current is large, so a Timer box is set for 20 
seconds to remind one to turn the demo off.  Also, double wires 
are used from the switch to the coil in order to handle the large 
current.

Timer Box
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To 12 V.D.C.
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D+30+16MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Ampere's law: Currents in parallel wires attract or repel.

Parallel
Wires

Carrying
Current

Reversing
Switch

To 12 V.D.C.
Storage Battery

Approximately 120 amps of current is sent through two vertical 
parallel wires.  When the reversing switch is thrown one way, the 
current in both wires is flowing the same direction, causing 
attractive magnetic fields that make the wires jump together.  
When the switch is thrown the other way, current in one wire flows 
in a direction opposite to that in the other wire, causing repulsive 
magnetic fields that make the wires jump apart.
     12 V.D.C. (from a car storage battery) is connected through a 
.09 � series ballast resistor to limit the current to 120 amps.  A 
Timer box, set for 20 seconds, is attached across the resistor.  It 
beeps to warn  the demonstration operator to turn off the power to 
the apparatus, to avoid melting of the wires.

Timer Box
(20 Sec.)

Ballast
Resistor
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D+30+18MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Force on a current carrying wire in a magnetic field.
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     A vertical thick copper wire is suspended between 
the poles of a permanent horseshoe magnet.  When a 
'reversing switch' is thrown,  current of about 4 amps is 
sent through the wire in one direction.  The magnetic 
field generated around the wire opposes (or attracts) the 
field of the horseshoe magnet, causing the wire to swing 
to the left (or right).  Throwing the switch in the opposite 
direction causes current to flow in the opposite direction, 
and the wire swings the opposite way.
     A Timer Box reminds the demonstration operator to 
turn off the apparatus in 5 seconds to avoid melting the 
wires.

Horseshoe
Magnet

Pivot

Timer Box
5 Sec. limit

6V Battery

D+30+20MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Elementary motor: Bar on rails over solenoid with core.

Rolling Bar

Coil
(507 turns)

     
This is a simple motor. Throwing the 'reversing switch' one way sends about ten amps of 
current (D.C.) through a  large coil of wire, with a soft iron core inserted within.  At the same 
time, current flows through two parallel brass rails and across a moveable brass bar.  The field 
of the coil (enhanced by the core) either attracts or repels the magnetic field generated by the 
current flowing through the moveable bar.  The bar rolls left or right.  Throwing the switch in 
the opposite direction causes the bar to roll in the opposite direction.
     The Timer box reminds the demonstration operator to turn off the apparatus in about 20 
seconds to avoid damage to the coil.

Brass Rails

To 120 V.D.C. panel
(set for 10 amps)
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D+30+22MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Torque on coil suspended between two magnets.

Bar
Magnet
(Alnico)

Bar
Magnet

Coil of
100 turns

(25 cm. diam.)
on Swivel Mount

Reversing
Switch

To 110 V.D.C. panel
(Set for  10 amps)

Timer Box
('Normal' Setting:

5 sec.)
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     This is a simple galvanometer.  Throwing the 'reversing 
switch' one way sends about 10 amps through a coil of wire 
mounted on a swivel base.  The magnetic field generated by the 
coil is perpendicular to the plane of the coil.  The north end of the 
coil field is attracted to the south end of the bar magnet field, and 
so the coil swings through an angle and stays there until the 
current is turned off.  Throwing the switch in the opposite 
direction causes the coil to swing in the opposite direction.
     The Timer box reminds the demonstration operator to turn off 
the apparatus in 5 seconds to avoid melting the wires.

D+30+24MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Vacuum tube with screen shows cathode rays bent with a magnet.

An evacuated tube has an anode at one end, a cathode at the other, and a fluorescent screen 
in between.  When a high voltage (about 40 kV pulsating D.C.) is placed across the tube, a 
beam of electrons is emitted from the cathode, passes through a slit, then travels  in a straight 
line to the anode.  When a horseshoe magnet is lowered down over the tube, the beam of 
electrons is deflected. (By the 'right-hand screw rule', the direction of the deflection is VxB.  
So, the deflection of the beam is down, if the North pole of the magnet is coming out of the 
page...)  The beam of electrons impinges on the fluorescent screen, making the path of the 
beam visible.

N

Horseshoe
Magnet

CathodeAnode

Fluorescent
Screen

SlitDeflected
Beam

Induction
Coil

POWER POLARITY

Electro-Tech
INPUT 115V 60 Hz

OUTPUT .2-3 Inch Pulsating Spark

SOLID STATE
INDUCTION COIL

120 V.A.C.

F (q<0)

VxB

V B
-



D+30+26MAGNETIC FIELDS.
e/m Tube: Circular bending of an electron beam in a magnetic field.

Power Supply
for e/m Tube

and Coils e/m APPARATUSCOILS CURRENT HEATER
ELEC-

TRODESPLATESMETER

VOLTAGE CURRENT
FORWARD

REV. STANDBY

2 Parallel
Helmholtz

Coils

e/m Tube Electron
Beam

e/m
Apparatus

HeaterAccel.
Voltage

Coil
120

V.A.C.

     This apparatus is designed to measure e/m, the charge to mass ratio of the electron; similar to 
the method used by J.J. Thompson in 1897.  A glass bulb is evacuated, except for a trace amount 
of helium.  A beam of electrons is generated by a heater filament, then accelerated through a 
known potential V; so the velocity is known.  When a current I flows in a pair of parallel Helmholtz 
coils, one on either side of the tube, a uniform magnetic field B is produced at right angles to the 
electron beam.  This magnetic field deflects the beam in a circular path with radius r, which can be 
measured by a mirrored cm. scale.  The beam is visible because the electrons collide with the 
helium atoms which are excited, then emit bluish light. The ratio e/m = 2V/B  r  .
     The coils have a radius and separation of 15 cm.  Each coil has 130 turns.  The diameter of the 
glass bulb is 13 cm.  V is varied from 150 to 300 V.D.C..  Heater voltage is 6.3 V(AC orDC).  B is 
the product of I times 7.80x10   tesla/amp. I should be kept smaller than 3 amps (at 6-9 V.D.C.).

2

-4

2

Notes: Needs very dark room.
ʻStand-byʼ switch provides
partial voltage to the filament,
shortening warm-up time.

D+30+28MAGNETIC FIELDS.
Hall Effect: Magnetic field induces a voltage in a neon plasma.

Screen

Projection
Voltmeter
0-15vDC

Coax

DANGER

HIGH VOLTAGE

CENCO HIGH      POTENTIAL
DC POWER SUPPLY

+-
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OUTPUT

VOLTAGE OUTPUT

1000

2000 3000

4000

50000

D.C. Power Supply
0-5000 Volts

Strong
Magnet
(Alnico)

Hall Effect Tube
A

B
Zero

Adjust

A long glass tube has been evacuated and a trace of neon has been 
added.  When a large voltage (about 1000 V.D.C.) is placed across the 
ends of the tube, the tube glows. When a powerful permanent magnet is 
brought in towards the center of the tube (in a direction perpendicular to 
the tube and parallel to the plane of the table) a voltage is created 
between points A and B (perpendicular to both the electron flow in the 
tube and the magnetic field of the bar magnet).This is the Hall Voltage, 
which reaches about 1.5 Volts in this demo. It is displayed using a 
projection voltmeter (10 M� impedance).The knob on the small black 
box allows the meter to be  zero-centered.



D+35+0MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Wobbly bar: Magnets in frame balanced by repulsive forces.

A)  Two bar magnets are placed so that the top magnet 'floats' above the bottom magnet.  The 
magnets are held in a frame so that only vertical motion is possible.  The magnets are made 
so that the north-south pole is through the narrow 'height' rather than the length.
B)  Donut-shaped magnets are suspended on a plexiglass rod so that they repel each other.  
The top two magnets float.
C)  Two bar magnets can push or pull each other on the table top.

'Wobbly
Bar'

S

N

Magnetic
Spring

Two Bar
Magnets

A

B

C

D+35+2MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Making a magnet by electromagnetic induction.

Iron
Core

Large Coil

To 120 V.D.C. panel
set for 10 amperes

Compass
Needle

Reversing
Switch

Steel Rod

Iron
Filings

TIMEAC OR DC

5
20 1:20 2:40

5:20

OFF

NORMAL

SPECIAL

RESET

Box

     A large current (about 10 amps) is sent through a large coil fitted with an iron core, 
producing a strong magnetic field.  A non-magnetized steel rod is placed touching the iron 
core.  The iron molecules in the rod line up with the magnetic field from the coil and core, 
thus producing a temporary magnet capable of picking up and holding loose iron filings, 
nails, etc.
     The Timer box reminds the demonstration operator to turn off the apparatus in 20 
seconds to avoid damaging the coil.

Filings

Timer Box
('Normal Setting',

20 Sec.)



D+35+4MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Making small magnets by breaking up a larger magnet.

     A hacksaw blade (brittle steel) can be magnetized by stroking it a number of times with a 
strong magnet.  Stroke each time in the same direction, with the same pole (north or south) 
rubbing against the hacksaw surface.  To see that the blade is a magnet, place one end near 
the compass needle and observe which end of the needle is attracted.  Then place the 
opposite end of the blade near the needle and watch the needle swing in the opposite 
direction.
     The blade can then be snapped by hand into smaller pieces.  Each piece is also a magnet.

Compass
Needle

Strong
Magnet
(Alnico) Hacksaw Blade

D+35+6MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Barkhausen effect: Magnet and coil with soft iron core.

Microphone

8 Watt Audio Amp

Line

Barkhausen

Level

Output

8 Ohm

Line

Inputs

Speaker

Strong
Magnet
(Alnico)

Audio
Amplifier

Coil
Soft Iron Core
(removeable)

A soft iron rod or core is placed within a long cylindrical coil made of many turns of fine wire.  
When a strong magnet is brought up to the closed end of the rod, various regions of iron within 
the rod (magnetic domains) shift to orient with the field of the magnet.  The abruptly changing 
magnetic field associated with each shifting region cuts across nearby coils of wire, generating 
a current.  The current is amplified and sent to a speaker.  Sharp, crackling noises can be 
heard, representing the re-orientation of iron molecules in the rod.  If the iron core is removed, 
and the magnet is moved across the coils, there is no noise from the speaker.  

Coax



D+35+7MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Barkhausen effect model: Many tiny magnets on pivots on overhead projector.

Strong
Magnet
(Alnico)

This model is a mechanical analogy of the Barkhausen effect.  Many small magnets are 
arranged on needle-points mounted on a clear Lucite base that can be placed on an overhead 
projector.  A large Alnico bar magnet is waved over the model, and the model magnets are put 
in motion.  The model magnets settle down in various patterned 'magnetic domains'. 

Overhead Projector

ProjectionBarkhausen
Model

D+35+9MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Para and Diamagnetic materials in magnetic field.

Variable Gap
Magnet

Suspended
Sample

Various paramagnetic and diamagnetic 
materials (about 1.5 cm. long) are 
suspended on a silk thread between the 
poles of a variable gap magnet 
(neodymium, very strong).  Paramagnetic 
samples will align with the magnet poles.  
Diamagnetic samples will swing away from 
the poles.  Paramagnetic samples include: 
aluminum (+16.5), potassium dichromate 
(+29.4), platinum (+201.9), and liquid 
oxygen (+7699).  Diamagnetic samples 
include: copper (-5.46), carbon (-6), zinc 
(-11.4), silver (-19.5), lead (-23.0), and 
bismuth (-280.1). (The numbers are the 
magnetic susceptibility x 10-6 cgs).
     Paramagnetic materials have a net 
permanent magnetic dipole moment.  
When a magnetic field is applied, the 
alignment of the electron orbits in the 
material actually increases the field 
somewhat, causing the sample to align 
with the field.  Paramagnetic materials 
also exhibit diamagnetism, but the 
paramagnetic effect is much larger.  Rising 
temperature can destroy the paramagnetic 
effect, and just leave the diamagnetism.
     Diamagnetism is present in all 
materials, and is weaker than 
paramagnetism.  When a magnetic field is 
applied, the electron orbits are realigned 
so that the magnetic field is actually 
weakened (an atomic-scale consequence 
of the Lenz law of induction), and the 
sample swings away from the direction of 
the main field. 

Projected Image of
Suspended Sample

on T.V. Monitor

Small
TV

Camera
Power
Supply

Small
Monitor

120
V.A.C.

Diamagnetic

Paramagnetic

ON/OFF



D+35+10MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials in magnetic field with arc lamp.

Lab
Bench

Electro-
magnet

Suspended
Sample

Projected Image of
Suspended Sample

Various paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials (about 1.5 cm. long) are 
suspended on a silk thread between the poles of an electromagnet.  A large 
current (about 25 amps) is sent through the electromagnet coils.  
Paramagnetic samples will align parallel with the magnet poles.  Diamagnetic 
samples will swing away, perpendicular to poles.  Samples available are: 
aluminum, bismuth, carbon, copper, glass, iron, lead, nickel, platinum, silver, 
tin, and zinc, (liquid oxygen is available with advance notice). Best 
Paramagnetic: platinum and aluminum. Best Diamagnetic: bismuth and glass  
Care should be taken to not leave the electromagnet on for very long (20 
sec.).

To 120 V.D.C. panel
set for full current

Timer Box
(20 sec.)

MOV*

(*MOV= metal oxide varistor. Opening knife switch dissipates coil current through MOV.)

Knife
Switch

TIMEAC OR DC

5
20 1:20 2:40

5:20

OFF

NORMAL

SPECIAL

RESET

II

TV Camera

D+35+12MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
Linear motor: An iron core jumps into a solenoid.

Iron
Core

Medium Coil

To 120 V.D.C. panel
set for 10 amperes

Throughout the technical world, the solenoid motor has been used for mechanical controls.  
Typical examples are the electric clutch in automobile air conditioners, transmission shifters 
in washing machines, and electric door latches on the entrances to apartment buildings.  
     To operate the demonstration, slide the core about halfway into the coil, then apply 
power.  The core will be vigorously drawn into the center of the coil.  With power still on, 
demonstrate that the core cannot be withdrawn.  Turn off the power, and remove the core 
easily.  The timer box alerts the operator to turn power off before the coil roasts.

Timer Box
('Normal Setting',

20 Sec.)

Knife
Switch

TIMEAC OR DC

5
20 1:20 2:40

5:20

OFF

NORMAL

SPECIAL

RESET



D+40+0METERS.
Tangent galvanometer: Compass needle pivots in a coil.

6 Volt
Battery

Key Switch

Compass
Needle

Coil, 25 cm.,
100 Turns

Slide Wire Rheostat
(360�)

This is a simple galvanometer.  A compass needle is placed 
inside a 25 cm. diameter coil of wire.  When a key switch is 
pressed, current flows through the coil, producing a magnetic 
field.  The compass will swing to a new position, depending on 
the coil current.  The current in the coil is adjusted using the 
rheostat.

D+35+14SUPERCONDUCTIVITY.
Meissner effect:  Magnet levitates over cooled ceramic superconductor.

T.V. Monitor

Liquid
Nitrogen
Dewar

Plastic
Tongs

Lab
Jack

Neodymium
Magnet

Magnet levitating over
liquid-nitrogen-cooled

ceramic superconductor

Styrofoam
dish

YBa Cu O2 3
Ceramic

Superconductor
Disk

7

A black superconductor ceramic disk is placed on a .25 
inch thick piece of cork in a shallow styrofoam dish. 
Liquid nitrogen is then poured into the dish. The disk is 
placed so that its top is flush with the surface of the 
liquid. When the disk is sufficiently cool, a small but 
strong neodymium magnet, held by plastic tongs, is 
carefully placed above the disk.The magnet hovers 
several millimeters above the superconductor surface 
due to the Meissner effect. Touching the magnet lightly 
with the plastic tongs will set the magnet spinning in 
place. NOTE: For other applications, see accompanying 
manual.

Small
IR TV

Camera
Power
Supply

Small
Monitor

120
V.A.C.

ON/OFF



D+40+2METERS.
Elementary galvanometer: Coil on spring in magnetic field.

6 Volt
Battery

Key
Switch

Moving-Coil
Galvanometer

Horseshoe
Magnet

Wire
Coil

Pointer
(fixed to coil)

Spring
(Restores Coil

to 'zero' position)

Sensitivity

300
400

500

200

100

0 MICROAMPERES D.C. 

Commercial
Ammeter

(Cover Removed)

This elementary galvanometer has 
a wire coil suspended on flexible 
springs between the poles of a 
permanent horseshoe magnet.  
When the key switch is pressed, a 
current flows through the coil, 
creating a magnetic field opposing 
the horseshoe magnet field.  The 
coil swings, as indicated by the 
pointer arrow.

D+40+4METERS.
Mavometer: Ammeter / voltmeter / galvanometer.

This is a 'moving coil meter' 
which can be used as an 
ammeter, voltmeter, or 
galvanometer.  However, it is 
usually just 'for show'.  It is an 
old meter constructed in 
Germany.

Full scale deflection:
2 ma (100 mv) DC
2 ma (1.2 V) AC

6 Volt
BatteryKey Switch

20
0

20

40

60

60

4020

Meter:  Ammeter,
Voltmeter,  Galvanometer

('Mavometer')

decade resistor box
on high range only



D+40+8METERS.
Ammeter shunt: Only a small current flows to the meter.

There are several ammeter shunts for display.  They are made of copper, and are 
constructed so as to radiate a lot of heat.  In a circuit with a large current, most of the 
current goes through the shunt, and a small amount goes through the ammeter.  Thus, a 
sensitive low-current meter can be used to measure large current flows.

1000 Amp
Shunt

240 Amp
Shunt

Projection
Multimeter

150 mV scale
Meter Scale reads

0-720 Amps

Heavy current flow
in this direction.

240 Amp
Shunt

Only a small proportion of 
the current flows in this 
circuit through the 150 
mV meter movement.

Screen

D+40+6METERS.
Various meters for display.

20
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40
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60

4020

Old Meter:  Ammeter,
Voltmeter,  Galvanometer

300
400

500

200

100

0 MICROAMPERES D.C. Commercial
Ammeter

(Cover Removed)

Old Ballistic
Galvanometer

2010
0

30 40

AMPERES

Old Ammeter
(High Current)

.4
.2

.6
.8

1MILLIAMPERES D.C. Modern
Milliameter

There are numerous ammeters for display, some old and some new.  There are more 
available than are shown in the drawing.



D+45+0MOTORS.
Rolling bar motor: Bar rolls on rails over solenoid with core.

Rolling Bar

Coil
(507 turns)

     
This is a simple motor. Throwing the 'reversing switch' one way sends about ten amps of 
current (D.C.) through a  large coil of wire, with a soft iron core inserted within.  At the same 
time, current flows through two parallel brass rails and across a moveable brass bar.  The field 
of the coil (enhanced by the core) either attracts or repels the magnetic field generated by the 
current flowing through the moveable bar.  The bar rolls left or right.  Throwing the switch in 
the opposite direction causes the bar to roll in the opposite direction.
     The Timer box reminds the demonstration operator to turn off the apparatus in about 20 
seconds to avoid damage to the coil.

Brass Rails

To 120V.D.C. panel
(set for 10 amps)

TIMEAC OR DC

5
20 1:20 2:40

5:20

OFF

NORMAL

SPECIAL

RESET

Reversing
Switch

Timer Box
('Normal setting:

20 sec.)

(Same as
D+30+20)

D+45+2MOTORS.
Elementary spit-ring armature DC motor. (D+15+6 as a motor).

A coil, free to rotate about a vertical axis, is mounted within a stationary magnetic field 
produced by two strong permanent bar magnets.  Closing a knife switch sends current through 
the coil. The field produced by the coil swings the coil to line up with the permanent magnet 
field.  However, just as the two fields become aligned, the coil 'split-ring' commutator causes 
the coil current and magnetic field to reverse, causing the coil to be repelled away from the bar 
magnets.  The cycle then repeats, and the coil continues to revolve.
     The timer box beeps to alert the operator to turn off power to avoid burning up the motor.

-+

Simple D.C. Motor

Permanent MagnetPermanent Magnet
Rotating Coil

DC Commutator

DC
Split-Ring

Commutator
Model

To 120 V.D.C. panel
set for min. current

Timer Box
('Normal Setting',

20 Sec.)

TIMEAC OR DC

5
20 1:20 2:40

5:20

OFF

NORMAL

SPECIAL

RESET

(Note: Reversing switch is used to show that
  the motor will run in both directions...)

Reversing
Switch



D+45+6MOTORS.
Elementary motor: Electron beam revolves in magnetic field.

6 Volt
BatteryKey Switch

Induction
Coil

POWER POLARITY

Electro-Tech
INPUT 115V 60 Hz

OUTPUT .2-3 Inch Pulsating Spark

SOLID STATE
INDUCTION COIL

120
V.A.C.

The glass tube in this apparatus is evacuated, with a trace of helium added.  A large D.C. 
voltage is placed across the tube terminals, creating an arc of glowing ionized gas.  When a 
key-switch is pressed, a current flows through a coil at the base of the tube, creating a 
magnetic field in an iron rod that extends up into the tube. The magnetic field is at an angle 
to the current in the arc of glowing gas, causing the glowing arc to rotate.

Coil

Rotating Arc
of Ionized Gas

Evacuated Tube
(trace of helium)

Iron Rod

D+45+4MOTORS.
AC induction motor: Armature in a whirling field.

This is an old AC induction motor with casing removed.  Throwing the switch causes a rotating 
field in the ring of coils.  The rotating field induces eddy currents in the squirrel cage armature.  
The armature eddy currents produce magnetic fields in a direction opposite to the rotating coil 
field.  This causes the armature to rotate without any electrical connection between the coils 
and the armature.  The speed of rotation can be varied by sliding the core in or out of the coil, 
or by varying the rheostat.
     The armature can be removed, and a piece of  translucent plastic laid on the top of the ring 
of coils.  Iron filings sprinkled on the plastic whirl in a circle when the A.C. is turned on.

To 110 V.A.C.

Large Coil and Iron Core
(1532 turns)

Switch

Squirrel Cage
Armature

Ring of
Coils

Rheostat
(23     )�



D+50+0OSCILLOSCOPES.
The Braun tube with magnetic and electrostatic deflection.

HEATHKIT REGULATED H.V. POWER SUPPLY 

D.C. OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

METER SWITCH

MILLIAMPS
150

VOLTS
150

400

C-VOLTS
0 -100

B+VOLTS

O 400

D.C. OUTPUT
CURRENT

OFF ON

STANDBY

0 TO - 100 V AT 1 MA

6.3 V. AC
4 AMPS

GNDCOMMON

0 TO 400 V AT 100 MA

Bar
Magnet
(Alnico)

Magnetic
Deflection

Coil

Electrostatic
Deflection

Plates

Braun
Tube

Beam-
Centering
Magnet

High Voltage
Power Supply

300 V.
Gnd

-15 V.

6.3 V.

The Braun tube is a cathode ray tube.  Electrons are emitted from a heated cathode (6.3 
V.), focused (-15V.), then accelerated through a barrel anode (300 V.) and hit a flourescent 
screen.  The beam position can be adjusted with a small centering magnet.  For 
demonstration purposes, the beam can be deflected magnetically either with a hand-held 
permanent magnet or with magnetic deflection coils powered with a 0-12 VDC power 
supply.  The beam can also be deflected electrostatically, using a high-voltage generator. 
     This tube is reliable, but must be given a warm-up time of about 5 minutes.

D+55+0RESISTANCE.
Resistance boards: Series, Parallel, Wheatstone bridge.
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500 �

1000 �

20
00

�Plug-In
Resistors

This demonstration can be used to show voltage and current 
relationships in series and parallel resistance networks (Ohm's Law 
and Kirchoff's Law).  Voltage is supplied with a two 6 Volt batteries, 
and various resistance values can be chosen (.5,1,2,3,4 & 5 k�, 
variable Potentiometer, short, 12v bulbs, etc.)  A number of plug-in 
boards are available (including a Wheatstone's Bridge). 

Resistance
Board

Two 6 Volt
Batteries



D+55+4RESISTANCE.
High current melts the fuse wire.

Knife
Switch

Screen

I

To 120 V.D.C. panel
full current

Heat-Resistant
Pad

Buss Fuse Wire
(rated 5 or 10 amps)

The fuse wire in this demo is rated to stand 5 amps (or 10 amps).  
The D.C. power panel is adjusted to deliver much more current.  
When the knife switch is closed, the current rises sharply, then the 
fuse wire melts with a flash of light and a puff of smoke. 
Thermocouple apparatus available upon request.

Projection
Ammeter

(50 Amps D.C.)

D+55+2RESISTANCE.
Watt's Law: Variable resistor, glow coil, volt and amp meter.

Knife
Switch

Projection
Voltmeter

(120 V.D.C.)

Projection
Ammeter

(5 Amps D.C.)

Screen

V

I

Rheostat
(30    )�

To 120 V.D.C. panel

Electric
Heating
Element
(19 �)

The electric heating element (glow coil) in this demo has a resistance 
of about 19 ohms.  When  the knife-switch is closed, a current flows 
through the coil, causing the coil to heat up. Watt's law states that the 
rate of energy transfer P equals the current times the voltage.

C-Clamp



D+55+6RESISTANCE.
Resistance thermometer: Iron coil in liquid nitrogen or flame varies current.

Screen

ILiquid
Nitrogen
Dewar

Liquid
Nitrogen

Cup

Bunsen
burner

Projection
Multimeter

(5 Amp D.C.)

Iron
Coil

A 6 volt battery sends about 2.5 amps through an iron coil (1.8      at 
room temperature).  If the coil is heated with a bunsen burner flame, 
the resistance rises, and the current falls.  If the coil is submersed in
 liquid nitrogen, the resistance falls, and the current rises dramatically.

����

6 Volt
Battery

D+55+8RESISTANCE.
Effect of temperature on current in carbon or tungsten filaments.

Projection
Voltmeter

(120 V.D.C.)

Projection
Ammeter

(1 Amp D.C.)

Screen

V

I

Rheostat
(90     )�

To 120 V.D.C.
panel full current

Tungsten
Filament

Bulb
(100w)

This demo is similar to D+55+2.  A light bulb is substituted for the 
electric heating element.  The thing to note here is the difference 
between the characteristics of a tungsten filament bulb, and an old 
carbon filament Edison bulb.  When the knife switch is thrown, the 
initial resistance of a modern tungsten filament is low.  There is a 
surge current at turn on.  Then as the filament heats up (and the 
resistance rises), the current rapidly drops, (and the voltage drop 
across the bulb rises).  The carbon filament has a higher initial 
resistance (no surge current), and the resistance drops more slowly 
as the filament heats up.

Carbon Filament
Bulb

(Edison)

Knife
Switch

C-Clamp



D+55+12RESISTANCE
Oscillator made with resistor, capacitor and neon lamp.

2.0 uf

0-5.5 M�

90 Volts D.C. is put across a series RC circuit. A neon bulb is in parallel with the capacitor. 
When the capacitor charges up to 80 volts, the neon bulb flashes (breakdown voltage for 
this neon bulb is about 80 volts), draining the capacitor charge. The capacitor then begins 
to charge again, and the cycle repeats.  The period T of the flashes of the bulb is the 
product of the Resistance and Capacitance (RxC).  The resistance can be varied from 0 to 
5.5 M�, and three different capacitors can be plugged in: 2 �f, .47 �f, and .01 �f. 

Neon
Bulb

Resistor
0-5.5 M�

Capacitor
(2 �f, .47 �f,

or .01 �f)

Same as
D+0+30

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

D.C./A.C. Power
Supply set at

90 V.D.C.

D+55+10RESISTANCE.
Large tungsten filament lamp. As it heats, current drops.

Knife
Switch

Screen

I

To 120 V.A.C.

Locomotive Headlight
(Tungsten Filament)

(6 V, 25 amps)

This demo is similar to D+55+2 and D+55+8.  When the knife switch 
is closed, 6 V.A.C. is put on a locomotive headlight which has a 
tungsten filament.  At room temperature, the resistance of the filament 
is low and a large current will flow, initially pegging the needle of the 
projection ammeter.  The filament rapidly heats up and the filament 
resistance rises. The current drops quickly to 15 amps and then 
slowly down to 13 amps.

TRANSFORMER

120
V.A.C.

6
V.A.C.

6
V.A.C.

120
V.A.C.

Old Style
Projection
Ammeter

(30 Amps A.C.)

Transformer



D+55+13RESISTANCE.
Same as D+55+12 using speaker for audio tone generation.

2.0 uf

0-5.5 M�

90 Volts D.C. is put across a series RC circuit. A neon bulb is in parallel with the capacitor. 
When the capacitor charges up to 80 volts, the neon bulb flashes (breakdown voltage for 
this neon bulb is about 80 volts), draining the capacitor charge. The capacitor then begins 
to charge again, and the cycle repeats.  The period T of the flashes of the bulb is the 
product of the Resistance and Capacitance (RxC).  The resistance can be varied from 0 to 
5.5 M�, and three different capacitors can be plugged in: 2 �f, .47 �f, and .01 �f.  
     The oscillating signal produced in this demo is amplified and made audible with a 
speaker.The signal frequency f = 1/T.

Neon
Bulb

Resistor
0-5.5 M�

Capacitor
(2 �f, .47 �f,

or .01 �f)

Microphone

8 Watt Audio Amp

Line

Barkhausen

Level

Output

8 Ohm

Line

Inputs

Amplifier Speaker

Connects to
back of board 

C
oa

x

Same as
D+0+32

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.

LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

D.C./A.C. Power
Supply set at

90 V.D.C.

D+55+14RESISTANCE.
Same as D+55+12 using oscilloscope to display waveform.

2.0 uf

0-5.5 M�

90 Volts D.C. is put across a series RC circuit. A neon bulb is in parallel with the capacitor. 
When the capacitor charges up to 80 volts, the neon bulb flashes (breakdown voltage for 
this neon bulb is about 80 volts), draining the capacitor charge. The capacitor then begins 
to charge again, and the cycle repeats.  The period T of the flashes of the bulb is the 
product of the Resistance and Capacitance (RxC).  The resistance can be varied from 0 to 
5.5 M�, and three different capacitors can be plugged in: 2 �f, .47 �f, and .01 uf.  
     The oscillating signal produced in this demo is displayed on an oscilloscope. The signal 
frequency f = 1/T.  (A speaker can also be attached to make the signal audible, as in 
D+0+32.) Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall.

Neon
Bulb

Resistor
0-5.5 M� Capacitor

(2 �f, .47 �f,
or .01 �f)

connects to
back of board

Coax

Same as
D+0+34

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
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0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-
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4.

ON

OFF

6.3V.  4A

OUTPUT

D.C. A.C.
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VOLTAGE

INCREASE 

WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

D.C./A.C. Power
Supply set at

90 V.D.C. Tektronix
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D+55+18RESISTANCE.
Resistance model: marbles bounce off nails.

Resistance
Board
Model

Nails

This demonstration is  an analog of electrical 
conduction in a resistive material.  The marbles 
(analog of the charge carriers) move under the 
influence of gravity (analog of the electric field) 
down the inclined plane.  After moving a short 
distance the marble collides (i.e. scatters)  with 
one of the nails (an impurity in the metal) losing 
some of its energy.  On average the marble 
moves down the plane with some average drift 
velocity.  The current of marbles can only be 
sustained if the lecturer acts as a battery and 
continually lifts the marbles up to the top of the 
board thus replacing the energy which has 
been dissipated in the collisions.  It can be 
mentioned that the nails presumably are heated 
by the collisions, the analog of Joule heating.  
Adjusting the tilt of the board is the analog of 
varying the electric field.  Small tilt angles give 
slow drift velocity and vice-versa.

Marble

Box

D+55+16RESISTANCE.
Film: Elementary Electricity

Film Title: Elementary Electricity.
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.
Length: 8 minutes.  Black and white.  Sound.

This film is very simplistic,-perhaps too elementary for college students.  It should be 
viewed before showing it to a class.  It is a Navy film, (circa 1950?)
     Current (coulombs), resistance (ohms), voltage (volts) are all defined.  Simple 
circuits, with batteries in series, resistors, ammeters, and voltmeters are hooked up.  
Ohm's Law is defined.  That's about it.
     



D+60+0SOLID STATE AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
P-N Junction as a rectifier: Current flows one way.

Screen

I

The diode will allow current to flow in one direction, and virtually no 
current to flow in the opposite direction, depending on the polarity of 
the voltage.  When the reversing switch is closed, the current in the 
circuit is displayed on the screen using the projection ammeter.
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diode

40
00

�

6 V.
Battery

Reversing
Switch
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Reversible
Plug-In Diode

Diode
Display Board

D+60+2SOLID STATE AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
P-N Junction as a rectifier: Diode bridge rectifies AC voltage.

The diode will allow current to flow in one direction, and virtually no current to flow in the 
opposite direction, depending on the polarity of the voltage.  In this demo, a 6.3 V.A.C. 
(sine wave) is injected into the circuit.  The waveform at 'A' will be either a negative or 
positive 1/2 wave, depending on how the reversible diode is plugged in.  The waveform at 
'B', shown on the scope, will be a full-wave rectified signal (fluctuating D.C.).  
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Note:  See set-up sheet in file cabinet in 72 Le Conte Hall



D+60+6SOLID STATE AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
Several commercial solar cells.

Several types of solar cells (silicon cells, iron-selenium cells) are 
available for display.  Photovoltaic cells convert incandescent light or 
sunlight directly into electrical energy.  They can be hooked up to a 
projection galvanometer to illustrate voltage or current 
characteristics.
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D+60+4SOLID STATE AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
Photoelectric effect: Light on P-N junction causes current flow.

Screen

I

The P-N junction of a clear diode can act as a photoelectric source.  
A halogen light is used to shine an intense beam of white light on a 
diode.  The current signal is amplified and shown on a screen with a 
projection ammeter.
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D+60+10SOLID STATE AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
Piezoelectric Effect: crystal subjected to mechanical force produces voltage.

This piezoelectric device consists of a thin slice of polished quartz attached to a brass disk with 
two attached leads.  A neon lamp serves as an indicator of electrical flow.
     A piezoelectric crystal is a crystal which, when subjected to a mechanical force, produces a 
voltage (direct piezoelectric effect).  Conversely, a mechanical force will be created if sufficient 
voltage is applied to the crystal (converse piezoelectric effect).  Applying pressure to the crystal 
creates a potential difference within the crystal (that is, areas where electrons are in excess, and 
areas where they are in deficit).  Such a potential difference is relieved by movement of 
electrons.  Thus, when wires are attached to opposite sides of the stressed crystal, an electric 
current can flow.
     A direct whack on the crystal, such as dropping a superball from about 6" height will cause 
the crystal to generate about 60 volts,-enough to briefly light the neon lamp (direct piezoelectric 
effect). Or slowly press on the disk, then slowly relieve the pressure: first one side of the lamp 
glows, then the other.
     Attaching a signal generator to the leads and applying an a.c. signal causes the device to 
hum: it is a not very efficient speaker (converse piezoelectric effect). Connect the leads together, 
press on the crystal, then disconnect the leads before relaxing the pressure (creating an 
unrelieved potential difference).  Then touch the leads together and you will hear a snap.

Piezoelectric
Device
(2"x2")

Neon
Lamp

Superball

D+60+8SOLID STATE AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
Solar energy demos: Solar cells spin a propeller using a light source.
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Solar-Powered
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There are several  demonstrations that have motor-driven propellers powered by silicon 
solar cells.  Perhaps the helicopter is the most visible in a large class.  
     NOTE: There are many light sources that can be used to drive the motors.  Some 
people prefer carbon arcs (very intense light), while others prefer smaller electric lamps or 
flashlights.  For a greater effect, the light source can be placed about ten feet away from 
the solar-driven motor.  Consult with the demonstration staff...

Solar
Cell

Power
Supply



D+70+0THERMOELECTRICITY.
Thermocouple and thermopile, both make electricity from heat.

Projection
Galvanometer

Screen

Knife Switch
(DPDT)
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ATTEN INPUTOUTPUT

OP-AMP

D.C. Amplifier
(Op Amp)

Thermopile
mounted in
reflective

horn
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A thermocouple is formed when two dissimilar metals are joined at two 
endpoints.  A small voltage is produced when the two endpoints are at 
different temperatures.  (For small temperature changes, the voltage is 
roughly proportional to the temperature difference of the endpoints.)
     This demo has both a thermocouple made of iron and copper wires, 
and a thermopile.  The thermopile is a device made up of many 
thermocouples in series so that the voltage produced is much larger 
than with a single thermocouple. The reflective horn focuses infrared 
radiation (heat) onto the thermopile.
     The iron-copper thermocouple should respond favorably to heat 
from the fingers, and strongly to the heat of a match.  The horn 
thermopile should respond strongly to the hand at a distance of one 
foot.

(.5ma)

Coax

D+65+0THERMIONIC EMISSION.
Edison effect: Electrons are cast off from hot filament.
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Apparatus
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The Edison effect demonstrates that electrons are emitted from a 
hot filament.  To operate the demo, select 'Edison Effect' with the 
knob on the top of the black box.  The filament of the tube is heated, 
and the electrons that come off are collected by the anode on the 
top of the tube.  The current that flows is shown with the projection 
ammeter. The six volt bias switch should be in the center (off) 
position.
     DIODE OPTION:  One can select a 6 volt forward or reverse bias 
in the output circuit, with various resistances, to show how this tube 
acts as a diode.



D+70+4THERMOELECTRICITY.
Thermocouple magnet: Flame heating, plus ice bath, holds weight.

Bunsen
burner

Weights

Thermo-
couple
Lifting

Magnet

A thermocouple is formed when two 
dissimilar metals are joined at two 
endpoints.  A small voltage is 
produced when the two endpoints 
are at different temperatures. 
     This thermocouple magnet has 
just one coil of thick copper 
(resistance abut a millionth of an 
ohm) and another piece of 
copper-nickel alloy (placed between 
the vertical ends of the coil).  When 
one vertical copper end is heated 
with a bunsen burner, and the other 
vertical end is cooled in an ice bath, 
a voltage is generated on the order 
of millivolts. The current thus 
generated in the copper coil is on the 
order of  a hundred amps.  The 
current generates a large magnetic 
field which is reinforced by the iron 
core inserted inside the copper coil. 
     Under optimal conditions, this 
thermoelectric magnet is able to 
support over 400 pounds.

Ice
Bath

Cu
Coil

Ends

D+70+2THERMOELECTRICITY.
Thermocouple magnet: Flame heating, plus water cooling, holds weight.

Bunsen
burner

Weights

Thermo-
couple
Lifting

Magnet

Cold
Water

In

Cold
Water
Out

A thermocouple is formed when two 
dissimilar metals are joined at two 
endpoints.  A small voltage is 
produced when the two endpoints 
are at different temperatures. 
     This thermocouple magnet has 
just two coils of thick copper 
(resistance about a millionth of an 
ohm) and another piece of 
copper-nickel alloy (placed between 
the coils).  When one end is heated 
with a bunsen burner, and the other 
end is cooled with cold flowing water, 
a voltage is generated on the order 
of millivolts. The current thus 
generated in the copper coils is on 
the order of  a hundred amps.  The 
current generates a large magnetic 
field which is reinforced by the 2 iron 
cores inserted inside the 2 copper 
coils. 
     Under optimal conditions, this 
thermoelectric magnet is able to 
support over 200 pounds.

Iron
Core

Iron
Plate

2 Cu
Coils

Cu / Cu-Ni
Thermo-
couple



D+70+8THERMOELECTRICITY.
Peltier Device: With electric current, thermoelectric heat pump cools or heats.

Peltier
Device

Heat
Sink

6 V.D.C.
Battery

The Peltier Device is a thermoelectric heat pump. If the switch is thrown so that positive voltage is 
connected to the red terminal and ground is hooked to the black terminal, the top of the device will get 
cold, and heat will be radiated out through the heat-sink fins.  The device quickly becomes cold enough to 
freeze a drop of water.  If the voltage is reversed (switch is reversed), the water quickly boils.
     J.C.A.Peltier discovered in 1834 that when an electric current flows across a junction of two dissimilar 
conductors, heat is liberated or absorbed at the junction.  The direction in which the current flows 
determines whether heat is liberated or absorbed .  This effect  depends on the conductors used, and the 
temperature of the junction. (It is not associated with contact potential or work function, or the shape or 
dimensions of the materials composing the junction!)  Peltier, sending a current through a thermocouple 
made of antimony and bismuth, froze a drop of water: the first demonstration of thermoelectric 
refrigeration.
     This Peltier Device consists of a series of tiny thermoelectric cells made of P and N doped silicon 
semiconductor materials.  Heat entering the cell raises the energy level of some of the electrons, freeing 
them to migrate through the N material.  Holes can migrate through the P material.  This module will 
produce or absorb 2.9 Watts of power when 2.5 amps flow through it at 2.06 volts.  It will exhibit a change 
in temperature of 67 degrees C at that current.
     NOTE:  Not more than 2.1 amps should flow through the device.  If a 6 volt battery is used, then an 1.5 
Ohm 10 Watt current-limiting resistor should be in the circuit.  A Genencon hand-generator (not shown) 
can also be used...

1.5 Ohm, 10 Watt
Resistor Reversing

Switch

D+70+6THERMOELECTRICITY.
Thermoelectric Converter: temperature differential runs fan and motor.

This thermoelectric converter is basically a fan and motor electrically driven by a 
thermocouple that has one leg in cold water and one leg in hot water.  The thermocouple in 
this demo is actually a Peltier semiconductor device run in reverse.  (The Peltier device is 
usually set up so that a current  flowing through the device causes one side to get cold and 
one side to get hot.  In the reverse situation, making one side hot and one side cold causes a 
current to flow.)  See D+70+8 for more info on the Peltier Device.
     The Peltier device consists of a series of tiny thermoelectric cells made of P and N doped 
silicon semiconductor material.  Heat entering the cell raises the energy level of some of the 
electrons, freeing them to migrate through the N material.  Holes can migrate through the P 
material.  The electrons flow from the N material through the external circuit and drive the fan 
motor, then recombine with the holes in the P material.  As long as there is a sufficient 
temperature differential (50° C) between the two sides of the cell, the fan turns. 
     Cold water in the left cup and hot water in the right cup makes the fan rotate 
counter-clockwise.  Hot water in the left cup and cold water in the right cup makes the fan 
turn clockwise.  Boiling water and iced water (or dry ice) give best results. 

Cold
Water Hot

Water

Thermoelectric
Converter

MotorFan

Aluminum
Legs

Peltier
Device



D+75+1TRANSFORMERS.
Same as D+75+0: Secondary used for spot-welding.

5 Coil
Secondary

Primary
(250 turns)

Demountable
Transformer

Spot Welding
Apparatus

The demonstration transformer shown in D+75+0 can be used to demonstrate 
spot-welding.  The secondary has been replaced with a low-resistance coil of 5 turns (made 
of bent .8 mm thick copper rod).  When the secondary is shorted, several 100 amps can 
flow.  Two nails can be inserted and secured in the welding section.  When the handle is 
squeezed, the nails make contact and glow white hot, and will ultimately fuse. Also, several 
pieces of thin metal can be overlapped and placed between the welding points.  When the 
handle is squeezed, the metal pieces can be welded together. 
     Note that there is an insulating sheath separating the secondary coils from the iron core 
of the transformer.  Also, the handles are wood, to minimize shock hazard.

Nail

Insulating
Sleeve

To 120
V.A.C.

On/Off
Switch
in back

D+75+0TRANSFORMERS.
Demountable transformer with many secondary coils from 10:1 to 1:46.

To 120
V.A.C.

2
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4

4

4

Screen

V

Projection Voltmeter
(0-15 V.A.C. range)

This is a demonstration transformer apparatus.  The iron yoke can 
be taken off, and the coils can be removed and exchanged from the 
laminated iron u-shaped core.  There are coils with various different 
numbers of turns (46 turns with multiple taps,250,500,1000,10000, 
and 23000). To demonstrate voltage step-down, a 250 turn coil 
could be used for the primary and the 46 turn coil for the secondary.  
The step-down voltage can be shown with a projection voltmeter. 
(Some people like ringing a low voltage electric bell or buzzer).  To 
demonstrate voltage step-up, 250 turns for the primary and 23,000 
turns for the secondary can be used to make a Jacob's Ladder.  
'Rabbit Ears' must be inserted in the secondary coil for the fiery arc 
to rise. (See D+75+3).

46   turns, multiple taps
250 turns, with center tap
250 turns, with center tap
500 turns, with center tap

1,000   turns, with center tap
10,000 turns, with center tap
23,000 turns, no center tap

Transformer Coils Available:

Yoke

Secondary?Primary
Demountable
Transformer

Coil

On/Off
Switch
in back



D+75+3TRANSFORMERS.
Same as D+75+0: Secondary used for small Jacob's Ladder.

Primary,
(250 turns)

Demountable
Transformer

The demonstration transformer shown in D+75+0 can be used to make a small Jacob's 
Ladder.  A 250 turn coil is used for the primary, and a 23,000 turn coil is used for the 
secondary.  When power is applied to the primary,  the secondary coil  produces about 
10,000 volts (maximum current is .02 amps).  A voltage this large is capable of ionizing the 
air between the V-shaped electrodes mounted on the secondary.  The electric forces are 
strongest where the electrodes are closest together, at the base of the V.  Thus, a spark 
jumps from the base of one electrode to the other, creating an arc of heated ionized 
glowing gases that travels upward.  When the glowing arc drifts off the top of the 
electrodes, the circuit is broken, and the arc renews itself at the base of the electrodes.  
The cycle repeats.

Secondary,
23,000 turns

Jacob's
Ladder

Arc of Glowing Gasses
Electrodes

To 120
V.A.C.

On/Off
Switch
in back

D+75+2TRANSFORMERS.
Same as D+75+0: Secondary used for induction melting.

Primary
(250 turns) Demountable

Transformer

Induction
Melting

Apparatus

The demonstration transformer shown in D+75+0 can be used to demonstrate induction 
melting.  The secondary has been replaced with a low-resistance copper ring (ladle) of 1 
turn.  The ladle has an annular concavity that is filled with solidified tin.  When power is 
applied to the primary, hundreds of amps flow in the ladle, melting the tin.  The handle of 
the ladle is wood for thermal isolation.

Ring-Shaped Ladle
(One Turn

Secondary)

To 120
V.A.C.

On/Off
Switch
in back



D+75+4TRANSFORMERS.
Large Tesla coil.  12 inch discharge.

To 120 V.A.C.

Spark Gap,
Adjustable

Oil-Filled
Capacitor
(.02    f)�

Tesla Coil
Apparatus

15,000
VOLTS

Step-up Transformer
(On/Off Switch

in back)

Spark
Electrode,
Adjustable

Primary
Secondary

The Tesla Coil is a high frequency, weakly coupled, air-core transformer.  Under ideal conditions, this 
demo is capable of producing 12 inch sparks.  The first part of the apparatus is a 120 V.A.C., 60 Hz, 
step-up transformer that produces about 15,000 V.A.C at the secondary.  The leads from the secondary 
are attached to either side of a spark gap.  The spark gap is part of a series tank circuit containing a 
large, oil-filled capacitor (.02 �f, mica dielectric, rated at 20 kVolts) and the primary coil of the Tesla 
apparatus (10 turns, 27 �h).  If the spark gap is set at about .25 inches, it will take about 2.5 kVolts to 
break down the air between the gap electrodes (10 kVolts/Inch on average).  Thus, when the secondary 
of the transformer raises to 2.5 kVolts in the A.C. cycle (or lowers to - 2.5 kVolts), a spark will jump across 
the gap and the tank circuit will ring at its resonant frequency (about 217 kHz).  The high frequency is 
important because the induced voltage in the Tesla secondary is proportional to the frequency of the 
primary coil signal (and to the square root of the ratio of the secondary winding inductance to the primary 
winding inductance).  A spark of 12 inches means about 120 kV.A.C.  NOTE: To tune the Tesla Coil 
properly, only about 8 turns of the primary are actually used.  There are marked spots indicating where to 
clip the leads.  Larger sparks can be produced if compressed air is sprayed through the spark gap, raising 
the voltage necessary to cause a spark to jump the gap.  Also, the gap distance can be increased.

120
V.A.C.

Step-Up
Transformer

Tesla
Coil

C

Gap Spark

Compressed
Air Hose

6V

CAPACITOR COIL

.22

D+75+6TRANSFORMERS.
Automobile coil makes a spark.

Key Switch
(Points)

6 V

Ignition
Coil

Spark

Switch

C

A B

Ignition
Coil

Spark
Gap

Capacitor
.22 �f

This apparatus demonstrates how 
an automobile ignition coil 
generates a high voltage spark.  
Looking at the circuit diagram, a 6 
volt battery is connected in series 
with the primary of the ignition coil 
and a capacitor.  A switch is 
connected across the capacitor.  
When the switch is closed, a 
constant current flows through 
circuit 'A', producing a constant 
magnetic field in the primary coil.  
Because the field is constant, 
there is no voltage induced in the 
ignition coil secondary (circuit 'B'). 
However, when the switch is 
released, the energy stored in the 
primary coil magnetic field is 
quickly released, and a large 
voltage (about 5 kVolts) is 
induced in the secondary coil, 
producing a spark across the 
spark gap.  (The capacitor is in 
the circuit mainly to prevent the 
'points' of the switch from being 
damaged by large currents.)

6 Volt
Battery



D+80+0VOLTAIC CELLS.
Metal nails in a lemon using a multimeter.

Screen

V

Two nails are stuck into a medium-sized lemon.  The lemon contains 
water and citric acid.  The iron nail is attacked by the acid and tends 
to slowly dissolve.  When an iron molecule goes into solution, it 
leaves several electrons behind on the iron electrode, charging it 
negatively.  The copper nail has less of a tendency to dissolve, and 
thus acquires a positive charge with respect to the iron nail.  If a wire 
is attached between the iron nail and the copper nail, electrons travel 
from the iron to the copper.  Inside the lemon, positive and negative 
ions travel between the copper and the iron, completing the circuit.  If 
a voltmeter is attached across the nails, the voltage can be as much 
as .75 volts.  We have a variety of other metals to use including 
aluminum, stainless, silicon bronze, zinc and others. Different 
materials will produce more or less voltage depending  on their 
placement in the galvanic series.
     NOTE:  This demo can also be set up to show current flow.  The 
lemon battery can be in series with a resistor and a 20 �a current 
galvanometer. (If the lemon battery is shorted, as much as .5 ma can 
flow.)

Lemon

Iron
Nail

Copper
Nail

Projection
Voltmeter

(1.5 v.D.C.)

D+75+8TRANSFORMERS.
Large Jacob's Ladder.

This Jacob's Ladder transformer 
stands about 3 feet tall.  A 100 
turn coil is used for the primary, 
and a 23,000 turn coil is used for 
the secondary.  When  120 V.A.C. 
power is applied to the primary,  
the secondary coil  produces 
about 25,000 volts.  A voltage this 
large is capable of ionizing the air 
between the V-shaped electrodes 
mounted on top of the apparatus.  
The electric forces are strongest 
where the electrodes are closest 
together, at the base of the V.  
Thus, a spark jumps from the 
base of one electrode to the other, 
creating an arc of heated ionized 
glowing gases that travels 
upward.  When the glowing arc 
drifts off the top of the electrodes, 
the circuit is broken, and the arc 
renews itself at the base of the 
electrodes.  The cycle repeats.
NOTE: A tuning lever at the base 
of the apparatus can be used to 
achieve the optimum arc.
     A glass cylinder is used to 
surround the electrodes to keep 
the wind currents in the room from 
extinguishing the arc.

Secondary,
23,000 turns

Primary,
100 turns

Arc of
Glowing
Gasses

Electrodes

Jacob's Ladder

120
V.A.C.

On/Off
Switch

Tuning
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Glass
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D+80+4VOLTAIC CELLS.
Gotham cell: Assorted metal electrodes in sulfuric acid bath.

Screen

V

Projection
Voltmeter

(1.5 V. scale)
Depolarizer:
Potassium
Dichromate

+-

The Gotham cell consists of dilute sulfuric acid (6 molar) and 2 
electrodes of different conductive materials (zinc, cadmium, tin, iron, 
aluminum, lead, nickel, copper, silver and carbon). Of the listed 
electrodes, zinc will be the most negative when inserted in the acid.  
Carbon will be the most positive. Thus, the cell that will generate the 
highest voltage will be the zinc-carbon cell, producing about 1.4 volts.  
All the other combinations of electrodes will yield various smaller 
voltages.
     NOTE: The conductive electrodes, listed from left to right (zinc to 
carbon), are arranged in the decreasing order of their tendencies to 
pass into ionic form by losing electrons.  E.G.: Iron becomes the more 
negative electrode with respect to copper.  (For more explanation, see 
D+80+0 and D+80+2).
   To demonstrate depolarization, please request a solution of 
Potassium Dichromate...
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D+80+6VOLTAIC CELLS.
Storage cell: Gotham cell is charged up and rings a bell.
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To 120 V.D.C. panel.

Electric Bell
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This Gotham cell consists of 2 lead electrodes immersed in dilute sulfuric acid (6 molar). To charge the 
cell, the knife switch is thrown to the left, and 120 V.D.C. is placed across the lead electrodes for about a 
minute. Several amps flow through the cell, and the solution bubbles vigorously.  When the cell is fully 
charged (about 2.2 volts), the switch is thrown to the right, and the electric bell rings (drawing about 200 
ma).
     When the cell is being charged, the negative electrode (cathode) attracts positive hydrogen ions.  The 
charged hydrogen ions are neutralized, and hydrogen gas bubbles out of the solution at the cathode.  The 
positive electrode (anode) attracts the negative SO4 ions, which in turn take hydrogen from water 
molecules to produce more sulfuric acid.  The remaining negative oxygen ions unite chemically with the 
anode to form a layer of reddish-brown lead oxide.
       When the charged cell is placed across the electric bell, the lead dioxide plate becomes the anode.   
While the cell is discharging, the lead dioxide on the anode is converted into lead sulphate and water.  
When both electrodes become covered with lead sulphate, no more current flows in the cell.  The process 
is reversible by recharging the cell.



D+85+0ELECTROLYSIS.
Electrolysis of Water generates hydrogen and oxygen..

The electrolysis apparatus consists of two vertical glass tubes 
with electrodes and a third reservoir tube (all connected via a 
horizontal tube at the lower end) filled with a 2% solution of 
sulfuric acid. A DC voltage (12 V) is applied on the electrodes 
suspended in the solution. In the tube with the negative 
electrode, electrons are absorbed by hydrogen ions and 
gaseous hydrogen bubbles out of solution. At the positive 
electrode, oxygen bubbles out of solution. The volume of 
hydrogen is twice that of oxygen.
    Note:  One can transfer the hydrogen into a balloon or a 
testube and subsequently ignite it. 

Screen

2%
Sulfuric

Acid

2%
Sulfuric

Acid

- electrode + electrode

A

Projection
Ammeter

(5 amps max)

Electrolysis
Apparatus

O2H2

+-

6V
Battery

D+85+2ELECTROLYSIS.
Bubble Electrolysis

Two carbon rods are submerged in water with a dilute solution 
of Sulfuric Acid. The rods are connected to a power supply set 
at 12V. The resulting Hydrogen and Oxygen are bubbled into 
a dish with bubble solution which can be ignited with a lighter. 
Braver presenters can do this demo in the palm of their hand if 
desired.

A.C.-D.C. VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

0-350 V.D.C.
200 MA +-

0-22 V.A.C.
4A +-Com+-

0-22 V.D.C.
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OFF

6.3V.  4A
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LO HI

VOLTAGE

INCREASE 
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 Book E:     Optics
Color Perception Popularity Rating
E+5+0 Standard color blindness tests and box of colored yarns.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+5+5 Red, green, blue light on three-sided rotatable pyramid. ◆

E+5+10 Newton's color disk: When rotated appears white.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+5+15 Three-color projector for additive color mixing with arc lamp. ◆◆

E+5+20 Arc light spectrum recombined with concave mirror on lucite rod.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
E+5+25 Cyan, magenta, and yellow filters mix subtractively on OHP. ◆◆

E+5+30 Arc light spectrum with various filters.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+5+35 Rotating disk with black and white lines makes color illusion. ◆

E+5+40 Purkinje effect: At low intensity, blue is more visible than red.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
E+5+45 Two slides plus red and green light gives full color illusion. ◆

Diffraction
E+10+0 Single slit diffraction using laser beam through adjustable slit.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆◆

E+10+5 Laser beam through sets of 1, 2, or multiple electro-formed slits. ◆◆◆◆◆

E+10+10 Airy's disk: Pinhole diffraction using laser beam.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+10+15 Diffraction about pinhead, razorblade, wood screw using laser. ◆◆◆◆

E+10+20 Microwave diffraction by a large adjustable iris.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+10+25 Microwave zone plate. ◆◆

E+10+30 Bragg diffraction using µ-waves and steel balls in foam cube.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+10+40 Two points of light diffract through an iris shown with T.V. camera. ◆◆

E+10+45 Limit of resolution: Two small lamps on adjustable slide.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+10+50 Poisson's spot: Interference pattern within circular shadow. ◆◆

Gratings and Spectra
E+15+0 First and second order transmission gratings, with arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+15+1 Reflection grating with arc lamp. ◆◆

E+15+5 Arc lamp spectra from NaCl, CaCl2, SrCl soaked rods.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+15+10 Mercury spectrum using slit and grating, includes UV lines. ◆◆◆

E+15+12 Wall chart of mercury spectrum.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+15+13   Applet: transmission and absorption spectra of all the elements                           ◆
E+15+15 Absorption spectrum of Na using arc lamp, slit and grating. ◆◆

E+15+20 Diffraction patterns of various gratings using He-Ne laser.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+15+25 Hand-held gratings for class to view ug, Ne, H discharge tubes. ◆◆◆

Holography
E+20+0 Films: "Laser light", U of Utah, sound, 38 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

 "Introduction to Holography", Ext. media center,sound, 17 min.
 "Introduction to Lasers", Ext. media center, sound, 17 min.
E+20+5 Transmission hologram viewed with laser light.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+20+6 Reflection hologram viewed with white light. ◆

Interference
E+25+0 Large wood model of a double slit with hinged waves.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+25+5 Ripple tank with plane or spherical water waves and barriers. ◆◆◆

E+25+10 Microwave interference with single and double slits.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+25+15 Laser beam through various slit and grating combinations. ◆◆◆◆

E+25+20 Red/green/blue line source viewed with double slit paddles.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+25+25 Thin film interference with optical flats and sodium lamp. ◆◆

E+25+30 Newton's rings by transmission or reflection on arc bench.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆



Interference (continued) Popularity Rating
E+25+35 Same as E+25+30, using Hall's prism. ◆

E+25+40 Soap film interference: The soap bubble experiment on arc bench.  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+25+42 Oil film interferenceon water.   ◆

E+25+45 Thin film interference with mercury light on mica sheets.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+25+50 Laser projected through Fabry-Perot interferometer shows pattern. ◆◆

E+25+55 Lloyd's mirror: Laser beam interferes with reflection from glass.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+25+60 Michelson interferometer fringes with laser or white light. ◆◆◆

E+25+65 Microwave interference by multiple reflection.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Lenses
E+30+5 Air, glass and water lenses in water tank with arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+30+10 Blackboard optics: Light sources with lucite lenses. ◆◆◆◆

E+30+15 Real images: Lighted arrow image and various lenses.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

E+30+20 Cylindrical lens of lucite with words "DIOXIDE GLASS". ◆◆◆

E+30+25 Fresnel lenses to show.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+30+30 Large lens shows chromatic aberration on screen using arc lamp. ◆◆

E+30+35 Pincushion and barrel distortion of lenses using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+30+40 Cylindrical aberration: Wooden model. ◆

E+30+45 Astronomical telescope: Using objective and eyepiece lenses.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+30+50 Galilean telescope: similar to E+30+45. ◆◆

E+30+55 Compound microscope is assembled from lenses.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+30+60 Lantern slide projector with removable housing. ◆

E+30+65 Model of the eye, with near/far sight lenses, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Metallic Color
E+35+0 Color by reflected and transmitted light, using gold leaf.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Mirrors
E+40+0 Arc lamp and mirror on large disk rotate showing beam angles.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+40+5 Blackboard optics: Light sources with plane and curved mirrors. ◆◆◆

E+40+10 Phantom lightbulb: Image in a plane mirror.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+40+15 Hand held plane mirror and right angle mirror. ◆◆

E+40+20 Variable angle mirror assembly with candle.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+40+21 Barbershop mirrors:Parallel mirrors with light bulb. ◆◆

E+40+25 Retrodirective reflector: Silvered right angle prism, using laser.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+40+30 Reflections from concave and convex mirrors with lighted arrow. ◆◆

E+40+35 Phantom bouquet: Real image from a concave mirror.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+40+40 Clam shell mirrors: Floating coin illusion. ◆◆◆

E+40+41 Concave mirrors focus candle flame on thermopile across bench.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆
E+40+42 Light the Match NEW

Polarization and Birefringence
E+45+0 Two picket fence sections with slats and rope to make waves.  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  . ◆◆

E+45+5 Microwaves with grid. Transmitter and receiver are polarized. ◆◆◆

E+45+10 Malus experiment: Polarization by reflection off glass surface.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+45+15 Polarization of light by internal reflection: Fresnel rhomb. ◆

E+45+20 Polarization of light through a pile of glass plates using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+45+25 Commercial Polaroid filters on an OHP. ◆◆◆◆◆

E+45+30 Plaster models of positive and biaxial crystals.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+45+35 Two tourmaline crystals act as polaroids, using arc lamp. ◆



Polarization and Birefringence (continued) Popularity Rating
E+45+40 Light through polaroid and calcite, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+45+45 Model of a calcite crystal. ◆

E+45+50 Light through Nicol prism and Nicol analyzer, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+45+55 Quartz prisms give a single and double spectrum, using arc lamp. ◆

E+45+60 Polarized light and stressed lucite on an OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+45+65 Optical rotation of polarized light by sugar solution, using arc lamp. ◆◆

E+45+70 Optical rotation by sugar solution produces barber pole, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  . ◆

E+45+75 Mechanical model to show circular polarization; hand-cranked. ◆◆

E+45+80 Circular polarization with quarter wave plate, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+45+85 Circular polarization of microwaves by elliptical metal tube. ◆

E+45+90 Circular polarization of microwaves: With reflector and grids.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+45+95 Polarized light thru Karo syrup shows dark bands, using arc lamp. ◆

E+45+100 10 λ retarder plate makes dark bands in spectrum, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+45+105 Sunset: solution in tank scatters blue light, using arc lamp. ◆◆◆

E+45+110 Visible nodes and antinodes in linearly birefringent plexiglass rod.  .  .  .  .  .           ◆

Prisms
E+50+0 Total internal reflection: 45°-45°-90° prism, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+50+5 Four-prisms, same index of refraction, different angles, using laser. ◆

E+50+10 Eight-prisms, different index of refraction, same angle, using laser.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+50+15 Blackboard optics: Light source and lucite prism. ◆◆

E+50+20 Refraction of white light by prism, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

E+50+25 Light from arc lamp enters direct view prism emerges as spectrum. ◆

E+50+30 Dove prism to erect projected images, using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+50+35 Binoculars and Porro prisms to show. ◆

Propagation of Light
E+55+0 Inverse square law: Light bulb in wire frame.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+55+5 He-Ne laser compared to non-coherent red light bulb. ◆

E+55+10 Image formed by a pinhole using three light bulbs in a box.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Refraction and Reflection
E+60+0 Displacement of a beam passing through a thick plate of glass.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

E+60+2 Indices of Refraction: glass in glycerin and phantom crystals. NEW
E+60+5 Total internal reflection/critical angle: Nakamura water tank.   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

E+60+10 Rainbow: Refraction of white light by a liquid sphere. ◆◆

E+60+15 Light pipes and fiber optic flashlight.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

E+60+20 Flexible light pipe using arc lamp. ◆◆

E+60+25 Fiberoptic cable transmits picture from slide to video monitor.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
E+60+30 Microwave analogy of the light pipe using flexible metal tubing. ◆◆

E+60+35 Reflection of microwaves off an aluminum plate.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
E+60+40 Variable index of refraction: laser beam bends in water tank with sugar.               ◆◆

Spectral Energy
E+65+0 IR source illuminates audience viewed with CCD TV camera in dark room. ◆

E+65+5 Crooke's radiometer with flashlight or IR source. ◆◆

E+65+10 Detection of the IR, visible, and UV spectra using arc lamp.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ◆◆

E+65+15 Concave mirrors and horn thermopile senses candle across room. ◆

E+65+20 Measurement of light intensity: Footcandle meter.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

E+65+25 As light bulb filament increases temp. its spectrum shifts red to blue. ◆◆

E+65+30 U.V. light causes mineral and fabric samples to fluoresce different colors.  . ◆





E+5+0COLOR PERCEPTION.
Standard color blindness tests and box of colored yarns.
The box of colored yarns is from a rather dated test for color blindness (Dr. Holmgren's Worsted Test 
for Color Blindness.)  The yarns are colored red to violet, spanning the visible spectrum.  The Book of 
Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates has 40 plates.  Each plate is composed of grey or green background 
dots and foreground numbers of red or purple.  People with some forms of color blindness can not 
make out the numbers.  The yarns or plates while viewed under the yellow sodium light appear 
radically different than in white light. 
     

Book of
Pseudo-

Isochromatic
Plates

(40 plates)

Sodium Arc

PSEUDO-ISOCHROMATICPLATESFOR TESTINGCOLOR PERCEPTION    

American Optical Co.    

Box of Colored Yarns

E+5+5COLOR PERCEPTION.
Red, green, blue light on three-sided rotatable pyramid.

The pyramid base is 12 inches 
on a side.  The pyramid can be 
rotated so that pairs of colors 
can be summed on each of   its 
surfaces, or the individual 
colors can be represented.  
The pyramid is shown here in 
the position which sums pairs 
of colors.
     

Red
Light

Source

Green
Light

Source

Blue
Light

Source

Pyramid



E+5+10COLOR PERCEPTION.
Newton's Color Disk: When rotated, appears white.

Newton's Color Disk is 
mounted on a motor 
shaft.  When the motor 
is turned on, the disk 
rotates rapidly.  The 
segments of color on 
the disc are apportioned 
so that, when the disc is 
rotating, an approximate 
white is formed by the 
mixing of the colors.  
This whiteness is never 
quite realized due to the 
impurities of the colors, 
but the effect is muddy 
white.  The effect is 
intended to convey the 
idea that the persistent 
effect of the different 
colors on the retina of 
the eye is the mixture of 
all the colors, namely - 
white.  

Note: Leybold Rotator pulleys are
set for the highest speed

Speed
Controller

Leybold
Rotator

8" Diam.

Newton
Color Disk

120
V.A.C.

Green

Yellow

Dark
Blue

Light
Blue
Purple

Red Or.
Reading

Lamp

Variac to control
Illumination

120
V.A.C.

E+5+15COLOR PERCEPTION.
Three-color projector for additive color mixing with arc lamp.

Carbon
Arc

Lab
Bench

7"
Condensor

Lens
Three Color

Projection Unit

Lenses

Image
on

Screen

YellowRed Green

Blue

White

Mag. Cyan

The Three Color Projection Unit consists of red, green and 
blue glass filters. Three lenses are used to control where the 
colored spots hit the screen and overlap. The unit mounts on 
an optical bench, and the light source is an intense white 
carbon arc.  The brightness of each spot can be varied by 
controlling the aperture for each filter. (Setup Note: remove 
both masks behind the condensor lens to spread out the 
beam. The 7" condensor works best.)

Filters & Irises



E+5+25COLOR PERCEPTION.
Cyan, magenta, and yellow filters mix subtractively on OHP.

Projected
ImageFilters

Overhead Projector

cyan

yel. red

black

blue

gr
ee

n

mag.

Cyan, yellow and magenta 
filters can be placed by 
themselves or overlapping  each 
other on an overhead projector.  
The resultant subtractive color is 
displayed on the screen.  Cyan 
+ yellow gives green. Cyan + 
magenta gives blue.  Magenta + 
yellow gives red.  Magenta + 
cyan + yellow results in black. 

E+5+20COLOR PERCEPTION.
Arc light spectrum recombined with concave mirror on lucite rod.

Carbon
Arc

Concave
Mirror

Lucite
Rod

Light
Shields

Lens

Lens
Prism

Adjustable
Slit

An optical bench is 
arranged with an 
adjustable slit and prism 
so that the spectrum from 
the prism fills a large 
concave mirror.  A 
translucent lucite rod is 
placed at the focus of the 
mirror in full view of the 
class.  The optical system 
is arranged so that the 
spectrum is focused on the 
mirror. 
Light shields are used to block out portions of the spectrum that fall on the concave mirror.  
Thus, only desired colors are directed to the lucite rod.  If the entire spectrum is brought to 
focus on the rod, the result is a spot of white light. 



E+5+30COLOR PERCEPTION.
Arc light spectrum with various filters.

Carbon
Arc

Lens

Lens

Diffraction
Grating

Colored
Filters

Projected
Spectrum

Adjustable
Slit

White light from the carbon arc passes through a slit and is sent through a diffraction 
grating, creating a full spectrum.  Various colored filters can be inserted in the beam  (red, 
green, blue, magenta, cyan, yellow, etc.) For instance, white light passing through a cyan 
filter and a magenta filter, gives blue. White light passing through yellow and magenta filters 
gives red.  Through yellow and cyan gives green. No light passes through yellow and cyan 
and magenta filters. Note: the lenses focus the spectrum on the distant screen. (The 
magenta filter basically allows all the visible spectrum through, except yellow.  The cyan 
filter allows yellow, greens and blues through, but no red.  The yellow filter allows reds, 
yellows and greens through, but no blue.)

R O Y G B I V

E+5+35COLOR PERCEPTION.
Rotating disk with black and white lines makes color illusion.

Benham's Disk:
The disk has one half of 
black, and the other half of 
white.  On the white half, 
lines of concentric arcs 
are placed as shown.  As 
the disk is rotated, colors 
seem to appear.  For 
example: the outer circle 
may appear light tan, the 
two inner circles may 
appear green, and the 
innermost circle may 
appear blue.  The colors 
vary with the speed of the 
disk, and the colors may 
be perceived differently 
from person to person.  If 
the disk is stopped, then 
rotated in the opposite 
direction, the order of the 
colors reverses. The 
explanation is not fully 
known, but it may be that 
the rotating arcs cause 
low frequency stimulation 
of the color receptors in 
the retina of the eye.   

Note: Leybold Rotator pulleys are
set for the highest speed

Reading
Lamp

Variac to control
Illumination

120
V.A.C.

Speed
Controller

Leybold
Rotator

120
V.A.C.

12" Diam.

Benham's
Disk



E+5+40COLOR PERCEPTION.
Purkinje effect: At low intensity, blue is more visible than red.

Lantern Projector

Slide

Iris
Diaphragm

Blue
Spot

Red
Spot

Screen

A slide with both blue and red filters is inserted into a lantern 
projector.  The purkinje effect reveals that the human eye is 
more sensitive, at low light levels, to blue light than it is to 
red.  At full intensity, both color spots are easily visible on the 
screen.  As the instructor closes down the iris 
diaphragm, a point is found where the red spot is no 
longer visible.  At this point, the blue spot, 
though dim, is still easily seen.

E+5+45COLOR PERCEPTION.
Two slides plus red and green light gives full color illusion.

Slide
Projector 1

Slide
Projector 2

Beam
Splitter

Note: Projectors should
      be level so there

is no keystoning.
Variac

Lab
Jack

120 V.A.C.

Green Filter
Slide 2

Red Filter
Slide 1

Screen

A still-life scene has been photographed twice on black and white 
slide film, first through a red filter, and then through a green filter. 
The first slide plus red filter is inserted in projector 1.  The second 
slide plus green filter is inserted in projector 2. When both 
projectors are turned on, and the  two images are superimposed 
via a beam-splitter, the image that appears on the screen gives 
the illusion of being a full color rendition of the still-life scene 
even though much of the spectrum is missing.  The 
variac controls the light intensity of the green 
projector.

References:
Scientific American, E.H. Land, May 1959, pg.84
and Scientific American, E.H. Land, Dec 1977



E+10+0DIFFRACTION.
Single Slit Diffraction using laser beam through adjustable slit.

He-Ne Laser
mounted on
Goniometer

Single Slit
Diffraction Pattern

on Screen

Adjustable
Slit

Optical
Bench

Monochromatic Helium-Neon laser light passes through an adjustable slit.  The resulting 
diffraction pattern is displayed on a white projection screen. When the slit is barely open, 
the central beam is smeared over much of the screen.  When the slit is opened more,an 
intense central maximum dot and periodic less intense maxima dots are observed.  As the 
slit is opened more, the spacing shrinks between the maxima until just the central dot is 
observed.

E+10+5DIFFRACTION.
Laser beam through various slits (and Cornell Slitfilm).

He-Ne Laser
mounted on
Goniometer

Diffraction Pattern
on Screen

Electroformed
Slits

Cornell
Interference

and Diffraction
Slitfilm Optical

Bench

Monochromatic Helium-Neon laser light is passed through a single, double or multiple slit, 
and the resulting diffraction pattern is displayed on a white projection screen. The laser is 
mounted on a telescope goniometer, making it easy to move from one ruling to another. 
     The electroformed slits mounted on 35 mm slides are the most accurate and provide the 
cleanest diffraction patterns. There are 3 of these slides: a) one with single slits, b) one with 
double slits with different spacings, and c) one with two slits up to five slits.
     The Cornell Interference and Diffraction Slitfilm is a piece of black film with transparent 
single and multiple rulings of various widths and spacings. It is not as accurate as the 
electroformed slits, but it has more variety.

SLITFILM DEMONSTRATOR



E+10+15DIFFRACTION.
Diffraction about pinhead, razorblade, and wood screw using laser beam.

He-Ne Laser
Mounted on
Goniometer

Note: The Goniometer is
not really necessary

Pins, Screw
and Razor Blade

mounted on
sliding wood block

x40
Microscope
Objective

Diffraction Patterns
on Screen

Optical
Bench

A monochromatic Helium-Neon laser beam is expanded by passing it through a x40 
microscope objective.  Various small objects (pinheads of different sizes, a pin point and a 
screw point, and the edge of a razor blade) are placed in the expanded beam, and the 
resulting diffraction patterns are projected on a white screen. Note that the patterns are also 
visible within the projected shadows of the objects...E.G.: there is a point of light at the 
center of the round pin head, etc.

E+10+10DIFFRACTION.
Airy Disk: Pinhole diffraction using laser beam.

Pinhole
Aperture

He-Ne Laser
Mounted on
Goniometer

Pinhole
Diffraction Pattern

on Screen

Airy
Disk

Optical
Bench

Monochromatic Helium-Neon laser light is passed through one of three small circular 
electroformed pinholes.  The resulting circular diffraction pattern (Airy's Disk) is enlarged 
using a diverging lens, then displayed on a white projection screen.  The laser is mounted 
on a moveable telescope goniometer. Three pinholes of different size can be demonstrated 
(.12,.24 and .48 mm).



E+10+25DIFFRACTION.
Microwave (and acoustical) zone plates.

A 3 cm. microwave transmitter is placed 102 cm. from a microwave zone plate (positive or 
negative ) constructed of rings of thin metal. When the transmitter is turned on, it sends 
microwaves through the zone plate  which focuses the microwaves at approximately 110 
cm from the plate. The microwave receiver emits a tone when it detects microwaves.  The 
receiver is moved around until it finds the focus: the focus will be very loud in contrast to 
the nonfocused areas. (Both negative and positive zone plates focus the microwaves.)

Transmitter
3 cm.   -wave�

Positive
Zone
Plate

(D of inner
zone=10")

Negative
Zone
Plate

Receiver
3 cm.   -wave�

102 cm. 110 cm

36"

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN

E+10+20DIFFRACTION.
Microwave diffraction by a large adjustable iris.

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN

A 3 cm. microwave transmitter is placed 140 cm. from a large metal adjustable iris. On the 
other side of the iris, 140 cm. away, a microwave receiver is placed.  A handle on the iris 
adjusts the iris opening from a minimum of 7 cm. diameter to 62 cm.  When the transmitter 
is turned on, it sends microwaves through the iris opening, and the receiver emits an 
audible tone from its speaker.   As the handle on the iris is moved, the tone gets louder, 
then softer, then louder, then softer. The changing size of the iris causes the microwave 
diffraction pattern to change so that the receiver is at a node, then an antinode, etc . 

Transmitter
3 cm.   -wave�

Adjustable
Metal Iris

140 cm.

Receiver
3 cm.   -wave�

140 cm.



E+10+30DIFFRACTION.
Bragg Diffraction using microwaves and steel balls in foam cube.

The apparatus shown above is basically a microwave spectrometer. The microwave transmitter represents 
an x-ray emitter; the balls represent crystal atoms; and the microwave receiver represents either 
photographic film or a geiger tube. (See instruction sheets for Cenco Diffraction apparatus #80474-001) 
     A styrofoam block (transparent to microwaves) consists of four 18x18x4.4 cm layers, each with a five 
by five array of  3/8"diameter steel balls, so that it models a body-centered cubic crystal. (Distance 
between balls is 4.4  cm). A 3 cm microwave transmitter sends a beam into the block. A 3 cm microwave 
receiver makes a tone when it detects reflected microwaves, and is rotated about the styrofoam cube until 
a maximum tone is heard.  One can start with a cube side facing the transmitter, rotating the cube in small 
increments and moving the receiver until three maximum peaks are heard.  Or one can start with an edge 
facing the transmitter and moving the receiver until two maximum peaks are heard.  

3 cm
�-wave

Transmitter

3 cm
�-wave

Receiver
CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE

TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN

Styrofoam block
with Steel

Ball Bearings
(Body-Centered
Cubic Crystal)

Rotating
Drum

Bragg's Law
n� = 2d sin� 

Trans. Rec.

d
� ��   2d�

48°

E+10+40DIFFRACTION.
Resolution of a Lens: 2 points of light diffract thru iris & lens; shown on monitor. 

The 'resolution' of a lens is the measure of the ability to produce distinct images of two point objects close 
together.  The resolution is affected by two things: the aberration of the lens, and diffraction of light. When 
two point objects are very close, their diffraction patterns overlap, and a point is reached where it is not 
possible to discern whether there are two images or a single image. (Distance between pinholes and iris 
#1 is 250 cm; between iris #1 and lens is 5.5 cm; and between iris #2 and  microscope objective is 18 
cm.) (Note:  see file-cabinet folder for more detailed set-up notes.)

Light
Source

6V Battery

Optical
Bench

18 cm 250 cm

Power
Supply 120 VAC

Video
Camera Iris #1

Lens

Monitor

Iris #2
Double
Pinhole
Aperture

Images
Resolved

Limit of
Resolution

In this setup, light shines through two pinholes (.5 mm diameter, 1 
mm apart), and then through iris #1, a telephoto lens, iris #2, and 
then through a x4 microscope objective and is sensed by a 
television camera. Closing down iris #1 sharpens the image, until 
the limit of resolution is reached at an opening of about 2 mm.

DC OUTPUT

AC ADAPTOR

POWER

x4
Microscope
Objective

JVC

5.5 cm



E+10+45DIFFRACTION.
Limit of Resolution: Two small lamps on adjustable slide.

Two lamps are mounted on a slide bar so that the spacing between the filaments is variable 
from 3 to 22 mm. (In addition, the intensity of each filament is individually variable.) The 
demonstration is pointed at the class and students at different distances from the lamps will 
experience different limits of resolution dependent upon the conditions set up by the 
instructor.
The resolution of the human eye is limited by several factors. The resolution is best at the 
fovea, where cone spacing is the closest. Spherical and chromatic abberation degrade 
resolution. For an average pupil of about .9 cm, and at � = 550 nm the eye can resolve 
objects whose angular separation is about .0005 rad. Thus, at a distance of about 20 m, 
the eye can resolve the two point lamps at about 1 cm separation.
(See Giancoli, Physics for Scientists and Engineers, 2nd Edition, p.814)

Fixed
Lamp

Moveable
Lamp

Bottom set of
lamps is not used.

Eye

E+10+50DIFFRACTION.
Poisson's spot: Interference pattern within circular shadow.

Ball Bearing
on Glass Plate

He-Ne Laser
Mounted on
Goniometer

-4" Lens

-10" Lens

Poisson's
Spot

(Center
of Shadow)

Projected
Image

Optical
Bench

In the 1820s, Poisson noted that if Fresnel's wave theory of light were correct, then light 
from a point source falling on a solid disk should constructively interfere at the center of the 
disk's shadow, leaving a bright spot.  In this setup,  a monochromatic he-ne laser beam 
(aimed with the aid of a goniometer) is expanded by a -4" lens and hits a small ball bearing 
mounted on a glass plate.  The image is then expanded by a -10" lens and projected on a 
screen. The bright spot at the center of the shadow is very evident.

18"
26"



E+15+0GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.
First and second order transmission gratings, with arc lamp.

Carbon
Arc

Lens

Lens
Transmission

Diffraction
Grating

Projected Spectrums

Adjustable
Slit

14,438 lpi: Concentration in 1st Order

2,100 lpi: Concentration in 2nd Order

White light from the carbon arc passes through a slit and 
is sent through a transmission diffraction grating, creating 
a full spectrum on a projection screen. The 14,438 
line-per-inch grating has the blazes cut so that most of the 
light is concentrated in the first order.  The 2,100 lpi 
grating has the blazes cut so that most of the light is 
concentrated in the second order.
Note to setup people: The second lens is positioned so 
that the image of the spectrum is focused on the screen.  

R O Y G B I V R O Y G B I V

1st Order 2nd Order

R O Y G B I VR O Y G B I V

1st Order 2nd Order

E+15+1GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.
Reflection grating with arc lamp.

Carbon
Arc

Optical
Bench

Lens

Lens
Reflection
Diffraction

Grating

Adjustable
Slit

White light from the carbon arc passes through a slit and is bounced off of a reflection 
diffraction grating, creating a full spectrum on a projection screen. The 10,000 line-per-inch 
grating has the blazes cut so that most of the light is concentrated in the first order. This 
reflection grating is brighter than equivalent transmission gratings. 
Note to setup people: The second lens is positioned so that the image of the spectrum is 
focused on the screen.

Projected Spectrum

R O Y G B I V



E+15+5GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.

Carbon
Arc

Lens

Lens
Transmission

Diffraction
Grating

Adjustable
Slit

Optical
Bench

Step 1] White light from the carbon arc passes through a slit and is sent through a 
transmission diffraction grating, creating a full spectrum on a projection screen. (The 750 
line-per-mm grating has the blazes cut so that most of the light is concentrated in the first 
order.)  
Step 2]  Turn off the D.C. power to the carbon arc.  Replace the top carbon rod with a special 
carbon soaked in the chloride of Sodium, Calcium, Strontium(LeC) or Lithium(PSL).  Turn on 
the power and project a line emission spectrum superimposed upon a white light spectrum.

Note to setup people: The second lens is positioned so that the image of the spectrum is 
focused on the screen.  This insures that the spectral lines are well-focused.

Arc Lamp spectra from NaCl, CaCl  , SrCl soaked rods.2

+ -

Cross-Section
of Carbon Arc

Assembly

Replace this rod
with rod soaked
in NaCl, CaCl  ,

SrCl or LiCl 2

Projected Na
Spectrum

R O Y G B I V

E+15+10GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.

10"
Acromat

Lens

Hg
Lamp

Hg
Power
Supply

120 VAC

Transmission
Diffraction

Grating

Adjustable
Slit

Optical
Bench

Light from a mercury lamp passes through a slit, a 10" achromat lens and then a 750 lpmm 
transmission diffraction grating, creating a mercury line spectrum on a projection screen 
about 10' away. If the adjustable slit is narrowed to a small separation, the main clearly visible 
lines are a purple line, a green line, and two yellow lines (although several other dim lines are 
visible if one is standing close to the screen.) A zinc sulphide screen is used to show the UV 
lines.
Note to setup people: The slit is positioned as close as possible to the Hg lamp.  The lens must be fine 
adjusted to focus the lines on the screen.  An iris should be inserted in the setup between the lens and 
grating.  A mask (not shown) should be inserted between the slit and the lens.

Mercury spectrum using slit and grating, includes UV lines.

Projected Hg
Spectrum

V I B G Y O R

10"

.5" 11"

Iris

TIMEAC OR DC

5
20 1:20 2:40

5:20

OFF

NORMAL

SPECIAL

RESET

Timer Box
('5:20 setting)



E+15+12GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.
Wall chart of mercury spectrum.

This is a hand-made chart about 4 feet long, displaying the visible parts of the line 
spectrum of mercury vapor (in a state of high temperature and low pressure.)

Wall Chart
of Mercury Spectrum
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005000 6000 7000
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E+15+13GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.
Applet: transmission and absorption spectra of the elements

http://jersey.uoregon.edu/vlab/elements/Elements.html

http://jersey.uoregon.edu/vlab/elements/Elements.html


E+15+20GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.
Diffraction patterns of various gratings using He-Ne laser.

He-Ne Laser

Diffraction Patterns
on Screen

Diffraction
Grating

Optical
Bench

Monochromatic Helium-Neon laser light passes through a transmission diffraction grating, 
and the resulting maximas are displayed on a projection screen.  The 19,500, 14,438 and 
10,000 Lines-per-Inch gratings all have the most light in the 0 order maxima, and  less 
intense beams in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd etc. with maximas spaced symetrically about the 0 
order beam.  The 4,800 LPI grating has the most light in the 1st order maxima, and the 2nd, 
3rd and 4th order maximas etc. are more intense on one side of the 1st order beam.  The 
2,100 LPI has the most light in the 2nd order maxima and the other maximas are more 
intense on one side of the 2nd order beam.

19,050 LPI

14,438 LPI

10,000 LPI

4,800 LPI

2,100 LPI

E+15+15GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.

Carbon
Arc

Lens

Lens

Bunsen
Burner

Transmission
Diffraction

Grating

Slit

Optical
Bench

Step 1] White light from the carbon arc passes through a slit and is sent through a 19,050 lpi 
transmission diffraction grating, creating a full spectrum on a projection screen. 

Step 2] Heat the metallic sodium in the hand-held sodium 'boat' behind the slit and observe 
the line absorption.  Two dark vertical lines will appear in the yellow region  of the otherwise 
continuous spectrum.  

Note to setup people: The second lens is positioned so that the image of the spectrum is focused on the 
screen.  This insures that the absorption lines are well-focused.  The bunsen burner will need to be 
placed on a lab jack to get the proper height for the flame.

Absorption spectrum of Na using arc lamp, slit and grating.

Projected Na
Absorption Spectrum

R O Y G B I V

Sodium in
small 'boat'



E+20+0HOLOGRAPHY.
Films: "Introduction to Holography", "Introduction to Lasers", and "Laser Light".

Film Title: Introduction to Holography  (#8658 Univ.of Cal. Extension Media Center)
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.  Length:  17 minutes.  Color and sound.
Presents the history and basic principles of holography, in which laser beams are used 
to record seemingly three-dimensional images on photographic film.  Shows various 
types of holograms, and explains and demonstrates the physical properties of waves 
that make these optical effects possible.  Uses animation to show how a "white light" 
hologram is made without the use of a laser beam, and considers the value of 
holography as a scientific tool and an artistic medium. 1972 EBEC
Film Title: Introduction to Lasers  (#8659 Univ.of Cal. Extension Media Center)
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.  Length:  17 minutes.  Color and sound.
Explains the basic principles of laser physics and demonstrates the wide range of 
practical and scientific uses for lasers.  Introduces Charles Townes, who won a Nobel 
Prize for his work with lasers; his collaborator, Arthur T. Schawlow; and Ali Javan, 
inventor of the helium neon laser.  Aided by laboratory demonstrations and animated 
sequences, they describe the differences between ordinary and laser light, how light is 
absorbed and emitted by atoms, and coherence, a unique characteristic of laser light. 
1972 EBEC
Film Title: Laser Light  (#LSC224 Univ.of Utah, Instructional Media Services)
Level: Upper elementary-Adult.  Length:  38 minutes.  Color and sound.

Describes many aspects of laser light in an interesting and provocative manner.  
Includes ideas about wave nature of light, the particle nature of light, incoherent light, 
coherent light, emission of light by atoms, how a laser produces coherent light, 
applications of lasers, areas being investigated in laser research, and formation and 
use of holograms.  Ideas are introduced, briefly explained, and shown both in 
animation and application.  Summarizes by perspective flashbacks.
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E+15+25GRATINGS AND SPECTRA.

Hg Spectrum
seen through

Hand-held Grating

V I B G Y O R

Hydrogen
Tube Eye

Hand-Held
Transmission

Diffraction Grating

Mercury
and Neon

Tubes

MercuryNeon

Hand-held gratings for class to view Hg, Ne and H   discharge tubes.2

Up to 80 hand-held 19,050 Lines-per-inch transmission diffraction gratings can be passed 
out to the class.  The student holds the grating close to an eye and views the line spectrum 
of various different gas discharge tubes: Mercury, Neon, and Hydrogen.  The lines are 
easily visible when the room lights are turned out.



E+20+6HOLOGRAPHY.
Reflection hologram viewed with white light.

A white-light reflection hologram of a microscope is illuminated with a tungsten-halogen 
point-source light so that a person can easily view the three-dimensional scene through 
about 30 degrees of arc. Room lights should be turned off to insure that the hologram is 
clear without blurry multiple images.

Eye

45°

Light

Hologram
Side View

White Light
Reflection
Hologram

Tungsten-
Halogen

White Light

Viewer

E+20+5HOLOGRAPHY.
Transmission hologram viewed with laser light.

5-15mw
He-Ne Laser

x40
Microscope
Objective

Transmission
Hologram

Optical
Bench

A helium-neon laser beam is spread out with a x40 microscope objective so that it hits a 
transmission hologram at 30°, enabling people to view the holographic virtual image without 
having to look directly at the laser. (The holograms were made at this 30° angle to help 
protect people's eyes.) Light shields are also arranged about the set-up to prevent people 
from sticking their heads into the beam. If a 5 mw laser is used, the hologram will have to be 
viewed in the dark. If a 15 mw laser is used, the hologram can be viewed with the class 
lights on.

Shield

Shield
Shield

Laser

Hologram

30°

30°



E+25+5INTERFERENCE.
Ripple Tank with plane or spherical water waves and barriers.

Plane Waves

Wave Generator

Circular Wave
Point Sources

Wax Block

Mirror

Carbon 
Arc 500 Watt

Light Bulb
OR

Overhead View
(projected on screen)

Cheese-Cloth
to damp reflect-
ed waves.

DiffractionReflection

Circular
Waves

Block

About 1/4" of Water Plane
Wave
Generator

Plane
Waves

Circular 
Wave
Generator
(Point 
Sources)

Note: Put mask in
front of door to block
light leakage...

Interference

Speed
Controller

Door

Power 
Switch

Note: use lead
blocks to tilt light-source

Note: Same set-up as 
B+35+15

E+25+0INTERFERENCE.
Large wood model of a double slit with hinged waves. Note: Same set-up

as B+35+0

Source

Wave trains
are hinged

The model is made of plywood.  The two 'waves' are hinged and suspended so that 
they can be moved independently.  (Note: In Pimentel Hall, there are 'waves' of 
different frequency that can be mounted.)



E+25+15INTERFERENCE.
Laser beam through various slits (and Cornell Slitfilm).

He-Ne Laser
mounted on
Goniometer Diffraction Pattern

on ScreenElectroformed
Slits

Cornell
Interference

and Diffraction
Slitfilm Optical

Bench

Monochromatic Helium-Neon laser light is passed through a single, double or multiple slit, 
and the resulting diffraction pattern is displayed on a white projection screen. The laser is 
mounted on a telescope goniometer, making it easy to move from one ruling to another. 
     The electroformed slits mounted on 35 mm slides are the most accurate and provide the 
cleanest diffraction patterns. There are 3 of these slides: a) one with single slits, b) one with 
double slits with different spacings, and c) one with two slits up to five slits.
     The Cornell Interference and Diffraction Slitfilm is a piece of black film with transparent 
single and multiple rulings of various widths and spacings. It is not as accurate as the 
electroformed slits, but it has more variety.

SLITFILM DEMONSTRATOR

Note: Same set-up
as E+10+5

E+25+10INTERFERENCE.
Microwave interference with single and double slits.

CENCO 3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
TRANSMITTER

OUTPUT
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

EXT.
MOD.

In this demo, the transmitter beams 3 cm microwaves at either a single or double adjustable 
slit made of aluminum. (The distance between slits can be 5 cm. or 10 cm.) The diffraction 
patterns are detected by the receiver mounted on a moveable swinging-arm assembly. 
Maximas are represented by by a loud tone (or can be displayed on the milliammeter), and 
minimas are silent. If the distance between slits is 10 cm., and the distance from the slits to 
the receiver is about a meter, then maximas occur  about every 30 cm. 

Receiver 
Horn

Swinging-Arm

Klystron

Transmitter
Horn

Aluminum Screen
 with

Adjustable Slits

Klystron
Power
Supply

Detector
Milliameter

and Speaker
CENCO

3 CM (X-BAND) MICROWAVE
RECEIVER

OFF

OSCILLO-
SCOPE

SPEAKER
ON

OFF

INPUT

MILLIAMPERES0
.2

.4 .6 .8
1

DIRECT CURRENT

GAIN



E+25+25INTERFERENCE.
Thin film interference with optical flats and sodium lamp.

Observed
Interference Fringes

(Newton's Rings)

Monochromatic yellow sodium light from a sodium arc lamp shines down upon a 
frosted-glass diffuser-plate. The light from the plate in turn illuminates two round optical 
flats. The optical flats are separated by a microscopically thin layer of air. Newton's rings, or 
interference fringes, can be clearly seen superimposed on the optical flats. 

Eye

Optical
Flats

Diffuser
Plate

Sodium
Arc

120 VAC

E+25+20INTERFERENCE.
Red/green/blue line source viewed with double-slit paddles.

Observed
Interference Fringes

Young's Double Slit Experiment: A light bulb with a long straight filament resides behind a 
red, a green and a blue colored filter. This gives the effect that the top third is a glowing blue 
line of light, the middle third is a line of green light, and the bottom third is a line of red light. 
Wooden holders with 2 sets of  double slits are passed out to the students. One set of 
double-slits is close together; the other set is spaced farther apart. By holding the mounted 
double-slit close to the eye and looking at the light source, a number of closely spaced 
interference fringes will be seen. It is noted that the blue fringes are closer together than the 
red fringes. Also, the fringes are spread farther apart looking through the set of slits that are 
closer together. The spacing between the fringes increases as the distance between the 
observer and the light source increases.

Eye

Blue Filter Blue

Green

RedVertical
Filament

Incandescent
Light Bulb

Green Filter

Red Filter Hand-Held
Double-Slits

120 VAC



E+25+35INTERFERENCE.

Lens 2

Optical
Bench

F.S. Mirror Hall's
Prism

Lens 1

By Reflection

Reflection

By Transmission

Transmission

Projection on Screen

Carbon
Arc Lens

In the Hall's Prism Apparatus, the hypotenuse of a small 90° prism A that has a slight positive curvature 
is sandwiched against the flat side of a larger 90° prism B. The interference fringe pattern produced in 
the air film between the glass sides is concentric rings.
     Transmission Case: Collimated white light from the carbon arc passes through both prisms and is 
focused on a projection screen by lens 1. The center of the fringe ring pattern is bright. 
      Reflection Case: Collimated white light from the carbon arc reflects off the abutted glass prism sides 
and reflects again from a front surface mirror, then is focused on a projection screen by lens 2. The 
central spot (where the two glass surfaces touch) is dark. There, light reflected from the flat surface 
changes phase by 180°, whereas light internally reflected from the curved surface does not.

Same as E+25+30, using Hall's prism.

Ref.: Modern College Physics by Harvey White,6th Ed., p.546-548

AB

Hall's
Prism

E+25+30INTERFERENCE.

Lens 2

Newton's
Rings
Device

Lens 1

Cross-section
of Device

flat
glass

plano-
convex

By Reflection

By Transmission

Projection on Screen

Carbon
Arc Lens

F.S. Mirror

In the Newton's Rings Apparatus, a piece of flat glass is sandwiched against a piece of glass that has a 
slight positive curvature (a long focus plano-convex lens). The interference fringe pattern produced in 
the air film between the glass pieces is concentric rings.
     Transmission Case: Collimated white light from the carbon arc passes through the Newton's Rings 
Device and is focused on a projection screen by lens 1. The center of the fringe ring pattern is bright. 
      Reflection Case: Collimated white light from the carbon arc reflects off of the Newton's Rings Device 
and reflects again from a front surface mirror, then is focused on a projection screen by lens 2. The 
central spot (where the two glass surfaces touch) is dark. There, light reflected from the flat surface 
changes phase by 180, whereas light internally reflected from the curved surface does not. 

Newton's rings by transmission or reflection on arc bench.

Ref.: Modern College Physics by Harvey White,6th Ed., p.546-548

Iris



E+25+40INTERFERENCE.

Optical
Bench

Glass Jar
with Soap Film

Reflected Image
of Soap Film
on Screen

Carbon
Arc Lens

Lens 1

Prism

Water Cell
Absorbs
Infrared

A glass jar, open at one 
end, is dipped into a 
long-lasting bubble solution. (The 
inside of the glass is black to minimize 
reflection.) The jar is lifted out, and a thin soap film 
remains over the open end. The jar is then placed on an 
optical bench. White collimated light from a carbon arc reflects off 
the soap film and is focused by lens 1 onto a projection screen. The prism 
inverts and adjusts the position of the image. (Note: Infrared is eliminated from the 
white light to prolong the life of the soap film.)
     The reflected image shows bands of color which get clearer as the film drains. The bands form 
because for each wavelength of light, there is a thickness of the soap film that results in the reflected 
light from the back surface of the film being in phase with the reflected light from the front surface, thus 
causing a reinforcement of that color. When the soap film gets thinner than one quarter of a wavelength, 
the second wave approaches being out of phase with the first by 180°. Thus, the top part of the reflected 
image gradually becomes black, and the bands of color move slowly downward.
       Set-up note: remove arc ring and slightly uncolumnate arc beam. 

Soap film interference: The soap bubble experiment on arc bench.

Ref.: Exploratorium Cookbook, Vol.1, Exp.10 (1976)

Glass jar is dipped
vertically into a shallow
dish of soap solution

to get soap film.

E+25+42
INTERFERENCE.
Oil-film interference on water.

Multi-colored
Interference Fringes

Video-projected on screen

Dark plastic lid
with oil film on water

Constructive and destructive interference of reflected light waves causes the colorful 
patterns we sometimes observe in thin films, such as layers of oil on water, and also soap 
bubbles. Constructive interference results in a color appearing brightly, and destructive 
interference results in a dimming or absence of that color.
     In this demo, white light from a reading lamp shines down upon a white-paper 
diffuser-screen. The light from the screen illuminates a dark plastic lid filled with water. A 
glass rod coated with oil barely touches the water causing a thin oil film on the surface of 
the water. The white light is partially reflected  from the air-to-oil and oil-to-water interfaces, 
and the constructive and destructive interference of various wavelengths creates 
multi-colored patterns. A video camera and video projector put the colored fringes on a 
large screen.

Paper
Screen

Clamps
and Stand

TV Camera

(camera stand
and clamps
not shown)

Reading
Lamp

JV
C



E+25+50INTERFERENCE.

Optical
Bench

30 mw
He-Ne Laser

x10 microscope
objective Fabry-Perot

Interferometer

Fig.1

Circular Fringes
Projected on Screen

In this setup, a 30 
mw He-Ne laser beam is sent 
through a x10 microscope objective, 
projecting light onto one surface of the Fabry-Perot 
interferometer. Multiple reflections occur in the 
interferometer cavity, and the resulting circular fringes are 
displayed on a screen about twenty feet away.
     The Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of two parallel 
clear glass plates that are partly silvered on the facing 
interior sides, about a cm. apart. One plate is fixed, and the other plate can be adjusted in or out slightly 
with adjusting screws. This device uses the Haidinger fringes produced in the transmitted light after 
multiple reflections in the air cavity between the silvered glass planes.
     Looking at Fig.1 above, Ray1 of monochromatic light (from a He-Ne laser) passes through partly 
silvered glass plate A, then bounces off partly silvered plate B, and so on.  Ray2 is parallel to Ray1 and 
interferes with the reflection of Ray1. The condition for reinforcement giving a maxima is 2d/Cos� = n�. 
For � = 0°, 2d = n�. The resulting fringe patterns projected onto a screen are a set of concentric rings 
similar to, but much sharper than, those of a Michelson Interferometer. 
     Note: The laser light, after passing through the microscope objective is a narrow cone, and thus not 
completely parallel when entering the interferometer.  This does, in theory, make the circular fringes 
somewhat fuzzier, but it is imperceptible.

Expanded laser beam through Fabry-Perot Interferometer produces rings.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics by Jenkins & White, 1st Ed., p.93

�

d
A B

Ray1
Ray2

E+25+45
INTERFERENCE.
Thin film interference with sodium light on mica sheets.

Observed
Interference Fringes

Monochromatic yellow sodium light from a sodium arc lamp shines down upon a 
frosted-glass diffuser-plate. The light from the plate in turn illuminates a large sheet of clear 
mica framed with a cardboard mount. The mounted mica rests on black paper (for greater 
visibility of the fringes).The thin parallel sheets of mica are separated by microscopically thin 
layers of air, and the interference fringes from the sodium light can be clearly seen 
superimposed on the mica.These fringes can best be seen by moving the head slowly left 
or right while viewing the mica surface.

Diffuser
Plate

Large Framed Mica Sheet
sitting on top of black paper.

Sodium
Arc

120 VAC

Eye



E+25+60INTERFERENCE.

Optical
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30 mw
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x40 microscope
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Interferometer

Circular
Fringes

Projected
on Screen

Michelson interferometer fringes produced with laser beam.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics by Jenkins & White, 1st Ed., p.68

A monochromatic He-Ne laser beam hits the central beam-splitter of a Michelson Interferometer, 
splitting into two beams that reflect off of mirrors and rejoin, forming circular interference fringes.
     See Fig.1: A 30 mw laser beam is expanded by a x40 microscope objective and hits the 
lightly-silvered mirror M0 at the center of the Michelson Interferometer. Part of the beam is reflected 
from M0; hits Mirror M1, and is reflected back through M0 to pass from the device. The path of this 
beam is 'abcbe'. The other part of the beam is transmitted through M0 and hits Mirror M2; is reflected 
back to M0, and is reflected from M0 to pass from the device. The path of this beam is 'abdbe'. The path 
length 'abcbe' is approximately equal to 'abdbe'. Thus, the two beams pass from the interferometer 
along a contiguous path 'be', forming circular interference fringes that can be projected onto a screen. 
Moving the adjustment screws in or out on Mirror M2 changes the 'abdbe' path length, causing the 
circular fringes to move in or out.
     Note: We have a larger, much more precise laboratory Michelson Interferometer which is primarily 
brought in just for show. It is possible to show white light fringes with it, however it is a difficult, 
time-consuming procedure.
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E+25+55INTERFERENCE.
Lloyd's mirror: Laser beam interferes with reflection from black-glass mirror.

He-Ne Laser
mounted on
Goniometer

x10 microscope
objective

Interference Pattern
on Screen

Lloyd's
Mirror

X-Y-Z
Stage

-10" Lens

Optical
Bench

Lloyd's Mirror is a strip of smooth glass about  six inches long, painted black on the 
underside. An expanded monochromatic He-Ne laser beam is sent at a grazing angle to the 
glass so that part of the beam is reflected from the glass (causing a phase change of �) and 
interferes with the part of the beam that doesn't hit the glass. The interference fringes are 
magnified by the -10" diverging lens and projected onto a screen.
     See Fig.1. The laser beam is the source S1. The light reflected from Lloyd's mirror 
appears as though it came from virtual source S2. The overlapping region from S1 and S2 
(gray area abc) is where interference occurs, showing up as a series of fringes on the 
screen  in the region bc.

Fig.1
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E+30+5LENSES.
Air, glass and water lenses in water tank with arc lamp.

Plexiglass
Tank

filled with
Water
and

Fluorescein

Various Lenses
Placed in WaterCarbon

Arc

Collimating
Lens

A converging lens is placed a focal length away from a carbon arc, producing an intense 
collimated beam of white light.The beam enters a transparent tank filled with water and 
fluorescein. Various different lenses are placed by hand into the water and into the path of 
the collimated beam of light. Because the index of refraction of air is much less than water, 
the Concave Air Lens focuses light instead of diverging. The Convex Air Lens diverges light 
instead of focusing. The Convex Glass Lens focuses, but the focal length is longer in water 
than in air. The Convex Water Lens has no effect at all.  

Convex
Glass Lens

Concave
Air Lens

Convex
Air Lens

Convex
Water Lens

water

E+25+65INTERFERENCE.

Optical
Bench

Microwave Interference by multiple reflection.

A microwave beam hits an angled perforated metal plate, splitting into two beams that reflect off of metal 
'mirrors' and rejoin, forming interference fringes that are detected by a microwave receiver. This is a 
microwave analogy of the Michelson Interferometer.
     See Fig.1: A 3 cm microwave beam hits the perforated metal plate M0 at the center of the setup. Part 
of the beam is reflected from M0; hits Mirror M1, and is reflected back through M0 to pass from the 
setup. The path of this beam is 'abcbe'. The other part of the beam is transmitted through M0 and hits 
Mirror M2; is reflected back to M0, and is reflected from M0 to pass from the device. The path of this 
beam is 'abdbe'. The path length 'abcbe' is approximately equal to 'abdbe'. Thus, the two beams pass 
from the interferometer along a contiguous path 'be', forming interference fringes that can be detected 
by the 3 cm microwave receiver. Moving the Mirror M2 left or right changes the 'abdbe' path length, 
causing the fringes to move in or out. The receiver emits a loud tone whenever it detects a maxima, and 
is quieter at a minima. Also, a milliameter mounted on the receiver can be used to detect the maxima 
and minima.
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E+30+10LENSES.
Blackboard optics: Light sources with Lucite lenses (and prisms and mirrors).

Lucite
Prisms

Lucite
Disk

Lucite
Lenses

Mirrors

Power
Supply

Light Source
with Magnet Base

Steel
Chalkboard

Magnetic
Holder

Convex
LensRay

The Blackboard Optics Kit contains Lucite converging and diverging lenses, as well as a 
semicircular disk, Lucite prisms, and plane, concave and convex mirrors. Two light sources 
are included. Each light source emits a collimated ray of white light that passes through (or 
reflects from) the optical components, as well as grazing the chalkboard so that the class 
can see. The lights have magnetic bases which stick to the steel-backed chalkboards. The 
lenses (and prisms, etc.) are held against the blackboards by a strip of Plexiglas with 
magnets at both ends. Light sources can be arranged to show focusing of a converging 
lens, or the virtual focus of a diverging lens. The other components of the Kit can be used to 
demonstrate reflection, refraction, internal reflection, critical angle, etc.

E+30+15LENSES.
Real images: Lighted arrow image and various lenses.

An illuminated arrow is placed on one side of a converging lens beyond the principal focus f, 
and a real image is formed on the opposite side of the lens, focused on the screen. Various 
lenses are used, with focal lengths from 4.5 inch to 21 inches. 
     See Figure 1: If the illuminated arrow is moved closer to f at object distance p, then the 
image (which is inverted) focuses on the screen farther away, at image distance q. The 
image is larger than the object and is thus magnified. Or, if the illuminated arrow is moved 
further away from the lens, then the image is formed closer to the focal point and is smaller 
in size than the object.  The lens formula describing this relationship is 1/p + 1/q = 1/f. 
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E+30+25LENSES.
Fresnel lenses to show.

There are many examples of Fresnel lenses that can be shown to the class. One is a plastic 
Highway Blinker light (diverging lens), which works with a 6 volt battery. One is a glass 
Fresnel converging lens (f.l. 1.5"), possibly from an old traffic light. One is a flat plastic 
diverging lens (f.l. -5") mounted on a wood frame; everything looks smaller when viewed 
through it. One is a flat plastic converging lens from an overhead projector (f.l. +10"). There 
are several other examples not shown above. 

Glass
Fresnel

Convergingl
Lens

(f.l. +1.5")
Plastic
Fresnel

Diverging
Lens

10" diam.,
(f.l. -5")

Plastic
Fresnel

Converging
Lens

12"x12"
(f.l. +10")Highway

Blinker
Light

(Diverging Lens)

6 Volt
Rechargeable

Battery

OFF

ON

E+30+20LENSES.
Cylindrical lens of Lucite with words 'DIOXIDE GLASS'.

A solid cylinder of clear Lucite is mounted in a wooden holder. Mounted on the wood base 
beneath the cylinder is a white card that has the words DIOXIDE GLASS printed on it.. The 
word DIOXIDE is printed in blue; the word GLASS is printed in red. When read from the 
side (not through the cylinder), DIOXIDE GLASS  can be read in the normal fashion. When  
viewed through the Lucite cylinder, the blue DIOXIDE still reads in the normal way, but the 
red GLASS now is inverted. The purpose of this demo is to make the students think. Do the 
colors red and blue, the index of refraction, or the optical properties of the cylinder have 
anything to do with the phenomena?
     Of course, the word 'DIOXIDE' is symmetrical with respect to the horizontal axis, 
whereas the word 'GLASS' is not.

Cylinder of 
Clear Lucite
(4cm diam.,
27 cm long)

Overhead
View

Wooden
Holder

blue

DIOXIDE GLASS

DIOXIDE
GLASS

red



E+30+30LENSES.

Optical
Bench

Translucent
Screen

Carbon
Arc

8" Lens
Poor Quality

Converging Lens
(f.l. 14", 7" diam.)

Large lens shows chromatic aberration on screen using arc lamp.

A diverging beam of white light from a carbon arc passes through a large diameter, poor quality 
converging lens (f.l. 14", 7" diam.) and the cross-section of the focused beam is displayed on a 
translucent screen. There is a definite dispersion of the colors called chromatic aberration: blues can be 
seen focusing closer to the lens than the reds. Red or blue filters can be placed in the beam to illustrate 
where the colors are focusing. 
Chromatic aberration mainly takes place at the outer edge of the lens, just as white light is dispersed by 
a prism. Circular apertures can be placed in front of the large lens so that light passes mostly through 
the central portion of the lens, causing less dispersion of colors (the resulting beam is mostly white). 
Circular disks can be placed in front of the large lens so that light passes mostly through the outer 
portion of the lens, causing the dispersed colors to be more clearly defined. Also, the demonstration can 
be repeated with a high quality achromatic lens: there is virtually no color dispersion.

Lab
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Reds

Blues

Circular
Apertures

4"3"2.5"

Circular
Disks

1" 1.5" 3"

E+30+35LENSES.

Carbon
Arc

Screen
Mesh Lens

f.l. 14"

Lens
f.l. 8" Lens

f.l. 8"

Sometimes a lens will be ground inexactly so that focused images will be distorted: the image 
shape does not exactly correspond to the object shape. If a lens has too steep a curvature in 
the middle (or if the lens is very thick), the result is barrel distortion. If the lens is too flat in the 
center, the result is pincushion distortion. In this demonstration, lenses are arranged to show 
what barrel and pincushion distortions look like. By moving a screen object from point 1 to 
point 2, the image distortion changes from pincushion to barrel. See figure 1.

Pincushion and barrel distortion of lenses using arc lamp.
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E+30+45LENSES.
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Astronomical telescope: Using objective and eyepiece lenses.

The astronomical telescope is used to view objects that are far away. This simple telescope consists of 
an Eyepiece which is a converging lens with a short focal length (fe = +5"), and an Objective which is a 
converging lens with a longer focal length (fo = +28"). The lenses are mounted on an optical bench to 
insure alignment. The object to be viewed is an Arrow Object Card mounted on a distant wall, 25 feet or 
so away.
     The Objective (the lens nearest the viewed object) forms a real inverted image at fo, which is a focal 
length fe away from the Eyepiece.  Thus, the distance between the lenses to have the arrow in focus for 
viewing is the sum of the focal lengths (fo+fe = 5"+28" = 33"). Placing an eye (or a TV camera) close to 
the eyepiece will see the distant arrow magnified  by the ratio of the focal lengths (fo/fe = 28"/5"�6). That 
is, the arrow is 6 times larger than what would be seen by the unaided naked eye.
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Objective
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Power
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Small
Monitor
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To
Large

MonitorsON/OFF

E+30+40LENSES.
Cylindrical aberration: Wooden model.

 The shaded triangle can slide back and forth to depict a difference in focal lengths for light 
rays travelling along two perpendicular axes.

Cylindrical Aberration
of a Lens Model

(plywood, 18"x24")Triangle slides
back and forth



E+30+50LENSES.
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Galilean telescope: Using objective and eyepiece lenses (much like E+30+45).

The Galilean telescope is used to view objects that are far away. This simple telescope consists of an 
Eyepiece which is a diverging lens with a short focal length (fe = -5"), and an Objective which is a 
converging lens with a longer focal length (fo = +28"). The lenses are mounted on an optical bench to 
insure alignment. The object to be viewed is an Arrow Object Card mounted on a distant wall, 25 feet or 
so away.
     The Objective (the lens nearest the viewed object) forms a real inverted image at fo, which is a focal 
length fe past the Eyepiece. This image is the virtual image for the negative focal length Eyepiece. 
Thus, the image viewed in the Eyepiece is right side up. The distance between the lenses to have the 
arrow in focus for viewing is the sum of the focal lengths (fo+fe = -5"+28" = 23"). Placing an eye (or a TV 
camera) close to the eyepiece will see the distant arrow magnified  by the ratio of the focal lengths (fo/fe 
= 28"/5" �6). That is, the arrow is 6 times larger than what would be seen by the unaided naked eye.
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E+30+55LENSES.
Compound microscope is assembled from lenses. 

In step 1, a small illuminated arrow is focused by a lens (f.l. +8") onto a translucent screen. The 
arrow is inverted and enlarged. The video camera focuses on the arrow image and displays it 
on the monitor. In step 2, a lens (f.l. +5") is placed less than a focal distance of the screen. The 
arrow image is enlarged even more and displayed on the monitor. The translucent screen can 
be removed to show that it is useful only for fine-tuning the apparatus and is not necessary for 
the functioning of the microscope. 
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E+30+65LENSES.
Model of the eye, with near/far sight lenses, using arc lamp.

Carbon
Arc Diverging
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Lab Jack
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A glass globe with a lens, filled with water and Fluorescein, is a simple model for the eye. A 'normal' 
converging lens in the eye focuses at a point on the back of the eyeball. (I.E.: the image is focused at the 
fovea on the retina.) In a nearsighted eye, the lens focuses the image in front of the retina, and a 
corrective diverging lens is needed. In a farsighted eye, the lens focuses the image in back of the retina, 
and a corrective converging lens is needed.
     In this demonstration, the globe is 6.5" in diameter. The 'normal' lens has a f.l. of 3.5" in air, or 6.5" in 
water. The 'farsighted' lens has a f.l. = 5.5" in air or about 10" in water, and the corrective converging lens 
has a f.l. = +14" in air. The 'nearsighted' lens f.l. = 2" in air or about 4" in water, and the corrective 
diverging lens f.l. = -6" in air.

Normal
Lens

water

Nearsighted
Lens

Farsighted
Lens

Converging Lens for
Farsightedness

Diverging Lens for
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E+30+60LENSES.
Lantern slide projector with removable lenses

This Bausch and Lomb lantern slide projector is constructed so that the cover can be 
removed. Light from the high intensity bulb is basically a point source. The concave mirror is 
a radius away from the bulb, so that it reflects light back to the bulb and intensifies the point 
source. The bulb is a focal length away from the condensor lens system so that the light is 
basically collimated when passing through the transparent slide. The light then passes 
through an achromat lens system mounted on an adjustable bellows, and the slide image is 
focused on a distant screen.

High
Intensity
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120

V.A.C.

Concave
Mirror

Fan
Motor

Condensor
System

Bellows

Slide Assembly
is Inserted Here

Projection Lens:
High Quality Achromat



E+40+0MIRRORS.
Arc lamp, with mirror on large rotateable disk showing beam angles. 

This apparatus is designed to show that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. 
White light from a carbon arc shines through a slit, producing a ray that reflects off a 
front-surface mirror mounted on a large white rotateable disk marked with degrees. The ray 
also glances against the disk, making it visible to the class.
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E+35+0METALLIC COLOR.

Achromat Lens#2
(f.l. +10")

Achromat Lens#1
(f.l. +10")

Gold Leaf
in Holder

Carbon
Arc Lens

F.S. Mirror

A very thin sheet of gold (or any metal) can both reflect and transmit light. Paradoxically, metals are 
good absorbers of colors they reflect. White light incident on gold foil is partly robbed of red, orange, and 
yellow by having some of the color reflected and some absorbed. The reflected red, orange and yellow 
appear to the eye as yellow-orange. Smaller amounts of green, blue and violet are reflected and 
absorbed, and thus the transmitted light appears to the eye as blue-green.
Transmission Case: A slit of collimated white light from the carbon arc passes through the thin layer of 
gold foil and is focused on a projection screen by lens 1. The color transmitted is blue-green. 
Reflection Case: A slit of collimated white light from the carbon arc reflects off of the thin layer of gold 
foil and reflects again from a front surface mirror, then is focused on a projection screen by lens 2. The 
color is yellow orange.

Color by reflected and transmitted light, using gold leaf.

Ref.: Modern College Physics by Harvey White,6th Ed., p.528

By Reflection
(yellow-orange)

By Transmission
(blue-green)

Overlap
is White

Projection on Screen

Iris

The gold leaf slide can be put  into a
slide-projector, instead of using the carbon arc.
This demo is difficult to perform. Request it only if you have
plenty of time to review the apparatus...

Note:



E+40+10MIRRORS.
Phantom lightbulb: Image in a plane mirror. 

In this demo, the light bulb at position A is switched on. It is clearly visible, glowing for the 
audience. The instructor then unscrews and removes the bulb. But the bulb is still there, 
glowing! (In the old days, the instructor would hit the bulb with a hammer, for more dramatic 
effect.)
     This is an illusion. The real light source is hidden at B behind a black metal cover. The 
dummy bulb at A is never turned on at all. Only the hidden bulb B is lighted when the switch is 
pressed. The bulb at A is the same distance from the pane of glass as the bulb at B, and on 
the same perpendicular to the glass as B. Thus the rays transmitted to the audience from bulb 
A coincide with the rays reflected from the bulb at B.

Glass Pane

Reflection on Glass
corresponds with position

of dummy bulb

Eye

Light Bulb
(dummy) Shielded Bulb

Switch

120
VAC

A B

The Phantom Light Bulb

E+40+5MIRRORS.
Blackboard optics: Light sources with mirrors (and prisms and lenses).

Lucite
Prisms

Lucite
Disk

Lucite
Lenses

Mirrors

The Blackboard Optics Kit contains plane, concave and convex mirrors, as well as a 
semicircular disk, converging and diverging lenses, and Lucite prisms. Two light sources are 
included. Each light source emits a collimated ray of white light that reflects from (or passes 
through) the optical components, as well as grazing the chalkboard so that the class can 
see. The lights have magnetic bases which stick to the steel-backed chalkboards. The 
mirrors (and prisms, etc.) are held against the blackboards by a strip of Plexiglas with 
magnets at both ends. Light sources can be arranged to show the law of reflection with a 
plane mirror, the focusing of a converging mirror, or the virtual focus of a diverging mirror. 
The other components of the Kit can be used to demonstrate  refraction, internal reflection, 
critical angle, etc.
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E+40+15MIRRORS.
Hand held plane mirror and right angle mirror. 

When you are looking into a plane mirror, the image you see is 'perverted': your right ear 
becomes the left ear of the image. This perverted image is the same as if you made a thin 
translucent mask of your face and then pushed it inside-out.
     A right-angle mirror is made of two front-surface mirrors perpendicular to one another, with 
one edge touching. When you look into a right-angle mirror, you see a 'normal' image: your left 
ear is also the left ear of the image. Because light bounces twice to create this image, any 
irregularities in the symmetry of one's face are doubled in magnitude and made more 
noticeable.

Hand-held
Plane Mirror

Plane
Mirror

90°
Mirror

Hand-held
Right-Angle Mirror

R

R

R

R

Ref.: Modern College Physics by Harvey White,6th Ed., p.479-480

E+40+20MIRRORS.
Variable angle mirror assembly with candle. 

This apparatus demonstrates multiple reflections. There are two mirrors with a common edge. 
One of the mirrors is fixed, and the other mirror at 'A'  swings on hinges at the common edge. 
The angle between the mirrors can vary from about 45 degrees to 90 degrees. A candle can be 
positioned between the mirrors, and multiple reflections can be seen. The kaleidoscope works 
along these principles.
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E+40+25MIRRORS.
Retrodirective reflector: Silvered right angle prism, using laser. 

A laser beam is aimed at a 'retrodirective reflector' and the beam reflects back and hits a 6x6" 
white paper card mounted on the laser. Even when the laser is moved from one end of the 
lecture table to the other, when the laser is pointed at the reflector, the beam bounces back 
and hits the white card.
     The retrodirective reflector is a glass prism that has three reflecting surfaces that are like 
the corner of a cube. (The 3 silvered faces are mutually perpendicular.) A beam of light that 
enters the prism reflects off two and sometimes three of the surfaces in such a way that the 
exiting beam is parallel to the entering beam. Thus, a beam of light returns in the direction of 
the source.
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E+40+21MIRRORS.
Barbershop mirrors: Parallel mirrors with light bulb. 

This apparatus demonstrates multiple reflections between parallel or slightly angled mirrors. 
There are two mirrors on adjustable bases facing each other.  A light source is mounted about 
halfway between the mirrors. One mirror is mounted higher than the other so that one can see 
the multiple reflections more easily. Angling one mirror slightly to the other causes the 
reflections to veer off left or right in an arc of smaller images. (A great example of multiple 
reflections is the Hall of Mirrors in Versailles, France. Since the observer is between the 
mirrors, the effect is impressive.)
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E+40+30MIRRORS.
Reflections from concave and convex mirrors with lighted arrow. 

A lighted arrow object is placed in front of a concave mirror and an inverted (and enlarged) 
image of the arrow is focused on a distant screen. However, when the lighted arrow object is 
placed in front of a convex mirror only a virtual (and reduced) image can be seen, and no 
arrow image can be focused on a screen. 
     Figure 1 is a ray diagram that shows how the virtual image is formed with the convex mirror. 
Figure 2 shows how the real image is formed with the concave mirror. The lighted arrow is the 
object 'o'. The center of curvature of each mirror is 'c', which is a radius r from the mirror. The 
focal point is 'f', which is r/2. The image, real or virtual, is labeled 'i'. The main equation 
showing the relationship between object distance, image distance, and focal length is 1/f = 1/o 
+ 1/i, which is equivalent to 2/r = 1/o + 1/i. (f, r, and i are negative for the concave mirror.)
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E+40+35MIRRORS.
Phantom bouquet: Real image from a concave mirror. 

If an object is placed just below the center of curvature of a concave mirror, a real  inverted 
image is formed just above the center of curvature. This is the secret to the 'phantom bouquet' 
demo. Artificial flowers are suspended upside-down in a box so that they are concealed to the 
viewer yet open to the mirror. A real rightside-up image of the flowers appears to be planted in 
the pot. The image appears solid and real,-yet a hand can pass through it.
     Figure 1 shows the ray diagram for the setup. The inverted flowers are the object at 'o', and 
the real image of the flowers are at 'i'. A lamp is used to illuminate the flowers, making the 
image much brighter. In setting up this demo, the distance from the flowers to the mirror must 
be quite accurate to make the illusion seem real.
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E+40+40MIRRORS.
Clam shell mirrors: Floating coin illusion. 

The 'floating-penny' illusion is a clever use of two concave parabolic mirrors. A coin placed on 
the lecture table in the center of the opening of the lower mirror appears to float within the 
opening of the upper mirror. The image is so real that people are tempted to touch the coin.
     See Figure 1. Front-surface parabolic mirrors M1 and M2 are identical. They both have 
diameters of 28 cm and focal lengths of 10 cm. Each mirror has a small hole cut in its vertex. 
The mirrors are arranged so that they face each other. The dimensions of the mirrors have 
been chosen so that the focal point f1 of mirror M1 is at the vertex of mirror M2, (and f2 is at 
the vertex of M1). Thus, if a small object such as a penny is placed at 'A' (the focal point of 
M2), rays of light hitting mirror M2 will all be reflected parallel to each other. These  parallel 
rays will then reflect from mirror M1 and be focused as a real image at 'B' (the focal point of 
M1). 
     This device  was originally constructed as a 'thermal-imager'. A light bulb placed at 'A' will 
ignite a piece of paper at 'B'. Sound can also be focused in the same way.  A watch ticking at 
'A' can be hear loudly at 'B'.
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E+40+41MIRRORS.
Concave mirrors and horn thermopile senses candle across room.

(Same apparatus
as C+65+0)

OP. AMP

GAINNULLHorn
Thermopile D.C.

Amplifier

.15 ma
Projection
Multimeter

Candle

Concave Mirror
60 cm. Diameter,

20 cm. f.l.

Concave Mirror
60 cm. Diameter,

20 cm. f.l.

Screen

Concave mirrors are positioned at opposite ends of the  
lecture table.  A candle is positioned at the focal length of 
one mirror.  A horn thermopile is positioned at the focal 
length of the opposite mirror.  The candle flame is thus 
focused on the elements of the thermopile (which 
develops about 1 mv. per degree).  The signal is amplified 
and projected onto a screen.
Note: The multimeter produces heat and can skew 
results, so it should be placed outside the mirrors. 
Leave the amplifier on for the  entire demo.



In the first part of this demo, two vertical 'picket fence' wood grids are mounted on the table. A 
rope extends through both and is attached at the end to a lab stand. When the rope is wiggled 
up and down, the transverse traveling wave is unobstructed and travels all the way to the lab 
stand.
     In the next part, a horizontal wood grid is substituted for the second grid. When the rope is 
wiggled up and down, the transverse traveling wave passes through the first vertical grid, but is 
blocked by the horizontal grid. No traveling wave reaches the lab stand.
   The vertical wood grid could represent a crystal that absorbs all light vibrating in the 
horizontal plane so that only vertically polarized light is transmitted. (The horizontal grid 
absorbs light in the vertical plane, etc.) Crystals exist, like Tourmaline, that selectively absorb 
the E field along one axis, but do not absorb so much along the perpendicular. A modern 
equivalent is the Polaroid, which is made of iodosulfate of quinine needles lined up parallel in a 
nitrocellulose mastic.
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Polarization

Grid

Lab
Stand

E+45+0POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Two picket fence sections with slats and rope to make waves.

E+40+42MIRRORS.
Parabolic mirrors: Light bulb ignites a match.

Two metal parabolic mirrors are exactly aligned facing each other. A 500W bulb is set at the 
focus of one mirror and a match at the other. As the variac is turned up, the match will begin to 
smoke, and in about 30 seconds, bursts into flames.

Lab
Jack Variac

Bulb

Match

Parabolic
Mirror

Parabolic
Mirror

(Same apparatus
as C+65+2)



E+45+5POLARIZATION AND BIREFREGENCE.
Microwaves with grid. Transmitter and receiver are polarized.
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The horn of a 3 cm. microwave transmitter is designed 
to produce polarized microwaves with the electric field in 
the vertical direction (see Fig.1). The 3 cm. microwave 
receiver is designed to sense these polarized 
microwaves, and to emit an audible tone from its 
speaker. If the receiver is rotated 90 degrees, its 
reception drops to zero.
     If a vertical wire grid is placed between the 
transmitter and receiver (see Fig.2), the microwave 
vertical electric field is dissipated in the wires, and the 
reception is blocked. If the wire grid is rotated ninety 
degrees (horizontal wires), reception becomes 
maximum. 

E+45+10POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Malus experiment: Polarization by reflection off glass surface.
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Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.610-611
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In this demo, ordinary white light hits one glass plate at the polarizing angle 57°, then hits a second 
parallel glass plate at 57°.  The second plate is slowly rotated, and the reflected spot is bright (0°), then 
becomes dimmer, then vanishes (90°), then becomes a bright maximum again (180°), and so forth.
     In 1808, Etienne Malus discovered that when light is incident on polished glass at an angle of 57°, the 
reflected light is plane polarized.  In this setup, light from a slide projector hits glass plate 'A' at 57°.  The 
refracted portion of the beam goes into the glass and is absorbed by black paint; the reflected portion of 
the beam is plane polarized and hits the center of glass plate 'B' also at 57°. Plate 'B' serves as an 
analyzer for polarized light: a portion of the incident light is reflected when the waves are perpendicular to 
the plane of incidence. But the incident light is refracted (and absorbed) when the waves are parallel to 
the plane of incidence. 
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E+45+20POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.

Achromat
Lens

(f.l.10")

Carbon
Arc Lens Iris

White light from a carbon arc hits a pile of glass plates at the polarizing angle of 57°. The reflected beam 
which hits the ceiling is shown to be polarized using Polaroid 1. The transmitted beam which hits a 
projection screen is shown to be mostly polarized using Polaroid 2.
     Looking at figure 1, the light hits the glass plates at the polarizing angle  57°, and the plane of 
incidence is the plane of the paper. All the light vibrating parallel to the plane of incidence is refracted. 
Some of the light vibrating perpendicular to the plane of incidence is reflected, and some is refracted. 
When the beam travels through many plates of glass, all the beams that are reflected are 
plane-polarized in the same plane (vibrating perpendicular to the plane of incidence). The beam of light 
that is refracted is a mixture of both planes of polarization, becoming more and more plane-polarized 
parallel to the plane of incidence (about 90% polarized with 15 glass plates).

Polarization of light through a pile of glass plates using arc lamp.
Projection
on Screen

or
Ceiling

Pile of
Glass
Plates

Polaroid 1

Polaroid 2

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.316-319
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E+45+15POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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White light from a carbon arc passes through a Polaroid at 45°, then passes through a Fresnel Rhomb, 
reflecting internally twice, and emerges circularly polarized (CP). If the CP light then passes through a 
second Polaroid, the beam will not be extinguished no matter how the Polaroid is rotated. However, if a 
quarter-wave plate is inserted into the CP beam, then the CP light will emerge plane polarized, and the 
second Polaroid can then be used to analyze the beam (I.E.: the beam will be extinguished at some 
point when the second Polaroid is rotated). 
     Looking at Figure 1, if plane polarized light hits the left side of the Fresnel Rhomb with the plane of 
vibration at an angle of 45° with-respect-to the plane of the paper, then the beam reflects internally in 
the rhomb at point 'A' with a phase change of 45°, making the light elliptically polarized, and then 
reflects again at 'B' with another phase change of 45°, making the light circularly polarized.

Polarization of light by internal reflection: Fresnel rhomb.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.396 
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E+45+25POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Commercial Polaroid filters on an OHP.

1. Big Polaroid and rotateable Polaroid in 
the parallel position: light is transmitted in 
the overlapping section.
2. Big Polaroid and rotateable Polaroid in 
the crossed position: no light is transmitted 
in the overlapping section.
3. Small Polaroid inserted between Big 
Polaroid and rotateable Polaroid in the 
crossed position: light is transmitted in the 
overlapping section.

Overhead Projector

Rotateable
Polaroid

Big
Polaroid

Small
Polaroid

Projection
on Screen

1
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E+45+30POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Plaster models of positive and biaxial crystals.

Wave surface of
a bi-axial crystal

Wave surface of
a positive crystal

Other wave
surfaces

NOTE:  Other models
of wave surfaces are
available, but are not
shown here.

Crystals are classified as either uniaxial or biaxial. In biaxial crystals, there are two directions (optic axis) in 
which rays of light travel at the same speed. In uniaxial crystals, the two optic axis coincide.
     In some crystals, an incident beam of light is refracted into two beams: called the 'ordinary' and the 
'extraordinary' beams. The ordinary beam obeys Snell's law, and travels at the same speed no matter 
which angle of incidence. The extraordinary ray can travel slower (called 'positive': the index of refraction is 
greater than that of the ordinary ray) or faster (called 'negative': the refraction is less than that of the 
ordinary ray) than the ordinary ray. 
     If a beam of light flashes at the center of a uniaxial crystal, the wave fronts form two wave surfaces: the 
ordinary wave surface (a sphere), and the extraordinary wave surface (an ellipsoid of revolution). The 
sphere and the ellipsoid usually do not touch at the optic axis, giving rise to a phenomenon called optical 
activity.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.321-352 



E+45+40POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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A beam of white light hits a calcite crystal which is mounted in a holder that can rotate. The 
light entering the crystal is refracted into two separate plane-polarized beams. One beam, 
called the ordinary beam (O), is polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence (the plane 
of the paper). The O beam obeys Snell's law. The other beam, called the extraordinary beam 
(E) is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence. The E beam has a different index of 
refraction than the O beam, and does not obey Snell's law. See figure 1. The crystal is 
oriented so that the O beam is stationary, and the E beam rotates about the O beam as the 
crystal is rotated. Using the Polaroid, one sees that the O beam will be bright when the E 
beam is extinguished, and the O beam will be extinguished when the E beam is bright. See 
figure 2.

Light through calcite and polaroid using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.321-325
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E+45+35POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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Some crystals such as tourmaline selectively absorb light rays vibrating in one plane, but not 
those vibrating in a plane at right angles. When a beam of light is sent through a crystal, the 
transmitted light is polarized. If a second tourmaline crystal is oriented parallel to the first, 
then the polarized light is also transmitted by the second. However, if the second crystal is 
rotated ninety degrees (crossed position), then no light gets through.

Two tourmaline crystals used as polarizers, using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.320
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E+45+45POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Model of calcite crystal.

Posterboard model of a calcite crystal showing the angles of the various faces.
NOTE:  Other models showing the cleavage planes of a calcite crystal are avail-
able, but are not shown here.

78° 13'

102° 21'

Calcite
crystal
model

E+45+50POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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White light from a carbon arc is sent through two Nicol prisms. The first Nicol prism produces 
plane-polarized light, and the second Nicol prism is used as an analyzer. If the second Nicol prism is 
rotated through 90 degrees, the projected light will alternate between being bright and being completely 
extinguished. The water cell is used to absorb heat to prevent damage to the first Nicol prism. 
     The Nicol prism is an optical device made from a calcite crystal. See figure 1. A crystal whose width 
is about three times its length is cut along a plane through points A and B. The two pieces are polished 
and cemented together with Canada balsam (sap from a fir tree). The balsam is optically more dense for 
the E ray (extraordinary ray) and less dense for the O ray (ordinary ray). The E ray is thus refracted into 
the balsam and on through the crystal, whereas the O ray is totally internally reflected. The transmitted 
E ray is polarized, vibrating parallel to the plane of the paper.

Light through Nicol prism and Nicol analyzer using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.325-328
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E+45+60POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Polarized light and stressed lucite or glass on an OHP.

1. Stressed Lucite rectangular ring 
viewed between crossed Polaroids.
2.Stressed glass plate viewed between 
crossed Polaroids.
3. Stressed Lucite circular ring viewed 
between crossed Polaroids.

Rotateable
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Big
Polaroid
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Projection
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E+45+55POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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This demo has two small quartz prisms that appear identical. White light from a carbon arc is 
sent through a slit and then through prism 1, and a single spectrum is viewed on a screen. 
However, when the light is sent through prism 2, there are two complete spectra. Rotating the 
Polaroid shows that the light of the two spectra are polarized at right angles to each other.
     See figure 1. The optic axis of a crystal is the one direction through a crystal in which there 
is no double refraction. In prism 1, the optic axis is parallel to the base (and perpendicular to 
the refracting edge) as shown by the arrow. The incident white light experiences no double 
refraction, and there is only one spectrum. In prism 2 , the optic axis is parallel to the base 
(and parallel to the refracting edge). There are two complete spectra.  See figure 2. The 
spectrum labeled 'O'  is polarized in a plane perpendicular to the paper, and spectrum 'E' is 
polarized parallel to the plane of the paper. Figure 3 shows how the projected spectras 
appear for both prisms.

Quartz prisms give a single and double spectrum using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.321-328
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E+45+65POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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In this demo, white polarized light is sent through a 4 inch long cylinder containing dextrose sugar 
solution, and then through another Polaroid. The beam of light that is projected on a screen is colored. 
(If the Polaroids are initially crossed, then the color of the projected beam for this sample is yellow.) As 
the second Polaroid is rotated, the beam goes through all the colors of the spectrum.  
     A beam of plane-polarized light traveling in an 'optically active' liquid experiences a rotation of the 
plane of polarization that is proportional to the distance traveled. See figure 1. In this demo, the rotation 
is due to the screwlike molecular structure of the dextrose molecules in the solution. Dextrorotatory 
means that if you faced the oncoming beam, the plane of vibration is rotated to the right (CW). Red is 
rotated some, and violet is rotated the most. See figure 2. The color of the beam is actually a sum of 
components of different colors that have been rotated different amounts.

Optical rotation of polarized light by sugar solution using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.370-386 
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E+45+70POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.

Carbon
Arc
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In this demo, collimated white polarized light is beamed into an 18 inch long cylinder containing thick 
clear Karo Syrup (dextrose sugar solution).  As the Polaroid is rotated, bands of color move down the 
tube. The room needs to be dark to see this effect. 
     This demo is similar to E+45+65. (Please see that demo for an explanation about the rotation of 
polarized light in an optically-active solution.) The main difference is that Karo syrup is very dense and 
somewhat cloudy. This has two results: 1] light only penetrates about two thirds down the length of the 
tube (eliminating the need for a second lens and Polaroid) and 2] light is scattered by particles in the 
syrup in a direction perpendicular to the beam so that bands of spectral color can be seen from the side. 
The bands of color are actually the sum of components of different colors that have been rotated 
different amounts. These regions of spectral color (violet through red) are clearly visible when the 
Polaroid is rotated. See figure 1. A sheet of Polaroid placed in front of the cylinder enhances the viewing 
of the colored bands because secondary scattering is eliminated.

Optical rotation by sugar solution produces barber-pole using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.370-386 
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E+45+80POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
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A quarter-wave plate can generate circularly-polarized light from plane-polarized light, and 
plane-polarized light from circularly-polarized light. In this demo, Polaroids are put at points 1 and 4, with 
the axis of the first Polaroid at 45° from the vertical, and the second Polaroid in a crossed position to the 
first so that no light from the carbon arc gets through to the projection screen. A quarter-wave plate is 
now placed at position 2, with the 'Slow' (or 'Fast) axis vertical. Light will now pass through the set-up to 
the projection screen because the second Polaroid can't block the circularly-polarized light. A second 
quarter-wave plate is now placed at position 3, with the 'Fast' (or 'Slow') axis vertical, converting the 
circularly-polarized light into plane-polarized light that is blocked by the second Polaroid.
     See figure 1. The quarter-wave plate is made of a birefringent material (optic axis parallel to the front 
surface) which means that a light wave will travel through the plate at one speed ('Fast') along the 'E' 
direction, and at another speed ('Slow') along the 'O' direction. If a plane-polarized wave hits the surface 
of the quarter-wave plate at 45° to the optic axis, it will be broken up into two equal perpendicular 
components: one will travel at the Slow speed; the other will travel at the Fast speed. The plate is 
designed so that the two component waves will be 90° out of phase (�/4) when they exit the plate. This 
is the criteria for circularly-polarized light. 

Circular polarization with quarter wave plates using arc lamp.

Ref.: Physics For Scientists & Engineers,-Giancoli,2nd Ed., p.833-834
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E+45+75POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Mechanical model to show circular polarization; hand-cranked.

End view of model shows
helical nature of wave.

This frame slides up and
down to vary the helical
behavior.

Model dimensions are
18 cm x 61 cm x 100 cm

Cranking the handle clockwise
causes a circular wave to spiral
to the right.

Note: Same set-up
as B+25+1



E+45+85POLARIZATION AND BIREFREGENCE.
Circular polarization of microwaves by elliptical metal tube.
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The horn of a 3 cm. microwave transmitter is designed to produce polarized microwaves with 
the electric field in the vertical direction. The 3 cm. microwave receiver is designed to sense 
these polarized microwaves, and to emit an audible tone from its speaker. If the receiver is 
rotated 90 degrees to the 'crossed' position, its reception drops to zero. 
     See figures 1, 2 and 3. If a metal tube (bent to an elliptical cross-section 4x6 cm) is placed 
in the transmitter beam at a 45° angle, then the transmitter E field is broken into two equal 
components. The tube dimensions are such that one component travels faster than the other 
inside the tube. Upon exiting the tube, one component is 90° out of phase with the other 
component, which is the criteria for circular polarization. No matter how the receiver is rotated, 
microwaves are detected.
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E+45+90POLARIZATION AND BIREFREGENCE.
Circular polarization of microwaves: With reflector and grids.

In this demo, microwaves from a transmitter are broken up into equal vertical and horizontal polarized 
components. These  are then added together so that they are 90° out of phase: a criteria for circular 
polarization.
     The 3 cm. microwave transmitter horn produces polarized microwaves with the electric field in the 
vertical direction. The 3 cm. microwave receiver is designed to sense these polarized microwaves, and to 
emit an audible tone from its speaker. 
     See figures 1, 2, and 3. The transmitter horn is rotated 45°. Upon hitting the first vertical-wire polarizing 
grid, the E field is broken up into two equal components. The horizontal component reflects off the grid, and 
then off the aluminum plate, then off the second polarizing grid and into the receiver horn. The vertical 
component is transmitted through the first and second grid and into the receiver horn. Moving the metal 
plate carefully back and forth, allows the horizontal wave to be adjusted to be 90° out of phase with the 
vertical wave, creating circular polarization. No matter how the receiver is rotated, microwaves are detected.
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E+45+100POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
10 � retarder plate makes dark bands in spectrum using arc lamp.
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Collimated white polarized light is sent through a slit, a 10 � retarder plate, another Polaroid, and then a 
diffraction grating (19,050 lines-per-inch), and the resulting spectrum is focused on a projection screen. 
There are four dark  bands in the spectrum, which move as the second Polaroid is rotated. 
     The retarder plate retards green light (5600 A) exactly 10�, but retards blue light (5100 A) about 11�, 
and red light (6200 A) about 9�. Initially, each Polaroid is placed with its axis at 45° WRT the retarder 
plate, and there is no �/4 plate. See figure 1. The spectrum is now composed of regions of plane and 
circularly polarized light, and figure 2A shows 4 dark bands where light is blocked by the second 
Polaroid. 2B shows how the placement of the dark bands if the second Polaroid is rotated 90°. 2C 
shows the case where the second Polaroid is vertical: 50% of all polarized light is transmitted. Figure 
2D shows how, when a �/4 plate is inserted at point 6 with the slow or fast axis vertical, the bands are 
shifted a small amount left or right.

E+45+95POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.

Carbon
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Polarized light thru Karo syrup shows dark bands in specturm using arc lamp.

Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.370-386 
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Collimated white polarized light is beamed through a 12" inch  cylinder containing  Karo Syrup (dextrose 
sugar solution). The transmitted light then goes through a vertical slit, another Polaroid, and then a 
diffraction grating (19,050 lines-per-inch), and the resulting spectrum is focused on a projection screen. 
There are three dark vertical bands in the spectrum, which move as the second Polaroid is rotated. 
     See figure 1. The polarization vectors of the different colors in the spectrum are rotated different 
amounts by the Karo syrup. (See E+45+65 for an explanation about the rotation of light in an 
optically-active solution.) Initially, each Polaroid is placed with its axis in the vertical position. See figure 
2.  There is a dark band in the spectrum whenever a color has been rotated through an odd multiple of 
90° with respect to the second Polaroid (i.e.: the color is being blocked by the second Polaroid.) If the 
second Polaroid is rotated CW or CCW, different colors in the spectrum are blocked, and the dark 
bands in the spectrum move left or right.
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E+45+110POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Laser beam in linearly birefringent Plexiglas rod shows nodes and antinodes.
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Rod

A He-Ne laser beam is sent through a Polaroid, then through a linearly birefringent Plexiglas rod. There 
are visible nodes and antinodes. This demo is good for demonstrating the superposition of two linearly 
polarized light waves which are perpendicular and out of phase with each other.
     The nodes and antinodes are due to a rotation of the polarization vector caused by a linear 
birefringence of the Plexiglas material. This is due to the manufacturing process. Polymer is placed in a 
box with glass walls. It contracts in a direction perpendicular to the glass, resulting in linear birefringence 
with the optic axis perpendicular to the glass surface. Rods are cut from this material, lathed and 
polished, so that the optic axis is perpendicular to the rod axis.
     If the light polarization vector is parallel or perpendicular to the optic axis of the rod, we see a solid 
laser beam, or no beam at all. If the polarization vector is at 45° to the optic axis, we see a series of 
nodes and antinodes. See figures 1 and 2. The node distance depends on the wavelength of the laser 
light. For red or green light, there are approximately 6 or 8 nodes respectively. The room must be dark.
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E+45+105POLARIZATION AND BIREFRINGENCE.
Sunset: solution in tank scatters blue light using arc lamp.
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Ref.: Fundamentals of Physical Optics,-Jenkins & White,1st Ed., p.330-333

The sunset experiment demonstrates two phenomena: 1] the 
polarization of scattered light and 2] the reason the sky is blue and 
the sunset is red.
     A beam of white light is sent through a tank of water (into which 
is mixed sodium thiosulfate), then focused on a projection screen. When sulphuric acid is mixed with the 
tank water, particles of sulfur start to form. The sulfur particles scatter blue light the most. The blue light is 
polarized: this can be tested by placing a sheet of Polaroid in front of the tank (or mirror, if used). If a 
Polaroid is mounted at position 1 and rotated, the scattering is made to appear or disappear with each 90°  
of rotation. (If the mirror is used, it will show the beam alternately in the tank or in the mirror.) The beam 
appears blue after 3 minutes. At 3.5 minutes, the entire tank appears blue due to multiple scattering, and 
the projected light is yellow. At 4 minutes, the projected light is orange; at 4.5 minutes it is red. 
     Notes to setup people:  75 grams of sodium thiosulfate ('Hypo') is mixed thoroughly in the tank water 
before the class starts. 10 ml of concentrated sulfuric acid is added to 200 ml of water in a beaker labeled 
'Acid'. The acid is added when the lecturer is ready. The reaction is complete in 5 minutes.

1

Acid



E+50+5PRISMS.

A set of 4 prisms, all with the same index of refraction but with different vertex angles, are 
mounted on a tray so that they can slide back and forth in front of the laser beam. As the 
beam moves from one prism to the next, the deflection angles change according to the angle 
of the prisms. See figure 1.

Four prisms, same index of refraction, different angles, using laser.
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E+50+0PRISMS.
Total internal reflection: 45°-45°-90° prism using arc lamp. 

This apparatus is designed to show ray optics such as reflection, refraction and total internal 
reflection in prisms. White light from a carbon arc shines through a slit, producing a ray that is 
beamed into a prism mounted on a large white rotateable disk marked with degrees. The ray 
also glances against the disk, making it visible to the class. There are several Lucite (and 
glass) prisms that can be used: 45°-45°-90, 60°-60°-60°, and 45°-62.5°-62.5°. Note: 
Blackboard optics, E+50+15, shows basically the same things and is more easily viewed by a 
large class.
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E+50+10PRISMS.

A set of 8 prisms, all equilateral (60°) but with different indices of refraction, are mounted on a 
tray so that they can slide back and forth in front of the laser beam. As the beam moves from 
one prism to the next, the deflection angles change according to the index of refraction of the 
prisms. See figure 1. The index of refraction is sufficiently different between the prisms to 
allow for measurements and calculations.
     This demo is set up in the same manner as E+50+5. In fact, the prism trays are 
interchangeable on the optical bench. Thus, two demonstrations can be done in the set, if 
desired.

Eight prisms, different index of refraction, same angles, using laser.
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E+50+15PRISMS.
Blackboard optics: Light source and Lucite prism (and mirrors and lenses).
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The Blackboard Optics Kit contains triangular and rectangular Lucite prisms (as well as a 
semicircular disk, converging and diverging lenses, and plane, concave and convex 
mirrors.) A light source emits a collimated ray of white light that reflects from and refracts 
through the prism, as well as grazing the chalkboard so that the class can see. The light has 
a magnetic base which sticks to the steel-backed chalkboards. The prisms (and lenses, 
etc.) are held against the blackboard by a strip of Plexiglas with magnets at both ends. The 
light source can be arranged to demonstrate refraction, reflection, internal reflection, and 
critical angle, etc.
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E+50+25PRISMS.
Light from arc lamp enters direct-vision prism and emerges as spectrum.
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Collimated white light is sent through an adjustable slit and then through a direct-vision 
prism. The light is refracted, and the spectrum is focused on a projection screen. In this case, 
the spectrum is directly in line with the beam from the slit. That is, the direct-vision prism 
gives dispersion without deviation.
     The direct-vision prism used in this demo is made up of 3 crown glass prisms and 2 flint 
glass prisms. See figure 1. A flint glass prism produces about twice the dispersion as a crown 
glass prism. However, the deviation of each color by the flint prism is not twice that of the 
crown glass prism. The angles of both prisms are selected so that each prism alone will 
produce the same deviation for green light. After light has gone through the alternating crown 
and flint glass prisms, the green rays exit parallel to the original white light beam, and the 
other colors of the spectrum will be on either side.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.499-500
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E+50+20PRISMS.
Refraction of white light by prism using arc lamp.
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Collimated white light is sent through an adjustable slit and then through the edge of an 
equilateral prism. The light is refracted (first upon entering the prism and then upon leaving 
it), and the spectrum is focused on a projection screen. 
     The prism is vertically mounted on a .5" rod which may be rotated about its axis to show 
the angle of minimum deviation. Red light is refracted the least. Violet light is refracted the 
most. The angular spread of all the colors is called dispersion. There are various prisms with 
different indices of refraction: quartz, flint-glass, Lucite, etc.
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E+50+30PRISMS.
Dove prism to erect projected images using arc lamp.
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Collimated white light is sent through an 'arrow' slit and then focused on a projection screen 
with a lens. The arrow on the screen is the 'upside-down' version of the arrow object due to 
the lens. If a Dove erecting prism is placed at position 1, then the arrow on the screen is 
flipped so that the upright version of the arrow object is projected.
     See figure 1. Light from the 'arrow' slit is sent into a Dove 45°-45°-90° prism. The light 
refracts through the first face of the prism, is totally internally reflected from the second face 
of the prism, and is refracted out of the third face of the prism. The exiting beam is parallel to 
the entering beam, and the 'arrow' is flipped. The prism is called an 'erecting' prism when 
used in this fashion.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.496-497
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E+50+35PRISMS.
Binoculars and Porro prisms to show.

The sets of 45°-45°-90° Porro prisms used in prism binoculars are useful for several reasons.  They can 
take an image from a large lens, and displace it for convenient viewing. This displacement uses total 
internal reflection (almost 100%  efficient), which is better than mirrors. Thus the image will be brighter. 
Also, the two Porro prism system erects and reverts the image from the objective, eliminating the need 
for an extra lens, and shortening the path length of the instrument.
     See figure 1. An image 'F' enters the prism arrangement, and is totally internally reflected, exiting with 
the F erected and reverted.
     Each half of a prism binoculars is really a simple telescope. See figure 2. Light enters through the 
objective (f.l. 19 cm) at point 1. The Porro prisms at point 2 displace the image and erect and revert it, so 
that the beam now focuses at point 3. The lens (f.l. 4.5 cm) at point 4 and the lens (f.l. 3 cm) at point 5 
are both used as magnifiers in the adjustable eyepiece, giving the binoculars a magnification of 7 times 
(at 1000 yards the field of view is 372 feet).
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E+55+5PROPAGATION OF LIGHT.

A Helium-Neon laser and a red light bulb (tungsten filament) are set out for display, 
presumably when the discussion is about coherent and incoherent light. Both the laser and 
bulb can be turned on.

He-Ne laser compared to non-coherent red light bulb.
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E+55+0PROPAGATION OF LIGHT.
Inverse square law: light bulb in wire frame.
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This demo is designed to show the inverse square law for light. That is, the intensity of light 
from a point source is proportional to 1/r    , where r is the distance from the point source. The 
frame attached to the light bulb holder is built so that the distance to the first 6"x6" square is 1 
foot, and the distance to the 1'x1' square is two feet. It is clear that the amount of light passing 
through the 6"x6" square spreads out to cover the 1'x1' square which is four times the area. 
Thus, the intensity of light at the 1'x1' square is 1/4 [or 1/(2x2)] that of the 6"x6" square. This  
can be tested by placing a silicon photocell at a distance of 1' and 2' from the lamp and 
measuring the amount of current.

2



E+55+10PROPAGATION OF LIGHT.

Three light bulbs are mounted in a wood frame. They are turned on, and a variac is used to control their 
brightness. A pinhole is mounted on a wood shield, and a translucent paper screen is placed nearby. It 
is noticed that inverted images of the three light bulbs are formed on the paper screen. 8 different sizes 
of pinholes are supplied.
     This setup illustrates that light travels in straight lines. If the pinhole is fairly small, light from the top 
of a bulb goes through the hole in one direction and hits the screen; light from the bottom of the bulb 
goes in the opposite direction and hits the screen. An undistorted image of the bulb is formed. If the 
pinhole is too small, diffraction effects cause the image to be fuzzy. If the pinhole is too large, light from 
the top and bottom of the bulb gets through the hole and overlaps, causing the image to be fuzzy. For 
any setup, there is an optimum hole diameter for a clear image.

Image formed by a pinhole using three light bulbs in a box.
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Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 4th ed., p.294

E+60+0REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Displacement of a beam passing through a thick plate of glass.
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On a small turntable, a vertical metal index pin is placed in front of a 5x5x5 cm glass cube. Collimated 
white light is sent past the pin and through the glass cube and is then focused on a projection screen 
with a lens. (The Dove erecting prism is used to make an upright image.) Upon rotating the cube, the 
projected image of the pin through the cube is offset from the image of the pin. 
     See figure 1. Figure 1A shows the light normal to the cube.  There is no displacement of the image 
of the pin seen through the cube. In figure 1B, the cube is rotated, and the image of the pin seen 
through the cube is displaced with respect to the image of the pin alone. 
     See figure 2. Light traveling through air is incident at an angle i on side 1 of a plate of plane-parallel 
glass. It is refracted into the glass at angle r. The light is incident on side 2 at angle r, and is refracted 
into the air at angle i. Thus, the exiting beam is parallel to the incident beam, but displaced.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.490-491
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E+60+5REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Total internal reflection/critical angle: Nakamura water tank.
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The Nakamura Refraction Tank is a circular bath and light source. The tank is marked with degrees so 
that angles of incidence and reflection can be noted. The bath is filled halfway with water, and the light 
source swings and can be positioned anywhere along the rim of the tank. The beam of light  is made 
visible by glancing along the white plastic back of the tank. 
      Note: Use distilled water.
     Looking at figure 1A, a beam is sent from air into water. As the angle of incidence approaches 90°, 
as in figure 1B, the angle of refraction approaches a maximum, called the critical angle, which is 49° for 
the air/water system. If a beam is sent through the water towards the air at an angle greater than or 
equal to 49°, there will be total internal reflection, as shown in figure 1C. If the angle is less than 49°, 
then the beam will emerge from the water into the air, as shown in figure 1D.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.494-496
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E+60+2REFRACTION AND REFLECTION
Optical Illusion: Matching indices of refraction

beaker of water
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glass (pyrex) rod
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�

�

In setup #1, the ‘Phantom Crystals’ (a highly hydrophilic carbon-based polymer) have been 
soaked in water until they’ve absorbed up to 300x their mass. Although they are clearly visible 
in air, when they are dropped into the beaker of water, they seemingly disappear. In setup #2, a 
pyrex rod is placed into a beaker of glycerin. Due to their relatively similar indices of refraction 
(1.473 and 1.474, respectively), only a very faint outline of the rod is visible.



E+60+15REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Light pipe and fiber optic flashlight.

An incandescent lamp sends light down a spiral made of transparent Lucite rod. Almost all of 
the light comes out the end of the spiral due to total internal reflection. I.E.: the light traveling 
through the plastic hits the rod wall at an angle greater than the critical angle and thus is 
reflected inside the plastic. 
     There is also a flashlight attached to a bundle of flexible fiber optic cable. When the 
flashlight is  turned on, the cable can be coiled or flexed, but still emits light at the tip.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.495-497
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E+60+10REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Rainbow: Refraction of white light by a liquid sphere.

Collimated white light from a carbon arc is sent through a hole in a white wood screen and hits a 100 
ml, 3" diameter flask filled with ethyl cinnamate (n = 1.559) which refracts and reflects the light, 
producing a circular rainbow on the screen. Note: a slide projector with 35 mm pinhole slide can be 
used as an alternate for the carbon arc, but is less bright. Ethyl cinnamate disperses the colors much 
more than water; a flask of water can be substituted for comparison.
     See figure 1. White light hits the flask from the left. Some light is reflected (not shown), and some is 
refracted. Different frequencies of light are refracted by different amounts: violet light is bent more than 
red light. The refracted light hits the flask boundary and some of the beam reflects , and some refracts 
out into the air (not shown). The reflected beam then hits the flask boundary again and refracts out into 
the air, while some is reflected (not shown). The different frequencies are spread out into a spectrum in 
a process called dispersion, forming a primary circular rainbow on the screen, with violet in the center 
and red at the outer edge.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.500-504
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E+60+17RERACTION AND REFLECTION.
Water fiber optic.

A laser is pointed at the sidearm of a beaker filled with water. 
When the valve is uncorked, the laser will internally reflect and 
follow the path of the falling water.



E+60+20REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Flexible light pipe using arc lamp.

White light from a carbon arc is sent through a water cell to eliminate infrared (heat) and is 
focused onto the tip of a flexible light pipe. The light pipe is made up of a large number of 
long thin glass fibers bound together in a cable, with the ends polished flat. Light enters the 
fibers and hits the glass walls at an angle greater than the critical angle, causing total internal 
reflection with very little loss. The light pipe can be bent and aimed at different parts of the 
class. The intensity of the beam is amazing.

Ref: Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p.495-497
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E+60+25REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Fiber optic cable transmits picture from slide to video monitor.

A fiber optic cable, composed of many thin fibers, is able to transmit an image. In this demo, 
one end of the cable is held against a portion of a well-lit color slide. The other end of the 
cable is sent through a x4 microscope objective into a video camera, which then sends the 
image to a video monitor for the class to see. (Note: There is a gap of about .5 inches between 
the end of the fiber optic and the microscope objective).
     How is such a fiber optic cable created? It's easy: a coil consisting of a single long fiber 
optic strand is held tightly at one spot and then is severed at that section. Both separate ends 
are then carefully bound so that the fibers do not move. An image presented at one end 
appears at the other end via total internal reflection.
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POWER



E+60+30REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Microwave analogy of the light pipe using flexible metal tubing.

A microwave transmitter beams 3 cm microwaves down a flexible metal pipe designed to 
show the propagation of microwaves in a bent hollow conductor. Microwaves are detected at 
the 3 cm microwave receiver horn, even though the metal pipe is angled in many directions, 
simulating a microwave analogy of the light pipe shown in E+60+15 and E+60+20.
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E+60+35REFRACTION AND REFLECTION.
Reflection of microwaves off an aluminum plate.

A 3 cm. microwave transmitter and receiver are mounted as shown on separate moveable  
arms. The transmitter beams 3 cm microwaves towards an aluminum plate mounted on a 
rotatable drum.  The receiver makes a tone when it detects reflected microwaves, and it also 
displays the signal amplitude on the multiammeter. The angle between the arms can be 
adjusted, and the metal plate can be rotated so that the receiver gets the maximum reflection. 
The angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. 
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E+60+40VARIABLE INDEX OF REFRACTION.
Laser beam bends in water tank with sugar added.
An even layer of granulated sugar, about a centimeter thick,  is placed on the bottom of a 
small water tank. Water is slowly added by dribbling from a hose that is constantly moved 
over the surface, to cause minimum disturbance of the sugar. The tank is left undisturbed 
for 48 hours. The sugar slowly dissolves, forming a solution with a gradient of refractive 
index. A laser beam shown down the length of the tank will be bent. If there is no 
undissolved sugar left on the bottom of the tank, the beam can be adjusted so that multiple 
bounces can be seen down the length of the tank. The 5 mw green laser pointer is the best 
laser to use to see the beam within the tank. It is best seen in a darkened room.
     (This effect is similar in principle to a mirage. A mirage is an optical illusion often seen in 
a desert. Light rays refract as they pass from cool air down to hot air near the ground. 
Sometimes there appear to be pools of water on the hot highway in the distance, which 
disappear as one approaches. What looks like water is refracted light from the sky and 
clouds, bent downward. Sometimes distant objects appear closer or distorted, etc.)

Water and granular sugar added

Clear Plexiglas Tank

Lab Stand
and Clamps

Green 5 mw. LED
 Diode Laser Pointer

bending laser beam

E+65+0SPECTRAL ENERGY.
IR source illuminates audience viewed with CCD TV camera in dark room.

In a dark room, an infra-red LED flashlight is 
used to illuminate people in the audience. A 
small TV camera, which is sensitive to infra-red, 
displays one or more people using a monitor or 
video projector.
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E+65+5CONVECTION.
Crooke's Radiometer with white light source or IR source.

Light from a flashlight,arc lamp, slide-projector,
laser pointer or InfraRed source illuminates the 
Radiometer. The vanes of the Radiometer turn.  
The device has a slight amount of gas inside.  
Each vane is black on one side and silvered on 
the other.The black side absorbs IR and heats 
up, heating the adjacent gas. The temperature
difference between the two vanes creates a
convection from the light side to the dark side.
And by Newton’s 3rd Law, the vanes move in the
opposite direction.

(Same apparatus
as C+20+5 and 
C+65+15)

E+65+10SPECTRAL ENERGY.
Detection of the IR, visible, and UV spectra using arc lamp.

Carbon
Arc

Lens

Lens Quartz
Prism

Optical
Bench
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Sulfide

UV
Screen

IR
Strip

Slit

Collimated white light is sent through an adjustable slit and then through the edge of an equilateral 
quartz prism. The light is refracted, and the spectrum is focused on a Slit Thermopile which is mounted 
on an arm that can swing. The signal from the thermopile is sent to a D.C. amplifier and then to a 
projection milliammeter. When the thermopile is moved through the spectrum, the region of greatest 
heating is indicated well beyond the visible red portion of the spectrum, or the infrared.
     The infrared region of the spectrum can be rendered visible using a Sunstone IR fluorescent strip. 
The ultraviolet region can be detected with a Leybold zinc sulfide UV phosphorescent screen.
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E+65+15SPECTRAL ENERGY.
Concave mirrors and horn thermopile senses candle across room.

(Same apparatus
as C+65+0)

OP. AMP

GAINNULLHorn
Thermopile D.C.

Amplifier

.15 ma
Projection
Multimeter

Candle

Concave Mirror
60 cm. Diameter,

20 cm. f.l.

Concave Mirror
60 cm. Diameter,

20 cm. f.l.

Screen

Concave mirrors are positioned at opposite ends of the  
lecture table.  A candle is positioned at the focal length of 
one mirror.  A horn thermopile is positioned at the focal 
length of the opposite mirror.  The candle flame is thus 
focused on the elements of the thermopile (which 
develops about 1 mv. per degree).  The signal is amplified 
and projected onto a screen.
Note: The multimeter produces heat and can skew 
results, so it should be placed outside the mirrors. 
Leave the amplifier on for the  entire demo.

E+65+20SPECTRAL ENERGY.
Measurement of light intensity: Foot-candle meter.

Weston
Foot-Candle

Meter
(Model 614)

Read-out
Meter

Range
Switch

Photoelectric
Cell

Cover and
Instructions

The Weston Foot-Candle Meter has a photoelectric cell, a filter, and a meter designed to 
provide a correct measurement of visual illumination. There are three meter settings, and 
directions for using the device inside the flip-top lid.
     The foot-candle is a British unit of luminosity, for measuring luminous intensity of light in the 
visible spectrum. It is defined as one candela (cd) at a distance of one foot.  1 cd = 1 lumens/sr, 
where sr is a unit solid angle or steradian. A lumen is a quantity of luminous flux. 1 lumen (lm) is 
the brightness of 1/60 square cm of platinum surface at its melting temperature of 1770°C, 
which is equivalent to 1/621 watts of 550 nm light.

Ref.: Physics For Scientists & Engineers,-Giancoli,2nd Ed., p.798-799



E+65+25SPECTRAL ENERGY.

Tungsten
Halogen Lamp

As light bulb filament increases temperature, its spectrum shifts red to blue.

Adjustable
Slit

Lens
Achromat

Lens
(f.l. +10")

Grating
19,050
L.P.I

Iris

Fig. 1
Projected
Spectrum

V I B G Y O R

When voltage is applied with a variac, a tungsten halogen bulb filament is heated by electrical 
resistance so that the filament emits light by blackbody radiation. The light is sent through a 
slit and a diffraction grating (19.050 lpi), and the continuous emission spectrum is projected 
and focused on a screen. As the filament is heated from red (about 1000K) to yellow or white 
(about 2000K), the light of the spectrum shifts from a concentration in the red region more to 
the blue region. i.e.: as the temperature of the filament rises, the intensity of the emitted 
radiation is strongest at higher and higher frequencies. See figure 2.

Variac

120 V.A.C.

Ref.: Physics For Scientists & Engineers,-Giancoli,2nd Ed., p.867-869
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E+65+30FLUORESCENCE.
Mineral and cloth samples fluoresce under UV light.

High voltage in the UV lamp 
accelerates electrons that collide 
with atoms of gas in the lamp 
tube. The excited atoms jump 
down to their normal levels, 
emitting UV photons.

When the UV photons hit the 
surface of the the mineral and 
cloth samples, their atoms 
absorb photons and are excited 
to higher energy levels. The 
atoms then return to lower 
energy levels in a series of two 
or more jumps, emitting photons 
that have a frequency in the 
visible light region, in a process 
called fluorescence.
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 Book F:     Modern and Contemporary Physics

Cathode and Canal Rays Popularity Rating
F+0+0 Vacuum tube with screen show cathode rays bent with a magnet.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+0+5 Vacuum tube with metal cross makes shadow with cathode rays. ◆

F+0+10 Vacuum tube with paddlewheel spins from cathode ray impact.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

F+0+15 Braun tube (CRT) with magnetic and electrostatic deflection. ◆

X-Rays
F+5+0 X-Ray tube: Hard X-rays detected by fluorescent screen.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+5+5 X-rays ionize electrode and discharge electroscope. ◆

F+5+10 X-ray beam through cloud chamber shown on TV camera.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
F+5+15 Bragg diffraction using microwaves and steel balls in foam cube. ◆

Electron Diffraction
F+10+0 Electron diffraction by aluminum and graphite on CRT.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆◆

F+10+5 Film: "Matter Waves", sound, 28 min. ◆◆

Photoelectric Effect
F+15+0 UV light hits charged zinc plate and discharges electroscope.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

F+15+5 Light through different filters into phototube changes current. ◆◆◆

F+15+10 Phototube circuit allows current flow in one direction only.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

F+15+15 EMF generated by phototube using halogen light source. ◆

F+15+20 Commercial solar cell spins propeller using halogen light source.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+15+25 Light hits diode,causes current flow. Uses arc lamp. ◆

F+15+30 NPN junction as a phototransistor amplifier.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

F+15+35 Recording modulates laser beam which hits solar cell and amplifier. ◆◆

F+15+40 Film loop: "Photoelectric effect", 4:02 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Photons
F+18+0 Film: "Photons", sound, 19 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

F+18+5 Film: "Interference of photons", sound 13 min. ◆

F+18+10 Photomultiplier tubes to show.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+18+15 Photomultiplier tube on scope shows photons. ◆

Atomic Structure
F+20+0 "Plum pudding": Corks with magnets float in bowl/solenoid on OHP.  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+20+5 Rutherford scattering model: Steel balls, launcher, and "hill". ◆◆◆

F+20+10 Model of the nucleus: Steel balls in plastic dish on OHP.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

F+20+15 Film: "Rutherford atom", sound, 40 min. ◆

F+20+20 Mechanical models of the hydrogen atom.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+20+25 Bohr-Stoner charts(5): Electron configurations of the elements. ◆◆

F+20+30 Wall chart or online applet of periodic table.  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+20+35 Wall chart of the nuclides. ◆



Scattering Popularity Rating
F+25+10 Applets: Quantum properties .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .        ◆

Quantum Mechanical Barrier Penetration
F+30+0 Tunneling: Microwave analogy using wax prisms.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

Elementary Particles
F+35+0 Fundamental particle and interaction chart.(LBL)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Cloud Chambers
F+45+0 Expansion cloud chamber with water and compression bulb.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
F+45+5 Wilson cloud chamber, piston compression type. ◆

F+45+10 Cloud chamber with dry ice and alcohol projected on screen.  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆◆

F+45+15 Cloud chamber shows X-rays: Same as F+5+10. ◆

Range of Alpha Particles
F+50+0 Alpha range measured using small cloud chamber.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Franck-Hertz Experiment
F+55+0 Film: Franck-Hertz Experiment. ◆

Special Relativity
F+60+0 Applet: various simulated experiments .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Radioactivity
F+65+0 Scintillation counter using Geiger tube.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+65+5 Geiger counter. ◆◆◆

F+65+10 Mechanical model of radioactive decay.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

F+65+15 Wall chart of the nuclides. ◆◆

F+65+20 Film loop: "Radioactivity", 4:00 min.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
F+65+25 Film loop: "Radioactive decay", 4:55 min. ◆

Accelerators
F+70+0 Large mechanical model of the cyclotron.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Fission and Fusion
F+80+0 Mousetrap chain reaction experiment.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   ◆◆◆

F+80+5 Model of the uranium pile. ◆◆



Superconductivity Popularity Rating
F+85+0 YBaCuO pellet with magnet in liquid nitrogen on TV camera.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Zeeman Effect
F+90+0 Magnetic field splits Cd interferometer lines on TV camera.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆

Laser
F+95+0 Working He-Ne laser in transparent housing.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Laser
F+100+0 Fuel Cell Car runs off hydrogen and oxygen.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .◆





F+0+0CATHODE AND CANAL RAYS.
Vacuum tube with screen shows cathode rays bent with a magnet.

An evacuated tube has an anode at one end, a cathode at the other, and a fluorescent screen 
in between.  When a high voltage (about 40 kV pulsating D.C.) from an induction coil is placed 
across the tube, a beam of electrons is emitted from the cathode, passes through a slit, then 
travels  in a straight line to the anode.  When a horseshoe magnet is lowered down over the 
tube, the beam of electrons is deflected. (By the 'right-hand rule', the direction of the deflection 
is qVxB.  So, the deflection of the beam is down, if the North pole of the magnet is going into 
the page...)  The beam of electrons impinges on the fluorescent screen, making the path of the 
beam visible.

N
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CathodeAnode
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Screen

SlitDeflected
Beam

Induction
Coil

POWER POLARITY

Electro-Tech
INPUT 115V 60 Hz

OUTPUT .2-3 Inch Pulsating Spark

SOLID STATE
INDUCTION COIL

120 V.A.C.

(Same apparatus
as D+30+24)

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 624-628

F+0+5CATHODE AND CANAL RAYS.
Vacuum tube with metal cross makes shadow with cathode rays.

An evacuated Crooke's discharge tube with a hinged metal cross is used to illustrate that 
cathode rays travel in straight lines. When a high voltage (about 40 kV pulsating D.C.) from an 
induction coil is placed across the tube, a beam of electrons is emitted from the cathode, 
casting a shadow of the cross on the glass envelope. The glass fluoresces green, and in the 
shadow it remains dark. When the glass is bombarded continuously by cathode rays, the 
fluorescence grows fainter due to 'fatigue' . If the hinged metal cross is tipped down, the fresh 
glass that was in shadow glows brighter green.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 624-627



F+0+10CATHODE AND CANAL RAYS.
Vacuum tube with paddlewheel spins from cathode ray impact.

In 1870, Crooke used an evacuated discharge tube with a vaned pinwheel that can roll along a 
track to illustrate that cathode rays have momentum and energy. When a high voltage (about 
40 kV pulsating D.C.) from an induction coil is placed across the tube, a beam of electrons is 
emitted from the cathode. The electrons travel at high speed toward the anode, striking the 
mica vanes of the pinwheel, exerting a force on the pinwheel and causing it to roll toward the 
anode.  If the voltage is reversed, the pinwheel will stop and roll in the opposite direction. From 
this, Crooke concluded that electrons have mass, velocity, and kinetic energy. Fluorescent 
paints on the tips of the mica vanes glow brightly when bombarded with electrons, so this 
experiment may be performed in a darkened classroom.

Cathode Anode

Induction
Coil120 V.A.C.

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 624-627
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F+0+15CATHODE AND CANAL RAYS.
Braun tube (CRT) with magnetic and electrostatic deflection.
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Gnd
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The Braun tube is a cathode ray tube.  Electrons are emitted from a heated cathode (6.3 
V.), focused (-15V.), then accelerated through a barrel anode (300 V.) and hit a fluorescent 
screen.  The beam position can be adjusted with a small centering magnet.  For 
demonstration purposes, the beam can be deflected magnetically either with a hand-held 
permanent magnet or with magnetic deflection coils powered with a 0-12 VDC power 
supply.  The beam can also be deflected electrostatically, using a high-voltage generator. 
     This tube is reliable, but must be given a warm-up time of about 1 minute.

(Same apparatus
as D+50+0)



F+5+5X-RAYS.
X-Rays ionize electrode and discharge electroscope.

A metal spiral electrode is charged negatively (a Teflon rod is rubbed with cat fur) or positively (a Lucite 
rod is rubbed with Saran Wrap), and the presence of charge is demonstrated with the Braun 
electroscope. If a nearby X ray tube is turned on (see F+5+0 for explanation), the X rays discharge the 
spiral electrode. The X rays knock electrons off molecules of oxygen and nitrogen in the air. The oxygen 
and nitrogen molecules are left positively charged, and the electrons are picked up by other molecules 
which take on a negative charge. The presence of both positive and negative ions created by the X rays 
is sufficient to discharge the electrode.
     The apparatus is enclosed in a lead-lined box to protect viewers.

Braun
Electroscope
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 768

F+5+0X-RAYS.
X-Ray tube: Hard X-rays detected by fluorescent screen.

In this low-energy X ray tube, a high voltage (about 40 kV pulsating D.C. from an induction coil) is placed 
across two electrodes. A stream of high speed electrons jumps from the cathode towards the anode and 
hits a flat metal target, knocking out electrons from the inner shells of the target metal atoms (Fig.1). 
Electrons from outer shells jump in to fill the vacancies, and in the process emit X rays*. A fluorescent 
screen with a toy bear (with internal copper wire skeleton) is used to demonstrate  the presence of X 
rays: the screen glows green, and the dark shadow of the skeleton is clearly visible. The apparatus is 
enclosed in a lead-lined box to protect viewers, and the fluorescent screen is visible through panes of 
lead plastic.           *X rays are also emitted by 'bremsstrahlung'. High-speed electrons decelerate down 
in the proximity of the nuclei of the target metal atoms and give up their energy in the form of X rays.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 765-775
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F+5+10X-RAYS.
X-ray beam through cloud chamber shown on TV camera.

An X ray tube (see F+5+0) is next to a diffusion cloud chamber (see F+45+10) within a lead-lined box 
with lead plastic windows to protect viewers. When a high voltage (40 kV pulsating DC from an induction 
coil) is placed across the terminals of the X ray tube, X rays are sent through a hole in a lead plate into 
the cloud chamber, through the 'sensitive layer'. The X rays knock electrons off molecules of oxygen and 
nitrogen in the air, creating positively and negatively charged ions. Supercooled methanol vapor in the 
cloud chamber begins condensing on the ions, producing trails of droplets that scatter light, making the 
path of the beam of X rays visible. A TV camera can display this on a monitor.
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Slide Projector
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Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 985
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F+5+15X-RAYS.
Bragg Diffraction using microwaves and steel balls in foam cube.

The apparatus shown above is basically a microwave spectrometer. The microwave transmitter represents 
an x-ray emitter; the balls represent crystal atoms; and the microwave receiver represents either 
photographic film or a geiger tube. (See instruction sheets for Cenco Diffraction apparatus #80474-001) 
     A styrofoam block (transparent to microwaves) consists of four 18x18x4.4 cm layers, each with a five 
by five array of  3/8"diameter steel balls, so that it models a body-centered cubic crystal. (Distance 
between balls is 4.4  cm). A 3 cm microwave transmitter sends a beam into the block. A 3 cm microwave 
receiver makes a tone when it detects reflected microwaves, and is rotated about the styrofoam cube until 
a maximum tone is heard.  One can start with a cube side facing the transmitter, rotating the cube in small 
increments and moving the receiver until three maximum peaks are heard.  Or one can start with an edge 
facing the transmitter and moving the receiver until two maximum peaks are heard. 
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ELECTRON DIFFRACTION                                                             F+10+5
Film : Matter Waves                                                                   Length(min.):28
Color: No     Sound: Yes      a PSSC Film
Alan Holden and Lester Germer, Bell Telephone Laboratories

The wave behavior of matter is illustrated by experiments which show that electrons display interference pat-
terns. This film relates to Section 33-8 of the PSSC text.

The diffraction pattern at the edge of the ‘shadow’ of smoke particles as seen with an electron microscope is 
compared to the diffraction pattern at the edge of an optical shadow cast by a razor blade. This comparison suggests 
that electrons behave like waves; thus, Professor Holden points out that we should be able to see our interference 
pattern produced by electrons scattered from a grating.

First, he reminds us of the interference pattern of a light beam produced by an ordinary reflection grating. To 
devise a suitable grating for the diffraction of electrons, he uses the de Broglie relation to estimate the wave length 
associated with the electrons he will use. This is calculated to be of the order of atomic dimensions. It is pointed out 
that nature provides a suitable grating with the proper spacing in the regular array of atoms in a crystal.

To suggest the type of interference pattern that we might expect from a two-dimensional scattering array as 
found in a crystal, two optical gratings are placed at right angles to each other. The interference pattern of the scat-
tered light is a two-dimensional, square array of spots.

The scene shifts to the Bell Telephone Laboratories in N.J., where Dr. Germer is preparing to perform the 
experiment with electrons. A beam of electrons is reflected from a crystal onto a fluorescent screen. The pattern 
is a square array of spots. As the electron energy is increased, the spacing of the spots decreases, indicating a 
decrease in the electron wave length. Dr. Germer then shows the results and equipment of the original Davisson-
Germer experiment which first demonstrated the wave behavior of electrons.

Professor Holden continues with a description of the classic experiment of G.P. Thomson in which an interference 
pattern is produced by a beam of electrons passing through a thin polycrystalline gold foil. The resultant interference 
pattern is expected to be the same as the optical pattern produced when crossed gratings are rapidly rotated. The 
rotating spots form bright circles which are compared to a photograph of the circular interference pattern produced 
by electrons passing through a foil. The patterns produced by electrons and X rays, both of the same wave length 
and passing through identical foils, are shown to be circles of identical spacing.

Finally, evidence for the diffraction of helium atoms and of neutrons is shown indicating that all matter shows 
wave behavior.

F+10+0ELECTRON DIFFRACTION.
Electron diffraction by aluminum and graphite on CRT.
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The Welch Scientific Company

The multiple-target electron-diffraction CRT consists of a cathode ray tube with thin-film 
amorphous aluminum and crystalline graphite targets mounted within. In the tube, electrons are 
accelerated to 8.2 kV and are directed to pass through either the aluminum or graphite 
samples. The resulting diffraction patterns are made visible by the phosphors in the screen of 
the tube. The dimensions of the patterns can be measured with a millimeter scale, and the 
electron wavelength and lattice constants can be derived. A TV camera can display these 
patterns on a monitor. Operating instructions: To prolong tube filament and target, the intensity 
control should be turned down when not actually displaying the patterns. See Welch Scientific 
Co. manual for more info.
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PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
UV light hits charged zinc plate and discharges electroscope.

Light shining on a metal surface causes electrons to be emitted. More accurately, if a photon of sufficiently 
high frequency collides with an electron in a metal surface, the attractive forces holding the electron in the 
metal will be overcome and the electron will be ejected; the photon is absorbed in the process. This is the 
photoelectric effect. For most of the metals (except the alkali metals), electrons are liberated only by 
ultraviolet light.
     In this demo, a zinc plate (lightly sandpapered to remove any oxide coating) is attached to a device for 
indicating charge called a Braun electroscope. Facing the zinc plate is a turned-on mercury lamp. 
Separating the lamp from the zinc is a piece of glass which transmits infrared and visible light, but blocks 
ultraviolet. When the zinc is charged negatively (a Teflon rod is rubbed with cat fur) and the glass is in 
place, the zinc stays charged. But when the glass is raised, the needle of the electroscope falls. When the 
zinc is charged positively (a Lucite rod is rubbed with Saran Wrap) and the glass is in place, the zinc stays 
charged. When the glass plate is raised, the zinc still stays charged. From this it is concluded that 
electrons are liberated by ultraviolet light.

Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 870-871

F+15+5PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
Light through different filters into phototube changes current.
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In this demo, white light from a tungsten halogen lamp is sent through various colored filters into a CsAr 
photocell biased with a DC voltage. The current output is displayed on a screen via a projection 
multimeter. This photocell is very sensitive to blue light (as well as ultraviolet light), somewhat sensitive to 
green light, and insensitive to red.  Thus, the current output is large with blue light, and none with red.
     Read F+15+0 for a brief explanation of the photoelectric effect. See Fig. 1. The photoelectric cell in 
this demo has a thin layer of Cesium deposited on the inside of the soda glass envelope, except for the 
clear part where light is allowed to enter. The gas inside the tube is inert argon. A DC bias of 6 volts is 
placed across the tube. The Cesium film is the cathode. The electrode at the center of the tube acts as 
the anode. When visible light hits the Cesium, there is a flow of photoelectrons from the Cs through the 
argon to the collector anode, allowing a current to flow in the circuit. Thus, the photocell acts like a switch, 
with light turning it on.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 650-652
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F+15+10PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
Phototube circuit allows current flow in one direction only.
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 This demo is similar to F+15+5, except that no colored filters are used; and a reversing switch 
has been placed in the circuit so that the bias can be reversed on the photocell to show that 
almost no current flows in one bias direction. In other words, the photocell acts like a diode.
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F+15+15PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
EMF generated by phototube using halogen light source.

Projection
Voltmeter

.15 V

Photocell
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White light from a Halogen lamp is sent into a CsAr photocell and the generated voltage (or 
EMF)  is displayed on a screen via a projection voltmeter.
     See Fig. 1. The photoelectric cell in this demo has a thin layer of cesium deposited on the 
inside of the soda glass envelope, except for the clear part where light is allowed to enter. The 
gas inside the tube is inert argon. When visible light hits the cesium, there is a flow of 
photoelectrons from the cesium into the argon. The cesium becomes more positive as 
electrons leave. The argon becomes more negative, as does the  central electrode which is 
bathed in the argon. Thus, there is a small potential difference between the two photocell 
electrodes which can be measured with a high input impedance voltmeter.
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F+15+25PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
Light hits diode, causes current flow. Uses arc lamp. (Similar to

  D+60+4)

Screen

I

The P-N junction of a clear diode can act as a 
photoelectric source.  The bright white light of a 
carbon arc is focused for a short time on a 1N34 
diode.  The current signal is displayed on a screen 
with a projection ammeter. (Note: focus light on 
the diode for only a brief time, or else the diode 
will be destroyed by overheating.)
     See Fig. 1. If light is shone on a PN junction, 
the light is absorbed, freeing electrons and 
creating holes. There is a strong electric field in 
the transition region between P and N, causing 
the electrons to move to the left and the holes to 
move to the right, causing a measurable current.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 600-601

can also use
.15 VDC meter

Note: 

+

F+15+20PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
Commercial solar cell spins propeller using small arc lamp.

Several types of solar cells (silicon cells, iron-selenium cells) are 
available for display.  Photovoltaic cells convert incandescent light or 
sunlight directly into electrical energy.  They can be hooked up to a 
projection galvanometer to illustrate voltage or current characteristics.
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There are several  demonstrations that have motor-driven propellers powered by silicon 
solar cells.  Perhaps the helicopter is the most visible in a large class.  
     NOTE: There are many light sources that can be used to drive the motors.  Some 
people prefer carbon arcs (very intense light), while others prefer smaller electric lamps or 
flashlights.  For a greater effect, the light source can be placed about ten feet away from 
the solar-driven motor.  Consult with the demonstration staff...
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F+15+30PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
NPN junction as a phototransistor amplifier.

Projection
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Battery

Phototransistor
Display Board Phototransistor

FPT-136

The semiconductor device in this circuit is an NPN phototransistor with a clear plastic window. 
Light hitting the device is absorbed in both the NP and PN junctions, freeing electrons and 
creating holes, which increases the base current of the transistor. The circuit is set up as an 
amplifier, so the increased base current is amplified by the factor �. The projection meter 
displays the amplified current on the screen. 
     Note: The sensitivity of the phototransistor is varied by the amount of the negative bias 
allowed by the 25 K ohm rheostat. The sensitive area is very small (< 1mm x 1mm), so the light 
must be moved back and forth until you hit it squarely.
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F+15+35PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT.
Recording modulates laser beam which hits solar cell and signal is amplified.

An audio signal from a small portable tape recorder is plugged into the video-jack of a laser 
specially built to have its light intensity modulated by the changing amplitude and frequency of 
sound wave forms.  A hooded silicon solar cell at the opposite end of the lecture table receives 
the modulated light beam, converting it, once again, to an electrical audio signal which is then 
amplified and sent to a speaker for the class to hear. Placing an object in the beam will 
interrupt the sound.
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PHOTONS                                                                                       F+18+0
Film : Photons                                                                           Length(min.):19
Color: No     Sound: Yes      a PSSC Film      John King, M.I.T.

In this film an experiment is performed to demonstrate the particle nature of light. 
Professor King describes the apparatus he will use to demonstrate that light exhibits a particle-like behavior. A photo-

multiplier detects the very weak light used in the experiment. The operation of this device is outlined and the amplification 
is determined to be about 106 by measuring the output current and photoelectron current going into the first stage of the 
photomultiplier. The photomultiplier is connected to an oscilloscope, and pulses are seen on the oscilloscope trace. He shows 
that the pulses are due to the weak light shining on the photomultiplier, but that some pulses are due to background noise. 
To reduce this thermal background, the photomultiplier is cooled by a mixture of Dry Ice and alcohol.

The difference between the continuous wave model and the particle (photon) model for the transport of light energy is 
illustrated by an analogy to milk delivery. He shows that if the milk is to be delivered at the rate of one quart every ten seconds 
this can be achieved in either of two ways: (1) a pipe in which milk flows continuously at the uniform rate of one quart every 
ten seconds, or (2) a conveyor belt on which quart cartons of milk are randomly positioned so that on the average one quart 
of milk is delivered every ten secs.

In the first case then, there is a consistent 10-second delay before one quart of milk is delivered. However, in the sec-
ond case, although on the average one quart (packaged) arrives every ten seconds, there is no consistent delay between 
the arrival of successive quarts; and thus some arrive at intervals of less than 10 seconds. It is this idea, of looking for the 
arrival of packages in less than the average time interval, that Professor King uses to find out whether light energy comes 
in packages (photons).

A beam of light shines on the photomultiplier through a hole in a disc. The light intensity is reduced with filters until the 
output current of the photomultiplier is only 3 x 10-10 amperes, implying that the photoelectron current is 3 x 10-16 amperes. 
This is equivalent to an average of one electron from the photocathode every 1/2000 of a second. The photomultiplier out-
put is displayed on the oscilloscope and, with the disc spinning at a constant rate, it is determined that the light shines on 
the photomultiplier for 1/5000 of a second during each revolution. From the analogy using the flow of milk it is argued that 
a continuous transport of light energy would require 1/2000 of a second between pulses from a photoelectron; whereas a 
particle model would imply that at any instant during the 1/5000-second interval one might see a pulse from of a second 
photoeIectron, with the average rate still one pulse every 1/2000 of a second. The pulses are seen to arrive randomly during 
the 1/5000-second interval implying the particle nature of light.

PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT                                                             F+15+40
Film Loop: The Photoelectric Effect                                           Length(min.):4:02
Color: No      Sound: No
     Electromagnetic radiation consists of energy packets called photons. On impact with a material particle, a 
photon ceases to exist and all of its kinetic energy is transferred to the struck particle, e.g. an electron. If such 
an electron is in a metal near the surface, this added energy may be sufficient to permit the electron to penetrate 
the potential energy barrier at the surface and escape from the metal. Electrons which have been ejected in this 
way are called photoelectrons and the phenomenon is known as the photoelectric effect.
     In the film, a zinc disc is connected to an electroscope. The electroscope is charged and a mercury vapor 
lamp pointed at the disc. The first two times, the electroscope is discharged; the third time, it stays charged.
Q288.1  What was different about the third attempt? (Hint: Watch Film-Loop 80-284.)
Q288.2  If we agree to call the charge on the plastic rod “negative”, what is the sign of the excess charge on the 
zinc disc in each of the three demonstrations?
Q288.3  If the electromagnetic radiation liberates only electrons from the metal, in which case(s) must there 
have been more electrons near the surface?
Q288.4  If we assume that the electrons themselves are charged, what sign must we assign them under the 
convention we have been using?
Q288.5  Discuss the differences between the photoelectric effect and the point discharge shown in Film-Loop 
80-284. When an ordinary incandescent bulb is substituted for the mercury vapor lamp, the electroscope stays 
charged - even though the bulb appears quite bright and is held quite close to the disc. When the lens of the 
mercury vapor lamp is covered with a piece of window glass, the blue light that comes through also fails to 
discharge the electroscope, but when a piece of quartz is used, the photoelectric effect occurs again.
Q288.6  What kind of radiation can get through quartz but not through glass and, thus, appears to be the active 
component in the output of the mercury vapor lamp?
Q288.7  If the intensity of light doesn’t seem to have anything to do with producing the effect, what is the property 
of the radiation that counts?
Q288.8  How would this account for the differing results from visible light and the mercury radiation?
Q288.9  The cardboard seems to block the photoelectric effect even when the mercury vapor lamp is used. 
Would a cardboard shield protect a charged electroscope against all types of radiation?
Q288.10 When the zinc is turned around, you can see that the other surface is relatively dull. Now, the mercury 
vapor lamp fails to produce the effect. When this same surface is cleaned with abrasive, it works as well as the 
first side did. Why isn’t the effect produced with the dull side?
Q288.11  Do you think visible light might work if the disc were made of something other than zinc?



F+18+10PHOTONS.
Photomultiplier tubes to show.

A photomultiplier tube is extremely sensitive to light and can convert the energy of a single photon into an 
electrical signal. See Fig.1. The PM tube is an evacuated tube containing usually 8 to 10 electrodes 
called dynodes. Each successive dynode is at a higher voltage. When light enters the tube, it hits a 
photoelectric surface (A) called the photocathode which has a work function low enough that a photon will 
liberate an electron. The electron is accelerated and has enough kinetic energy when it hits the first 
dynode (B) that  two to five electrons are liberated. These electrons are accelerated and hit the second 
dynode (C), liberating many more electrons. And so forth. The numbers of electrons hitting the last 
electrode or collector may be millions. Thus a single photon can result in a big enough signal to be sent to 
a counter.
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PHOTONS                                                                                        F+18+5
Film : Interference of Photons                                                      Length(min.):13
Color: No     Sound: Yes      a PSSC Film      John King, M.I.T.

In this film the wave and particle nature of light are exhibited in one experiment in which an 
interference pattern is examined with a photomultiplier.

It is recommended that this film be used only after viewing the film Photons. The film relates to 
the subject matter in Section 33-3 of the PSSC text.

Professor King describes the apparatus, which consists of an 8-foot-long box containing a weak 
light source. The light passes through a double slit, forming an interference pattern which is displayed 
visually. A photomultiplier connected to a sensitive ammeter is made to scan the pattern. The inter-
ference maxima and minima are clearly reflected in the meter readings. When the photomultiplier is 
connected to both an oscilloscope and a loud-speaker, the pulses seen on the oscilloscope screen 
correspond to the crackling of the loud-speaker. The pulse rate is seen to increase and decrease 
at the respective positions of the interference maxima and minima.

At a maximum of the interference pattern, the photomultiplier output current is measured to be 
10-9 amp. Because the multiplier amplification is 106, this corresponds to an input current of 10-15 amp 
or about 104 electrons per second. Professor King points out that, on the average, only one electron 
is ejected for every 103 photons incident on the photocathode. Thus, a current of 104 electrons per 
second corresponds to about 107 photons per second incident on the photocathode.

In 10-7 seconds a photon travels about 100 feet. Therefore, it is argued that there is rarely more 
than one photon in the 8-foot-long apparatus. It is concluded that the interference pattern must be 
characteristic of individual photons, instead of an interaction between two or more photons.



F+20+0ATOMIC STRUCTURE.
"Plum pudding": Corks with magnets float in bowl/solenoid on OHP.

J.J. Thompson envisioned an atom to be made up of a 
small sphere of uniform positive charge within which 
negatively charged electrons were distributed, rather 
like plums in plum pudding. The positive charge would 
drive the electrons inward, and the electric charges 
would repel each other, arranging themselves in 
'shells'.
     A simple model to demonstrate this concept 
two-dimensionally is to float corks with magnetized 
needles in a dish of water immersed in a magnetic 
field. This demo uses a clear glass dish about 25 cm in 
diameter wound with about 30 turns of insulated 
copper wire. A six volt battery is attached to the coil 
through a variable resistor. The glass dish is filled with 
enough water to float the corks, with a few milliliters of 
methyl alcohol added to cut surface tension. (Care 
must be taken that all the cork needles are magnetized 
in the same direction.) The magnetic field is switched 
on so that each cork is driven toward the center of the 
dish. As corks are added, a stable pattern of rings 
becomes evident. A decrease or increase in current 
will cause the patterns to shrink or increase, 
corresponding to a lesser or greater positive charge. 
The apparatus is on an overhead projector enabling 
class to view the shadow projections.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 663

F+18+15PHOTONS.
Photomultiplier tube is used to detect photons.

A photomultiplier tube has its light-sensitive end encased in a box that has a small hole at one end. 
Neutral density filters are placed in front of the hole to control how much light enters the tube. The tube 
senses photons, and the resulting pulses are displayed on a digital scope. A TV camera displays the 
image on monitors for the class. This is not a very accurate setup, but the class does see a 
photomultiplier tube in action. See F+18+10 for an explanation of how a photomultiplier tube works.
     Notes: 1400-1600 volts DC are applied to the input of the tube. The output goes to a Tektronix TDS 
3014 digital scope with input impedance of 1 M�. Voltage scale is set at 5 mV/Div; Time scale is set at 1 
mSec/Div. The Trigger Source is CH1-Line, Mode = Norm or Auto. Set the trigger level so that there are 
fewer spikes rather than many. The 'Store' button should be pushed to give long vertical spikes. 
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F+20+10ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Model of the nucleus: Steel balls in dish on OHP.
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Steel Ball Diameters: 3/8,1/2,5/8,3/4,7/8,1"
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There are many similarities between a pendulum 
undergoing simple harmonic motion by oscillating back and 
forth, and a ball undergoing simple harmonic motion by 
rolling back and forth without sliding in a concave spherical 
bowl.  See the Welch Instruction Sheets (Room 72 
LeConte) for an analysis of this... Use Digital Timer or 
Stopwatch to measure the period of the oscillation.

F+20+5ATOMIC STRUCTURE.
Rutherford scattering model: Steel balls, launcher, and "hill".
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 837-841

Rutherford performed experiments bombarding thin gold foil with high-speed � particles, demonstrating 
that the positive charge and mass of gold nuclei were confined to a space smaller than 10   cm in 
diameter. 
     As an � particle approaches a charged gold nucleus, it is deflected by electrostatic repulsion into a      
hyperbolic trajectory. The graph of the potential energy versus distance between � particle and positively 
charged nucleus is hyperbolic as well. See Fig.1. If this graph is rotated about the vertical axis, an actual 
physical model can be constructed where the peak of the hill represents the nucleus of the atom. Steel 
balls representing � particles are rolled down a ramp towards the potential hill of the nucleus. The balls 
approach the hill at different angles, rolling up to a certain height then veering off to one side or the other. 
The paths, when viewed from above, are hyperbolas, except for the case of a head-on collision where 
the ball rolls up to a certain point then reverses direction and rolls back. (Also, a ball may roll up the side 
and drop into the center of the hill, representing a capture prior to disintegration.) The potential energy of 
the � particle near a nucleus is analogous to the potential energy of the ball on the hill. The electrostatic 
repulsion between � particle and nucleus is analogous to the downward pull of gravity on the ball.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE                                                                    F+20+15
Film : Rutherford Atom                                                                Length(min.):40
Color: No     Sound: Yes      a PSSC Film      R. Hulsizer, Univ. of Illinois

Qualitative experiments and appropriate models are used to indicate the ideas leading to 
Rutherford’s nuclear concept of the atom. Its historical verification through the α-particle scattering 
experiments of Geiger and Marsden is discussed.

The film should be used with Chapter 32 of the PSSC text.

Observing α-particles in a small cloud chamber, Professor Hulsizer shows that a thin gold foil 
placed in their path apparently does little more than shorten the observed tracks. He describes an 
experiment in which Geiger examined the character of the small angle deflections of α-particles in 
a narrow beam passing through a foil. Geiger’s data showed that most α-particles are not deflected 
out of the beam by more than one degree, and none beyond five degrees.

Using a similar scattering set-up but with a wider beam of α-particles, Professor Hulsizer demon-
strates an experiment done by Marsden which establishes that, although by far most of the particles 
are undeflected, a few are indeed deflected through very wide angles by the gold foil.

A mechanical scattering model is used to suggest the kind of atom that might explain these wide-
angle deflections. Rutherford’s concept that the atomic mass is concentrated in a small scattering 
center is discussed. Scattering by a Coulomb force is illustrated, using a Van de Graaff generator 
as the scattering center. With a three-dimensional model of the nuclear atom, the major aspects of 
a theoretical calculation for the distribution of scattered α-particles are clearly pointed out. A com-
parison is made of the results of Rutherford’s calculations with the experimental results of Geiger 
and Marsden in 1913, confirming the nuclear model of the atom.

Rutherford’s estimate of the size of a gold nucleus, less than 10-11 cm, is discussed and com-
pared to atomic dimensions.

F+20+20ATOMIC STRUCTURE.
Mechanical models of the hydrogen atom.

Both models are representations of the hydrogen atom.  Bohr proposed  that a hydrogen atom 
consisted of a proton nucleus with a positive charge +e, with an electron circling around it in a 
circular orbit with charge -e. Because the mass of the nucleus is 1836 times larger than the 
mass of the electron, it can be said to be at rest. In order to keep the electron stable in its 
orbit, Bohr assumed that the centripetal force on the electron is the inward electrostatic force 
between the nucleus and the electron. Also, he made the quantum assumption that electrons 
can only have certain discrete orbitals with certain angular momentums. The electron is also 
spinning about its own axis as it orbits around the nucleus. In the hydrogen atom model 'A',  
the magnetic moment of a spinning electron is about twice that for the electron orbit, which is 
indicated by the vector arrows. In the hydrogen atom motorized model 'B', the hydrogen atom 
precesses in a magnetic field.

Mechanical
Models of

The Hydrogen
Atom

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 664-683

A B
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F+20+25ATOMIC STRUCTURE.
Bohr-Stoner charts(5): Electron configurations of the elements.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 673-674

The Bohr-Stoner charts display in a systematic 
way how the electrons fill the orbitals of the 
chemical elements. See Fig.1. There are 5 of 
these charts (only one is shown), showing the 
electron configurations through element 96.
     Bohr and Stoner proposed that the Bohr 
hydrogen orbital model be expanded to include all 
the elements. Each atomic nucleus has a number 
of positive charges called the atomic number Z, 
and an equal number of negative charges or 
electrons. See Fig. 2. Hydrogen has 1 positive 
charge on the nucleus, with one electron in the 
first shell or orbital. Lithium has 3 positive charges 
on the nucleus, with 2 electrons in the first shell 
and 1 in the second shell. Magnesium has 12 
positive charges on the nucleus, with 2 electrons 
in the first shell, 8 electrons in the second shell, 
and 2 electrons in the third shell. The general rule 
is that there can be a maximum of 2n  electrons in 
the nth shell, before the n+1 shell starts to fill 
(although in some of the heavier elements there 
are exceptions in the ways shells are filled.)

2

F+20+30ATOMIC STRUCTURE.
Periodic Table OHP transparancy or Online Applet
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F+20+35RADIOACTIVITY.
Wall chart of the nuclides.
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A nuclide is an atom defined by the composition of its 
nucleus. On the chart of the isotopes, all the known 
nuclides of all the elements are shown. Each square 
corresponds to one nuclide and includes information 
such as the atomic number Z, the mass, the half life, 
the relative abundance, the activity and decay 
energies, and whether it is stable, naturally 
radioactive or artificially radioactive. Isotopes, 
nuclides that have the same number of protons, lie 
on a 45° line rising to the right. Isotones, nuclides 
that have the same number of neutrons, lie on a 45° 
line rising to the left. Isobars, nuclides that have the 
same number of neutrons and protons, lie on vertical 
lines.  
     All of the atoms of a single element have the 
same chemical properties, but some of the atoms 
have different masses. These different forms, called 
isotopes, are due to different numbers of neutrons in 
the nucleus. Some of these isotopes are stable, but 
some of them are unstable and decay into other 
isotopes or different elements that may be stable or 
radioactive. The rate of decay of an isotope is 
specified by the term 'half-life'.
     There are three types of radioactive decay: � 
decay (emits a helium nucleus), � decay (1] emits an 
electron and antineutrino, or 2] emits a positron and 
neutrino, or 3] captures a K orbital electron and emits 
a neutrino), and � decay (emits a high energy 
photon). In all the three types of decay, the classical 
conservation laws hold for energy, linear momentum, 
angular momentum, electric charge, and nucleon 
number: (number of nucleons A = number of 
neutrons plus protons = constant, even though 
neutrons can change into protons and vice versa.)

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p. 894-905

SCATTERING                                                                                 F+25+10
Applets: Quantum Properties

http://www.nhn.ou.edu/~walkup/demonstrations/WebAssignments/index.html

       Quantum Physics I, II and III

http://phet.colorado.edu/new/simulations/index.php?cat=Quantum_Phenomena

http://www.nhn.ou.edu/~walkup/demonstrations/WebAssignments/index.html
http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/index.php?cat=Quantum_Phenomena


F+35+0ELEMENTARY PARTICLES.
Chart or Java Applet or Transparency of the 
 Standard Model of Fundamental Particles & Interactions.
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This chart helps explain how 6 types of leptons and 6 types of quarks and their antiparticles,
plus 4 types of force-carriers are needed to explain all observed particles.

F+30+0QUANTUM MECHANICAL BARRIER PENETRATION.
Tunneling: Microwave analogy using wax prisms.

In situation 'A', a microwave transmitter beams 3 cm microwaves into a large paraffin wax equilateral 
prism. The beam strikes the face of the prism at about a 55 degree angle, and total internal reflection 
occurs. This can be tested by moving the receiver to different positions around the prism. In situation 'B', 
the receiver is placed in line with the incident beam, and a second identical prism is moved in towards the 
first. When the distance between the prisms is 5 cm or less, the receiver will strongly pick up the 
microwave beam. The microwave beam has 'tunneled' through the air barrier into the second prism.
     Classical wave theory predicts that evenescent standing waves penetrate into the air a few 
wavelengths past the prism interface, so the tunneling produced by moving the second prism into this 
region seems understandable. However, in quantum mechanics, material particles can also tunnel. The 
behaviour of the microwaves is analogous to the behavior of matter waves striking a potential barrier with 
a total energy less than the potential energy within the barrier.
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Ref.:Physics Demonstration Experiments by Harry Meiners, 1970 ed., Vol II,  p. 1188-1190
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F+45+0CLOUD CHAMBERS.
Expansion cloud chamber with water and compression bulb.

Squeezing slowly and then releasing suddenly the bulb of this Wilson expansion cloud chamber causes 
alpha tracks from a radioactive source to become briefly visible.
     This is a simple Wilson expansion cloud chamber. The top sealed glass cylinder is filled with air. There 
is a small radium-salt radioactive source sealed inside a thin glass tube and attached to the cylinder wall. 
The source emits positive � rays (helium nuclei), and � rays (photons). The ��rays knock electrons off of 
nitrogen and oxygen in the air, leaving a trail of negative and positive ions, but the � rays produce few 
ions. The ��rays leave a strong trail of ions, and the � rays do not leave an ionized trail.
     In the base and rubber bulb of the device is water. When the bulb is squeezed, the water is pushed up 
and compresses the air in the cylinder. When the bulb is released, the air temperature is temporarily 
lowered and the air becomes supersaturated with water vapor. The water vapor condenses on the 
positive and negative ions left by the ��rays, leaving visible trails. A light source helps to illuminate the 
trails.  A 'clearing field' potential difference of 100 volts is placed across the top and bottom of the cylinder 
to clear the air of ions so that new tracks can be seen.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 799-805

F+45+5CLOUD CHAMBERS.
Wilson cloud chamber, piston compression type.

Giving a short strong pull on the handle of this Wilson expansion cloud chamber causes ��ray tracks from 
a radium source to become briefly visible.
     This is a Wilson expansion cloud chamber, similar to F+45+0. The top sealed glass cylinder is filled 
with air. There is a small radium radioactive source (5-10 mc) fitted into the bottom base plate. The 
source emits positive � rays (helium nuclei), and � rays (photons). The � rays knock electrons off of 
nitrogen and oxygen in the air, leaving a trail of negative and positive ions, but the � rays produce few 
ions. The �  rays leave a strong trail of ions,  and the  � rays do not leave an ionized trail.
     In the base is a felt pad soaked with a 50% mixture of methanol and water. When the handle of the 
hand pump is pulled quickly and held, the air temperature is temporarily lowered and the air becomes 
supersaturated with methanol vapor which condenses on the positive and negative ions left by the ��rays, 
leaving visible trails. A slide projector light source helps to illuminate the trails.  A 'clearing field' potential 
difference of 200-500 volts is placed across the top and bottom of the cylinder to clear the air of ions so 
that new tracks can be seen. A TV camera can be used to display the tracks on a monitor.
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F+45+10CLOUD CHAMBERS.
Cloud chamber with dry ice and methanol shown on TV monitor.

This Wilson continuously sensitive cloud chamber can work for the entire class period, displaying tracks of 
various radioactive decay products. It takes 5-10 minutes to reach a sensitive stationary activated state.
     A felt ring located under the top cover is soaked with methanol which will give off a constant vapor 
when placed on top of the glass cylinder of the chamber. The cover plate is then clipped on with spring 
clips. A reservoir under the base is packed with dry ice (about 180 mm in diameter and 40 mm thick). 
Cooling the base creates a supersaturated atmosphere a few centimeters above the base of the chamber 
that causes methanol to condense out on ionized trails left by � and � rays. Single traces of high-energy 
electrons caused by cosmic radiation are readily visible. There is a hole in the chamber side where weak 
radioactive samples can be inserted. Warning: don't insert strongly active substances like radium: it will 
disturb or temporarily ruin the proper functioning of the chamber.
     In a darkened room, the slide projector light source helps to illuminate the ion trails. A 'clearing field' 
potential difference of 2000 volts is placed across the top and bottom of the cylinder to clear the air of ions 
so that new tracks can be seen. A TV camera can be used to display the ion trails on a monitor.
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F+45+15CLOUD CHAMBERS.
X-ray beam through cloud chamber shown on TV camera.

An X ray tube (see F+5+0) is next to a diffusion cloud chamber (see F+45+10) within a lead-lined box 
with lead plastic windows to protect viewers. When a high voltage (40 kV pulsating DC from an induction 
coil) is placed across the terminals of the X ray tube, X rays are sent through a hole in a lead plate into 
the cloud chamber, through the 'sensitive layer'. The X rays knock electrons off molecules of oxygen and 
nitrogen in the air, creating positively and negatively charged ions. Supercooled methanol vapor in the 
cloud chamber begins condensing on the ions, producing trails of droplets that scatter light, making the 
path of the beam of X rays visible. A TV camera displays this on a monitor.
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Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 985
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FRANCK-HERTZ EXPERIMENT                                                    F+55+0
Film : The Franck-Hertz Experiment                                        Length(min.):30
Color: No     Sound: Yes      a PSSC Film      
Byron L. Youtz, Reed College with an epilogue by James Franck

The aim of the film is to show the existence of discrete energy states of atoms. The classical Franck-Hertz 
experiment is performed, which establishes that the smallest energy that an electron can impart to an atom 
of mercury in an inelastic collision is 4.9 electron volts.

This film should be used with Sections 34-1 and 34-2 of the PSSC text.
Professor Youtz points out that the light emitted by excited mercury atoms appears in the form of line 

spectra. Since mercury atoms (or any other kind) can lose only discrete amounts of energy - proportional to the 
frequency of their spectral lines one might predict that these atoms can only gain discrete amounts of energy. 
This should be true whether this energy is supplied by photons, as in the absorption of light, or by any other 
means. It is noted that this hypothesis was originally tested in 1914 by James Franck and Gustav Hertz, who 
studied the energy transferred in inelastic collisions between electrons and mercury atoms. Professor Youtz 
then describes the apparatus he will use to repeat that experiment. The process of energy transfer by inelastic 
collisions, which lies at the heart of the experiment, is illustrated with the help of a mechanical model.

In a specially designed tube , electrons are accelerated through mercury vapor and are detected by an 
ammeter in the anode circuit. Professor Youtz shows that with very little mercury vapor in the tube the current 
rises steadily as the accelerating voltage is increased. If the density of the mercury vapor is increased, he pre-
dicts a steady rise in anode current until the energy of the electrons reaches the minimum value for an inelastic 
collision to occur. At this point the current should decrease as the accelerating voltage is increased.

A pen recording of the anode current vs. the accelerating voltage shows the current rising and falling at 
regularly spaced intervals of 4.9 volts.

From an examination of the data it is concluded that 4.9 electron volts is the smallest amount of energy 
which can be absorbed by a mercury atom. It is calculated that this is the same amount of energy that is lost 
by a mercury atom when it emits a photon in the 2537 Angstrom spectral line. This experiment implies that 
the mercury atom can exist only in states of discrete rather than continuous energies.

In an epilogue, Professor Franck discusses another experiment in which he and Hertz established that 
mercury atoms, excited by the bombardment of 4.9-ev electrons, emitted light of only one wave length - 2537 
Angstrom.

F+50+0RANGE OF ALPHA PARTICLES.
Expansion cloud chamber with water and compression bulb.

Squeezing slowly and then releasing suddenly the bulb of this Wilson expansion cloud chamber causes 
alpha tracks from a radioactive source to become briefly visible.
     This is a simple Wilson expansion cloud chamber. The top sealed glass cylinder is filled with air. There 
is a small radium-salt radioactive source sealed inside a thin glass tube and attached to the cylinder wall. 
The source emits positive � rays (helium nuclei), and � rays (photons). The ��rays knock electrons off of 
nitrogen and oxygen in the air, leaving a trail of negative and positive ions, but the � rays produce few 
ions. The �  rays leave a strong trail of ions, and the � rays do not leave an ionized trail.
     In the base and rubber bulb of the device is water. When the bulb is squeezed, the water is pushed up 
and compresses the air in the cylinder. When the bulb is released, the air temperature is temporarily 
lowered and the air becomes supersaturated with water vapor. The water vapor condenses on the 
positive and negative ions left by the ��rays, leaving visible trails. A light source helps to illuminate the 
trails.  A 'clearing field' potential difference of 100 volts is placed across the top and bottom of the cylinder 
to clear the air of ions so that new tracks can be seen.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6th ed., p. 799-805

(Same apparatus
as F+45+0)



SPECIAL RELATIVITY                                                                  F+60+0

Applet: Various simulated experiments in relativity

http://www.cco.caltech.edu/~phys1/java/phys1/Einstein/Einstein.html

F+65+0RADIOACTIVITY.
Electronic  counter using Geiger tube.
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A Geiger-Mueller tube for detecting atomic radiation is hooked to an old style electronic counter (using 
neon tubes to display number of counts).
     In principle, a Geiger-Mueller tube can be used to detect high energy photons such as � rays or for 
counting individual charged particles such as � particles (helium nuclei) or � particles (high speed 
electrons) or cosmic rays (high-speed particles: either an atomic nucleus or an electron from outer space). 
(However, � particles usually don't make it through the glass, and only 1 in 100 � rays are detected.)    
     See Fig.1. The tube is made of thin glass that is filled with a low density mixture of gases. Inside is an 
open cylinder about 1 cm in diameter and 10 cm long made of copper. A tungsten wire runs down the 
center. A potential difference of about 1000 volts is applied, the positive to the center wire, and the 
negative to the cylinder. A high-speed particle from a radioactive source or a cosmic ray can enter the 
tube, creating ions by knocking electrons off gas molecules. The freed electrons are attracted to the 
positive wire, accelerated by the 1000 volts to a high enough velocity to knock electrons off other gas 
molecules.  This 'avalanche' of electrons flowing to the central wire is a current pulse that can be amplified 
and counted by electronic circuitry.
     Operation: turn up the voltage slowly until the counter starts counting. Don't raise the high voltage 
more than 150 volts above where the counting begins. Don't exceed 1000 volts on the tube. 
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 3rd ed., p. 847-858

http://www.cco.caltech.edu/~phys1/java/phys1/Einstein/Einstein.html


F+65+5RADIOACTIVITY.
Geiger counter.
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     Both of these devices are Geiger Counters, using Geiger-Mueller tubes as detectors for emissions 
from radioactive materials. Both devices have the option of making audible clicking sounds when radiation 
is detected. Both have meters to indicate 'count rate'. The large heavy older unit, the 'Classmaster', is 
tube technology, suitable for stationary class demonstrations. The newer light hand-held battery-operated 
Ludlum Survey Meter is easily portable and sensitive, and the meter reads in millirem/hour.
       See F+65+0 for a brief description of how a Geiger-Mueller tube operates.
     Classmaster: Turn High Voltage control to 'Off' before plugging in the device. 'Volume' switch should be  
on maximum. Selector switch should be set to 'Volts' and the high-voltage knob should be adjusted to 
about 700 volts. Place a radioactive source near the Geiger-Mueller tube. Turn up the voltage slowly until 
the counter starts counting. Don't raise the high voltage more than 150 volts above where the counting 
begins. Don't exceed 1000 volts on the tube. See manual for further info.
     Ludlum Survey Meter: Has 3 linear ranges that vary from 0-50 MR/HR. Uses two standard 'D' cells. 
There is a battery test switch. The speaker can be switched on or off. The meter can be set to fast (full 
scale 3 sec) or slow response (full scale 11 sec). The unit has an power supply adjustable from 0 to 1600 
volts, if different G-M or scintillator tubes are desired.
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F+65+10RADIOACTIVITY.
Mechanical model of radioactive decay.
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 3rd ed., p. 768-772

This demo is a mechanical model of a nucleus for demonstrating a) the increased kinetic energy of 
nuclear particles after a capture, and b) the chance probability of radioactive decay or disintegration by 
the ejection of a particle. There is a somewhat flattened potential barrier surrounding a 'nucleus' of steel 
balls that are constantly agitated by an rotating eccentric pin. A steel ball rolls down a ramp and moves 
into the group of moving balls. After a number of collisions another ball usually is knocked out the other 
side of the nucleus. This is analogous to a proton going in and a neutron coming out. Even if no particle is 
ejected immediately, the kinetic energy of the set of balls is increased somewhat, increasing the likelihood 
of the emission of a particle. If the motor is left running, a single ball will be hit by several balls moving in 
the same direction and will recoil with enough speed to carry it over the potential barrier. Note: start with 
Variac set at 105 volts and 15-25 balls set in the 'nucleus'. (Also see F+20+5.)
     Fig. 1 represents graphical models of the nucleus proposed by Gamow. To an approaching positive 
charge, the potential barrier of a nucleus is analogous to the crater of a volcano. In the stable nucleus, the 
particles are moving slowly at the bottom of the volcano pit. When a proton or � particle penetrates the 
potential barrier and accelerates toward the nucleus with considerable speed, it collides with other 
particles and increases the rapid state of motion. One of the other particles may be hit hard enough to 
escape up and over the barrier, which is analogous to disintegration and radioactivity.



F+65+15RADIOACTIVITY.
Wall chart of the nuclides.
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A nuclide is an atom defined by the composition of its 
nucleus. On the chart of the isotopes, all the known 
nuclides of all the elements are shown. Each square 
corresponds to one nuclide and includes information 
such as the atomic number Z, the mass, the half life, 
the relative abundance, the activity and decay 
energies, and whether it is stable, naturally 
radioactive or artificially radioactive. Isotopes, 
nuclides that have the same number of protons, lie 
on a 45° line rising to the right. Isotones, nuclides 
that have the same number of neutrons, lie on a 45° 
line rising to the left. Isobars, nuclides that have the 
same number of neutrons and protons, lie on vertical 
lines.  
     All of the atoms of a single element have the 
same chemical properties, but some of the atoms 
have different masses. These different forms, called 
isotopes, are due to different numbers of neutrons in 
the nucleus. Some of these isotopes are stable, but 
some of them are unstable and decay into other 
isotopes or different elements that may be stable or 
radioactive. The rate of decay of an isotope is 
specified by the term 'half-life'.
     There are three types of radioactive decay: � 
decay (emits a helium nucleus), � decay (1] emits an 
electron and antineutrino, or 2] emits a positron and 
neutrino, or 3] captures a K orbital electron and emits 
a neutrino), and � decay (emits a high energy 
photon). In all the three types of decay, the classical 
conservation laws hold for energy, linear momentum, 
angular momentum, electric charge, and nucleon 
number: (number of nucleons A = number of 
neutrons plus protons = constant, even though 
neutrons can change into protons and vice versa.)

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p. 894-905

RADIOACTIVITY                                                                             F+65+20
Film Loop: Radioactivity                                                             Length(min.):4:00
Color: No      Sound: No

Matter is radioactive when it emits radiation. There are three kinds of radiation that are easily detected and are 
the object of this Film-Loop. They are invisible to the unaided eye, but they are detectable with a variety of instru-
ments including geiger counters, proportional counters, electroscopes, and photographic film. Each kind of radiation 
- alpha, beta and gamma - has unique physical properties. When you have learned to recognize these properties it 
is relatively easy to detect and to identify the radiation even when two or three kinds are present at once.

All three kinds of radiation ionize the molecules of matter along their paths. The detection device used, called 
a “probe”, is simply a gas-filled chamber in which molecules of a gas are ionized by radiation. The ionized gas con-
ducts an electric current which is measured by the meter to which the probe is connected; the greater the degree 
of ionization the greater the current reading. Full-scale deflection reads 1500.

When no radioactive source is held in front of the probe the meter does not go to zero; it only falls to 100. 
Some radiation is still being detected. Cosmic rays and very tiny amounts of radioactivity in the surroundings, far 
too little to be a health hazard, are being detected constantly by this sensitive instrument. Such constant radiation 
is called “background” and must be subtracted from the meter reading before you compare one meter reading with 
another. Since we are only interested in comparing readings with one another, the actual units on the meter scale 
are not important.

The alpha source emits a stream of particles that Rutherford showed to consist of the nuclei of helium atoms. 
Notice that the source has to be held close to the probe since the range of alpha particles in air is only a few cen-
timeters. (Q1) What subatomic particles are helium nuclei made of? (Q2) From what you have seen do you think 
alpha particles will penetrate through your skin? Why do you think so?

The beta source emits a stream of electrons. (Q3) How does the penetrating power of beta particles (electrons) 
compare with that of alpha particles? (Q4) Can beta particles penetrate the roll of lead sheet? Why do you think 
so? (Q5) How does a magnetic field affect the path of beta particles? Support your answer with evidence from the 
film.

Gamma radiation is a stream of electromagnetic waves. It is light of a short wavelength. As a wave it has prop-
erties that are quite different from those of alpha and beta particles. (Q6) Name one distinctive property of gamma 
radiation illustrated in the film.

Neither alpha nor gamma rays are shown being bent by a magnet. (Q7) Why? From the properties of the three 
kinds of radiation illustrated here you should now be able to identify the unknown radiation being detected at the 
very end of the film. (Q8) What is it?



RADIOACTIVITY                                                                            F+65+25
Film Loop: Radioactive Decay                                                   Length(min.):4:55
Color: No      Sound: No
1.   Assembly of scintillation detector. A 2-inch diameter NaI (T1) crystal mounted on a photomultiplier tube 
is placed in a cylindrical steel shield which has an aluminum window. The window absorbs beta particles, but 
allows gamma ray photons to penetrate to the crystal.
2.   Samples of Cu64 and Mn56 are placed in position. The sources have been prepared by irradiating 
17 mg of MnO and 130 mg of Cu metal for 30 minutes in the Ohio State University reactor at an indicated 
power of 20 watts. The reactions are Mn55 + n = Mn56 and Cu63 + n = Cu64. 60% of the disintegrations of Mn56 
are by beta emission of maximum energy 2.86 MeV, followed by a gamma-ray photon of 0.845 MeV as the 
Fe56 nucleus falls to its ground state. The other 6 gamma rays from the decay of Mn56 have energies greater 
than 1 MeV and do not appear on the screen of the analyzer. The nuclide Cu64 can decay to Ni64 in several 
ways. 19% of the time the mass difference 1.68 MeV gives rise to a positron. When the positrons combine 
with electrons in the scintillation crystal, they form two photons of annihilation radiation, each having energy 
0.51 MeV (equal to the rest energy of an electron).
3.   Gamma ray spectra are displayed. Considering both sources together, only two gamma rays are in the 
range 0-1 MeV selected by the spectrometer. The strength of the samples is adjusted so that at the begin-
ning of the run (3 hours after the end of irradiation) the composite spectrum shows two peaks of equal height. 
Because the Cu64 annihilation gamma ray is superposed on the Compton edge from the Mn56 peak, its initial 
strength at t  = 0 is 0.75 unit, and the initial strength of the Mn56 sample is 1.0 unit.
4.   Radioactive decay of Cu64 (half life 12.84 hr) and Mn56 (half life 2.56 hr). Time-lapse photography of 
the 400-channel analyzer display is performed as follows: (1)  Counts are accumulated and displayed after 
20 sec of “live time”; this requires more than 20 sec of real time because the “dead time” during the sorting 
and storing operations in the spectrometer is automatically ignored. (2)  The display of 20 seconds-worth of 
counts is photographed twice, on two successive frames of film. (3)  The storage registers are erased, and 
exactly 40 sec after the start of (1) a new accumulation is initiated and photographed on the next two frames. 
This process is continued for 12.84 hours, exposing at the rate of 2 frames per 40 sec. When projected at 18 
frames/sec, the half life of Cu64 is compressed by a factor of 360, and 12.84 hr becomes 2.09 minutes.
5.   Elapsed time 12.84 hr.   Cu64 (1 half life): 1/2 X 0.75 = 0.38; Mn56 (5 half lives): 1/32 X 1.00 = 0.03. It 
happens that the half life of Cu64 is almost exactly 5 times that of Mn56. In 5 half lives, Mn56 decays to 1/32 of 
its initial value. The Cu64 in this same time has decayed to 1/2 of its initial value.

F+70+0ACCELERATORS.
Large mechanical model of the cyclotron. Cycle 1
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Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p. 872-874

The mechanical model of a cyclotron mimics the way a simple cyclotron works. See Fig.1. The top consists 
of three aluminum parts: two 'D' shaped semi-circles that pivot on either side of a rectangular piece. A 
machined groove starts in the center and spirals out. When the machine operates, there are two cycles. In 
cycle 1, a steel ball pops up in the center, the left D lowers down while the right D raises up, the rectangular 
piece tilts, and the ball rolls down the groove in the rectangle and around the beginning of the spiral. In 
cycle 2, the left D raises up, the right D lowers down and the rectangular piece tilts in the opposite 
direction, sending the ball down the groove in the rectangle, increasing its speed for the next part of the 
spiral. Then everything repeats. The raising and lowering of the Ds is timed to match the motion of the balls 
so that they speed up in the spiral and end up in the 'exit' hole. The force speeding up the balls is gravity.
     See Fig.2. The cyclotron designed by Lawrence in 1930 used a magnetic field B perpendicular to two D 
shaped evacuated cavities ('Dees') to insure that charged particles traveled in nearly circular orbits. A 
voltage is placed across a gap between the Dees. Charged particles such as protons are introduced at A. 
This device operates in two cycles. In cycle 1, D1 is charged positively and D2 is charged negatively, and 
the protons are accelerated towards D2, spiraling clockwise in the magnetic field. In cycle 2, D1 is charged 
negatively and D2 is charged positively, and the protons are accelerated again, moving into a spiral of 
increasing radius. Then everything repeats. The alternating voltage on the gap is timed to match the motion 
of the particles in the magnetic field, raising the particles to a high velocity to exit at W.
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F+80+0FISSION AND FUSION.
Mousetrap chain reaction experiment.

 See Fig.1. When a uranium 235 atom (or plutonium 239 atom) is hit by a neutron, it can absorb the neutron; then the 
whole nucleus can split or fission into roughly two equal pieces and in the process two or three neutrons can be 
released. If the uranium 235 metal is sufficiently purified, the two or three neutrons released can go on to cause 
additional fissions, so the process multiplies into what can be a self-sustaining chain reaction. The mousetrap chain 
reaction demonstration mimics with balls what happens in a self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction. A single ball 
dropped onto an assembly of cocked mousetraps loaded with balls starts a chain reaction that is over in 6-7 seconds. 
This demo is now 'electronic'. It can be set up quickly ahead of time, without fear that the chain reaction will 
accidentally go off .
     See Fig.2. There are 49 modified mousetraps mounted to a board. (The trigger wire and catch of each mousetrap 
have been removed.) Each mousetrap is manually cocked with the metal striking piece held in place by the flange on a 
steel rod that fits into an electric solenoid. Two super balls are set on top of the striking piece of each mousetrap, and a 
Plexiglas cover with a ball-sized hole in the center of the top is lowered over the assembly. Each mousetrap has an 
associated 'touch-switch' that becomes sensitive when the assembly is turned on. If a switch is touched, the rod in the 
solenoid retracts, and the mousetrap fires, launching two balls. A ball dropped through the hole in the Plexiglas triggers 
one mousetrap which launches two balls which hit two other switches which launch four balls and so on...Procedure: 
Set the traps with the balls. Plug the mousetrap demo into a 120 VAC outlet. Push the 'Arm' button. You now have 2 
minutes to drop a ball through a hole in the Plexiglas cover to complete the chain reaction.
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Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 995-998

F+80+5FISSION AND FUSION.
Model of the Uranium Pile.

 This model is a representation of a simple nuclear reactor, formally called an atomic pile. The first one 
was built at University of Chicago in 1942. The cubes represent carbon blocks (cement casing not 
shown). The movable rods on the top are 'control' rods. The rods on the front represent mainly uranium 
fuel containers, but also samples to be irradiated, detecting devices and water-cooling pipes.
     The model represents an apparatus where nuclear fission can be maintained (and hopefully 
controlled) in a self-sustaining chain reaction. In other words, the rate of neutron production is at least 
equal to the rate of neutron disappearance. Uranium is the fuel that captures neutrons and then fissions, 
creating in the process heat, more neutrons, and radioactive isotopes. Carbon blocks, called 
'moderators', are used to slow down 'fast' neutrons. Fast neutrons collide with carbon atoms and lose 
energy, becoming 'thermal' neutrons which are more easily captured by uranium atoms. The control 
rods are strong neutron absorbers, containing substances like boron or cadmium. They are raised or 
lowered to control reaction intensity.

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p. 980-984
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F+85+0SUPERCONDUCTIVITY.
Meissner effect:  Magnet levitates over cooled ceramic superconductor.
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A black superconductor ceramic disk is placed in a 
shallow styrofoam dish. A small but strong neodymium 
magnet is set on top of the disk. Liquid nitrogen is then 
poured into the dish. The disk is placed so that its top is 
flush with the surface of the liquid. When the disk is 
sufficiently cool, the magnet lifts up several millimeters 
above the superconductor surface due to the Meissner 
effect. Touching the magnet lightly with the plastic tongs 
will set the magnet spinning in place.
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F+90+0ZEEMAN EFFECT
A magnetic field applied to a cadmium tube splits the spectral lines.
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Electron transitions between different energy levels in atoms or molecules produce light. When a cadmium 
lamp is turned on, a characteristic set of spectral lines is produced. If a magnetic field is applied to the 
lamp, the energy levels are split, and electron transitions between split energy levels cause a splitting of 
spectral lines. In this demonstration, the green spectral line is observed splitting in the presence of a 
magnetic field of up to 10,000 gauss. Looking through a Fabry-Perot interferometer, one sees a single set 
of green concentric rings that splits into twice as many rings when the magnetic field is gradually applied. 
     In this set-up, the lens is used only to increase the visible brightness of the rings. The green filter 
selects only the green line from the cadmium spectra. The Polaroid (polarization vector set to vertical) 
eliminates the � spectral lines which do not split, and leaves the � spectral lines which do split. The FP 
interferometer is used because an ordinary spectrometer does not have enough resolution to show the  
lines splitting. The TV camera (JVC) must be set to focus at � to clearly show the rings. 
     Notes: To align the FP interferometer, look through the FP (eyes focused at �) at a sodium lamp. 
Adjust the rings so that they are circular and centered in the device. The center of all the optical 
components should be at the same height as the center of the tips of the pole pieces of the electromagnet. 
For more physics information, review our copy of the Zeeman video by Dr. Sumner Davis. 

Ref.: Experiments in Modern Physics, A.C. Melissinos, 1966, p. 309-339
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F+95+0LASER.
Working He-Ne laser displayed in a clear Plexiglas mounting.

An older model laser tube is mounted inside a clear Plexiglas case. When the power is turned on, one 
can see the glowing tube in operation. Laser stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation.
     This he-ne laser is a tube 35 cm in length filled with 15% helium and 85% neon. A high voltage is 
placed across the tube so that more of the gas atoms are excited into a 'metastable' higher-energy state 
than are atoms in a lower energy state. See Fig.1. An atom can spontaneously jump to a lower state, 
emitting a photon. The photon can then hit another excited atom which will drop to a lower state, emitting 
another photon, until the number of photons multiplies in a process called 'stimulated emission'. These 
photons are all in phase, the same frequency, and moving in the same direction. The ends of the tube are 
mirrors, one of which is partially transparent (about 2 percent.) The photons bounce back and forth 
between the tube ends, with some of the light escaping through the partially transparent mirror in a 
narrow coherent beam. (Some light does escape from the sides of the tube also.)
     See Fig.2. When voltage is applied to the tube, many of the helium atoms are excited to the 
long-lasting metastable energy state E1, a jump of 20.61 eV. An excited helium atom will stay in this state 
for awhile and collide with a neon atom. In the collision, the helium atom transfers its energy to the neon 
atom, knocking the neon atom into an excited metastable state of 20.66 eV, labeled E'3. The He atom 
then drops to the ground state. Stimulated emission takes place with atoms of neon going from the E'3 
state to the E'2 state. The strongest visible line produced is red, 6328 Angstroms.  
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Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 932-934

F+100+0HYDROGEN FUEL CELL CAR.
Fuel Cell car runs off hydrogen and oxygen.

The HyRunner car is a reversible PEM (proton exchange membrane) fuel cell car. When the car is filled with distilled water, 
an external D.C. power supply electrolyzes the water into hydrogen and oxygen (in 2 minutes), stored in separate tanks on 
the car. After electrolysis is complete, a switch on the car is turned on and the hydrogen and oxygen mix in the fuel cell to 
supply electrical power to a small electric motor, driving the car.  The car moves about 2 inches a second, and will run for 8 
minutes. Note: There is a danger of explosion in the presence of sparks or flames. The manual advises using goggles…
     Operating Instructions: See Fig.1. The car has 2 Plexiglas tanks that are filled with distilled water. On the oxygen tank 
side of the car, uncap the black rubber Inlet Socket cap, and attach the distilled water bottle. Fill the cylinder up to mark A; 
then suck back some of the water until it reaches mark B; then put the rubber cap back on.  Now, do the same for the 
hydrogen tank side. When the tanks are filled and the car electrical switch is OFF, plug the D.C. power supply plugs into 
the Electrolysis Jacks (red into red, black into black). In 2 minutes, the Hydrogen tank will be full, and the Oxygen tank will 
be half full. Unplug the power supply. The car will run when the switch is moved to ON.
     See Fig.2.  The fuel cell consists of several parts: an anode, a thin sheet of catalyst, a PEM (proton exchange 
membrane), another sheet of catalyst, and a cathode.  The hydrogen anode, or negative terminal, conducts electrons 
liberated from the hydrogen, and also has channels that disperse the hydrogen over the surface of the catalyst. The 
catalyst is platinum powder thinly coated onto cloth or carbon paper. The PEM is a thin, semi-porous polymer sheet 
somewhat like plastic wrap that only allows the transfer of small hydrogen ions, and blocks electrons. The oxygen cathode, 
or negative terminal, conducts electrons, and has channels that disperse oxygen over the surface of the catalyst. Fig.2 
shows both the Electrolyzer Sequence (water is converted into hydrogen and oxygen) and the Fuel Cell Sequence (oxygen 
and hydrogen combine, liberating electrical power that drives the car).
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 2H  => 4H + 4e-
2Anode Reactions: +

 O  + 4H  + 4e => 2H  O-
2 2Cathode Reactions: +

 2H  + O   => 2H  O2 2 2Overall Cell Reaction:
Cathode Reactions:  2H  O => O  + 4H  + 4e  -

2 2
+

 2H  O => 2H  + O    22 2Overall Cell Reaction:

Anode Reactions:  4H + 4e => 2H -+
2

For more complete information, see articles 
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 Book G:     Astronomy and Perception

Astronomy Slides Popularity Rating
G+0+0 35mm slides for astronomy.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Astronomy Models
G+5+0 Vault of the heavens: Large lucite globe.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+5+5 Earth, Sun, and Mars model. ◆

G+5+10 Solar system model.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆◆

Auditory illusions
G+50+5 Shepard tones: repeating tones appear to continuously ascend or descend .  .  .  ◆

Optical Illusions
G+55+0 Revolving window illusion.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+55+5 Rotating disk and strobe demonstration. ◆

G+55+10 Optical illusion posters.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+55+15 Phantom bouquet: Real image from a concave mirror. ◆

G+55+20 Clam shell mirrors: Floating coin illusion.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+55+25 Indices of Refraction:glass in oil and phantom crystals. NEW

Perception
G+60+5 Pendulum and polaroid experiment.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+60+10 Limit of resolution: Two movable pin-points of light. ◆

G+60+15 Limit of audibility: Set of rods that ring at different frequencies.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+60+20 Set of color blindness cards. ◆

G+60+25 Rotating disk with black and white lines makes color illusion.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+60+30 Purkinje effect: At low intensity, blue is more visible than red.                           ◆
G+60+35 Two slides plus red and green light gives full color illusion.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . ◆
G+60+40 Detection of the IR, visible, and UV spectra using arc lamp on TV camera. ◆



HPF (Haydn Planetarium)
1) The solar system
2) Formation of the planets
3) The Sun
4) Mercury (Mariner 10 NASA 
photo)
5) Crescent Venus
6) Clouds of Venus (in UV) 
(Mariner 10 NASA  photo)
7) The Earth (Apollo 17 NASA 
photo)
8) Full moon
9) Mars
10) Mars: Olympus Mons 
volcano (Mariner 9 NASA  
photo)
11) Mars: Grand Canyon 
(Mariner 9 NASA  photo)
12) Mars: Sinuous channel 
(Mariner 9 NASA  photo)
13) Phobos (Mariner 9 NASA  
photo)
14) Jupiter with moon
15) Jupiter’s great red spot 
(Pioneer 11 NASA photo)
16) Saturn
17) Saturn: rings edge-on
18) Uranus and Neptune (ar-
rows indicate moons)
19) Pluto
20) Comet Ikeya-Seki

V
1) The Sun in total eclipse, June 30, 1973
2) The Sun in annular eclipse, April 19, 1997 (multiple 
exposure)
3) The moon in total eclipse, May 25, 1975 
4) Greenish northern lights (aurora borealis) Finland, 
Nov. 22, 1975 
5) Blue northern lights (aurora borealis) Finland, 
Jan. 6, 1978 
6) Comet West (1976 VI), March 4, 1976 
7) 2 Nebulae in Scorpius NGC 6357 (top) & NGC 
6334 
8) Orion’s Belt and Nebulae: Horsehead and Great 
Nebula
9) Trifid (top) and Lagoon Nebulae in Sagittarius 
M20 & M8) 
10) California Nebula (NGC 1499) in Perseus 
11) North American & Pelican Nebulae in Cygnus 
(NGC 7000 & IC 5067-70) 
12) Eta Carinae Nebula (NGC 3372) 
13) Veil Nebula in Cygnus (complete loop: NGC 
6960/95) 
14) Open Cluster NGC 6231 and Nebula in Scor-
pius
15) Praesepe Open Cluster (M44) in Cancer 
16) Omega Centauri Globular Cluster (NGC 5139) 
17) Milky Way in Sagittarius (looking toward center 
of galaxy) 
18) Milky Way with Southern Cross, Coalsack, and 
Eta Carinae 
19) Large Megellanic Cloud with Tarantula Nebula 
(NGC 2070) 
20) Small Megellanic Cloud and Globular Cluster 
47 Tucanae 

USNO (United States National Observa-
tory)
1) Crab Nebula in Taurus (M1, NGC 
1952) 
2) Lagoon Nebula in Sagittarius (M8, 
NGC 6523) 
3) Trifid Nebula in Sagittarius (M20, NGC 
6514) 
4) Dumbbell Nebula  in Vulpecula (M27, 
NGC 6853) 
5) Great Nebula in Orion  (M42, NGC 
1976)
6) Ring Nebula in Lyra (M57, NGC 6720) 
7) Veil Nebula in Cygnus (NGC 6992-95) 
8) Globular Cluster in Hercules (M13, 
NGC 6205) 
9) Milky Way in Sagittarius 
10) Andromeda Galaxy: Nucleus (M31, 
NGC 224) 
11) Elliptical Galaxies (M32, NGC 221, type 
E2) and (NGC 205 type E6p)
12) Whirlpool Galaxy in Canes Venatici, 
type SC I/Irr (M51, NGC 5194/5) 
13) Irregular Galaxy in Ursa Major type 
SCP? (M82, NGC 3034)
14) Spiral Galaxy in Coma Berenices, type 
SB (edge-on) (NGC 4565) 
15) Spiral Galaxy in Draco, Type SC/SB 
(edge-on) (NGC5907) 
16) Spiral Galaxy in Cygnus, type SC 
(NGC 6946) 
17) Jupiter (great red spot visible) 
18) Saturn (rings nearly edge-on)
19) Star trails around the North Star
20) Aurora (the Northern Lights) 

ASTRONOMY SLIDES                                                                       G+0+0
35 mm slides for astronomy

G+5+0ASTRONOMY MODELS.
Vault of the Heavens: Large lucite globe.

The Earth in Space Globe consists of a number of 
elements. At the center is a transparent model of the 
earth mounted on a shaft which can be rotated by 
hand using a knob at the base of the assembly near 
the South Celestial Pole. An adjustable plastic 
'Horizon Ring' is positioned about the Earth to 
indicate the visual horizon. Suspended above the 
Earth is the Sun on a wire that can be adjusted 
using a knob mounted near the North Celestial Pole. 
There is also a wire perpendicular to this called the 
Sunlight Terminator wire, which shows where the 
Sun is rising and setting.
     Surrounding the Earth is a large 36" transparent 
plastic globe that is printed with a lot of information. 
The globe has Hour Circle Lines every 15° 
corresponding to longitude (used to determine Right 
Ascension) and Lines of Declination every 10°, 
corresponding to latitude. Inscribed about the globe 
at an angle of 23.5° is the plane of the ecliptic, 
printed with Months in 5 day increments, indicating 
the position of the Sun. Over 1100 stars to 
magnitude 4.5 are shown with dots of 7 sizes. The 
more popular stars are named, and distances are 
given in light years. Eighty constellations are drawn 
in with lines and named. Also some nebulae, star 
clusters and galaxies are shown, as well as 
boundaries of the Milky Way. The precessional path 
of the North and South Celestial Poles are shown.
     A compass is mounted at the base of the entire 
assembly. Following the procedures outlined in the 
Farquhar manual, the Earth is oriented in space so 
that the Sun and stars are at their correct locations 
for the current date and time. 

Earth
in Space

Globe
(36" Diam.)

Compass

Ref.:Teacher's Manual For Farquhar, p.11-18
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V
1) The Sun in total eclipse, June 30, 1973
2) The Sun in annular eclipse, April 19, 1997 (multiple 
exposure)
3) The moon in total eclipse, May 25, 1975 
4) Greenish northern lights (aurora borealis) Finland, 
Nov. 22, 1975 
5) Blue northern lights (aurora borealis) Finland, 
Jan. 6, 1978 
6) Comet West (1976 VI), March 4, 1976 
7) 2 Nebulae in Scorpius NGC 6357 (top) & NGC 
6334 
8) Orion’s Belt and Nebulae: Horsehead and Great 
Nebula
9) Trifid (top) and Lagoon Nebulae in Sagittarius 
M20 & M8) 
10) California Nebula (NGC 1499) in Perseus 
11) North American & Pelican Nebulae in Cygnus 
(NGC 7000 & IC 5067-70) 
12) Eta Carinae Nebula (NGC 3372) 
13) Veil Nebula in Cygnus (complete loop: NGC 
6960/95) 
14) Open Cluster NGC 6231 and Nebula in Scor-
pius
15) Praesepe Open Cluster (M44) in Cancer 
16) Omega Centauri Globular Cluster (NGC 5139) 
17) Milky Way in Sagittarius (looking toward center 
of galaxy) 
18) Milky Way with Southern Cross, Coalsack, and 
Eta Carinae 
19) Large Megellanic Cloud with Tarantula Nebula 
(NGC 2070) 
20) Small Megellanic Cloud and Globular Cluster 
47 Tucanae 

USNO (United States National Observa-
tory)
1) Crab Nebula in Taurus (M1, NGC 
1952) 
2) Lagoon Nebula in Sagittarius (M8, 
NGC 6523) 
3) Trifid Nebula in Sagittarius (M20, NGC 
6514) 
4) Dumbbell Nebula  in Vulpecula (M27, 
NGC 6853) 
5) Great Nebula in Orion  (M42, NGC 
1976)
6) Ring Nebula in Lyra (M57, NGC 6720) 
7) Veil Nebula in Cygnus (NGC 6992-95) 
8) Globular Cluster in Hercules (M13, 
NGC 6205) 
9) Milky Way in Sagittarius 
10) Andromeda Galaxy: Nucleus (M31, 
NGC 224) 
11) Elliptical Galaxies (M32, NGC 221, type 
E2) and (NGC 205 type E6p)
12) Whirlpool Galaxy in Canes Venatici, 
type SC I/Irr (M51, NGC 5194/5) 
13) Irregular Galaxy in Ursa Major type 
SCP? (M82, NGC 3034)
14) Spiral Galaxy in Coma Berenices, type 
SB (edge-on) (NGC 4565) 
15) Spiral Galaxy in Draco, Type SC/SB 
(edge-on) (NGC5907) 
16) Spiral Galaxy in Cygnus, type SC 
(NGC 6946) 
17) Jupiter (great red spot visible) 
18) Saturn (rings nearly edge-on)
19) Star trails around the North Star
20) Aurora (the Northern Lights) 

G+5+10ASTRONOMY MODELS.
Solar system model.

This solar system model is a three-dimensional representation of the Sun and the nine 
planets. The model is not true to scale. (A real model would have the sun with a 15 cm 
diameter and Pluto would be a small grain of sand half a mile away...)  The model can be used 
to give the class a sense of the relative sizes, distances, speeds of the planets around the 
sun, and length of years. Using a planet location table and the degree markings on the base of 
the model, the position of the planets can be shown for different months and years (the charts 
we have only go up to year 1990.) This makes it clear why only some planets are seen at 
certain times of the year. The manual included with the model gives other information about 
the planets, as well as comments on asteroid swarms, planetary conjunctions, and Kepler's 
laws of planetary motion.
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Ref.:Hubbard Sci. Co. Manual
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G+5+5ASTRONOMY MODELS.
Earth, Sun and Mars model.

There isn't much to this demo. A variac controls the brightness of a large light bulb that 
represents the Sun. Small models of the Earth and Mars are set out at selected distances. 

Earth, Sun, and Mars
Model

Variac

Sun

300 Watt Bulb

Mars

Earth

120 V.A.C.

27 cm



G+50+5AUDITORY ILLUSIONS.
Shepard tones: illusion of continually rising or falling tones.

See figure 1. The endless staircase picture (designed by Penrose and made famous by Escher) gives the 
visual illusion that one can go endlessly up or down. The acoustic counterpart designed by Shepard in 
1964 gives the illusion that tones endlessly rise or fall in pitch. Our audio cassette tape has a selection of 
rising and falling sequences of 'Shepard tones', each about a minute long.
     See figure 2. A note that is twice the frequency of another note is said to be an octave above. In the 
'equally tempered scale' used in Western music, there are 12 semitones in one octave: C, C-sharp, D, 
D-sharp and so forth up to C again. The second C is an octave above the first. Thus, all notes can be 
shown on a 'pitch-circle', with frequency increasing as one goes clockwise. The piano has a keyboard with 
7 octaves; the international standard is set so that A4 (note A in the fourth octave) equals 440 Hz; C4 or 
middle C on the piano is 261.6 Hz, etc.
     A note such as F in one octave is 'perceptually similar' to an F in another octave. With the Shepard 
illusion, it appears that notes are rising (or falling) within an octave, yet the octave containing the notes 
becomes unclear. Shepard was able to make 'tones' that were created by adding a number of notes in 
different octaves. See figure 3. The first tone in a simple 'rising sequence' could consist of several notes 
an octave apart such as C1, C2, C3 and C4. The amplitude of each of the notes in the tone is adjusted 
using the 'spectral envelope' shown in figure 4. E.G.: the amplitude of C1 is small, C2 and C3 are larger, 
and C4 is small. Each of the sequential Shepard tones is modified by the envelope so that after 12 
increments around the pitch-circle the original tone is encountered again and the cycle repeats.

Ref.:Circularity in Judgments of Relative Pitch, R. Shepard, Journal of the Acoustical Soc. of Amer., Dec. 1964
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G+55+0OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.
Revolving window illusion.

The revolving trapezoidal window is 
a striking optical illusion in 
perspective. The window is plywood 
painted white, black and gray, with 
rectangles cut out for windows. It is 
mounted on a slowly rotating 
motor-driven shaft in a darkened 
room. (There are light sources from 
the front and from the side, shielded 
from the class.) The window appears 
to rotate first in one direction, and 
then the other. An additional effect is 
to hang a brightly colored ball on the 
upper corner of the small end. The 
ball appears to keep going in the 
same direction while the window 
oscillates back and forth. One other 
effect is to place a colored rod 
through the upper center window. As 
the assembly rotates, the rod's 
behavior is baffling.

Revolving
Window
Illusion

(60x60 cm
or

125x125 cm)

Ball

Rod

Leybold 
Rotator

Motor Speed
Controller

Lamp

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p. 24-25



G+55+5OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.
Rotating disk and strobe demonstration.

In a dark room, a stroboscope 
illuminates a rotating disk painted with 
three concentric sets of designs. The 
central design consists of circles 
ranging from small to large. The middle 
design is three slightly different rings of 
rectangles. The outer design is a series 
of dots within circles. The flashing 
strobe creates the illusion that the main 
disk is standing still, while the circles in 
the center ring alternately shrink and 
grow; the rings of rectangles rotate but 
at different speeds and directions, and 
the dots rotate either clockwise or 
counterclockwise within the outer 
circles. The strobe must flash at least 
sixteen times per second for the illusion 
to appear smooth to the eye. This effect, 
called 'persistence of vision', is the 
same mechanism that enables one to 
watch a motion picture movie composed 
of a series of individual pictures.

Strobe
Power
Supply

Strobe

Leybold
Rotator

36" Diam. Rotating
Disk

Speed
Controller

STROBOSCOPE
CONTROL UNIT

IN 2
A

B

IN 1

IN 2

ON

OFF

Brite

Norm.

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p.26

120
V.A.C.

G+55+10OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.
Optical Illusion posters.

In Fig.1 (a), the length of the brim of the hat is the same as the height of the hat. In Fig.1 (b), 
the lower right hand slanted line 1, if extended, will intersect the left-hand line 0 where it joins 
the vertical. However, slanted line 2 actually looks like the one that will intersect with line 0. In 
Fig.2, the perfect circle appears distorted. In Fig.3 (a), the two diagonal lines are the same 
length. In Fig.3 (b), the two vertical lines are parallel and straight. These are all 'optical 
illusions with lines and angles'. In Fig.4 a flight of stairs is seen from above looking down, or 
from below looking up. This is an 'equivocal figure illusion'. In Fig.5, small gray spots are 
seen at the intersections of the white lines. The white lines look brighter against the black 
background, and the place where the white lines intersect seems less bright (or gray) in 
contrast with the white lines. If you stare at a gray spot, it will become white, while all the 
other spots remain gray. This is an example of 'irradiation' or 'brightness contrast'.

Various
Optical
Illusions

(60x120 cm) Fig.4

Fig.1

(a) (b)

10 2

Fig.3

(a) (b)

Fig.5

Ref.:Modern College Physics by Harvey White, 6rd ed., p. 18-26

Fig.2



G+55+15OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.
Phantom bouquet: Real image from a concave mirror. 

If an object is placed just below the center of curvature of a concave mirror, a real  inverted 
image is formed just above the center of curvature. This is the secret to the 'phantom bouquet' 
demo. Artificial flowers are suspended upside-down in a box so that they are concealed to the 
viewer yet open to the mirror. A real rightside-up image of the flowers appears to be planted in 
the pot. The image appears solid and real,-yet a hand can pass through it.
     Figure 1 shows the ray diagram for the setup. The inverted flowers are the object at 'o', and 
the real image of the flowers are at 'i'. A lamp is used to illuminate the flowers, making the 
image much brighter. In setting up this demo, the distance from the flowers to the mirror must 
be quite accurate to make the illusion seem real.

Concave
Mirror

(f.l.+83 cm Lec.;
f.l.+27 Pim.) Real Image

of Flowers

Flowers
Concealed

in Box

Pot

Real
Image

of Flowers

140 cm

165 cm Lec.;54 cm Pim.
300 cm or more...

Lamp

Fig.1
Concave

Mirror eyec

i

o

f

(Same apparatus
as E+40+35)

G+55+20OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.
Clam shell mirrors: Floating coin illusion. 

The 'floating-penny' illusion is a clever use of two concave parabolic mirrors. A coin placed on 
the lecture table in the center of the opening of the lower mirror appears to float within the 
opening of the upper mirror. The image is so real that people are tempted to touch the coin.
     See Figure 1. Front-surface parabolic mirrors M1 and M2 are identical. They both have 
diameters of 28 cm and focal lengths of 10 cm. Each mirror has a small hole cut in its vertex. 
The mirrors are arranged so that they face each other. The dimensions of the mirrors have 
been chosen so that the focal point f1 of mirror M1 is at the vertex of mirror M2, (and f2 is at 
the vertex of M1). Thus, if a small object such as a penny is placed at 'A' (the focal point of 
M2), rays of light hitting mirror M2 will all be reflected parallel to each other. These  parallel 
rays will then reflect from mirror M1 and be focused as a real image at 'B' (the focal point of 
M1). 
     This device  was originally constructed as a 'thermal-imager'. A light bulb placed at 'A' will 
ignite a piece of paper at 'B'. Sound can also be focused in the same way.  A watch ticking at 
'A' can be hear loudly at 'B'.

Clam Shell
Mirror Apparatus

Penny

Fig.1

Eye

Real Image
of Penny

M1

f1

f2

M2

A

B

(Same apparatus
as E+40+40)



PERCEPTION.
Pendulum and Filter experiment (Pulfrich effect).

Ref.:A Study of the Pulfrich Phenomenon, William Fleischman (thesis), Univ. of CA, 1948 (QP 495 F5, Optometry library)

See figure 1a and 1b. In 1922, Pulfrich noted that a pendulum swinging in one plane 'appeared to have' an 
elliptical path when viewed with a neutral density filter in front of one eye. This startling illusion is due to 
perceptual mechanisms in the eye and circuits in the brain. See figure 2a. The pendulum ball is swinging 
left to right. The left eye looking through the neutral density filter sees a dimmer image of the pendulum 
ball. The rods and cones in the retina of this eye take longer to register and send their image to the brain. 
This is called a 'latency period'. 1 is the brightly illuminated image seen by the right eye. 2 is the delayed 
image seen by the left eye. The brain combines these images and the ball appears to be at position 3, 
further away than expected. In figure 2b, the pendulum is swinging right to left. In this case, applying the 
same reasoning shows that the image seems closer than expected. Looking at figure 3, one sees how the 
path of the pendulum appears to be elliptical. Another less obvious effect is that the ball appears larger 
when farther away, and seems smaller when closer. The perception of the speed of the ball is also 
distorted. In fact, the greater the speed, the greater the distortion. Thus, the use of a ND filter (1.0-2.5) in 
front of one eye creates distortions in the perception of depth, size, velocity and position. The Pulfrich 
effect has been implicated in vehicular crashes when eyes experience conditions of unequal illumination.

Viewer
Fig.1

(a)

1.0 Neutral
Density

Filter

(b)

Pendulum 3-D
Illusion

(b)(a) Fig.2

Filter

Eye

12

3

Filter

1 2

3

G+60+5

FilterFig.3

G+55+25PERCEPTION
Optical Illusion: Matching indices of refraction

beaker of wate�

beaker of glycerin

glass (pyrex) rod

phantom crystals

�

�

In setup #1, the ‘Phantom Crystals’ (a highly hydrophilic carbon based polymer) have been 
soaked in water until they’ve absorbed up to 300x their mass. Although they are clearly visible 
in air, when they are dropped into the beaker of water, they seemingly disappear. In setup #2, a 
pyrex rod is placed into a beaker of glycerin. Due to their relatively similar indices of refraction 
(1.473 and 1.474 respectively), only a very faint outline of the rod is visible.



G+60+10PERCEPTION.
Limit of Resolution: Two small lamps on adjustable slide.

Two lamps are mounted on a slide bar so that the spacing between the filaments is variable 
from 3 to 22 mm. (In addition, the intensity of each filament is individually variable.) The 
demonstration is pointed at the class and students at different distances from the lamps will 
experience different limits of resolution dependent upon the conditions set up by the 
instructor.
The resolution of the human eye is limited by several factors. The resolution is best at the 
fovea, where cone spacing is the closest. Spherical and chromatic abberation degrade 
resolution. For an average pupil of about .9 cm, and at � = 550 nm the eye can resolve 
objects whose angular separation is about .0005 rad. Thus, at a distance of about 20 m, 
the eye can resolve the two point lamps at about 1 cm separation.

Fixed
Lamp

Moveable
Lamp

Bottom set of
lamps is not used.

Eye

(Same apparatus
as E+10+45)

Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 814

G+60+15PERCEPTION.
Limit of audibility: Set of rods that ring at different frequencies.

Wooden hammer
to strike bars
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(Same apparatus
as B+50+30)

This is a set of 10 solid metal cylinders suspended on strings to resonate from 4084 Hz to 
32,768 Hz.  A small wooden hammer is used to strike the bars. The audible range for 
humans is about 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. With age, the high frequency limit may shrink to 
10,000 hz or less

Ref.:Physics For Scientists and Engineers by Giancoli, 2nd ed., p. 383



G+60+20PERCEPTION.
Set of color blindness cards.

The Book of Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates has 40 plates.  Each plate is composed of grey or 
green background dots and foreground numbers of red or purple.  People with some forms 
of color blindness can not make out the numbers. 

Book of
Pseudo-

Isochromatic
Plates

(40 plates)

PSEUDO-ISOCHROMATICPLATESFOR TESTINGCOLOR PERCEPTION    

American Optical Co.    

(Same apparatus
as E+5+0)

G+60+25PERCEPTION.
Rotating disk with black and white lines makes color illusion.

Benham's Disk:
The disk has one half of 
black, and the other half of 
white.  On the white half, 
lines of concentric arcs 
are placed as shown.  As 
the disk is rotated, colors 
seem to appear.  For 
example: the outer circle 
may appear light tan, the 
two inner circles may 
appear green, and the 
innermost circle may 
appear blue.  The colors 
vary with the speed of the 
disk, and the colors may 
be perceived differently 
from person to person.  If 
the disk is stopped, then 
rotated in the opposite 
direction, the order of the 
colors reverses. The 
explanation is not fully 
known, but it may be that 
the rotating arcs cause 
low frequency stimulation 
of the color receptors in 
the retina of the eye.   

Note: Leybold Rotator pulleys are
set for the highest speed

Reading
Lamp

Variac to control
Illumination

120
V.A.C.

Speed
Controller

Leybold
Rotator

120
V.A.C.

12" Diam.

Benham's
Disk

(Same apparatus
as E+5+35)



G+60+30PERCEPTION.
Purkinje effect: At low intensity, blue is more visible than red.

Lantern Projector

Slide

Iris
Diaphragm

ScreenA slide with both blue and red filters is inserted into a lantern 
projector.  The purkinje effect reveals that the human eye is 
more sensitive, at low light levels, to blue light than it is to 
red.  At full intensity, both color spots are easily visible on the 
screen.  As the instructor closes down the iris 
diaphragm, a point is found where the red spot is no 
longer visible.  At this point, the blue spot, 
though dim, is still easily seen.

(Same apparatus
as E+5+40)

Blue
Spot

Red
Spot

G+60+35PERCEPTION.
Two slides plus red and green light gives full color illusion.

Slide
Projector 1

Slide
Projector 2

Beam
Splitter

Note: Projectors should
      be level so there

is no keystoning.
Variac

Lab
Jack

120 V.A.C.

Green Filter
Slide 2

Red Filter
Slide 1

Screen

A still-life scene has been photographed twice on black and white 
slide film, first through a red filter, and then through a green filter. 
The first slide plus red filter is inserted in projector 1.  The second 
slide plus green filter is inserted in projector 2. When both 
projectors are turned on, and the  two images are superimposed 
via a beam-splitter, the image that appears on the screen gives 
the illusion of being a full color rendition of the still-life scene 
even though much of the spectrum is missing.  The 
variac controls the light intensity of the green 
projector.

References:
Scientific American, E.H. Land, May 1959, pg.84
and Scientific American, E.H. Land, Dec 1977

(Same apparatus
as E+5+45)



G+60+40PERCEPTION.
Limits of visibility: the visible spectrum, infrared and ultraviolet.

Carbon
Arc

Light
Mask

Lens

Lens 19,050 L.P.I.
Diffraction

Grating

Projected Spectrum

Detected
Spectrum
on Large
Monitor
Includes

UV and IR

Adjustable
Slit

White light from a carbon arc passes through a slit and is sent through a diffraction grating, creating a full 
spectrum focused on a white screen.  A zinc sulfide screen will phosphoresce when inserted into the dark 
region of the spectrum beyond violet, showing that there are ultraviolet rays that our eyes do not detect. 
Also, a small TV camera aimed at the spectrum detects light in the dark region past red, indicating 
infrared rays that are not visible to our eyes. The small TV camera also shows the visible region and 
some of the ultraviolet region as well. The instructor can point to the areas that seem dark to our eyes, 
yet on the monitor they are brightly lit. 

Small
IR TV

CameraPower
Supply

Small
Monitor

120
V.A.C.

Zinc
Sulfide

UV
Screen

R O Y G B I V

RIR O Y G B I V UV

ON/OFF





Dr. Howard A. Shugart

Note: I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Howard 
Shugart for his patient explanations and good-natured 
help concerning many of these physics demonstra-
tions during the time it has taken to complete this 
catalogue. (Any of the mistakes you may detect are 
mine, and not his!)

     --R.O., 8/04
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